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ABSTRACT
Dean's Grant Projects (DGPs) provided both the

financial impetus for adapting teacher education programs to meetthe
challenges of mainstreaming handicapped students into regular \

classrooms and the arena for the discussion of different approaches
to the institution of necessary changes. This book presents-13-papers
written by educators experienced in the issues and problems of

,

!

implementing DGPs. Paper 1 describes the origins of the DGPs and
their present operation from the federal perspective. Results of a
survey of DGP officers are summarized in paper 2. Paper 3 offers an
-overview of functions and possible activities of DGPs. In paper 4,
the` _process of faculty development in the revision of teacher
education programs is detailed. The problem of revising teacher
educatioh-curricula is discussed in paper S.pescriptions of how
curricula in-elementary and secondary education can be changed are
presented in papers 6 and 7. The work of projects in the areas of
administration and school counselors and psychologist is the topic

piof paper 8. Following paer-9's discussion of different institutional
approaches to project activities, a description is given in paper 10
of DGPs in supporting regional consortia. Paper 11 discusses the
problems of program evaluation. Issues that may deteimine the future
course of teacher education and educational services for handicapped
students are considered in paper 12. A compendium of materials
produced by, various, DGPs and information on where they can be
obtained is presented in the final paper. (JD)
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Introduction

WqEM the U. S. Congress in 1957 empowered the U. S. Office, of
Lducation (USOE) to develop programs to impreVe the educational
opportunities of children classified as mentally retarded, 4 new
era began in the history of American education. Previously, the
USOE had been primarily a center for the collection and dissemi-
nation of information and statistics;-with its new authorisation,
the USOE expanded its personnel and activities to carry out the
intent of Congress ; .thus it sought out programs that were pursu-
ing new directions in teacher training and research, and in the
development of materials and delivery systems in order to stimu-
late innovation and change. 'During the 1960s and 1970s programs
were extended to include children with all varieties of handicaps,
and children manifesting other school-related problems.

--In 1982, we take notice of the completion of seven years of:!
growth and development in teacher education and the Dean's Grant
program. This program was established by the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped '(BEM) in 1974 to support changes in the pre-
service preparation of regular classroom teachers to enable them
to serve .4andicappea students in the mainstream of American edu-
cation.

Although Public law 94-142, The.Educatien for All Handl-
_Capped Children Act was signedin 1975, most handicapped students
already had been- assured access, to a free and appropriate educa

In-1972,:_the case of Pennsylvania Association for Rctarded
Citizens (PARC) vs= Pennsylvania established the -right to educetion-educntion

EFat was appropriate to the handicapped pupil,
placement in-the_least restrictive-envirotment and parental
right to participate-in educational-planning-for their children.
DiscUssions on how handicapped pupils could be integrated in reg-
ular classroom prograMs had7been underway even earlier,
Reynolds, 1962) Deno (1972) described new ways of deploying
special educators in mainstream settings and Birch (1974) -exam-
ined alternative programs for educating handicapped ehilarenand
especially those who were classified,. as EMR '(Educable Mentally-

Retarded), in regular classrooMs.
.

The initiation of the Dean's Grant program in 1974-,'however,
and the subsequent funding of over 260-projectebetween 1975 and
1982, for the first time reached into collegesv, schools, andde-:

tpartments-of education to stimulate revisions in teacher-edeci-
tion programs to make them responsive to.. the accumulatingdevel-

._



Opments.-7Clearly, including handicapped pupils in regular class-
roams and schools requires changes in how teachers function in
thes classrooms and how schools are operated. The- Dean's Grant
Projects (DOPO. provided both the financial impetus for adapting
teacher-preparation programs to these changes and the Arena for
the discussinm of different approaches to the institution of-nec-
essary changes.

The objective of preparing classroom teachers fully and ade-
quately to serve all children, including those with handicaps
and/or special learning and instructional needs,. in regular
'schools has not teen achieved in all instances, yet significant
improvements have 'been documented in faculty deVelopment (i.e.,
increasing. the skills, knowledge, and commitments of individual
faculty members) and curriculum revisions. Nor have all improve-

.ments occurred at the same rate or according to the same methods,
a not unexpected finding given the differences among institutions
offering teacher-educalion programs. NevertheleAs, a great deal
has been learned from the different projects,

The'purpose of this book is to-mak available what has been
learned from past DGPs to the deans and other personnel of teach-
er-education institutions who are taking early measures to up-
date thelr teacher-education programs. The chapters, therefore-,
range from general overviews of the Dean's Grant program and
Dean's Grant Projects to examinations of what approaches work
der what Conditions in different institutions and the identifica-
tion of trends that may affect the future of teacher education!

The Problems and the Challenge

TEACHER education has been suffering from a severe case of --
trust. Whether this negative attitude is deserved can be a gued
but it cannot be denied that in this country_ there has bee a
general lack of confidence, not only 'in the trainingof to chess
but also in the public' schools. The public, and even ma y'edu-
cators have openly criticized or at least raised questio s about
American public education and its teacher-preparation sy-tem.

During the 1960s and 1970s. school administrators in a num-
ber of states expressed the opinion that they could do a better
job of training teachers than could the teacher - preparation in-
stitutions. Alarming numbers of classroom teachers a;d their or-
ganizational leaders vented their dissatisfaction wig h the quail-

/
ty of the training they had received, and they asser ed that
classroom teachers, not college or university personnel, should
control the preparation of teachers to work in classrooms. In
deed, in a number of states legislation was propos d to provide
"quick fixes" for teacher education through legis_tive mandates
of various kinds which Often included the shrinkiJg or abolitlen
of teacher-education colleges and departments, In at least 18
states, examinations conducted by the state rather than gradua-
tion from institutional programs have Come to bte considered the
better guarantors for quality teacher4. By th7ftimethe legis-
lation that became Public Law 94-142 was under consideration,
teacher education was under attack along a broad_front.

The major premise of the nean's-Grant pr graM is that deans
of education have the authority and power to lead faculties in
changing teacher-education programs. This pemisa raised serious:
questions: Did deans of educations have roich power? Would deans
be willing to commit their time and prestige to the task? Would
Members of teacher-education faculties acc'pt the leadership of
deans in the revision of programs? Such questions have been an-
cred in the affirmative by empirical investigations as well'aSy

perabnal-experience. For example, Mull (198,2) and Sivage (1982)



.investigated two related questions: Did-deans of education -pet,-
Oeive themselves and.were they perceived by their faculties as
possessing the-power to institute -changes-through Dean's 'Grant.prOgrams (Okun)? What are the methods used by deans- to..make
00-An's Grant Projects instruments of change (Sivage)?-- -In bothStudies, the_ investigators found that deans are perceived as
eessing the power and-authority to-institute change in Leacher.-

.--:education programs,if. they officially identify their. office' with
the work of Dean's Grant Projects and personally lead and support
project activities.

f In the analysis of her results, -Sivage described the edvoca-:.
cytoli adopted by deans to insure the success of projects as .

-s:

The site visits revealed .that some deans
must negotiate with competing environmental
factions, both internally and externally.
Deans who-persuaded faculty members to.become
involved in DGP activities used person and

-"power of the office" persuasion, and even
allowed colleagues to persuade in their names.
Finally, some deans successfully choreographed
change, teaching, directing, and overseeing
casts of. characters according to their partic-
ular situations. These roles of Negotiator,
Persuader, and gLI2E2291,1021pl cRE171-Fir-U-de-
scribed in the literature that was reviewed
and are Supported by the data collected. Al- I

though, clearly, the roles d© not comprise all
the various activities that are undertaken by .

deans, they are sufficient for this discussion i

because they are the roles deans play as proj- i

ect directors of Deans' Grants. Thus they form
one dimension of an operational definition of
advocacy. (Sivage, 1982, p. 55)

On the basis of the interviews she conducted with delans and
faculty members. Okun (1982) concluded that it is not faeuity
submissiveness to the will of the dean that makes the concept (of
the Dean's Grant program) sound but, rather, the sense of folloW-
ing a proven leader in ascertaining and achieving institutionalgoals" (p. 157).

- This distinction is particularly importera-it

J1
in institutions of higher education where, as
these data confirm, deans seldom have the poer
to dictate programs. Curricula in colleges and
universities are largely the province-o the/
faculty...and, as one dean pointed out there
is very little that a dean can do "to prevent
individual faculty from 'doing their own thiing'."
Rather, deans are in the position to createjthe
environment' for change, using their influence
and broad communications network. For example,
they can supersede departmental territorialities
which might preclude faculty members from becom-
ing involved in activities that are generally
considered the province of one unit je.g.4Spe-
cial Education). They_alse can spread the mes-
sage faster than other faculty members that the
goals of the project are important to the entire
school.... Finally, in many.states, deans pf
schools of edudation are regarded as leaders in
the field of public education: their exp rtite

. _



is sought and their ideas and-suggestions carry--
significant weight with educational policy
makers:and educators in-the field, as well as.-
with other deans.... (p. 157) I

.

Man pointed out that the
osituational context -is always a -factor

in,ehange.processes just is arc the perSonalities of the deans.
She concluded that the power of the deanship in-an institutional
context and the.strength'of a dean may feed off-each other.--

:..Stronger-deans are comfortable in -tieing their abilities to influ-

ence'change. Weaker deans are more comfortable in seeking-posi-
-tions -in v.hich the structure: and climate of the institutions- dis-
cdurage change.

The decision of the leaders in the .BEH in 1974 to-establish
the Dean's Grant program was a gamble that the deans could anci:---,,:
would seize the opportunity to-change teacher education to pre'-
pare better 7-Lassroom teachers and to strengthen their institu-
tions. in-general, this decision has proven to be correct.

Issues Facing Teacher Educators
. ,

.

. .

..

THE lessons-learned by the educators who are engaged in Dean's
Grant programs have not come-easily. There have been long and
hard debates on a number of issues. Who is a 'Competent teacher?
What -must a teacher know and be able to do in order.to teach in
a mainstream classroom that includes one or more handicapped
children? Is there an adequate knowledge base., for making-major
changes in teacher education' What is the state o': the art in
training teachers? Who should conduct the training?' What is the
role.ofspecial education? Must we restructure teacher education
and renegotiate the roles of'teacher educators? The institutions
to which Deans', Grants were awarded varied in type, location, and
size of student enrollment. For example, in a study of project
Aemographies and outcomes, Gazvoda (1980) found that most grants,.
were awarded to public, urban institutions with student popula-
tions of from 10,000 to more than 30,000. However, 9% of the in-
stitutions were private sectarian and 10% were. private nonsec-:
tariant 40.6% of the institutions were located in suburban or
rural settings; and 23.4% had student bodies of 5,000 and under
whereas an additional 25.2% had student bodies of 5,000 to 10,000, '.

Given that the grants are awarded to deans, to whom should .

the deans give the responsibility for the day7to-day,conduct of
the programs outlined in the grant proposals? 'The management of

. many early projects was assigned to special eduCation because the`
people there were knowledgeable about handicapped children. In

such cases,,, most deans quickly realiied that the assignment had
been inappropriate and they shifted the responsibility to regular

education personnel. The reason for the shift was not incompe-
.tense (many special education faculty members developed very -good_

. programs) but= institutional politics, territorial imperatives, and

faculty governance. In most teacher-education institutions, each
program is an'independent clearly demarcated entity. Thus. fapul-

ty members tended to view activities and problems pertainliUg to
the-teaching and training of teachers to work with handicapped.'
students as the sole domain of the special education faculty, A
project that was managed by a special educator. was regarded as
another activity within the purview of special education and
regular educators saw little reason to be interested in it.

When _the project management was shifted to regular. educa-
tion, however, and especially to-one or more persons in elemen-
tary.education, curriculum, or instruction, the interest of other
faculty members in these departmehts was aroused and they began`-
. participate in the project activities and to begin the Process'..,. ..



of faculty. development. Nevortheless,the implications of -Stu-
-dents' needs:for-changes in- structure, courses, course:content,
and/or knowledge bases,-and..thesuggestion that faculty members
needed new skills caused many members to beCome, defensive._ They
did not-want the content of their courses or their teaching as--
signing:Its to be altered, especially not without their participa,..
tion. -Questions about violations of and threats to academic free--
dom- were raised and-debated .at faculty meetings', faculty re-
treats, -and social gatherings.

Much_of the energy of deans and project-directors,- conse-T
q0ently.-was devoted to broadening thelaase of faculty
tion in project -activities and calling upon influential indiVidu-.
els to acquaint faculty members with the new policies reflected
in federal and state legislation and adjudications. Faculty meth--
bers in regular. education program areas were provided with oppor-
tunities to gain "on-hands" experience with handicapped pupils- ..

and their parents in schools and classrooms under both segregated
and mainstreamed sitUations. From these and related activities,
faculty members increasingly accepted the responsibility for pre -
paring teachers who could serve haadicapped children- in mainstream
-classrooms. Many individuals recognized their experiences as the
opportunity to do something about their concerns for individual.'
children and interests in individualized education, not only for
handicapped studentsbut, also children with a diversity
cial needs--in fact, all children. New relations among faculty
members were established across disciplines (e=g., regular educe--;
Lion and special education) and new responsibilities were accepted

,within regular education., Hence the subject for debates shifted
to the content and experiences preVided in the teacher-education
curriculum.

What do teachers need to know and do? Early attempts to re-
vise curricula centered on adding a new course on exceptional
child education or integrating info existing courses some,modules
on exceptional children,. In the seven years that the Dean's Grant
program has been functioning, a pattern has emerged; initially,
programs did indeed add a course or two,,then they integrated new
content into old courses, and now they have turned to extending
teacher-education programs. a' important initial Activity for
many projects in the early days was the development of lists of
competencies which ranged from a dozen ,or so to hundreds and even
thousands of items Obviously, there was considerable latitude
in the ideas of what classroom teachers were expected to know, and
be able to do. The different suppositions of what schools and
schooling should be like and how teachers should perorm their
roles'both frustrated and challenged teacher educators. With the
aid of DGP staff members, therefore, faculty members began to look
for resources and experiences that would help to provide Answers

Starting in 1975, the 'SSE organized an annual meeting of DGP
deans and directors to share experiences and problems and to open
communications among the personnel, of different projects= These
annual meetings, and the regional meetings which were initiated
somewhat later, became critical supports for the people who were'
engaged in-changing teacher - education programs. The processes
of identifying and-holding on to what was good and what works in
teacher education and what should be changed to make teacher edu-,
cation more responsive to the needs of elementary and secondary:
school special needs children under present conditions and for
the.future,were'major DGP concerns. Out of- these concerns there
came some ideas for a professional curriculum for teachers, A
Common Boil of Practice for Teachers: The Challen e of Public
Law 4- 42_to Teacher Ed cation Reyna ds, Biro Gro a et al.,
1990). The so-called "come= body of Practices" comprised 10

'-clustersvof capability for teachers. (For the list of instruc- -



onal mater_e (lavebeen developedon the-basis-of these ---=
clusters,iee the paper.by- Lakin and-Reynolds in -this.vaiume.)

A more recent issue among DGP personnel has been the time,
needed to acquire the necessary knowledge and skills. .:How:much
"life :niece' must be taken to adequately prepare a teacher- -one..
that can work wi41 a-group-of students who have diverse educe°
Tonal needs? How much time can be afforded',for professional

teacher education. in the total education of the teacher? How
-much time can the student afford? Someinstitivtions (many.withi

--_Dean-s' Grants) indicate that a five- or even six-year kogram -m0-
be required to.trein students to become professional teachers., --

The growing that programs consistingof three or four j
professional courses, usually, a foundations couroe,a_eurrioulum

...course ,-a-methods-courser And-student teaching do not provide the
time and opportunity for faculty members to adequately prepare
teachers for today's classrooms. TA contrast, some believe
that extending the erigth of programs may drastically reduce
.their cost effectiveness for students, considering the low start-
ing salaries, or may become a barrier fer low-income and minority
persons who cannot afford the longer prepnration'time, or may
force some institutions out of teacher education if the student
population were to fall precipitously. These issues have not
been fully resolved but some state legislatures and professional
,organizations (AACTE and NEA) are exploring their possibilities.
In some states, currently, a full year's internship is required
for-certification.

One thing is 'apparent: If the professional practitioners
ane faculties of -higner education do not reach some definitive
position, the governmental agencies (e.g., leginlatures and gov-
erning boards) will move to provide their own solutions to the
problem of adequate teacher training. Such solutions might satis-
fy the agencies but they would not necessarily be the best options
for the professions or for children.-

These topics have generated considerable discussion at NSSP
and AACTE meetings and on the campuses of many institutions. For
example, the University of Kansas and the Univerity-of Florida
teacher-education faculties have taken steps to extend their pro-
grams beyond four yeprs. A number of other institutions are at
various stages of studying the issue in terms of what is required
to become an adequately prepared teacher and how long it will take
to do the job.

A Support Systems Technical Assistance

.- In 1968, the passage of the Education Professions. Development
Act (EPDA) in the USOE Bureau of 'Educational Professions led to
the generation of a number of innovative programs in education.
Within the framework of these prograts there was created what was
called the Leadership Training Institutes (Davies, 1975). The
center for technical assistance in special education became the-
Leadership Training Institute/Special Education (LTI/SE) at the
Univernity of Minnesota, under the leadership of Maynard Reynalde.
Subsequently, this LTI became the NSSP, the technical assistance
center for Dean's Grant Projects, NSSP has been a key ingredient
in the success of Dean's Grant Projects during their first seven
years, 1975 -1982. ,A remarkable lesson can be learned from a're-
vieW,Of the conditions that led-to.the developmentmf technical
assistance and/pr support systems by the USOE and frOm the-experi-
ences of. persons.who were engaged in conceptualizing

,

and.operating ,

these tasters. .

.

in briefr-it became apparent very early that the'USOE.could'.
not staff its national and regional offices with sufficient per.



.sonnel.to:menage-and conduct technical-assistance -serviceSfor
.

all the projects. More importaht, perhapp,-, the .agency'sl*ole of -._
administering monitoring, and evaluating. projects- for funding-
pUrposeswas not-compatible_ with:the advocacy that_ characterizes
technical assistance. When Reyncilds summarized the proceedings
of the conference on national'tethnical.assistance support sys-
tems-imspecial.education which was held in 1974Asee Reynoldsi
1975)-,--he presented a-concept of a technicaleasiStance/sepport.
system -(he used-the terms interchangeably) that-became the- model..v.
for Serving the Dean's Grant Projects. He believed that such
system functioned best outside.the government; most agencies had
limited staff and resources, were burdened by administrative du-
ties, and could not act as monitors and advocates simultaneously.
Support systems should operate on a "soft" basis, that is they
should be temporary structures with limited existence. Temporary:
'structures would not compete with existing professional organiza-
tions but rather, would strengthen them.

Reynolds recognized the legitimacy of at least two programs:-
(a) the federal agency's need to comply with the legislative man-.:.
date in administering a program and (b) the needs of the agency's':....
constituents who are served through the 'program. Thus, a support
system must be.abIe toy assist both agency and constituents with
out viblatingthe trust of either. Personalized. and .resptinsive
assistance is extremely reinforcing.

A support system can provide a variety-of services: consul--
tatioh; trainingi-disseminatien of information; advocacy; and the
like- in general, a small central staff that is augmented by g
range of experts who can becalled upon for specific tasks fCa
sh6rt periods of time can provide. more services than'any- large
permanent staff.

These briefly, stated views became the philosophy or frame
-work-for the developmentandoperationa of the NSSP. In fact,!the

major characteristici-of NSSP have been (a) its-temporary
nature, (established in 1975, it ceased to exist on September 30,
1982), (b) its functions as an advocacy system for projects and
their- needs, (c) its cooperation with the federal agency to carry
out the legislative mandate, (d) its small, sometimes part-time.:'
central office staff, (e) its attention to-the programmatic con-.
cept and the future while dealing with specific current -problems,'-::i
(f) its organization of conferences, development and dissemina-
tion of materials,: and facilitation of communication among prei---
eets,:.and -(g) its advocacy for handicapped persons and the pre.
fessions that serve them.

The .NSSP:program reflected the needs of both-ederal and
cal clients: The Advisory Board, which was created to work with
and advise the NSSP staff on matters that affected both .clients,
was composed of five to eight regional liaisons, a handicapped.
persom, and the parent of a handicapped person who also 'repre-
sented a federation of advocacy, organizations:

The regional liaison officers were deans and Dean's Grant
Project directors;:all were committed to improving the quality
of teacher preparation generally as yell as in their own univer-
sities, and especially in programs related to providing services
for handicapped pupils who are placed in mainstream classrooms.
The deans who acted as liaisons were geographically dispersed a-
round the country .and came from small and large institutions, in-
cluding the traditionally bleat. colleges.

Two significant-components of the NSSP program were the dis-
seMination-ofmaterials produced by projects and-those developed

and scheduling of both regional and annual national,
meetings. At the latter, new projects were acquainted with the
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Aupport services that were available and were welcomed into the
network of DGP.Anstitutions-- The prOgrams afforded time for prej7
ect-personnel. to share information on Liccessal and Amtioduce new
ideas -:and concepts;- failures; debate of issues): arrive-at consen-
labs on some materials; and arrange for the exchange of materials
Andrekperts.:

Although, the peen's Grant-program did not include -as a major
-purpose the production,of instructional and conceptual materials;
the very nature of the work in which the projects were_erigaded;
coupled with thApreativity of the people invtived,-inevrtably
resulted in a rich literature on the revision of teacher educe-
tion, : Many materials that were-useful to the projectAAnd to edu-
cators in-institutions without Deans'- Grants would never have been
accepted by commercial publishers because of the expense of pre-
duction, the rams in which they were presented, and/or the
iced market for them. The final chapter in this volume lists the
many products\developed during the first seven years;, of the pro-
gram

TheAmerican Association of Colleges for Teache 'Education
(,AACTE) has had a Dean's Grant to disseminate to institutions
without grants the materials developed by Dean's Grant Projects,:
And-to.mork through state AACTE organizations to encourage teach-
ek educators to support the legislative mandates for educating
handicapped students: Currently, AACTE has a project to assist
small, private, liberal arts colleges to strengthen their teach-

-training, programs.' AACTE also will continue to distribute
materials and products initiated by NSSP. Thin organization and
the ERIC Clearing House Project, located in washington, DC, have
become the eential depositories for information and materials on
teacher-educatit.A and Dean's Grant Projects.

rIS81:2 successfully accomplished its mission of a temporary
structure that was designed to provide technical assistance to a
large numbei of local projects: set'goals that were responsive to
its clients, the projects, and the federal agency; was issue- and
future-oriented; and strengthened the institutions it served.

Organization- of Book-

IN one sense the chapters of this volume progress from-the past
to the future, In the first paper, Hagerty, Behrens (the first
Project Officer for the program), and Abramson describe the ort
gins of the Dean's Grant program and its present operations from
the federal perspective. Reynolds, in the second chapter, sum

--marizes the results of a survey-of DGP officers which was con,
ducted at the Spring 1982 nal0nel bCP-meeting.' It is fair-to
say, on the basisof these two chapters, that the Dean's Grant
program has been strengthened over the seven years of its exis-

r--tence first by the support provided by the federal agencies and
secoadby-.the acceptance of and-dedication to the program by-
teacher educators indeed, the best advocates for tho,l)rogram---
seem to be the teacheF-educktpre who are participating in proj;

{--

Saunders . and Birch offer an overview of the task of Dean's
Grant Projects which takes the reader step-by-step through the:
functions and possible activities of a project. 'In the follow-
ing chapter, woods details the process of'faculty development,
the first major task in the revision of teacher-educatioApro-
-.grams.

Lakin and Reynolds discuss the problems of revising teacher-
education cyrricula. The core of their discussion is the 10
clustersAf capability, the common body of profeasional-;practice
for teachers'. -Theyalso list the materials that were developed

. .



under the auspices of NSSP to provide teacher educators with sug-
gestions for incorporating elements of the clusters in their
courses. Haisley and Scannell, in their respective chaptorS,
provide experiential bases for their descriptions of how curricu-

-- la in elementary and secondary education can be changed.

come Dean's Grant Pr'bjects have extended-their areas of con-
, cern_by focusing on other pre-service students than those in ele-

mentaryand secondary eduCation. The work of projects in the ar-
eas of administration and' school- and psychologists is

sod by Sharp in the chapter on key support persOnnel. Fol-
lowing SWIt4-ey's discussion of the different approaches to project
activities whi-db-are generated by the particular needs of insti-
tutions, Sharp describes the experiences of Dean's Grant Projects
in supporting regional consortia.

A major concern of projects, almost since their beginning,
has been that of documenting their successes. Bates discusses
the problems Of evaluation and offers an example of a program
that was conducted by Cleveland State University. The addenda,to
his chapter show the kinds of data which have been collected on a
regional and two national evaluations and the conclusions that
were drawn in each.

The next to last chapter by Reynolds is a slightly revised
versioil of the paper with which he introduced the final NSSP-
sponsored national meeting of DGPs (Spring 1982). It is re-
printed here because of its attention to issues that may deter-
mine the future course of teacher education and educational ser-
vices for handicapped children.

Last but no less important is the compendium of materials
produced by the various DCP projects over the years and the in-
formation on where these products can be obtained. The author,
Karen Lundholm, has been the Assistant to the Director of NSSP
since the support system was established and probably has had
more dealings with project personnel on a day-to-day:basis than
anyone else.
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The Dean's Grant Initiative:
Fostering an Agenda of

Shared Responsibility in Teacher Education

George Hagerty, Thomas Behrens, & Marty Ahtamson

Special Education Programs
U. 5. Department of Education

ABSTRACT: The Dean's Grant program is designed
to assist schools, colleges, and departments of
education andarfiltated professions in the re-
vision of their preparatory programs for both
undergraduate and graduate students. A primary
objective of the faculty development and cur-
riculum revision activities traditionally asso-
ciated with the program is the infusion of
those instructional competencies that will be
required by Current and future generations-Of
personnel to more effectively serve the full
range of children placed in the regular school
environment. To date, about 260 institutions
have participated in the Dean's Grant program.
This chapter describes the origins of this na-

nal initiative and reviews the evolution,
status, and potential future of the innovative,
field-responsive enterprises.

11

THE 4.23 million handicapped students currently enrolled in
America's public schools continue to challenge the educational
community in general and teacher-education program personnel in
particular. AlthoUgh the rights of handicapped children and
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youth to a free and appropriate public education in the least re-
strictive environment is affirmed by both professional consensus
and federal and state statutes, debate continually has focused on
the capacity of the educational system to adequately coordinate
and deliver the range of services required by the general popula-
tion of exceptional learners. The principles and procedures con-
veyed through Public Law 94-142 - the right to education, least
restrictive alternatives, individualized programing, and due
process - require schools to employ teachers and support staff
who are competent'in both their professional specialty and estab-
lishing mutually supportive, cooperative relations with col-

.

leagues, parents and students.

FroViding for the education of handicapped children and
youth is truly becoming a shared responsibility. Approximately
68% (U.S. Department of Education, 1982) of those children iden-
tified as handicapped spend some portion of the school day in
regular classrooms. An additional 25% who manifest more severe
handicapping conditions are served in separate classes in regular
school buildings. Thus, all but a small proportion of exception-
al students receive instruction in school environments where the
opportunities for substantial interactions with nonhandicapped
peers and regular school staff are possible. However, the quali-
ty of the interactions and the effectiveness of the educational
services provided appear to be highly variable and largely de-
pendent upon the preparation, direction, and motivation Of the
administrative, instructional, and support personnel in a\given
school.

In their on-going study Of the ecology of quality schools,
Hersh and Walker (1982) argued that the environments that have,
the greatest educational impact on children are those in-which
there are found (a) high teacher expectations, (b) a strong sense
of efficacy, (c) clearly communicated rules for social behavior,
(d) strong adTinistrative leadership, (e) parent support, and (f)
an instructional technology that maximizes students! work. These
dimensions are the fundamental ingredients of a fine-tuned social
organism. If we know what factors are present in schools that
are effective with children exhibiting marked individual differ-
ences, it is only logical that we 4s trainers of teachers and
administrators, concentrate our efforts on understanding these
factors and effecting. change accordingly. However, our emphasis
should not be on isolating discrete elements but, rather, on af-
fecting the whole by changing the parts.

The primary objective of the Dean's Grant initiative was to
influence positively the edUcational system by revitalizing
teacher education to make the regular school environment a more
receptive and effective instructional setting in which to serve
an expanding range of diverse students, particularly handicapped
children and youth. The intended outcome of this federal effort
was not perceived by its architects to promote some idealized
renascence in American education. Rather, the initiators of the
Dean's Grant program realistically erivisioiled an evolving network
of schools, colleges,

improving
departments of education (SCDEs) col-

lectively devoted to mproving services to children. Advances
in existing services would result from the preparation of a cadre
of highly skilled graduates at the baccalaureate, master's and
doctoral levels. First, however, traditional teacher-education
curriculum would have to be refined to reflect the knowledge and
skills required by generations of future regular classroom teach-
era, special educators, administrators, and related service pro-
viders to understand and function in the renegotiated roles ex-
tant and evolving in the schools.



Ante +ccdents of the Dean's Grant Initiative

IN their review of the historical development of programs for
handicapped children in the United States, Reynolds and Birch
(1977) observed that advances in_the practice of special educa-
tion, which paralleled improvements in other segments of the hu-
man services community, rarely "took over" suddenly. Changes in
the mode and content of service delivery characteristically pro-
gressed at a slow. and less than uniform rate. The heightened
momentum and "urgency in action" that emerged in the late 1969s
and expanded throughout the 1970s to protect the rights of handi-
capped students was largely the result of a coale4cence of major
societal forces: judicial, legislative, professional, parental,
and the general public. The right-to-education mandate embodied
in Public Law 94-142 and comparable state statutes not only im-
parted new legal responsibilities to the educational community
but, in a more profound sense, established a host of fresh pro-
fessional challenges requiring immediate attention. The impor-
tance to educational practitioners, teacher educators, and policy
makers of the progressive legislation being promulgated on behalf
of exceptional learners was the degree to which it encouraged in-
creasing diversity in the classroom. The transition of the regu-
lar school environment from a place of exclusion to a setting
fostering more inclusive arrangements for handicapped children
and youth demanded detailed planning, collaboration, and consis-
tent and committed action by the entire educational system and
the larger community of advocates, parents-, and students which it
served.

Although the field of special education experienced tremen-
dous advances in the areas of knowledge, theory, diagnosis, and
instructional techniques (Grosenick a Reynolds, 1978; Reynolds s
Birch, 1977; Schafer & Chalfant, 1979), the advances were.di-
rected primarily to educational models relying on "pull-out"
strategies, that is, the removal of handicapped children from
regular classrooms for a portion of each school day to provide
them with appropriate special services. For all practical purer
poses the prevailing arrangement isolated professionals and, in
turn, created separate, degenerative subsystems (i.e., regular
education and special education) through Which handicapped chip
dren passed to receive appropriate services. /

Attempts to study-mOre effective methods of educating mild-
ly, moderately, and severely handicapped populations wereimade in
the late 1960e, These research and development activities were -

stimulated by federal and state discretionary funds (Council for
Exceptional Children, 1976). Paralleling these advances in di-
rect service 'provisions was the unprecedented expansion-of spe-
cial education training programs at institutions of higher educa-
tion across the nation (Burke, 1977; Schofer & Chalfant, 1979;
Smith, 1977). Again, federal support provided through legisla-
tion such as Public Laws 897164 and 91-230 served as significant
stimuli for the growth of teacher edUcatien and leadership prepa-'
ration. By Fiscal Year 1974 (Academic.. ear 1973-74), the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped,(BEH) had established the fol-
lowing range of broad funding categories:

General Special Education
. Severely Handicapped
. Early Childhood Handicapped
Vocational and Career Edu-
cation

Physical Education
Regular Education
Volunteers; including Parents

Recreation
. Interdisciplidary Training

Oaiaprogessional Training
Model DOOloplent and Im-'
plemntation((SpeCial
projecs)

Developmental'Assistance
(Post-Doctoral Trai_ning)



Prior to 1914, Lilo massive training demands for regular edu-
cators, administrators, and other nonspecial education personnel
were met by limited federal, state, and local support for inser-
vice activities. Federal funding for the specialized inservice
preparation of regular educators was assumed to be catalytic in
nature. Discretionary funds were awarded for the development,
initial implementation, and assessment of model inservice pro-
grams, including consortium arrangements Giant: & Moore, 1977).
The collection of individual efforts was determined to be prac-
ticable and effective (AMS, 1981), but the relative scarcity of

oavailable federal resources and the scope of practitioners'
knowledge and skill deficits required a rethinking of prevailing
approaches to professional development.1

State-wide study committees, composed representatives
from institutions of higher education, state and local education-
al agencies and consumer/advocacy groups, were formulated for the
purpose of Analyzing existing personnel7preparation programing in
each state, and to consider alternatives to these efforts. Ii'-

eluded in most deliberations was the consideration of appropriate
certification requirements for regular educators, with particular
emphasis on the establishment of acceptable knowledge and skill
standards for classroom teachers who would serve an expanding
popuiation of students with diverse handicaps. The outcome of
these activities pointed to the critical need for a refinement of
the concepts and content found in traditional undergraduate and
graduate teachet-education programs (Behrens & Grosenick, 1978).

Defining the Dean's Grant Program

THE Dean's Grant (or Regular Education - Preservice REM program
was conceptualized to address the needs of future generations of
regular classroom teachers, administrators, and related service
providers in the country-. The program was developed in tandem
with the federal government's Regular Education - inservice ()MI)
-program that was designed to upgrade the skills of those educe-
tional personnel already employed in the nation's schools. The
intention of 4.he simultaneous underwriting of these ambitious en-
terprises was to realize both an immediate (REIM and prolonged
(HEM influence upon the quality of educational services pro-

.

-The magnitude of the problem of providing the population of
1,809,000 regular educatc%s.with'adequate inservice training is
highlighted by data derived from both an AMS survey (1981) and
State Plans (1982) submitted to Special Programs, U.S. Department
of-Education, When aggregated, these reports indicated that only
37% of regular classroom teachers received any inservice prepara-
tion for instructing handicapped students during the academic
year 1979-1980. The average number of hours in which regular ed-
ucetors participated in these inservice activities was 12.1 (as
compared with 21.3 hours for special educators). Additionally,
state data suggest the possible evoluten or perpetuation of an
imbalance in -the Content-of inservice training provided to regu-
lar education personnel, Inservice activities delivered to regu-
lar educators in 1979-1980 were three times more likely to be
oriented toward training content in awareness and knowledge rely
tie to educating handicapped students than in skill practice and
application. By contrast, inservice training provided to special
educators during the same time period was fairly balanced in con-
tent (i.e, trainee development in awareness, knowledge and skill
areas, with a aigniticantincrenne in activities leading to com-
petence=in skill application),
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vided to handicapped students as well as their nonhandic pped
peers).

During the spring 'of 1974, staff from the Bureau .of Educa-
tion for the Handicapped (BEH) held discussions on future agency
priorities with professionals representing teacher education,
state agencies, local school systems, and consumer groups. Fore-
most on the agenda in these deliberations was the development of
a plan of action that would respond to the collective/findings of
the on-going Statewide Study Committees. Subsequent ,to these
meetings, it was decided that an effort to stimulateithe refine-
ment of traditional teacher-training programs was imperative,
and, in fact, that it could assist in the timely infusion of de-
veloping, innovative special education training sequences.

The resulting Dean's Grant program was announced in a July
1974 "Dear-Colleague" letter to deans across the country by Edwin
Martin, then Deputy commissioner of Education. The program ob-
jectives specified in this correspondence included the following:

The development of instructional competencies
pertaining to the education of handicapped
students for regular education personnel, in-
cluding "elementary educators, secondary edu-
caters, principals, supervisors, superintend-
ents, career/vocational educators, and other
personnel.."
The "reforming of training sequences and cur-
ricula" which promote the infusion of the com-
petencies in response to the individual chal-
lenges of children, including the handicapped,
.,tho require additional attentien,

. The establishment of projects which incorporate
the following programmatic elements:

1 Dean or equivalent admiarstrator as
the project director.

2 - A plan which proposes the revision
of the teacher education program;
modification should be beyond the
mere addition of one or two courses.

3 - EVidence of strong special education
faculty involvement and commitment.

4 = An initial three year timeline for
program implementatidn.

5 - A delineation of project outcomes
including but not limited to Changes
in curricula, impact upon School/Col-
College operatiOn, benefits to pro-
gram graduates, and projected impact
upon handicapped and other children
"whom the program's graduates will
serve."' (Martin, 1974)

If one common element. was present among-the original Dean's
Grant applicants, it was diversity- Initial cycle submissions
(i.d., 1975 1978) were disparate in geographic locations, insti-
tutional' size and composition, type. of personnel involved, and
scope and nature of proposed programing (Behrens6 Grosenick,
1979).. Competitive proposals consistently focused tho applica-
tion narratives to address the fbilowing critical areas
Hagertyi &_Merehant0 1979): _ .

Need:- Proposals described the needs for- faculty development
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and curriculum revision which were determined through systematic
and thoroughly documented institutional needs assessments. This :

information represented the perceptions of all participating secs
tors of the school, college, or university. Additionally, model
Dcan's Grant programs sought the participation of those constitu-
encies ultimately affected by the reconceptualized training cur-
riculum (i.e., students. parents, personnel from LEAS and sEAs,/
and advocacy organizat:un representatives).

Pro'ect influence: Applications clearly defined the project-
training audience(s) and delineated the anticipated influence of
curricular redevelopment strategies for each of the proposed
audiences. The proposals frequently identified the field-based
concerns which would be addressed through project support and de-
Scribed the expected results. of training and curricular develop-
ment in terms of definable modifications in educational ,program
content and the sequence of course offerings. In addition, proj-
ect results usually were'defined in terms of measurable improve-
ments in faculty and student knowledge and skill acquisition, as
-well as attitude change.

Depending upon the content of the individual project need
statements and the identified training populations, Dean's =ant
Project activities focused on the competencies required for one
or more of the following roles and environments.

Service Role
Elementary educator

. Secondary educator

Early childhood educator

. special educator

. Vocational/career educat

. Counselor

. Bilingual educator

Administrator

. Physical eddcator

Recreation professional

. Paraprofessional

. School nurse

. School Psychologist

. School/social workers

Other related service pro-
viders (e.g., occupational
therapists, physical ther-
apists, rehabilitation

_personnel)

Settins
Regular preschool, elementary
or secondary classrooms

. Head Start programs

Resource rooms

or Vocational program settings

Community-based programs'
(both academic and extracur-
ricular)

. Local, intermediate, and
state administrative unit
programs

. community "ducational and
health programs

. Consumer/advocacy agencies

Program iiqpMelShMeritsz Strong proposals characteristical-
ly described a nequence of faculty and program-development-activ-
ities to promote the special education and regular educa-tion do-
mains. 'Effective projects, traditionally, were crganited around
the following components:

The essigament of a p roject advisory commit -ee
composed of project staff, representatives/Of par-
tiCipating institutional units, and personnel from
external educat -,anal agencies and consum'er groups. _

Collaborative faculty awareness effore/S (leading
to staff acceptance of necessary program modifica-
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tions).

Cooperative staff-development activities to insure
the development of crucial and collectively deter-
mined competencies (i.e., attitude, knowledge,
skills).

Analysis of didactic and pract-ctam content in
existing teacher-education programing.

Identification of additional program content per-
tinent to the education of exceptional children 4n
regular classroom settings.

Development and field testing of new curricular
designs.

. Infusion of new course content or total revision
of the graduate and/or undergraduate Program-

. Plans for an on-going evaluation, documentation,
and refinement of the permanent reconoeptualized
curriculum.

Evaluations of Regular Education-Pre-service proposals were
particularly favorable when applicants forecast the continuous
participation of local school personnel and parents in project
activities, and especially in those efforts related to the as-
sessment and revision of practicum arrarigeMents.

The extent of proposed revisions in each application was
variable and specific to the needs of individual institutions.
However, several basic areas of faculty/graduate competence were
presUpposed. In describing the University of Kansas program, for
example, Kleinhammer, Chaffin, and Skrtic (1978) determined them
to be as followl:

a. Knowledge of normal and differing learning
patterns of students.

b. Knowledge and application of' o_ s-
sessment procedures appropriate to excep-
Lionel children.

Knowledge of curricular choi Fes appropriate
for exceptional children.

d. Knowledge of techniques for planning,
livery,.-and management

techniques-
for

exceptional children,

e.
---

Human relations and organiational skills
essential to serving exceptional children
and participation on IEP teams.

f. Knowledge of societal influences and issues
related to exceptionality. (p. 149)

Froept Ecaluatiori: The majority of competitive applicants
proposed an evalTIWTTUN-dosign incorporating instruments and data-
management procedures that insured the Methodical collection of
.assessment information, and reviewed, analysed, and subsequently
used the information for project refinement. The evalUation pro-
cess was intended to provide for an accurate assessment of pro-
gram function ancl at the same time, twallow for the comprehen-
sive documentation of all project activits. Evaluation instru-
ments frequently:included items Such as the following

Formal surveys of etdff, participating,faculty
members, Aindergrachrate and graduate trainees, and,
when appropriate, external agenciparIbiPants.
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Narratiu reports of project activities.

* Anecdotal records.

* Committee or discussion group minutes.

* Position papers and responses.

Statistical resedrch related to measurable effects
of the project activities on the primary (faculty/
pre-service trainee) and secondary (school,. com-
munity. agency environment) audiences.

Early projects were supported at levels of approximately
$35,000 per year. Funds were primarily employed for the release
time of a senior faculty coordinator, secretarial support, con-
sultants, and limited staff travel to proMote interproject dis-
semination and network activities. The majority of the initial
Dean's Grant Projects experienced a level of success (in meeting
proposed objectives) equivalent to training programs supported
under several other Division of Personnel Preparation funding
categories. However, those programs that reported the greatest
level of institutional influence. commonly cited the following
strategies as positive determinants:

The active involvement of a primary academic
administrator (i.e., dean or equivalent).
Behrens and Grosenick (1978) suggested that
these individuals have the authority, respon-
sibility, and decision-making capability to
bring about change. Projects in which the
dean took a leadership role in planning and
=implementing the program - and not one of
tacit approval - were projects which more
easily accomplished critical curriculum revi-
sion'objectives. (National Support Systems
Project, 1981)

* The linkage of effective, practical teaching
strategies with educationsl theory by means of
the following approaches: The involvement of
school-based practitioners as project trainers;
the participation of classroom teachers, handi-
capped individuals and parents in project plan-
ning, implementation and evaluation; and the
refinement of ptactica experiences to reflect
changes in didactic offerings (Hagerty, 1991).

. The early and frequent use of team or consensus-
building activities to promote a truly interdis-
ciplinary effort (Clair, Hagerty, & Merchant,
1979; Grosenick & Reynolds, 1978; NES9; 19R1;
Teaching Research, 1982). Those projects_were
particularly successful which viewed the special
education faculty as an Muportant element in, but
not the sole contributors to,-the curriculum re-
finement process. Effective projects continually
el-icited the input and participation of those
disciplines-and areas of the educational spectrum /
which would realise -the most significant impact /'
on the curriculum reviSiOnOrocess,0g., elemen-
tary education, secondary education,-educational
psychology, and vocational education.

The Expansion of the Institutional Network

THE initial federal investment in the Dean's Grant proqramto-
tailed $1',400,000. During Fiscal Year (FY) 1975 (Academic Year
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1975-1976), this funds supported 39 charter projects. Table 1
shows that from 1975 through 1980 categorical support in the area
of Regular Education - Pre- service increased dramatically. 'Par-
alleling this growth in resources was a rapid expansion in the
numuer and design of both Dean's Grant applications and institu-
tional awards (Clair, Hagerty, & Merchant, 1979),

TABLE 1

Year 4 of Projects Su orted

1975 --

1976 60

1977 /5

1978 92

1979 117

1980 141

1981 132

Tota Level of Funding

1,400,000
3,230,000

3,230,000

3,420,000

6,486,000

7,250,000

6,187,000

Currently, about 260 colleges and universities have been
Dean's Grant recipients for time periods ranging from one to
seven years. This number does not account for the additional 56
institutions of higher education that have benefited. indirectly
from technical assistance activities or materials provided by
several national or regional networks, notably the National Sup-
port systems Project (NSSP), located at the University of Minne-
sota, and the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educa-
tion (AACTE), located in Washington, D.C.

From the inception of the Dean's Grant program, both federal
administrators and faculty members in participating institutions-
have recognized the need for substantive program and network sup-
ports to assist individual grantees in project implementation.
The impetus for establishing a major technical assistance and
support network evolved from the dual conditions that

. individual projects were developmental in nature
and that as a consequence, these "high risk" ef-
forts focusing upon longitudinal faculty and cur-
ricular change would require a substantial system
for the design and provision of supportive materi-
als and technical assistance services; and

no common forum or professional organization ex-
isted for the range of-disciplines and issues ad-
dressed by the Dean's Grant program.

The two major networks (NSSP and AACTE) supported by the
Division of Personnel Preparation during the tenure of the Dean's
Grant program conducted and expanded upon the time-tested service
functions administered by previous support projects in federai
programs, such as Teacher Corps and Education Professional De-
velopment Act (EPDA) programing. They included the management
of the following;

Technical assistance activities (drawing upon the
collective expertise of current and former Dean's
Grant recipient0.

. Material develo_ment and refinement activities (in
which products focusing upon effective s _ategies
for faculty and-program change are promoted).
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Material/information dissemination activities
(insuring the time y distribution and exchange
of research findings, training strategies and
promising service delivery models).

Convening activities (providing Opportunities,
based upon national, regional or topical in-
terests, for professionals involved in the
specialized preparation of regular educators
to discuss common concerns about current and
future instructional designs,and practices).

The multiple support activities administered by NSSP (1975-
1982) and AACTE (1978-1981) were and continue to be valued by
schools, colleges, and departments of education for their appro-
priateness and reliability in responding to critical resource
needs. Two particularly noteworthy support strategies emanating
froM these national projects were the establishment of regional
liaisons by the NSSP and th

Under the NSSP project design, Dean's Grant Projects were
formally organized into eight geographic regions. Each region was
assigned a lead professional or liaison to act as principal co-
ordinator, act in an advisory capacity to the larger NSSP na-
tional network, and when requested, to provide direct and timely
assistance to individual Dean's Grant Projects and prospective
applicants. Annual regional meetings were convened at the dis-
cretion of the liaisons and were organized

- to act as a vehicle for sharing information;

to enable individual attention to projects;

- to eneourage regional assistance to problem
solving; and

to share ideas and materials, as may be avail-
able.

The central staff of the NSSP provided:a myriad of suppor-
tive services. 'Activities included national training conferences,
smaller topical conferences (convened across the nation)., the
ganization of site visits, assistance in identifying and sharing
materials among the projectsc'and the establishment of a publica-
tion and dissemination system.

The AACTE Project on the Education of the Handicapped crea-
tively used the agency's organizational structure of state asso-
ciations to accomplish the major objectives of

. disseminating information relating to the Dean's
Grant program to-AACTE member institutions;

encouraging responses by its membership to
federal mandates regarding the education of the
handicapped; and

stimulating the interest of increasing numbers =.
of institutions in the Dean's Grant concept.

Frequent collaborations with NSSP and individual Dean's
Grant Projects enabled AACTE to sponsor a variety of national,
regional, and state conferences on critical issues in the spe-
cialized preparatory training of regular educators.

Current Programing and Future Directions

THE Dean's Grant program has been Successful to the degree that
it has accomplished both the
jectives;

explicit and implied following ob-

2 4
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Establishing the education of exceptional students
as an-area of critical attention for teacher edu-
cation institutions.

Promoting models for curricular refinementimoderni-
ration in teacher-education institutions, primarily
focusing on special education competencies.

Advocating the shared responsibility of regular and
special education for the provision ofservices to
a substantial proportion of handicapped students
(Sontag, 1982).

The realization ofthese objectives largely has been,pro-_
moted through the use by Dean's Grant program participants, of
two major approaches to the reconceptualization of traditional
teacher-education curricula. These general approaches are as
follows:

1. The infusion of cant elating to the education of handi-
e-

The majority of institutions with Dean's Grant Projects dedicated
themselves to fundamental and complex strategies for change above
the level required merely to add a course on handicapped students
for all teacher trainees. In some teacher-education programs in-
formation and experiences relating to the education of handicapped
pupils were included within the frameworks of existing courses.
In this approach, the competencies that non-special education per-
sonnel should possess were identified and the graduate or under-
graduate curriculum was reviewed to ascertain the courses and
field experiences in which those comtietencies could be imparted

Modular instruction emerged in some institutions as a form
for infusing pertinent content into existing courses. The in-
structional modules frequently incorporated both commercially
prepared and internally developed materials. These instructional
resources have the advantage of being easilv integrated into ex-
isting preparation programs. modules also allowed for flexibili-
ty in the instructional format in that they could be used as re-
sources by faculty members or incorporated in whole or part into
the training sequence.

The infusion of information throughoUt the curriculum had
some disadvantages, however. For example, it is more difficult
to document that'graduates have acquired instructional content
when it is not neatly packaged in a single course. Also, there
is danger that when components are widely dispersed in the cur-
riculum of complex programs, the commitment of instructors to
some components will diminish or be superseded, thus destroying
the systematic approach to the content. An essential element to
maintaining the value of the infusion of information, consequent-
ly, is the assignment of professional responsibility for the co-
ordination and support of the program.

2. Comprehensive revision of teacher - education

A basic revision of teacher-education programs may be the most
significant response to the challenge of Public Law 94-142.
This change process requires a reassessment and renegotiation of
the relations among the different curricular units like the cur-
ricular redesign structured around the cluster of 10 capabilities
identified in A Common Bodyof .practice for TJachers:(Reynolds,
Birch, Grohs, et al., 1980).

2A detailed discussion of the 10 clusters is presented by K. C.
Lakin & M. C, Reynolds in "Public Law 94-142 as an Organizing
Principle for Teacher-Education Curricula," in this volume.
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A consequ ncc of integrating the 10 clusters of capability
with a comprohonsiVoly revised curriculum, is that faculty mem-
berSjand, subsequently, students) are less likely to perceive
special and-regular education as separate and somewhat incongru-
ous domains. Basic quedtions-tend_to_arisc, requiring active
discussion and resolution, on such isgUe=s-ae-the time or "life
space" provided for teacher education; the resoureeSZWIlable-____
for teacher education; the renegotiation of arrangements for
teacher education with faculty members from the liberal arts and
the professional disciplines such as medicine and law; and the
new roles of specialists and teachers in relation to parents and
the community.

Regardless of the approach to faculty development and the
curricular change deemed to be best suited to a particular in-
stitution's needs, it is evident that the Dean Grant program
has had a positive 'influence on the educational community. For
example:

. Institutions that-became-the sites of Dean's Grant
projects produce approximately 38% of the nation's
yearly output of new teachers (NSSP, 1980).

OE those institutions that have completed at least
the third programmatic year of Dean's Grant funding,

72% reported completion of curricula revision,

-.B71reported completion of faculty knowledge/
skill objectives,

"88% reported significant increares'in student
knowledge/skill acquisition, and

691 reported the completion of comprehensive
program changes.

Increasing numbers of consortium arrangements have
been supported to insure an expanding influence
upon smaller universities and colleges, particu-
larly institutions serving rural populations (SEP,
1981).

Projects have begun to,insure the maintenance of
professional standards that relate to individual
differences by teacher-preparation programs. For
instance, 3 recently funded AACTE project is de-
signed to provide technical assistance to teacher-
education programs- in' meeting the standards of
special education adopted by NCATE (National coun-
cil for Accreditation of Teacher Education) (AACTE,
1981).

fn an initial survey of recent Dean's Grant Projects
by the Teaching Research staff (1962), the following
findings were documented:

- '"First-year projects seem to be of-to a
better and faster start when compared w
earlier projects."

- "The amount of [technical and material) assis-
tance available. through developed products
is considerably more abundant now than it
wed for the early projects."

- "Making curriculum changes and incorporating
them into the degree program was the most
successful and lasting part of the former
projects."
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how L _-_wo elements thatare critical to t--Le reconceptuali-
efttlen of teach..ater-education programs appear to rewire further at-
tention; they a -.re, particulariy, the refinement o f practicum ex-
Perience and tl==e collection of sufficient data _en program gradu-
ates, It is neweariewha t_ disquieting to- note the fol321Mowing

Pew of the former Dean's Grant Projects
national._ survey (Teaching Research, 1982) -eported
the use of practicum arid student teaching w--...Tith
handicap-..ped students tocomplement revises course-
work of f` '-erings, and less than 30% of the final re-
ports 5 ti_ :mitted to SEP by pean's Grant recpients
indicate revisions in practicum experience It is
imperati- ve that institutions receiving Dee) a Grants
increase efforts to reinforce coursework th rele-
vant pra experienes,
A subst.ential number _projects (even tl ose sup-

ported f..-or 4-6 years) didnot address the ---=-..ssue re-lated to - success of graduates. This faill` ure is
peticul -arty problematic because the ultirri to ob-jective f the major fasan's Grant components ( fac-

-ulry- dcv-m-elopment-and-eurriculum,refinerrient7. -= is _the_
positive effect of programing upon the knower sledge
and skid._ 2s of graduates, it is encouraging tonote, howex-r, that several individual pro=rams are
in the p=.oa..ess of developing instruments armed col-
lecting longitudinal dsta en the influence of the
programs _ on the teachirig effectiveness of raduates.
Recent discussions on the scope and nature o future Dean' s

Grant programing have centered on isolating contir uing areas of
need. Some refw-ocusing or redefinition of the tractitional Dean's
Gant concept ns=._ey be necessary, including the posibility of de-:
yeloping a revi _ Lalized master orgeer teacher syst--em and expand-
itig practical, a nupervised expsrlences with exceptonal learners
during the pre- service training sequence. Additinally, it isolearthat further investment in program developrne==-nt is warranted
iT1 the areas of doctoral training (leadership permonnel) and pro-
graming in histerically black institutions, small colleges and
universities se -eying rural and urban populations C=Sontag, 1982) .The initial vier of a revitalized Regular Educaticz.=n-Preservice
Program would escourage the design of projects thamet include the
fallowing featu-.--._ es:

. A truly ii&-Linique program design that incorpor=ates
innovati-..-ve models/activities which are rel__ted
to effee.i, Live teacher training, research, ers=mmdlocal service delivery, This may be accomplished
through the development of consortium model_s for
the treising of deans (ortheir designees) in co-ordinatin with local school officials. '3i is.
training would provide the persons who are rtesn inpon-

sitile fo r policy develtipment and implementa
collages_., universities, ancilocal school districts
with the skills and resources necessary to ef fec-
tively menage the adrnirristration of trainirg and
service delivery activities related to the - educa-
tion of -mandicapped students,
A detaild_plannijig_contponent which reflec_=s in-
tensive Faculty and LEA. involVement -prior t--_zo pro-
posal sullEmmission.
Collabor, tine SEA/LEA advocacy
A delinetion of the elttent to which progracro ob-
jectives will influence the participating

.
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on(s) of higher education and local educational
agencies involved in the effort.

The development of a comprehensive evaluation de-
sign which will assess project influence upon the
functions of program graduates and handicapped stu-
dents.

The bean's Grant program continues to provide teacher-educa-
tion personnel with the opportunity to reassess and renegotiate
the professional relations integral to the provision of educa-
tional services to all children. At times, the process of pro-
fessional examination, reflection, and change appears exceedingly
slow and cumbersome. Over the seven-year history of Regular Edu-
cation - Preservice programing, 'teacher educators have become
increasingly cognizant of the complexities of the institutional
change process. The tearing down and building up process pro-
ceeds simultaneously, and generally at a far slower pace than
enthusiasts are willing to admit (Penner & Gilmore, 1977). How-
ever, numerous Dean' s Grant-recipients-have-developed-and-docu-
mented innovative strategies to enhance and increase the likeli-
hood_of the timely progression of critical events, for example,
faculty development, program analysis, and curriculum revision.
Successful grantees have generally learned - in an institutional
sense - how to overcome negative influences, such as staff re-
sistance, administrative inflexibility, and programmatic re-
trenchment.

Future efforts in schools, colleges and departments of edu-
cation to explore alternative approaches for the preparation of
committed and skilled educators will benefit from the collective
wisdom and experience of the network of Dean's Grant Project in-
stitutions, Given the economic, social, and professional reali-
ties,of the 1980s, the keystone of future initiatives to refine
programs in teacher education and related disciplines (e.g., ed-
ucational psychology), will require a substantial level, of intra-
and interinstitutional collaboration. Attempts by former and
current grantees to document the critical dimensions of the
change process - the motivation for the development of this vol-
ume - should serve as a crucial foundation for succeeding endeav-
ors to reconceptualize the scope and content of teacher training.
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Dean's Grant Projects: Progress and Prospects

Maynard C. Reynolds

University of Minnesota

ABSTRACT: A 37-item questionnaire was distri-
buted to DGP directors, coordinators, end tea-
cher educators, who participate in the opera-
Liens of Dean's Grant Projects, at the annual
meting of DGPs held in April 1952. lout 65%of the cantered; responded to the quesniannaire
by choosing responses on a 5-point Liker-t scale
ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Din-gre-e. The subjects covered by the question-naire were as follows: The Impact of Public
Law 94-142 on Teacher Education: The Progressof Dean's Grant Projects; Changes in the Schools:
Implications for Dean's Grant Projects; New Ap-
preaches in Future DGPs; The Need for Quality
in Teacher Education; and Temporary Support
Systems: Needs of the PCPs.

WHAT has bean the impact of Public Law 94-142 on pre-serice tea-cher educatien? Have Dean's Grant Projects (DGPs ) played a sig-,...---qificant role in implementing the principles of Public Law 94-
142? Should the projects be continued? If so, shou?d new ap-proaches be explored? What new strategies, in addition to orinstead of PCPs, might be used to bring teacher preparation intoaccord with e-urrent policies for the education of handicappedstudents?

Answers to such questions are important to reeny people: to
educators who seek seriously to make teacher - preparation programs
more adaptive to the needs of handicapped pupils, to federal of-ficials who administer the Dean's Grant program, -te members ofCongress, when must consider education budgets and priorities inthe context of overall' needs, and to advocates of handicappedchildren who must be informed to function in the children's bestinterests.

Dr. Reyb... ds is 'a Professor _of Special Educaion in the De-
partment oVEducationdl Psychology. Pe was the Director of the
.national Support System's Project during its existence.
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Starting in 1975 the National Support Systems Project (NSSP)
tried to provide leadership for DGP participants in addressing
general questions on the revision of teacher education and spe-
cific questions on the progress and prospects of DGPs. Five
years later NSSP reported in The Dean's Grant Projects; A Des-
criptive Analysis and Evaluation (NSSP, _ 0 on a survey in
which experienced DGP personnel and NSSP Advisory Board members
were asked for their opinions and observations on the work of
DGPs. The report summarized the findings as follows:

DGPs have been a success in the first five
years of the program. Strong models for teacher
education now exist that take into account the
policies of Public Law 94-142: the curricular
implications of-the new policies have been ex-
plored and a new literature is being developed;
and cooperative linkages have been established
among institutions and professional organizations
to. help to 'disseminate new insights and products.
In sum, the MPS and the institutions in which
they operate represent a,significant and growing
resource for the further work to be. done in im-
plementing Public Law 94-142. Indeed, Dean's
Grant Projects may very well have helped to open
important new perspectives on and enlist a new
source of energies for teacher education in gen-
eral. (NSSP, 1990, p. vi)

Rapid changes in the political and economic climate over the
past two years prompted another survey of DGp personnel and Advi-
sory Board members. The questions were presented during the na-
tional DGF meeting in a Minneapolis suburb in April 1982. Ques-
tionnaires were completed by 139 people, about 65% of the confer-
ence participants. All re,pondents were associated with institu-
tions of higher education; about half were deans of education
and the remainder were mostly Members of education faculties and
coordinators of DGPs.

The program of the meeting consisted of a-series of future-
oriented papers, all related to teacher education and Public Law
-14-142, And subsequent small-group, disctissions on the themes-of
the papers. C.opference,participants were asked-to complete the
6-part questionnaire, which contained 37 items, during the course
pf the meetings by- choosing - responses on a S-point scale ranging
from Strongly Agree (SA), through Agree (A), Uncertain (0), Disa-
gree (D), to Strongly Disagree (SD). Comments to explain respon-
ses and views were also solicited.

The purpose of the survey was to ascertain the thinking a-
,mong DGP directors and active participants for.the future direo
tions of teacher educationand the functiohs of DGPs. Responses-
are organized according, -to the following six major topics and
six corresponding tables.

The Impact of Public Law 94-142 on-Teacher Table 1'.
Education -
The Progress of.Dean's Grant Projects Table 2

Changes in the Schools: Implications for Table 3
Dean's Grant Projects

New Approaches in Future. DGPs Table 4

The Need for Quality in Teacher Education Table S

Temporary Support Systems; Needs of the DGPs Table 6

In identifying items of the questiOnnaire, a numbecr refers to the
table and a letter to the item within each table. -'or example,
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Item la refers to the first item in Table 1.1 When they add
depth to the tabulated responses, the anonymous observations and
comments of deans, and project coordinators are quoted.

The Impact of Public Law 94-142 on Teacher Education
(Table 1)

PARTICIPANTS in DCP activities believe that Public Law 94-142 has
had an important but less than revolutionary influence upon pre-
service teacher education programs.

o "Public Law 94-142 caused a bureaucratic but
not a substantive revolution."

o The law "did not set off any fireworks" in
teacher education "but slowly, carefully and
deliberately we have started, and will con-
tinue to change attitudes of teacher educe-

In Table 1, item la shows that 75% of the respondents agree (26%,
strongly) that the principles of Public Law 94-142 are well es-
tablished and will continue to guide future developments in the
schools and in teacher preparation. In item lb, a smaller but
still major proportion (65%) of the respondents affirm the im-
portance and revolutionary nature of the law's principles. How-
ever, it is interesting to note that although the same percentage
of respondents (14%) expressed uncertainty with each question,
almost twice as many indicated disagreement with item lb.

Given the extent of the acceptance of the principles in Pub-
lic Law 94-142 (item la), do we see a closer working relation be-
tween regular and special education in teacher-preparation pro-
grams? Only 44% of the respondents agree (see item lc) that the
renegotiation of relations between the .two areas has been suc-
cessful. The proportion of "Ondecideds" is slightly higher than
that of the "Disagrees," which may indicate difficulty in inter-
preting the available evidence.

o Many close observers feel that the "concepts
[of Public Law 94-1421 are not widely inter-
nalized" yet by teacher educators and that a
few are "waiting for the law to be repealed."

o Some see the college faculties as "still tea-
faling about the law rather than about its im-
pIemzI7n,tation="

More tban one respondent noted,

o If there is a "federal retreat from the con-
cepts of Public Law 94-142, we will see the
erosion of present trends toward the imple-
mentation of the law."

o "In the absence of national leadership...the
more usual concepts of efficiency-economy,
and the 'route of,least resistance' will over-
,take" present efforts to implement the law.

_1
The-order in which items are presented in-the tables and in dis-

cussions is only approximately the same as in the original ques-
tionnaire. The percentages-for each item de not add up to 100
becaute not all respondents answered all'questions.- Readers who
wish to have a copy of the questionnaire should write to the au-
thor (Reynolds). Pour items which proved to be ambiguous result--
ed in unusable responses and are omitted in-this report.
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Table 1

Responses to Items on The Impact

of Public Law 94-142 on Teacher Education

nercen__ nes

la. The major principles expressed -SA A II Q SD
in P.L. 94-142 (such as the
right of all children to free

-and appropriate education, due
process, least restrictive
placement, etc.) are well-es-
tablished and will continue to
serve as important guides to
future-developments-in-the
schools and in teacher prepara-
tion-.

b. The implications of the princi-
ples inherent in P.L. 94-142 are
very important and are causing
revolutionary changes in the
schools and in teacher prepara-
tion.

lc, The renegotiation of relation-
ships between "regular" and
"special" education in teacher
preparation programs has been
successful and is likely to
continue into the future.

ld-.--The mission of the DGPS is
'largely accomplished. Federal
financial supports are little
needed for more than abort three
to five years into the future.

26 49 14 8

19 46 14 16 1

6 38 29 25 2

3 11 13 42 29

Most DGP deans and staff members feel that federal supports for
DGPs will need to be continued for more than 3-5 years in the
future (see item 1d), and that,

o Efforts for change "will largely disappear
without the money," as in the federal sup-
port of DGPs.

o "If it was thought that such:a task [changing
teacher education] could be accomplished-in
six or seven years, it would have been better
if we had not begun."

other respondents noted the importance of continued advocacy by
parents of handicapped children as a necessary condition for
change in teacher preparation.
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o "Parents won't permit a reversal ". of the
provision of Public Law 94-142."

o Progress-- "likely to continue only if
pressures continue from parents and field
personnel."

In sum, it appears that the response of teacher educators
tr. Public Law 94-142 is substantial but less than spectacular.
Tho necessary innovations are coming into existence slowly, as
part of a deliberate process.

o "After the critical uproar of the regular
teachers, the changes are coming about grad-
ually, subtly, and quietly."

Few respondents were sanguine about the future, should federal
leadership be seen as eroding. Without strong pressures for re-
visions in teacher-preparation programs. the future does not look
promising. Most respondents feel tha', it is important to con-
tinu- DOPsfor=a- substantial-period to realize-the necessary-
changes in teacher education.

The Progress of DearOs Grant Projects (Table 2) .

IN one chapter of the 1980 NSSP summative report, Gazvoda (1990)
discussed her investigation of all DGP8 operating during the
1979-80 academic year One source of her data was self - ratings
of project staff members. These, data showed that by the fourth
or fifth year of operations, 72% of the institutions in which
DGPs were located had made extensive or complete revisions in
their teacher-preparation curricula Seven out of eight respon-
dents, Gazvoda reported, rated the members of their teacher-ed-
ucation faculties as knowledgeable about Public Law 94-142 and
in more than half the institutions major program changes were re-,
ported as accomplished by the third year However, revisions in
practicums were reported still to be problems: less than half
(42%) the respondents reported extensive alterations in practi-
cums, even,in-the fourth- and fifth years-of-operation.

In the 1992 survey', 75.5% of the respondents rated DGPs as
successful in achieving their objectives although about one in
five Was uncertain that the projects Were working out well (item
2a).

o A number of respondents commented that DOPs
"requiie time and that often a "foundation
is laid" in early years and the important
progress occurs later.

Several respondentt observed that the new NCATE 2
standard

relating to handicapped children was beginning to have "clout,"
and that the clearest evidence of it was in DU institutions.
Item 2b indiCates that only a minority (19%) rated the NCATE ac-
tivity as strictly a "special interest" effort; most saw that
accreditatfr'on development as a definite positive step.

Responses to the general query -(item 2c) on the potential
for stroagly progressive leadership and quality monitoring in

2_
National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education:

The so-called special education stAndard becomes effective in ac-
creAtation work of 1982 and later. It sets high expectations.

I
for appropriate curricular in all teacher-preparation
se uences for dealing the educational needs of handicapped

,7
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Table 2

Responses to Items on The Progress

of Dean's Grant Projects

Per

2a. In general the Dean's Grant
Projects have been successful
in achieving their objectives.

The new NCATE standard on
special educatiOn is but another
example of the work of a narrow-
ly framed special interest

SA A U 0

23 53 21 1

5
7 -----A8

12 34 16 29

53

34 35 13 1Q

group.
____ _. _ _

2c. General structures for leader-
ship and quality monitoring in
teacher education ,(such as AACTE,
(MCATE, State Certification Offi-
cers. etc.) are incapable of
strong, progressive leadership of
the kinds needed to implement
P.L. 94-142.

2d. Special education in general and
the Dean's Grant Projects, in
particular, have "bitten off more
than they can chew" and are pro-
ceeding in unrealistic fashion to
try to change all of teacher edu-
cation, _

2e. The Dean's Grant Projects have
served to demonstrate that deans
(or directors, etc.) of education
are able to provide significant
leadership in accomplishing im-
portant changes in professional
programs and that more of the re-
sources for training which are
directed to colleges of education
in the future should be sent
through central college officers
rather than to narrowly framed
components of a college.

SD

0

19

4

teacher education of professional organizations and agencies ware,
leas one-sided: 51% agreed that AACTE, NcATE, and state certifi-
cation officers are incapable of strong, progressive leadership
of the kinds needed to implement Public Law 94-142, but 37% dis-
agreed with the statement and 16% were undecided. The comment
of one conference participant is informative:

o "Regular education faculty have.bought into
mainstreaming through their professional sub-
ject matter or higher education organizations....
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Despite the indications that DGPs lead to general revisions
of teacher-preparation programs, occasional critics have charac-
terized the projects as overly ambitious and unrealistic, of try-
ing to reform teacher education too broadly. This view is not
shared by most directors and staff members of DCPs (see item 2:1).
More than 70% of the respondents rejetted the idea that their
projects had been too expensive. One commentator asserted,

o Even in national perspective "dean's grants
have been the catalyst for much of the posi-
tive movement in teacher education in the...
last 5 to 6 years."

An interesting facet of the DGPs has been the centrality of
deans or directors of teacher eduCation in the projects. A
strong majority (68%) of DGP staffers agreed with item 2e. The
dean's leadership has been a positive feature of the Dean's Grant
program and indicates that, indeed, future consideration should
be given to awarding teacher-education grants to central college.
The comments on this item suggest, as can be expected, that,

o Leadership by deans is still "spotty" and
unless they are "committed and skillful"
as instructional leaders they may "impede
progress."

In sum, involved personnel rate DGPs as successful in a-
chieving faculty awareness and curricular changes. Many projects
undertake broad programmatic changes as well; these activities
reflect a dedicated and hopeful spirit, and few project partici-
pants would have it otherwise. The "experiment" of making deans
of education the central figures in DGPs has proved to be suc-
cessful; when the deans make a strong, personal commitment to
the DGPs' goals, the projects themselves seem to be particularly
successful.

.ChangeS in.the Schools: implications for DGPs (Table 3)

AT the base of most discussions at the 1982 NSSP national meeting
of DGP deans and coordinators were the changes occurring in the
schools in response-to Public Law 94-142. It is axiomatic that
changes in on-the-job functions must be recognized in preparation
programs is the people on the line are to meet expectations and
perform at the-desixecl-lnvel-

o "Colleges of education respond to change, rather
than to create it."

..Thus, -awarenes.a the changes that were taking place in elemen-
tary and secondary public schools often has been the first step
in revising teacher-education programs.



Table 3

Responses to Items on Changes in theSchoo s:

Implications for Dean's Grant Projects

a. The social structures of school program: are
becom1 ng more complex as a result of the ie.
plemm rietation in our society of mainslremning,
desegr---egation and right.to education princi.
ples.

b. Teach e---i-s should be expected to teach specifl.
cally for cooperative behaviors in diverSe
grouns.--;-as well-as-for-competitive-and individ-
ualist lic behaviors.

3c. If thetre is less money for education in the
next dtglecade, this means not only retrenchment,
but al so major restructuring of education-
esPoCi ally so in the case of expenSive "Spe
cial" , programs,

3d. Presem, = t systems for categorizing mildly handl-
cappet children (e.g., using labels sUch as
edutab- -le mentally retardeu, learning diSobled,
and emmmotionally disturbed) are outdated and
inappropriate and should be disbanded.

. It wou zkld be desirable for IHEs to undertake
stiller brOader forms of renegotiation and to
try to - bring together the now disparate ele.
rents in teacher preparation relating to bi-
lingua-- 1 education, ESL, multicultural edtica
tion. migrant education, remedial teaching,
educat- ion for the pOor and disadvantaged,
etc.. well as the elements of "special.'
and "rww.wegular" education.

3f. Systeni---- for ti.:! categorical preparation Of
specia3 1 education teachers for the "mildly
handic=--apped" should be disbanded in favor
of nonowo:ategorical or other non-labeling
WrOadmo:hes.

We moy expect that many more programs of
early.eaAaducation. including components relat-
ing to early identification and treatMent oi,
exceot--lonalities, will be developed in czar-
nation--

_h It Seed=nslikely that the funding of special
educntion programs on the "input-side' (get-

ting mire money just for identifying Nandi-
capped children) may be on the way out and
that mire emphasis will be given to "out-.
CoMe data as justification for funding.
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26 4 5 16 4

46 4 5 4 3

37 4C:n

35 3 19 10

48 42 6 1

34 14 9

1-9 47 18- 9

24 45 17



DGIT- norbers !teem to hold wide agrees -anent that public
Law 94-142 Mandates more inclusive arrangemens for handicappedstudents in the minstrearn environments and. t bus, that the di
versity of pupil characteristics in regular cl___assrooms has beer-i
and will continue to he greatly increased. Ncz,,te in item 3a t.h.b
some 74% of the respondents agree (2G%, strongr-7ily) that the soc±a.1
structures of Mainstream classrooms indeed .ar= becoming more cc=.rn-
plex.

follow, then, that teachers should bey prepared to deaJ_
with increesinglycomplcx social structures. One form of such
management is to Induce cooperative and rnutual-__-_ly supportive be
havior among students in mainstream classroorns_-_-- Fortunately,
much of the technology for carrying out ciasst--=-0om cooperation Zs
well developed and a considerable literature LJa available. Rel_.a-
vant materials have been distributed by the risw.sp (see Johnson .5.
Johnson, 1801). Item 3b shows that 87% of 13SP--=. staff members a
Tree thiat_teacileOlhOUld_be expected_to_ba_cOmpetant_iMnagi.-Ing
classrooms with diverse groups of students in order to enhance
cooperative behavior.

Respondents In the present survey also the mainstream
movement as helping to break down the rigid se _paration of narravv....r,
categorical programs. For example, it appears that the needs c,E
so-called "educable retarded," "learning disab ...led," and "ernotit=vn-
ally disturbed" children can be accommodated la-8y a generic form
of special education for the mildly handicappe-w=d. Reductions in.
education budgets support this kind of program_ integration be-
cause the Maintenance of many separate programm_sas, each with its
special entitlement procedures, is patently in -efficient. In

sponse to item 3c, it of respondents expressed = the belief that
we face not only retrenchment but restructurin-m as _well in "sp
cial" school pfngrams. Re,trenchment can be a 7 positive force -LE
it leads. to the systematizing of individuslitzed. instruction.

Funding catbads scintimes have an opposi---_te effect, of
course, that is they may cause even more rigie-dity and separa-
tion of programs if everyone seeks shelter in m safe, traditional
enclaves. putOut it need not be that way.

Many obse hers pointed out that rests tiz__-= ring that moves al.
way from narrow categorization of children sees mad "inevitable"
and "already underway." One observer noted v11---t the broad, unk
tying changes Occurring in especially, progras for mildly and
moderately handicapped students, should be inda..ependent of finarz
cial arrangernentslit is just that the present combination of
mainstreaming avid fiscal constraints has creatdad stronger pres-
sures for such a change.

The expected restructuring, according to -Tiost respondents.
should include thebringing together of many "ftapecial" programs
not only for stladents who are handicapped but g-----.1sto for-those whio
are bilingual, laulticuitur-al, migrant, and dis----.,advantaged. At
least two-thirds (68%) of the surrsi_pa-r-t---i-c-kparrt-9--acir--e-ad (35%

strongly) that present s at r categorizin mildly handi-
capped student -s e disbanded (see item Z--_3d). In response
to item 3e, 90% agreed that it is desirable fo==r teacher educa-
tors to undertake a broad renegotiation of pre rams in these
many special areas, not only to respond to desf-;-__Irable changes in
the schools lout, also, in order to unify, the ttsk of the oolleg

o Soule observers saw the breaking do i-mk...rn of barriers
arnOrig special "territories" in the colleges as
difficult and surely, a matter in which the col-
leges are "not." well suited to lead the way."

It is widely agreed that this restructuriv==ng does not neces
sa y mean a diaolaution in the needs and derriards for specialisALs
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in the schools; it does mean that the specialists mostly should
be _deployed in mainstream classrooms to carry out their work.
Item 3f indicates that 72% of the respondents favor noncategoti-
cal or cross-categorical programs of preparation for teachers of
mildly handicapped students. To be sure, some nay-sayers could
be heard:

o If we do away with some labels for children
and teachers we just find other labels"
in time.

o The move toward noncategorical or genetic'
specialists is "probably not feasible due to
the politics of our advocacy organization,
and of teacher certification."

These observations were much in the minority.

Another area of expected 'change, one that obviously'is con-
on-neW-fundIng-7-however7-ts--thodevelopment Wit- early_

education programs. This move would emphasize the prevention of
handicaps. Indeed, some 66% of the respondents foresee expaiiding
'emphasis on programs of early education for "special" children,
including components relating to the early identification and
treatment of exceptionalities (see item 3g).

o One respondent noted, however, that "our culture
is only now showing limited willingness to in-
vest in preventive work."

e Another" observed that the widespread development,
of early education programs "must await a shift
in our social and economic priorities."

Given these observatiens, the prevailing opinion seems to be tha
some expansion in demands for early education personnel can be
anticipated in the pear future providing sufficient political
pressures develop. Such pressures may develop from industries
and businesses that employ increasing numbers of mothers of young_
children. In any case, there will be special need to attend to
the preparation of early education teachers in those aspects that
equip them to serve handicapped and "high risk" children in their
classes.

A last important area in which change is expected to make
itself felt in the schools is that of accountability. It has
been noted frequently in the past that funds for special educa-
tion have tended to be generated on the "input" side; that is
special educators have been given money simply for identifying
exceptional children and placing them in special programs. .The
results of the process were little observed and had no effect on
the funding. According to the 69% of the respondents who agreed
with item 3h, this pattern of funding will change and increasing
emphasis will be placed on "outcomes" or evaluation data In

conclusion is unavoidable, given the concentration on
planning and evaluating programs for individual handicapped Chil-
dren, for example, in the preparation and review of IS Ps (Individ-
ual Educational Programs). In the future, more attention unques-
tionably will be given to the plans for evaluation-before funds---- -

ere allotted to proposed programs.

In sum, OOP staff members see a major change occurring in
the schools in responSe to the "least restrictive environment"
principle expressed in Public Law 94-142. This arrangement sup-
ports the inclusion of more diverse groups Of children in Main-
stream classrooms. The resulting increase in diversity requires
that teachers be prepared to manage the predictable complex.'so-
cial interactions. In addition, generic rather than narrowly
categorical programing to meet special needs can be anticipated,
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which suggests a ge lc of otmmecial education teacher pre-
paration to serve handicapped students. Some growth in
early childhood educationlOth en1PE.ollasis on programs for handi-
capped or other .,speeiaL"diltiree is expected. IncreaSed de-
mand for evaluation of Welal education programs also can be
anticipated.

New Approaohow le DAL, GPs (Table 4)

SUPPOSE you had the ohaeceto t it s all over again on your Dean's
Grant Project, would vela Proceed __fferently? If so; what would
you do?

These questions repeatedly h Vb-e been asked of DGP staff mem-
bers. Those items in tho190 sU vo.--ey that are relevant to such
questions are reported 4.000 sets-en.

There is broad con ensue that; r the problems of changing tea-
cher education in respobatohliblim_c Law 94-142 are fundamental

414 rh
concern all faculty MeMberL E0Md = 84% of the respondents agreed
that :basic reconceptualtfatlons are = required in such areas as
measurement of individ041809te%.;. and the role of parents in
educational planning (spoRM 4e).

The basic nature oEthechArhyvzs is reflected also in re-
sponse to questions on the inscz,Vvvstwasent of foundations faculty
members in curricular attiviti-s & About 3 out f 4 (74%) of the
respondents agreed that theprincip==.01es expressed in Public Law
94 -7,142 were reason enouvbtostiniate the reworking of the
foundations components tooler ,em,ducation (see item 4b) . The
item that achieved the 111911at prope.wortion of agreement (91%) a-
mong respondents is 4c1 that tontidsaations faculty must communi-
cate better among them080, dcros.tos their own specialties, and
with faculty members in other proissional areas. However, DGP
staff members, in generti180 00tx0-willing to allocate; more aca
demic space or course atedits in teaiachet-preparation programs to
foundations-courses (804a Its id), , _Commonlyi'preparatkon pro-
grams for teachers regutoo4 orle or two courses in foundationa
subjects and many Da' steks seam sr. to consider the requirement
sufficient. Some ObservenirItlieetfted that:the proper time for
expanding foundations OtOpetl aftmer teachers were on the job,
when they had a better toeception oz--f the fundamental aspects of
their work. A few rematMcIthqt if 7 foundations courses were made
more relevant and vital'OY vitivlood be more positive about added

offerings.
At the time of the 19.0report, DGP staff members suggested

that future DGPs would bo$41-advi_sed to give early attention
to'programa other than UAW preP&Awaration, for example school
administration. That rOOmantiati3Olz-n is iterated in the 1982 sure
vey (see item 45). Ihdw4,69% of I= the 1982 respondents agreed

_that attention should Otegiven to fields like educational admin-
istration, counseling, ftMochtol'pm...sychology; and an even larger'
proportion of kespondept54m0 hat programs should be devel-
oped in education to prwareakl /re.-aduate studentsOur next:gen-
eration of educational taus...-td bTlaase their professional prec
tires On-the social Poltduteflfocted in Public Law 94-142.
Item 4f shows that 89% tak X7eerterz-ndente agree that education
graduate programs beloOvonthe L)F. agenda.

Considerable supp0X7tWeered 4 in the survey results for ex-
panding the targets of WIN, rQlaitte curricular reforms in tea-
cher - education programs tetho%e health and related fielde'r
More than 9 out of 10 (92%ooe item ein 4g) respondents agreed that
teacher educators ShOultieW4inate their programs with those in
health; psy,OholOgYl_qLpealand 0:01ft-..,er fields that impinge on



Table 4

Responses to Items on

New Approaches in Future DGPs

Percen

Among the major problems of the SA A
future, as we consider the mission
of OGPst is to reconceptualize our
approaches to such matters as
Classification of children, meas-
urement of individual progress in
education, the role of the parent
in educational planning. 44 40

Foundations (of teacher educa-
tion) faculty should consider the
principles expressed in P.L. 94-
142 as a major challenge and
cause for the Significant rework-
ing of their programs. 36 30 12 11

It is important that more coor-
dination in the planning and se-

2 1

quencing of instruction be
achieved both within the "foun-
dations" areas (as between spe-
cialists in measurement,
philosophy, and sociology) and
between foundations and profes-
sional ("methods") elements of
teacher preparation programs.

4d. More "space" in teacher prepara-
tion;programs should be given to
foundations areas.

4e. Leaders of future Dean's Grant
Projects would be well-advised
to give early attention to fields
like educational administration,

f:counseling and school psychology,
rather than to concentrate spe-
cifically on teacher preparation.

4f. There is much need for develop-
ment of programs which will serve
all graduate students in educa-
tion - our next generation of
leaders - to acquaint them with
principles expressed in P.L. 94-
142.

4g. Teacher educators are well- advised
to seek common cause and/program-
qnatic collaboration across lines
Of health, psychology, Speech and
Other related fields. /Our gradu-
ites in these several /fields should 0

not graduate
-as

profetsional
strangers to one anoeher. 65 27

50 41 2

8 19 29

27 42 11

46 43

5

31

16

4 0
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education and upon the lives of handicapped children and their
families. The interest of DGPs in the coordination has been
stimulated, in part, by the work of the American Society of Al-
lied Health Professions (ASAHP). Under the leadership of Carolyn
Del Polito, a special project of the ASAHP has brought health and
education professionals together for the precise purpose of en-
couraging coordinated responses to Public Law 94-142.

In sum, when DGP staff members look to the future they see
the need for strong efforts to include all teacher-education fac-
ulty members in developmental and curriculum change efforts, es-
pecially in the very fundamental changes required to respond ful-
ly to Public Law 94-142. They also see the need for extending
curriculum revision to include all graduate study areas in edu-
cation, but with special emphasis on school administration,
school psychology, and school counseling. Cooperative efforts
between education and health-related training are regarded'as
essential also.

The Need for Quality in Teacher Education (Table 5)

A degree of tension has always existed within the DGPs on ques-
tions of.how broadly and ambitiously projects should be pursued.
For example, almost all projects have found serious "academic
space" problems, that is the lack of enough time in the typical
undergraduate programs to permit curricular attention to be given
to all important topics. Given this situation, should we work
for an-extended--possibly 5-year--preparation period for tea-
chers? This and similar questions are considered in this section.

To start, DGP staff members agree that the "new federalism,"
which seeks to increase local and decrease federal responsibili--
ties for planning, makes it more important than ever for deans
of education to take the leadership in planning and monitoring
programs, When "the FedS" say less and provide fewer supports,
leadership inevitably devolves on the state and local agencies.
Among the 1982 survey respondents, 77% agreed that the need is
increasing for strong local responsibility for leadership and
programmatic quality (see item 5a).

A-highl-Tht of th-d--1913-2 -DGP-nation Con-ference-t e eat--
dress by Thomas Gilhool of the Public Interest Law Center of Phil-
adelphia. A prominent public advocacy attorney, Gilhool was the
counselor to the plaintiffs in the famous FARO case-3 Several
items on the questionnaire related to Oilhool's remarks.

Item 5b asked whether it would be a good idea for teacher
education to be challenged in courts on "state-of-the-art" per-'
formanCe. The item is meant to propose the stimulation of higher
quality in teacher education through legal challenge in much the
same fashion that public schools and institutions for handicapped
children and youth have been challenged over the past two decades
on the delivery of services. In his address Mr, Gilhool made it
clear that such actions should be seriously ,considered. The re-
sponses to item 5b indicate wide disagreement with the idea.
Only 17% "Strongly Agreed" that such court tests would be wise.

o "It's the only way to get change."

o "If institutions are not pulled, kicking
and screaming into modern practice, changes
will not occur."

3
Pennsylvania Association for net ,ed Children vs. The Common=

wealth of Pennsylvania. 334 F St, 1257 (E.D.pa. 1971).
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Table 5

Responses to Items on The Need for

Quality in Teacher Education

Per

If the present trends toward the SA A U D SD

"new Federalism" continues, re-
sulting in more programmatic
leadership:in education at state
and local levelS, it becomes all
the more important that SCDEs
give leadership along the lines
of DGPs.

5b. It would be a good idea -to have
a series of major -court cases
involving 2State of the art"
challenges to the field of
teacher Preparation. 17

5c, Whenever local schools are caused
by court findings and judgments
to undertake "inservice training"
activities for their staff, it
would be a good and acceptable
idea to have IHEs enjoined in the
court orders. In this sense the
teacher preparation institutions
would make themselves co-respond-
ents with the schools. , 22 32 22 16 9

38 11 1 1

19 23 25 15

5d. The field of teacher preparation
is too diverse to permit general
-'state cff the art' statements ©r
a broadly shared professional
culture.

5e. It would be a good idea and a
helpful step if some of the most
successful Dean's Grant Projects
formed a special network to ad-
vance ideas for the future and:
to work aggressively on political
aspects of needed developments in

5g. The climate and timing are rinht
(in 1982) for a major move for

amount of academic or life

quality in teacher preparation. 49 32 8

of teacher preparation should make

required for high quality teacher
education.

their plans-and claims now for the

fields such as legislation, fund-
ing, and professional affairs.

55 34

47

5f. Schools, colleges and departments

7 1

18 12 41 27
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a such an approach "may provide the crises
necessary to encourage growth. We; like
all beings seem to follow the paths of
least resistance. If that path goes through
swamps, although we know that mountains exist
with grand vistas, we stay in the swamp. We
stay not because we like the dampness and the
mire, but because we find the place predic-
table. To get us to move, we may need the
crisis of law suits...."

At the same time, 15% of the respondents strongly disagreed
with item 5b.

o "I see no new solutions coming from...court
actions. In the long run I will place my
bets on academic freedom and self-disci-
pline, not on external, coercive forces.
Let's start with an assumption that trust.
cooperation, and intelligence will be our
best weapons."

Some respondents took a qualified or intermediate position.

o Teacher education needs "just enough court
cases to set some new guidelines."

o'"We.-..do not seem to be evaluating programs
effectively; so perhaps it is inevitable
that the courts will do it for us."

Should the'issue of state -of -the -art quality in public school
education come befcre the courts, it may be advisable for col-
leges of education to join with the schools as co-defendants.
Thus college of education leadership would be saying, in effect,
"Given that it is our mission to participate in the provision of
high-quality school programs through high-quality teacher prepa-
ration, and because the quality of the school operations-is in
doubt and under challenge, we choose to make ourselves co-defen-
dants with the public schools." Item Sc shows that respondents
were less than enthusiastic about this idea, nevertheless 54% ex-
pressed one or the other degree of agreement. One naysayer com-
mented,

o "It is not evident...that our knowledge base
= will-justify-and.prompt agreement on a large
number of 'state of the art' statements."

In the case of OOP staff members, however, the prevailing view
differs: 689 of the respondents to item 5d agreed that such
statements are possible at this time one respondent described
the failure of teacher-preparation institutions to adopt a state-,
of-the-art standard as a major "cop out Another respondent
differed:

o "We would be naive to move precipitously on
this issue."

It often has been, bserved that broad-based organizations
tend to be conservative; to survive they must serve the needs of
the majority, which means not "rocking the boat." In such a con-. -
text a helpful step may be to bring together a few leaders from
very progressive institutions to explore the issues and to lead
toward 'state-of-the-art' standards of performance and monitor-
ing. DOPs could provide such a structure. Interestingly, 85%
of the respondents in the present survey agreed that such a move
would'be desirable (see item 5e). Some informal coalitions that
Might serve as prototypes already exist, for example, among in-
stitutions working toward extended teacher-preparation programs.
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Perhaps the deliberate organization of such cooperation .muld be
desirable.

A substantial amount of discussion has occurred refgularly
among DGP staff members about the problems of academic space or
as some term it "life space" for teacher preparation. When fac-
ulties begin seriously to respond to the implications of Public
Law 94-142, they often conclude that not enough academic time
has been allocated for the study of all the important profession-
al topics. On the other hand, teacher candidates also need
strong programs in general education, which puts the problem well
beyond simple competition for and division of existing space.
The extension of preparation programs beyond the usual four-year
bacculaureate level must be considered.

Item 5f was included in the survey to check attitudes toward
the academic space issue and specifically, to ascertain whether
respondents thought the present time (1982) to be appropriate
for making additional space demands. Some 89% of the respondents
agreed that teacher educators should make their claims now for
adequate life space to prepare high-quality teachers. Commenta-
tors tended to support this view strongly: The need is criti-
cal." However, some suggested that "we missed that boat in the
early 1970s." A number advised that of course, in whatever
moves that are made rwe'must.be sure that we're using well the
time we already have." One observer reflected,

o "Going to a five-year program would take
tremendous courage unless done Multilater-
ally within a given state."

Another item dealt generally with the "climate and timing"
for a broad major move toward quality in teacher education.
More than four out of five respondents agreed that the "timing
is right, (1982)" for such a move (see itcn 5g). Many comments
were offered.

o The time has been right for the last 15
years."

o "It has always been the right time."

Less positive comments also were made,

o "Two or three years from now, after the New
Federalism thrust is reversed may be the
right time."

o "We cannot be assured that the current cli-
mate support the diverse, alterna-
tive-oriented procedures necessary for in-
stitutional moves toward quality."

In sum, DGP staff members favor strong moyes for quality in
teacher preparation at this time such moves to include claims
for the necessary academic space for quality programs, and strong
efforts to specify state(s) of the art and to hold teacher ,edu-
cators accountable to such a level of operation. The wisdom of
depending on the courts to force state-of-theart performance
met wide disagreement whereas the idea of forming small, ad hoc
coalitions among institutions willing to work aggressively for
reform and quality in teacher education is widely approved.

Temporary Support Systems: Needs of the DGPs (Table 6)

FOR seven years the National Support Systems Project (NSSP) has
operated out of the University of Minnesota as a temporary ech-
nical assistance system for mean's Grant Projects. 'As part of
this assistance, eight regional liaisons have served projects in
different regions of the country. The NSSP program has included
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5b.

Table 6

Responses to Items on Temporary Support Systems:

Needs of the DGPs

The dissemination of ideas in
special project areas like OCRs
requires temporary support sys-
tems. such as the NSSP, rather
than to depend totally on regu-
lar professional publications

P- gas

SA A U D- SD

and dissemination systems. 43 43 9 3 0

Even if there is no funding for
an NSSP-type activity beyond the
current year, it would be a good
idea to maintain some kind of
voluntary, "Dutch Treat" national
or regional networks of the
.,GPs. 60 35 1 1 0

national and regional conferences, site, visits to projects, de-
velopment of publications, dissemination of information, and var-
ious forms of technical assistance- NSSP also has helped to link
DGPs to other organizations, such as the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education, the American Society of Allied
Health Professions, and others. The operations of the NSSP con-
clude on September 30, 1982, about the time of this publication.
Inasmuch as this termination was announced by the NSSP staff long
before the 1982 national meeting, the data reported here are from
a relatively open situation.

Item 6a shows that almost nine out of ten (86%1 DGF members
agree that some kind of temporary support system is essential to
DGPs, at least to identify and disseminate ideas and materials
.developed by the projects. It should be noted that when DGPs
started up seven years ago there were very few well-develoPed or
tested ideas on needed faculty development and the kinds of cur-
ricular changes that institutionalized the response to Public
Law 94-142. A period of very frequent communications among pro-
jects and a searching"out of promising ideas seemed essential
back in 1975 in order to achieve some structure in Plans and to
encourage rapid progress.

0 "Temporary systems seem necessary to develop a.
strong concentration of interest for purposes_ _ _

of rapid progress,"

It is doubtful, that the-major permanent professional organiza-
tions can accommodate the aggressive developmental and publica-
tions processes that are required in any rapidly developing
field, such as that represented by the DGPs over, the last seven
years. The judgment Of the-respondents is overwhelming that
oven in 1982 there is a continuing need for a"temporary support
system
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It is very uncertain that the Special Education Programs unit
of the Department of Education will wish or be able to sup-
port anything like the NSSP in the near future, considering the
New Federalism policies in which local initiatives are empha--
sized. OL course, a form of self-help supports offers a possible
solution. Locally funded DGP staff members could agree to meet
nationally or regionally: they could maintain a-communication
_network to exchange ideas; or they could confer as an enclave at
meetings called by some other agency or organization. The pos-
sibility of voluntary organization is suggested in item 6b, and
95% of the res)ndents agreed (60% strongly) that the idea is a
good one.

o "Networking -- various forms of temporary system--
seems to be an extremely potent type of organ-
ization in the mid- to late twentieth century."

Amid the expressions of general support for creating a net-
work from the grass roots up," observations like the following

-also were made:

o "It would test the altruism of all concerned."

o "There is no money for travel, so meetings
will be very poorly attended."

Summary

THE views of a large number of deans and faculty-members parti-
cipating in the work of Dean's Grant Projects at different col-
leges and universities can be summarized as follows:

In general, the response by the teacher-education community
to the principles of education and legal imperatives exemplified
by Public Law 94-142 has been equivocal. Many members of that
community are "unsold" on the principles. Nevertheless, progress
in the adoption:of the principles is believed to be occurring,
if slowly, in-many places. The adoption tends to be gradual, to
be occurring within the context of evolutionary change processes.
Clearly, the rate of change is not revolutionary. The new NCATE
standard relating to handicapped children, the general leadership
of the American Association of colleges for Teacher Education,
and the specific efforts of national subject-spocialty,groups,
support the adoption of the principles.

In institutions in which Dean's Grant Projects are located,
clearly the rate of progressoisually is better than elsewhere,
but even at these sites time is required to stir faculty devel-
opment and to-secure significant changes in teacher preparation
curriculLms. A period of four to six years seems to be necessary
for most DGPs-to make substantial progress. There is virtually
unanimous agreement that if federal initiatives and support for
DGPs wanes, the desired progress will be sloWed. .Fortunately, a
great deal of developmental work has been accomplished, as repre-
rented in the substantial literature assembled by the NSSP and
many project staffs.

Current- DGP staff members believe that future Dean's Grant
Projects should give early attention to preparation programs for
school administrators, school psychologists, school counselore,
and graduate students in education (our future teacher educators
and leaders) as well as for teachers. Additionally, they concur
that (leant, of education-should seek closer` programmatic ties with
their counterparts in the health-related professions.

Over - arching all these details in a rising concern that the
reforms in schools and teacher preparation will not be realized
without_emajor move=by_volleges=t0=Limptove_the_whole of theirHu
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operations including both regular and special education and all
faculty members. Certainly not the least among those requiring
attention and support are faculty members in the foundations
afeas of teacher education because the reformation of education
called for in Public Law 84-142 is indeed foundational. Basic
beliefs, insights, and skills must be reexamined. In fact, what
seems to be needed is a strong move for quality-in teacher prep-
aration that is based on the high aspirations expressed in Public
Law 94-1421 right to-appliopriate education, in the least re-
strictiye environment, proceeding by explicit individualized
plans which students and parents have helped to shape, and with

processes that respect due process principles- bean's
Grant Project staff members, it appears, are quite ready to
follow a very ambitious course in institutionali'zing these prin-
ciples, but still we need some method. of convening and coordinat-
ing efforts at the national level if progress is to be strong.
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Reconceptualizing and Restructuring an
Undergraduate Teacher-Education Program

Robert L. Saunders & Barbara G. Burch

Memphis State University

ABSTRACT: With the support Of a Dean's Grant
Project from 1978-1981, the College of Education
at Memphis State University reconceptualized and
restructured its undergraduate teacher-education

,program. Activities during the first year con-
centrated on increasing faculty awareness of
Public Law 94-142 and the concept of the least
restrictive learning environment for handicapped
students. During Year Two, faculty- members and
students were heavily involved in activities
leading to broad curricular redesign and compre-
hensive staff development.

By the end of Year Two, two hypotheses were
being tested: (a) In- the main, competencies needed
by teachers to teach handicapped students effec-
tively are the same competencies needed to teach
any student effectively. (b) Many competencies
needed for effective teaching in K-12 settings
are the same competencies needed for effective
teaching in non-school settings.

During Year Three information and professional
judgment were sufficient to accept both hypotheses.
consequently, by the end of the third and final .

year of the project a restructured, reconceptual-
ized undergraduate program for preparing K-12
teachers was virtually completed, As was a new,
parallel program for preparing educators for non-
school settings. Both programs share a 'common,
generic core of professionalstudies and have
the Capacity to accommodate both the letter and
spirit of Public Law 94 -142=

THE decision in the Spring of 1978 to apply for a Dean's Grant
was clearly a logical move. For more than a decade the College
of-Education at Memphis State University had placed high prior-
ity on-the preparation of teachers for work with handicapped_
students and on related. programs and activities. During
the preceding decade, for example, the number of faculty members

-and-students' graduating .from,programs-in-the-Department-of-spe--

Dr.' Saunders is Dean and Dr. Burch,Associate Deanfor_:Pro7
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vial Education and anilitation more than doubled. The depart-
ment's- outreach activities encompassed the approximately 50 re le-
vent agencies and organizations in the greater Memphis area.
Indeed, the outreach activities extended across the United ;tat
and into several foreign countries where faculty members were
significantly involved in teaching, consultative services, and
leadership roles. In 1975, the College of Education won the
AACTE Distinguished Award for Project Memphis, a program that
created new knowledge and new techniques for diagnosing and
treating handicapped infants, some as young as 6 months. Two
textbooks and two years of national and international workshops
and training sessions for educators (pre-service and inservice)
resulted from Project Memphis along with benefits to children,
their parents (real and foster), and the local courts that used
evaluations by the Project staff to make decisions on the adopt,.-
bility of handicapped infants.

The scope, level, and significance of our work in the-area
of education for handicapped persons also can be seerl,i-6 the
department's sponsored grants and activities; the peak occurred
in 1977-78 with 11 projects totaling $911,000 inF-eternal funds.
For the six years preceding and including 19-7,17,-,18 the department
obtained an average of $597,279 per year fro6 external soUrCes,

In other words, the College's inter6-st in education for
handicapped children was genuine. Itwas also comprehensive
and had been sustained for over a ddcade. Our proposal for a
Dean's Grant was accepted on Mav,-4, 1978, we were notified of
the award of $30,000. We comet ted $52,000 from our own funds
for in-kind services and materials.

Year one

The Project Coordinator and Administrative Assistant were selected
from members of the/Department of Special Education and Rehabili-
tation. In its first year the project was directed toward the
achievement of tftt-17following four major gaols:

1. Provision of information to all College of Education
faculty members regarding characteristics of handicapped individ-
uals likely to be placed in regular classrooms and of curriculum
alternatives,available for educating such individuals.

2. Involvement of faculty members in processes,likely to be
engaged in by graduates who work with handicapped individuals in
regular classrooms, such as writing I.E.P.s and identification
and use of resources.

3. Provision of information regarding legislative require-
merits and procedural safeguards in referral, evaluation, and
placement of handicapped individuals.

4. Development of resource information and personnel, in
cooperation with the Department of Special Education and Rehabil-
itation, the State Department of Education, the National Support
Systems Project, and local schools.

These four goals, essentially awareness building in nature,
were pursued through six sets of activities:

1. Establishment of an Advisorv/Ecodershio Team. The team,
composed of department 6hairpersons and college unit directors,
proposed to stimulate those members to assume= leadership roles
in important program and certification areas. The reason for
focusing on both certification and broad program areas in the
:College was to institute appropriate curricular ehtnges in all
teacher- preparation areas and to accomplish these changes through
appropriate faculty and staff-development efforts. The team met
regularly and recommended strategies for reinforcing faculty and
staff development in the College, particularly in the designated_
areas of certification.
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2. Es tihl sh-ent of Resource Center. materials were
acquired and made available faculty members and for faculty
and staff-development activities. The materials were housed in
the College of Education's Learning Resources Center where they
were given a highly visible and accessible space.

3. Determination of Facult and Administrator Knowled
Public Law 94-142. The following series of Questions arose
rather early in Year one:

"How knowledgeable are faculty members and adminis
in the College about Public Law 94-142?"

"Are faculty members highly aware of both the letter and
spirit of the Act?"

"Are they aware of the efforts already being made in local
and area schools, K-12, and of the successes, failures, and the
difficulties encountered?"

= "What new topics and content in preparation programs do
teachers and administrators recommend in view of their experiences
in attempting to implement Public Law 94-1427"

To get, at answers to these questions, a Faculty/Administra-
tor, Literacy Test was developed and administered. Reminders
were sent out until over 90% of the staff had returned completed
measures. The results were not at all encouraging. Only faculty
members in Special Education and Rehabilitation were highly
knowledgeable about the law. Indeed, some faculty members were
unaware of the law per se, not to mention its requirements and
its implications for teacher preparation. Thus we realized,
even more strongly than before, that we needed organized and
systematic prccedures to make changes necessary. to accommodate
Public Law 94-142.

4, Colle:e-wide Faculty and Staff-Deyelo-ment Sessions.
Two college-wi e development sessions were conducte

a. De, Peter Fannin, State Director of Special
Education, Colorado Department of Education, presented
a program that focused on Public Law 94-142 and Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. About 60 fac-
ulty members in the College attended and participated
in the Saturday morning sessions.

b. A faculty seminar was held in Nashville in
which'all 36 teacher-education institutions in the
state were invited to participate. The meeting, co-
hosted and conducted jointly by Memphis StateJiniver-
sity and the University of Tennessee-Knoxville, was
supported by other Dean's Grant Projects in the
state. Topics included "Section 504," "Model Public
School Programs," "Mainstreaming."
'Implications of Public Law 94-142 for Higher Edu-.
'cation," The Right to Education Philosophy,"
"Higher-Education State Education Agency Linkage,"
And "Due Process Hearings -"

A total of 46 faculty members in the College of Education
at Memphis State departed at 5:00 a.m. for the four-hourbus ride
to Nashville, attended the five-hour-meeting, and returned home
the same day. The shared experiences of-the day led to the ,de-
velopment of a kind of rare esprit de corps, which was to serve,
us well throughout the duration of the project. They became
known as the "Group of 46" and were viewed by their peers as be-.

-ing significantly -involved in the project.
5. Use of Pro4ect as Levera e in Modif =in= Ph sisal

ities= Significant strides were made in modifying physical fa-
cilities at Memphis-State-as a result of the Dean's _GrantThe_._
modifications inclUded installation of several ramps in critical
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locations, curb- au, and wheelchair accommodations in restrooms.
The changes were especially evident in the College of Education
facilities.

6. Needs Determination. An ad hoc committee consisting of
the Dean of the College, a Special Education representative, and
the College's Bureau of Educational Research and Services met
five times during the year to ascertain needs and to determine
ways of meeting those needs as they related to the Dean's Grant
and to teacher education at Memphis State.

Some Perceptions after year One

The first year of operation of the Dean's Grant Project provided
us with some good insights to and ideas about reshaping the pro-
ject during its remaining years to impact maximally on our under-
graduate teacher - education program overall. The following state-
ments reflect our perceptions:

1. The project called for two thrusts, one in curriculum
improvement, the other in faculty/administrative development.
They caused us to move away from special eduCation as an orienta-
ton base and to focus our efforts more toward improved teacher
education, broadly conceived. At this point, the project was
moved both administratively and physically into the Dean's office.
The Associate Dean for Programs assumed the Project Coordinator
position and was charged with the responsibility of incorporating
whatever we decided to do in the way of course changes -(to accom-
modate Public Law 94-142) into our college-wide efforts-to develop
an improved and more responsive teacher-education curriculum.
Assistance was provided by a doctoral student from the Department
of Special Education and Rehabilitation who served as Administra-
tive Assistant fo the Project.

2. We easo realized that we should attempt no further "add-
ons" to accommodate emerging needs, pressures, and mandates. To
continue to accommodate new needs in patchwork fashion was cer-
tain to end up with a "crazy quilt" curriculum pattern.

3. The problems of programing and funding made us aware
that we could not continue the specialization/fragmentation in
out undergraduate program (approximately 30 specializations).

4. We then realized that in essence we would be testing
the hypothesis that "the competencies needed by teachers to
carry out the purposes of Public Law 94-142 would in most cases
(perhaps 85%) be the same competencies that teachers needed to
effectively teach any student." After all, for a quarter of a
century educators have acknowledged that-the essence of good
td clung s king students where they are and helping them to
develop to their maximum potential-, In reality, Public Law 94-
142 simply extends the ranges of individual differences among
students in classrooms, and accommodating these differences is
we believe, the real purpose-of mainstreaming.

5. At this point it seemed both wise and expeditious to
regard the Dean's Grant Project as a primary vehicle for recon-
-ceptualizing and restructuring the total undergraduate teacher-
education program, and simultaneously to assure that the program
effectively prepared teachers to meet the requirements of Public
Law 94-142.

6. The results of an earlier an6 aborted experience during
the period of 1971-74 were partially resurrected. We remained
convinced that teacher preparation could and should be competency
based, not just course - completion based, and certainly not in-
structer based (i.e., each instructor determining the objectives
of each course).

7. We redefined the term "competency"aude three
--componentsr--(a)-knowledge mastery) (101-eliluate-a61-xprieopriae-
insights and philosophical meanings an understandings; and (c)
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appropriate performance or behavior. Reinforced also was the
idea that competency development entailed traditional on-campus
classroom instruction, off-campus laboratory experiences, and
clinical experiences in both on- and off-campus settings.

8. A concurrent intention was to develop a new major-in the
undergraduate degree program to prepare students to perform ed-
ucational services in non-school settings. Not wanting a com-
pletely separate, add-on program, we formulated a corollary hy-
pothesis, namely that "generic competencies teachers needed to
work effectively with students in grades K-12 are comparable to
those needed by educators working in non - school settings." This
hypothesis led us to seek a truly generic pedagogical core for
all educators, irrespective of their professional practice set-
tings, and to move away from a highly specialized and compartmen-
talized curriculum. Some interesting insights emerged from this
activity. As we defined the competencies needed by teachers in
non-school settings, we discovered both duplications and gaps in
our existing program for teachers in grades K-12. One such gap,
for example, was the underemphasis of the assessment and evalua.
tion area. Several other gaps and numerous duplications also
were discovered.

Year Two

IMBUED with the clearer vision of the full potential of the Dean's
Grant Project to influence our teacher-education program both
immediately and in the long term, we entered the second year of
the project with a substantially different approach. Although
the prevailing faculty sentiment was still far from whole-hearted
support and commitment, a slow and subtle change -in attitude
toward participation .in the project bad developed. The Year One --

but trip to Nashville undoubtedly had had an influence. Further
faculty participation was gained when the College initiated self-
study activities to prepare for an upcoming NCATE visit. Several
project activities served dual purposes; that is they provided
additional opportunities for faculty members to become more fully
informed about various aspects of Public Law 94-142 as well as
the NCATE multicultural standard and to explore the implications
of both`.

. The objectives for the project's second year expanded the
scope of the initial grant and increased implementation, using
_staff development and curriculum restructuring as major concepts
-for bringing about changes. The following seven objectives were
adopted for the second year of the Dean's Grant Project:

1. Increase faculty awareness of Public Law 94-142 and the
least restrictive environment ooncept as the two relate to the. .

role and-function of higher education teacher-training programs.
2. Provide faculty members with opportunities for staff

,development in the areas of Public Law 94 -142 and the least re-.
strictive environment concept.

3. Provide necessary staff support to-the faculty to effect_
changes in course content accordirig to specific certification
areas of elementary, secondary, guidaaceadministration/super-
vision, and special education.

4. Provide' to the faculty, through an Advisory Council/
Leadership Team representing the certification areas, the leader-
ship and charge of effecting course content changes in the certi-
fication areas (of #3above).

S., Provide opportunities for faculty members to participate
in cross-disciplinary efforts to effect changes in instructional
strategies for handicapped students.

6. Provide a -current information -flow to faculty members
through aCollege-wide -neWsletter coverfriglegittatiVeTarid-j-udrz
cial matters, Dean's Grant activities,-faculty participation,
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and other Dean's .rants across tha United States.
7. work cooperatively with the Mid-South Teacher Corps Pro-

ject to provide skills and training for its participants in the
areas of Public Law 94-142 and the least restrictive environment
concept as they relate to the Teacher Corps Project.

Faculty Related Activities

1. Restructurin_ of the Advisor-/Leadership Team. During
the second year the Advisory Leadership Team reorganized to in-
clude the Director of the Teacher Corps project and faculty rep-
resentatives from five broad areas of certification (elementary
education, seeundary education, special education, guidance and
-counseling, and` educational administration and supervision). The
specific reSpOnsibility of the Leadership Team was to facilitate
integration of the least restrictive environment concept with the
various certificated preparation programs in the College. This
Team assessed needs and designed and carried out staff-development
activities to bring about appropriate curriculum changes, in the
different preparation areas.

2. Conducting Colle e7wide Staff7-peveleiment Sessions. Two
sessions were held; they were intended to reach all faculty mem-
bers,in the College.

4 Dean Corrigan,- then Dean of Education at
the University of Maryland, presented a series of
three siminars on the clarification of definitions
and understandings of whAt the College should be
doing relative to Public Law 94-142. he also c011-
ducted a special session for the members of the
Dean's Grant Leadership Team.

b. Dr: Susan Melnick, Education Program Special-
ist for the National Teacher Corps, presented a-two-
day series'of seminars, on handicapped pupils as part
of multicultural education concerns. Dr. Melnick
held.special sessions for faculty members, including
those,in the five areas of certification -represented
on the Leadership Team and the Multicultural Task
force,-,,the Director of International Studied, and
department chairmen.
1. Schedulin= Brown Da -Seminars. Faculty members from

the Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation and the
Office of Handicapped Student Services as well as personnel from
local school systems conducted lunch-hour seminars that were open
to interested faculty members and students. Topics included
"Management Concerns for the Mildly Handicapped in the Regular
Classroom"; "I.E.P.s" (a simulation); "Due Process"; The Handi-
capped Student -in Higher Eddcation"; and "Perceptions of Field-
Based Practitioners." Public school teachers and adminkstrators
attended the last-named seminar,to share their concerns with and
experiences in trying to implement the concept of "least- restric-
tive environment" for all 'students.

4, identification,of Additional Priorities. Supplementary
technical assistance tunds were requested from the National Sup-
port Systems Project for the purpose of attending to some urgent
needs. They were as follows;

a; To assist department chairmen to carry out
more effectively the curricular revisions directed
toward- Public Law 94-142.

'b. To study curricular revisions to insure that
'the `_goals in the various program components are well
articulated and to plan for the maximum coordination
of field experiences for students.

c To determine how most effeetively to use the
existing resources of the-Ldadetahip-Tdami-to aApUt
clpartmerkt chairmen in their implementation respon-
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sibilitius, and to provide further staff-development
assistance.

d. To provide sufficient time to focus completely
on the outlined curricular expectations relating to
Public Law 94 -142 and to coordinate department efforts
to effect these expectations as fully as possible.

Our funds did not permit our fulfilling all these needs but
they were sufficient to permit addressing the first through a
two-day retreat for department chairmen and the Leadership Team.
Consultants from the University of Kansas shared their expertise
on the implementation of Public Law 94-142 and addressed the
questions of competency identification, course-content revision,
and evaluation. Faculty members diicussed their specific areas
of certification. Through this retreat we were reassured that
we had already attended to many steps identified as basic to im-
prementation of Public Law 94-142. It was agreed that additional
attention should be directed toward (a) assessing the current
state of the "least restrictive environment"; (b) obtaining data
from graduates on the appropriateness of course work to the pro-
visions of Public Law 94-142; (c) linking university and public
school planning; (d) identifying specific competencies and appro-
priate means of integrating them into courses; (e) defining con-
crete goals; and (f) establishing a research base for future
activities.

5. Creating Faculty Development Awards. The Teacher Corps
Project provided tte funding for faculty development of instruc-
tional Modules on both Public Law 94-142 and multicultural educa-
tion. Five faculty members each received grants of $200 to de-
velop the modules.

6. Strengthening the Resource Center. New materials were
acquired and made available through the Center, which had been
initiated dcring Year One through cooperative efforts with the
Teacher Corps Project. A comprehensive bibliography of all re-
sources was compiled with cross-references and annotations for
each item.

Publication of the Dean's Grant Newsletter. This News-
letter was distributed to all faculty and stafT members of the
College, the Campus School, and Children./ School and to all
interested individuals in various departments across campus. A
regular feature was the "Dean's Corner." An external researcher
noted that this particular column was widely read by all our fee-
ulty members.

B. Revision= of S,11abi b- p_LeadershiTeam. Leadership
----Teem members provided on-going assistance to faculty members in

efi-d--aspective certification areas. Specifically, Team members
assessed the receptivity of existing courses to Public Law 94-142
content; identified necessary supportive field experiences; de-
termined current areas of the curriculum that lacked Public Law
94-142 content; defined specific competencies to be incorporated
into existing courses; and revised course syllabi to include the
competencies identified. These processes resulted in considerable
revision of course syllabi to insure curricular accommodation of
both Public Law 94 -142 and NCATS multicultural standard.

9. Participation in Staff Development for Teacher-Education
I=stitutions. Representatives 01 the Dean's Grant Project
the College faculty,-.and the Leadership Team participated in a
special seminar on Public Law 94-142 that was sponsored-by-the
State Department of Education. Representatives from other teacher -
preparation institutions in the state also attended.

10. Providing Leadership for a State Grant.- The Project
Coordinator was naffiba7TZBFdlnator for Tennessee" to use'an
AA0TE-B00 grant to assist all institutions in revising-their
curricula according to Public Law 94-142. In cooperation with
the other two state institutions with Dean's Grants a special



seminar was held fee al.! her-education institutions in Tenn-
essee. The seminar included hands -on experiences in a mini-re-
source and teaching-materials laboratory. Each participant re-
ceived a Resource Handbook listing the materials being used by
institutions awarded Deans Grants in the state and elsewhere.

pit-Related Activities

1. Conducting Seminars for Student Teachers. The Depart-
ment of Curriculum and instruction and the Office of Professional
Laboratory Experiences co-sponsored Public Law 94-142 awareness
and implementation seminars for all student teachers in elemen-
tary, secondary, and special education. Seminar topics included
"Awareness of Handicapping Conditions"; "Content of Public Law
94-142"; "T.E.P. Development"; and "Simulation Exercises." Pre-
and post- tests were administered. Evaluation results showed
that the sessions were viewed positively and that students gained
additional knowledge and skills related to the law.

2. Survev of Graduate Students. All graduate students en-
rolled in the College were surveyed to obtain information on
their perceptions of the College's effectiveness in preparing
them to work with handicapped learners in different settings.
The findings were used to provide direction and substance to the
faculty's revision of particular course syllabi and, ultimately,
to redesign the teacher-preparation program.

3. Providing Seminar for Doctoral Students. Dr. Dean
Corrigan conducted a seminar for doctoral students. He discussed
various aspects of Public Law 94-142 and the least restrictive
environment concept in relation to the practice of education in
various settings.

Program- Related Ac ivi

1. Revision of S labi in College-Core courses. Syllabi
for courses in the required College core were appropriately re-
vised to include specific competencies needed for the implemen-
tation of Public Law 94-142.

2. Revision and Evaluation of S-11abi in Specialization
Courses. NApproprite syllabi changes were made in specialized
courses all programs for teachers (K-12), guidance counselors,
and school administraors and supervisors. Departments developed
plans to evaluate the effectiveness of the changes.

3_ coordination and PlanninAmon_- Departments. When
course revision needs were identified, similarities in the pro-
cesses required of, teachers to comply with the provisions of
Public Law 94-142 and with the NCATE multicultural standard be-
came increasingly apparent. Public Law 94 -142 is directed to
educating handicapped individuals in the "least-,restrictive en-
vironment" whereas the multicultural standard is directed to
building "awareness and accommodation of various kinds of cul-
tural differences," thus both Public Law 94-142 and the multicul-
tural standard are directed to "a sensitivity to individual needs
and differences,"

4. Field Testing of Modules. The several instructional
modules that had_been designed to improve the preparation of
teachers, Guidance counselors, and administrators to function
within the context of Public Law 94 -142, including the least
restrictive environment concept, were field-tested in several
courses.

Some Perceptions FolloWing Year Two

THE scope and extent of second-year activities made it difficult
for-a faculty member in the College to ignore Public Law 94-142,
nevertheless we were still far short of full commitment by all
faculty members. At the same time, we were well into the-process
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Of eeurso mf4d1(leation and revision. In planning and conducting
various activition nome significant and far-reaching questions
began to be raised;

"What is the best (not necessarily the easiest) way to mod-
ify our program to meet both the spirit and letter of Public Law
94-142?"

"Is the basic structure of our teacher-education program an
adequate foundation upon which to build new and emerging compe-
tencies, expectations, and requirements?"

"If the program foundation is strong .enough to permit the
addition of competencies that enable teachers to comply. with
Public Law 94-142, will it hold up under aC.ditional strain?
Adding the competencies necessary for multicultural education?
Adding the competencies mandated by the State Board of Education
for teachers in K-8? Adding the requirements relating to reading
methodology mandated by the Tennessee Legislature? Making the
appropriate response to the Senate-House'doint Resolution that
directed a study of ways in which pre-service teacher-education
students can acquire more classroom experiences prior to the
student-teaching internship?"

The answers to these questions seemed to be a resounding,
"No:"

llowing discussions, we recognized that we must rebuild
and extend the basic core of our teacher-education program.
While faculty members continued the analysis of competencies
needed by teachers to comply with Public Law 94-142, we reaffirmed
the decision made a year earlier to use the Dean's Grant Project
as leverage to reconceptualize and restructure our entire under-
oraduate teacher-education program. We found reinforcement for
our earlier belief that teachers of all students, whether handi-
capped or not needed both "a sensitivity to individual needs
and differences of learners and the competence to teach students
who have different needs and characteristics." Thus, we were
highly confident in pushing for further improvement for our over-
all program.

Year Three

IT was with a strong commitment to improve our entire teacher-
education program that we began the third year of the Dean's
Grant Project. Our plans for year Three called for carrying out
curriculum and teaching changes deemed necessary to enable our
graduates to teach effectively in schools in compliance with
Public Law 94 -142, Having elected not to add courses to an al-
ready fragmented program, we revised existing courses. Testing
the hypothesis that'the competencies needed to work effectively
with handicapped students were also those needed to work with

er students",took considerable time and effort of faculty mem-
bers, department chairmen, and directors working as a group with
the staff of the Dean's office. In the intensive study that en-
sued, revisions were made by faculty members and the College Un-
dergraduate Curriculum Council and reviewed by consultants,

Our intention to improve our program through reconceptuali-
zation and rer.tructure was timely for several reasons, (a) We
were obligated to accommodate the principles of Public taw 94-
142 and were committed to do our best. (b) Development of a
generic base for our teacher-preparation program was clearly in
line with the decreasing number of students electing to enter
teacher eddcation and the resulting difficulty we and other
teacher-preparation institutions were having in maintaining a
high degree of diversity and specialization in current programs,
We were offering students a choice among more thanN30 separate
and substantially different specializations, with only four
courses common to all pre-grams. We were dividing our studentS.
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to sustain, iivs n o e tour m

no
hod of funding and the increasing atten-

tion being given to class size and credit-hour pkoduction per
faculty. (c) We. ,believed that we could greatly enhance the
quality of our teacher-preparation program by identifying those-
areas of knowledge and skill that were absolutely essential to
all professional educators-and developing, through program re-
strueturing, a well-articulated program for the delivery of these
generic competencies. (d) We believed that the reconceptualized
generic component we were striving for not only would be a
better and more effective model for preparing K-12 teachers but,
also, would provide the opportunity for the College to extend
its mission to educators practicing or intending to practice in
non-school settings.

Specific objectives for the third year of the Dean's Grant
were as follows

l'. To carry out curricular changes in courses directly re-
lated to areas of initial pre-service certification.

2. To institute field-based experiences to provide students
with practical settings:in which to apply the skills they acquired
as a result of curricular changes.

3. To continue making appropriate curricular changes in
courses that support the initial certification areas.

4. To evaluate curricular changes made in Year Two and
make appropriate revisions.

5. To continue updating the Resource Center-with appropriate
materials to,support activities and expand usage of the Center
by all students.

6. To continue:the Dean's Grant Project Newsletter to
effectively communicate with faculty members in the College of
Education.

7. To continue to work cooperatively with the Teacher
Corps Project to influence participants' attitudes toward and
skills in deTaling with the "least restrictive environment ""
concept,

8. To identify and acquire existing curricular resources
that complement and enrich the efforts to carry out the changes
in course content.

8. To develop needed instructional support materials and
resources to achieve the most effective results in enabling_
students to acquire skills necessary for implementing the
"least restrictive environment" concept-

10. To continue to provide extended faculty leadership to
assure the appropriate development of curricular changes in
course content and to assure adherence to an interdisciplinary_
approach to the "least restrictive environment" concept.

11. To identify and use, cooperatively, local education
agency personnel to enhance field-based experience in implemen-
ting the "least restrictive environment" concept.

Faculty-Related Activities

1. Providing College-wide staff Devel_qpment. Two days of
meetings and seminars-were held on campus with Dr. Maynard
Reynolds, Director of the National Support Systems Project, In-
dividual meetings were held with the Leadership Team, faculty
members who taught methods courses, the total college faculty,
graduate students, and department chairmen.

2. Extension of Brown Bag Seminars, Six brown bag seminars
Were held, two for college-wide personnel and four for individual
departments. Two were held by departments at off - campus sites
where handicapped students were being educated.

3. Participation in Staff Development in Other Higher
Education institutions. An institutional team participated in a
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State evpartment 01 WI-Watt Conference for higher education
,,institutions. Opportunity was afforded to exchange ideas with
other education faculty members from across the state. There
was considerable interest in helping one another to do the best.
job possible of building the provisions of Public Law 94-142
into basic professional preparation programs.

4. Conductin311issieet in Student-Teaching Semester.
This project was initiated by two faculty members (one from
Curriculum and Instruction and one from Special Education and
Rehabilitation) to facilitate communication between regular and
special education teachers on the academic goals of children
participating in their programs. Other participants included
two student teachers, a fifth-grade public school teacher, and
a resource teacher.

5. Eliarbution of Nel.s.sletter. The monthly Dean's
Grant project Newsletter was continued; it was distributed to
the 36 colleges and universities that were members of the Tenn-
essee Association of Colleges of Teacher Education (TACTE) to
assist them in-incorporating the principles of Public Law 943.42
in their teacher-education programs.

6. Develo in Liaison with Lecal Teachers and Princi-als.
Faculty members identi_led loca_ school personne win cou en-
hance students' field-based experiences with the "least restric-
tive environment" concept.

7. Presentations to Professional Groups. Presentations on
the Dean's Grant Project were made at severe national and regio-
nal meetings and at meetings of the Tennessee Association for.
Colleges of Teacher Education. Materials developed through our
Project were shared with other teacher educators in the State.

8. Develo ment of State-Wide Assistance Network. In coop-
eration with the Univers.ty of Tennessee-KnokvElle, a state-wide
assistance network was established among the state's 35 teacher-
preparation institutions. Its purpose was to share problems that
arose while building Public Law 94-142 concepts into teacher-
education programs and to determine how the institutions could
help each other.

Proiram -Related Activities

1.. use of Resource- _Center. Resource Center holdings were
expanded. Retrieval files were set up to promote use of the
resources by faculty members. Much of this expansion was made
possible through cooperation with the Teacher Corps Project.
Efforts were made to link resources with courses to bring about
greaser use.

2 modules Shared and Used in Courses. Modules developed
during Year Two under the Faculty Development Award Project were
evaluated, refined, and made available for general use by the
college faculty and faculty members of other Tennessee teacher-
education programs.

3. Streallaihihethe BASiePrOresSiehel Education Cements=
A hies of developments took place to improve the core components

'40f undergraduate teacher education programs.
a. The Dean shared with the faculty the need

LJr greater "cost effectiveness measures' and ill-
.ustrated how the generic program revisions being made
to incorporate the concepts of Public Law 94-142
helped in thesd efforts.

b. The chairmen, directors, and professional
staff in the Dean's office, through a series of
extended meetings, reached several working agree-.
«lents on program structure and contents. They were --
intended to be tentative, to encourage the inclusion
in our program of courses and experiences that would
enable all our graduates to work effectively with handi-
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cappeet le.ar'ner in the least restrictive en-lironment.
These working agreements were as follows;

(1) The undergraduate program should assume
that student-learning results are variable and
hierarchical and range from low to high order,
not unlike Bloom's taxonomy of learning re-
sults. The group used a descriptive scale
that included the following four levels of
learning:
Level I;
Knowledge - the student will be able to
recognize concepts by defining, describing,
naming, and identifying them.
Level II:
Understanding/Conceptualization (Requires
Analysis of Concepts and Alternatives) -
the student will be able to determine causes,
motives, and strengths and limitations;
analyze evidence; present alternatives;
reach conclusions; support statements and con-
clusions; and compare and interpret ideas.
Level
Application/Demonstration/Skill - the student
should be able to demonstrate mastery of know-
ledge and understanding gained by means such
as using simulations; making presentations;
using multimedia; delivery in field settings;
and interacting effectively.
Level IV:
synehsis/Evaluatio-n - the student will be
able to predict, judge, assess, discuss impli-
cations and express opinions (agreements/ ,

disagreements).

(2) The program should have a phasing or
sequencing dimension. The group considered
four sequential and interrelated phases that
might provide the base for conceptualizing
the program. They were as follows;
phase I. orientation and Introduction to the
Profession - e.g., the magnitude, variety, and
diversity of the educational enterprise; the
magnitude, variety, and diversity of educa-
tional roles in American society; and the
tentative identification by students of career
goals (a written exercise that could be used
also as an examination).
Phase Learners and Learning - e.g., char-
acteristics of learners, young and old, handi-
capped and nonhandicapped, rural and urban, etc.:
and factors and conditions that affect the
learning process.
Phase III. Pedagogy (learning about teaching,
curriculum, evaluation, and learning resources) -
envisioned as five-dimensions: curriculum,
assessment of learning, instructional models
and strategies, management of the learning
environment, and resource materials.
Phase IV. Professionalization envisioned as
having three distinct` parts: intornshipS/
Practice; a relatively sophidticated study of
the profession, its history, various philoso-
phical foundations, and roles expactod of
various philosophicar foundations, and roles
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expected of various members of the total educa-
tion enterprise: and an exit "professional paper'
that would contain an analysis and synthesis
of the student's previous learning and its
relation to his/her elected career plans, imme-
diate and long range.

(3) Within the contexts of the phases,
broad areas of competencies were to be identi-
fied and expected of students as a condition
of graduation and licensure. Hours and hours
were spent in considering and identifying those
competencies that should be expected of all
teacher-education graduates. The full devel-
opment of these competencies was to be shared
by the teacher-education faculty in the College.

There was, at that point, substantial
agreement that at least eight broad categories
or clusters of competencies should be included.
The group relied heavily on competency listings
available in the literature, and about S-10
such listings were studied in depth. our ver-
sion of "the wheel" (i.e., the generic compe-
tency clusters) was tentatively described as
follows:
(a) Communications and Human Relation Skills
(b) Cultural/Ideological Dimensions of Teaching
(c) Understanding and Modifying Human Behavior
(d): Curriculum Planning
(e) Instructional Strategies and Skills
(f) Instructional Resources
(g) Measurement and Evaluation
(h) Professional Characteristics and Experiences

4. Determination of Field Exieriences.- A definition of
field experienceS consistent with the principles of Public Law
94-142 was developed, and required field experiences were }den-
tified and incorporated -in core courses in all certification
areas. They included not only K-I2 areas of certification but
also areas of counseling, reading, and the principalship and
instructional supervision.

5. validation of Curricular Changes. Curricular changes
made in course syllabi during Year Two were adopted. Competen--
cies were reviewwd by faculty members in various committees and
revised as needed.

G. Development of Draft Pro =osal Thr u h Doctoral Seminar.
Generic competencies for w_ich reasonab e consensus was
attained were compiled through a specially designed doctoral-
level curriculum-development seminar; it was conducted-jointly
by a highly interested department chairman and the Associate
Dean (Project Coordinator). These competencies were grouped,
extended, and placed within course structures. A preliminary
set of considerations were identified for transforming the
courses into a programmatic configuration.

1. Dissemination to Other Teacher-Education Pro rams.
Learning WaNUMRand ressaFEEYrEEIEhat were _eve ope t rough
the Proiect were shared with other colleges and universities in,
the state.

student7ReiatedActivities

1- Conducting Graduate Student Seminars. A graduatW stu7
dent seminar was conducted by Dr. Maynard Reynolds on the subject
of "School of the Future."
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2. partiiv_at ion in "Handic- _d Awareness kee." The
Dean's Grant Project_ co= -sponsore cappu Awareness Week"
with Handicapped Student Services. A _panel discussion, open to
everyone at the university, was held with handicapped students.
Ideas were shared on ways in which teachers needed to work with
handicapped students.

3. Provi,ion.of Student- Teaching Seminars. Seminars for
student teachers whlch dealt with teaching handicapped students
-i-n the mainstreamed classroom were further developed and held for
all student teachers.

Some Perceptions After Year Three

AT the conclusion of Year Three,.we were optimistic that we would
accomplish our goal of substantially -revising and improving the
basic components of our professional preparation program. Sx-'
tensive participation by and suggestions from faculty members and
administrators had occurred on a continuing basis for more than
a year. Many excellent ideas were afloat and considerable agree-
ment existed on the goals and program characteristics desired.
The amount of work accomplished on various aspects of the project
was overwhelming and gratifying. Students and faculty members
who participated in the doctoral seminar had brought some compo-
nents together in a workable format- Even se, it was obvious
that the entire summer would have to be devoted to further refine-
ment in order topresent a draft proposal to the entire faculty
for _preliminary review in the fall of 1981.

It was ironic that just when the College had arrived at a
highly significant juncture in the development process the Dean's
Grant Project as a formal, federally supported effort. was over
We regretted that funding would not be continued for another cycle.
We had had three good years with the project. A number of changes
in faculty responsiveness and course.content and purpose could be
attributed directly to the work carried on through the project.
Other outcomes could be cited as well, the major one being the
decision made about midway through the Grant that a thorough
restructuring of the undergraduate program in teacher education
must be our ultimate goal, eliminating the need to "add on cour-
ses and experiences to prepare students to become effective tea-
chers in classrooms containing diverse populations of pupils.
That was the reason for the 18 months of concerted efforts to
develop a basic framework for restructuring our total program for/
the preparation of teachers.

Overall Results_
Current and Projected

EVEN without second-cycle funding of the Dean's Grant Project
the faculty and administration were committed to the concepts
developed through the project. Specifically, the following a_-
tivities were extended into the 1981-82 school year:

1. Continued development and operation of the Resource doom
that contained materials related to Public Law 94-142.

2. Completion of the final phases of the revised underg ad-
uate teacher-education program and the inclusion of generic gom-
-petencies that had been developed through the Dean's Grant Project,

3. Continued publication of the college-wide Newslette'r as
a means of maintaining good communications, a factor of great
importance as we moved into the reaction/modification phaselof
the program restructuring. Because the Dean's Grant ProjeOt
Newsletter served us well during the life of that projectWand
because we were continuing the essence of the project in terms -of
content and=purpose, it seemed both logical and wise to continue
publishing the Newsletter.



It 51_ pointed out that prior to the start of the
Dean's Grant Pro: the College had completed an extensive
"Five Year Goals Study, " One goal was to extend the mission of
the College by meeting the preparation needs of educators who
practice in non-school settings. As indicated earlier, this
goal re-emerged in full force during the second year of the Dean's
Grant Project. When we considered ways to better identify and
carry out a generic core of Professional studies for certificated
teachers, K-I2, it became apparent that air educators, irrespec-
tive of professional practice setting, had some needs in common.
Thus, the development of a professional preparation program for
educators in non-school settings proceeded simultaneously with
the revisions being undertaken through the Dean's Grant Project.
The program for non-school educators was conceived and structured
as an "Educational Services" major within the existing B.G.E.
degree in the college_. Thus, by the end of the Dean's Grant
Project, the decision already had been made to move ahead with
both the new and redesigned programs.

The summer following the conclusion of the Dean's Grant Pro-
ject was spent completing the development and refinement of the
two new program proposals. When faculty members returned in late
August 1981 for the start of the Fall Semester, they found in
their mailboxes several hundred pages of reading materials underthe following titles: A Pro_ _for Changing the Professional
Education Co--onents in the Undergraduate Teacher-E_ucation PrOs
grams, a sal for t Initiation of new major in gducational
Services within the che_ 0- Science in g ucation Degree. The
entire first tenuity meeting of the academic year was devoted to
a presentation of these two proposals. Faculty members soon were
fully apprised of what lay ahead.

Meanwhile, at the time of this Writing, about 70 faculty.
members are completing final development of the core courses for
the revised k-12 teacher-preparation program. Faculty committees
will complete descriptions of other areas of the proposal this
summer (1982), including such components as advising, competency
verification, development of clinical laboratory resources, iden-
tification of appropriate laboratory school sites for field ex-
periences, screening of teaching faculty for core courses, and
other related concerns. Simultaneously, department faculties
are reviewing and revising requirements in the various teaching-
endorsement areas, giving particular attention to requirements.
in specialized professional education courses that support these
endorsement areas.

The proposal is expected to be presented to the College
Undergraduate Curriculum Council in early Fall 1982, and by Jan-
uary1983, approval at the University level should be gained.
Following a vigorous and comprehensive program of staff-develop-
ment activities, both new programs will be undertaken in the Fall
of 1983- It is very doubtful that either could have been devel-
oped without the benefits of the three-year Dean's Grant Project.
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Dean's Grant Projects:
A Vehicle for Faculty Development

Bob a Woods

University of Missouri-Columbia

ABSTRACT: Many Dean's Grant projects (DGPS)
have focused on faculty-development activities
to provide teacher educators with the

needed to prepare pre-service teachers for
teaching handicapped children and youth in reg-
ular classrooms. Although-different approaches -----
are used the overall strategy of most DGPs
to move from developing faculty awareness -o
the purposes andA:Pplications of Public Law 94-
142 to facilitating changes in the teacher-ed-
ucation curriculum to prepare students to prac-
tice their profession according to the law's
principles. Descriptions of how some projects
have carried out this strategy are presented:

MUCH attention has been devoted to faculty development in recent
years, in both the professional literature and actual' practice.
Prior to the advent of the,Dean's Grant program, however, most
of the attention was directed toward elementary and secondary
school personnel rather than teacher educators. Anyone who has
been affiliated with a,department, school, or college of educa-
tion (SCDE) is fully cognizant of the problems in initiating an
effective faculty- development program. The deterrents range
from lethargy to the belief that such programs infringe upon aca-
demic freedom. Perhaps the main inhibiting factor in most tea-
cher-education programs has been the lack:of funds to provide
essential resources, such as consultants, instructional mater-
ials, support staff, and faculty time. This problem was solved
for the institutions that were successful in obtaining Deans'
Giants.

In order to facilitate the implementation of Putlic Law 94-
142, The Education for All iandicapped Children's Act, the Bur-,
eau of Education for the Handicapped (now the Office of Special

Dr. Woods is.Prefessor, Dean, and Director of the Dean's Grant
project, College of Education.
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Educaiion and Reh. litat on, H.S. Department of Education) ini-
tiattA the Dean's ,rant program. Its purpose was to bring about
the needed changes in pre-service teacher-education programs to
prepare teachers to understand and comply with the law's princi-
ples. It was an innovative and effective measure to assure the
provision of educational opportunities for handicapped children
and youth who are placed in regular classrooms. Because of the
dwindling resources of institutions of higher education, oppor-
tunities for faculty development relating to public Law 94-142
would have been extremely limited without the DGps. In short,
the Dean's Grant Projects provide resources to SODEs to tool up
for Public Law 94-142, a task for which they had a .need and an
obligation.

The Need for Faculty Development in sCDEs

MANY factors in addition to the enactment of Public Law 94-142
have contributed to the need for programs of faculty development
in teacher-education divisions. One is the phenomenon referred
to as the "graying of the campus." Given the diminishing number
of college students electing to enter teacher - education programs,
many institutions eliminated faculty positions in SCDEs. The
absence of "new blood" means that ehch year teacher-education
faculties are growing older and probably more obsolescent. It is
estimated that the modal group of tenured professors will rise
from 36-45 years of age in 1980 and to 56-65 years in the year
2000 (Heideman, 1981).

factors which have contributed to the urgency of in-
ser tee education programs on campuses are the introduction of
new technology, such as microcomputers, changing social condi-
tions that have given rise to the need for multicultural and bi-
lingual education, legislation at both state and national levels,
and the development of new knowledge in most academic fields.
The need for teacher educators to keep abreas't of new knowledge,
technology, and trends in their areas of specialization is imper-
ative: otherwise practicing eleMentary and secondary school tea-
chers will out-pace them. The Dean's Grant Projects, therefore,
although directed toward the effective implementation of Public
Law 94-142, have provided the snark that has set off a multi-_
faceted set of faculty-development programs in many institutions.

A virtue of the DGPs has been the relative freedom of design
which has permitted each institution to plan a program to fit its
particular set of circumstances. Some institutions have fodused
their DGP activities on curricular revision, some have undertaken
the development of instructional materials, and others have at-
tended primarily to faculty development. Regardless of the pii-
Mary focus, however, all have included an element of inservice
education which has resulted in faculty development.

A major difficulty in establishing a successful faculty -de-
velopment program in institutions of higher education is over-
coming the.tendency of professors to believe thit it is probably
needed by most of one's colleagues but not by oneself. Adminis-
trators also are prone to urge faculty members to engage in fac-
ulty-development programs but to avoid participation themselves.
The Dean's Grant Projects were designed to avoid this pitfall:
the dean or director of the teacher-education unit was expected
and, indeed, required to become the principal investigator.

Models for Faculty Development

If the goal of a faculty- development program is improved educa-
tional opportunities for students, the program must be carefully
planned. A loosely connected series of faculty workshops, dis-
cussion groups, or presentations by consultants may be interest-
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inil t=out they pro ibly wilt not result in curricular or instruc-
ticab1 improvement. The more successful faculty-development pro-
eru_su are organized into stages or Omses, and this organization
han -7-_±neen followed by most Dean's Grant Projects.

A model incorporating five identifiable and related stages
wan dk-±lescribed as follows (Wood, Thompson, I Russell, 1981):

stage I, Readiness, emphasizes selection and
understanding of and commitment to new pro-
fessional behaviors by a school staff or group
of-educators. In Stage II, Planning, the
specific plans for an inservioe program' are
developed to achieve the desired changes in
professional practice selected in Stage I.
In the Training Stage, Stage T11,
are translated into practice. The -
Cation stage, Stage IV, focuses on-efisuring
that the training becomes part of the ongoing
professional behavior of teachers and admin-
istratorsein their own work setting. Stage V,
Maintenance, begins as new behaviors are inte-
grated into daily practice. The aim of this
final stage is to ensure that once a change in
performance is operational, it will continue
over time. (p. 64)

Another model is based on the assumption that significant
is eavements in instruction must take place at three levels: at-
titod Ile, orocess, and structure (hergquist & Phillips, 1975) . Re-
latin ffag this model to DGPs, the inference is that faculty members
muss be attitudinally supportive of aprogram of faculty develop-
ment for instructional programs to be improved or strategies fo-
cuSiri,zzg on the process of instruction will be relatively ineffec-
tive, Once a faculty member has become attuned attitudinally-to
a 40W concept, program, or innovation and has developed a reper-
toire of methods and techniques for transmitting the knowledge
of it the organizational structure must provide essential sup-
ports -= for the program to succeed_

In this discussion the process of faculty development is
md as consisting of three phases: awareness, training and /or

pretsamration, and adoption. Because of the relative newness. of
Publies_c Law 94-142 and the concept of "mainstreaming" which it
suPp0=7---rts, developing an awareness of the law's provisions and
incosporating them in courses was particularly important for the
fir0t cycle of DGPs. However, because of the publicity and at-
tontics-con that the law received during the two or three years fol-
lowitim its enactment, developing the awareness of faculty members

r0u02.--oh recent Dean's Grant Projects requires less effort.

Awareness Development

BASIC to any successful effort to develop awareness is the dis-
Semitiation of pertinent information. Dean's Grant Projects were
no esc..szeption. A sizable body of literature on meeting the needs
of hmt=odicapped children and youth in regular.classrooms was a-
__labMble from the beginning; it needed only to be brought to the
ttentar-Lion of teacher educators. ,

curing the beginning stage of thaDGP at_thZ University of
otamiri-Columbia (UMC) , faculty - development- activities concen-

a off=1 on disseminating informatiorioriAblic Law 94-I42 and the
ocrie07st of instructing handicapped,tients in the least restric-
tive environment (see Orosenick elkmds, 1978). These initial
ectiVties could be describe as information saturation. A num-
ber o strategies were use develop awareness among the fac-
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ulty members of interes t, including the distribution of packet-
of duplicated altictee, reports, and a bibliography of hooka a-7=71A
other types of materials that were available in the professioal
library section of the college's Instructional Materials Genveap=r.
Other types of scheduled activities were special seminars for
the faculty, a project newsletter, a filmstrip presentation on
Public Law 94-142, and two faculty retreats focusing on appro-
priate content. The project coordinator, an established and r-
spected member of the Department of special Education, conferrd
with both individual faculty members and small groups to dieruts-a8
the law and its implications for teachers in elementary and se--

y_ _se bon] f er c e s coacertod--e-ffort--- made
to aileviatetheideahat the Dean's Grant Project-was-anottiere
grant for the special education faculty.

A project advisory committee with representatives from dif2EF-
ferent departments was established early to suggest and assist
with carrying out various strategies. An effort was made to ar=a-
point faculty members to serve on the advisory committee who
were interested in and supportive of the DGP and who could ob-
tain the support of colleagues.

Faculty Training

BY the beginning of the second year of the OBC project, some f"c-
tilty-development activities were designed to encompass both a-
wareness and training elements. Among the activities were pFn---
nentattons by consultants on such topics as identification of
various types of handicapping conditions, formulating individ-
ualized education plans (ICI's), due process, and other canceptsaaa.
Other activities were panel discussions that included regular
classroom teachers and educational resource teachers from main--
streamed elementary and secondary schools, and the development
of a list of competencies required by teachers who work with lim-
dicapped students-in regular classrooms.

The development of the list of competencies became a major--
activity of the DGP during its second year of operation. A lorg
list of nearly ZOO competencies was compiled from various sour es.
Two groups of faculty members--one made up of special educationu
teacher educators and the other of regular teacher educators)
rated the competencies on a five-point'scale-fOr relevance Po
teaching handicapped children in regular classrooms. After rnarry
inservice education meetings, much discussion, and the use Of at_
type of p-sort procedure, the list was pared to 45 "critical -
potencies."

when consensus was reached on the competencies needed In
teachers to work successfully with handicapped students in requ-
lar classrooms, the next faculty inservice activity was to Geri-
duct a needs assessment to determine if and in which courses
diffe-rent competencic' were being addressed. Faculty comrniPtae
examined all underC radeate courses, including those in such spe
cialized areas as home economics, industrial arts, physical eau_
cation, early childhood education, and so on The objective via.
to determine the current coverage of the critical competencies
and to make the necessary adjustments so that all teacher-educe
tion majors would be able to develop them during their undsegra-
sato programs. Decisions were then made on which courses would
devote attention to the various competencies. Although no dire--
tivas wete issued, the charge by inference was that specified
competencies would be addressed in certain courses.

"Firing the Gun"

NEAR the end of the second year of the OMC_Dean's Grant Project--...-
the director and coordinator struggled with evaluating the prO
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green Of Fortunately, -Dr. Gene E. Hall agreed to
UOU -erns- H ee.1 Adoption Model (CRAM) to assess the effec-
t- moss cif the project in producing change.

CRAM, briefly, is a means of viewing the change process in
formal organizations according to seven Stages of Concern about
the Innovation and eight Levels of Use of the Innovation (Hall,
197H). Data are gathered through questionnaires and Interviews.
The evaluator-is able to ascertain the stage of concern and level
of use attained by the,individual or when plotted together, the
group. By analyzing/the data the change facilitator works in a
diagnostic and prescriptive mode. His or-her role becomes one
of determiningwhich resources to use and when to intervene.

The major goal of the UMC Dean's Grant Project during its
early phase was to develop awareness of and interest in the con-
cept of providing handicapped students with educational oppor-
tunities in the least restrictive environment. During this in-
formation-saturation phase, a variety of activities were sched-
uledand numerous opportunities were made for faculty and admin-
istrative staff members to become involved in faculty develop-
ment.

Dr. Hall's charting and analysis of the data collected with
the CRAM instrument clearly showed that UMC college of Education
faculty members were generally knowledgeable about and interested
in the innovation but that many were "nonusers." in his briefing
to the project director and coordinator, Or Hall explained that
the faculty members had become,--'fully aware of the concept of
mainstreaming and genii-Int:0,y concerned about it The information
saturation obviously had,bden effective, nevertheless many 'ac=
ulty members had not incorporated mainstreaming concepts into
their teaching. Relating the UMC Dean's Grant Project to other
college faculties that tried to institutionalize innovative pro-
grams, Mr. Hall explained that unless something further was done
by the project leadership, continued progress would be unlikely,:
and the faculty members who had begun to be users likely -'would
regress to the nonuse level. According to his analysis, the
time was right for "firing the gun, that is "Nothing further
is going to happen unless-you pull the trigger,' he told the pro-
ject director and coordinator.

Following Dr. Hall's visit, a meeting of the Advisory Com-
mittee was, called to explore what the next steps should be to
incorporate mainstreaming concepts and teaching strategies into
the undergraduate curricula. At this point, the focus of the
project was shifted from the awareness/and training stages to
adoption.

Adoption

CONSIDERABLE thought and much deliberation' were devoted to meth-
ods of "firing the gun," and several strategies were planned and
used to give impetus to the adoption stage of the faculty-devel-
opment project. One of the more successful methods was to select
a facilitator in each of the five departments in the undergrad-
uate teacher-education programs. Faculty members who had demon-
strated a knowledge of and interest in DGP goa's were selected
to stimulate interest in the project and to assist faculty mem-
bers with incorporating appropriate content and instructional
activities into theik courses. A very important_ factor in the
success of this strategy was making available a -small amount of
money to each facilitator to use as he or she deemed appropriate
for the attainment of the project's goals. The money was ob-
tained by putting a porXion of the facilitators' salaries on the
grant and reallocating the savings for their use in promoting
faculty developMent in their respective departments.
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t,Wilttato used their discretionary funds in various
ways ranging It(m hiring raduate assistant to paying travel
expenses to attend selected ksi-maps and professional meetings;
funds were used, for example, to purchase instructional materials
and to pay consultant fees secretarial assistance, and depart-
mental faculty retreats.

Naming facilitators who represented the various departments
and making discretionary resources available to them were impor-
tant factors in the success of the adoption stage. It was an ef-
fective way to develop a feeling of greater ownership in the
Dean's Grant project by the reqnlar teacher educators. It was
at this point of the project that faculty members seriously be-
gan to examine how their courses could be modified to incorporate
subject content and instructional activities appropriate to the
implementation of public Law 94-142 in elementary and secondary
schools,

Needless to say, the success of a faculty-development pro-
gram, particularly at the ,yloption stage, depends upon the insti-
tutional environment. Ine,-iations and constructive changes do
not occur without administrative support and without the neces-
sary conditions to set them in motion. The program must provide
for individual interests and strengths. The reward system of
the school, college, or department of education also is an impor-
tant factor in the success of a faculty-development program. If
good teaching is not rewarded, then faculty members will be re-
luctant to expend the required time and effort to revise their
courses and improve the quality of their teaching. It is human
nature to emphasise activities that are rewarded.

DOE) Models for Faculty Development

A number of faculty-development models have been designed for
and followed by the Doan's Grant Projects. Some have focused
on a particular segment of SCDE faculty members whereas others
have included all or virtually all the members of the teacher-
education faculty, including those who prepare school counselors
and administrators. Some projects have cut, across faculties of
arts and sciences in addition to education. A few projects have
incorporated interinstitutional components which include activi-
ties that project the benefits to several institutions in the
region or state.. Another model which has become increasingly
prominent during the past two or three years is the forming of a
consortium under one DC,, by three or more colleges or universi-
ties. Some descriptions, of various models of DGPs or in some
cases, of a component of a - pecific DCP, follow.

North Carolina State University-Raleigh

The DGP at the School of Education, North Carolina State Univer-
sity-Raleigh, uses a unique approach to faculty development.
Ann L. Stewart, Project Coordinator, provided the following des-
cripuioni

The major strategy for planning specific activi-
ties to support faculty efforts of preparing profes-
=sionals to educate handicapped pupils at NCSU is
Technical Assistance Agreements (Ms), They are
written contracts negotiated between a faculty member,
or group and the project coordinator and approved by
the dean. New departments are focused on each year

The TAAs are supported by flexible project
funding that ,allows the individual faculty member,
program area, or entire department to develop a plan
to meet a specific need. Specific criteria are



to nit.: the TAAS rind ascertain appropriate funding.
The fotmot includes obJectives, costs, time-lineS,
documentation, description, feasibility, and target
population. Each TAA must include its own methods
for evaluation or documentation and should result in
a tangible end product.

A variety of TAAs in the Departments of Occupa-
tional Education, Curriculum and Instruction, and
counselor Education have been submitted over the
past two years. Grant monies have funded travel, work-
shops, retreats, research, module development, guest
speakers, purchase of materials, graduate and cleri-
cal assistance, and other activities to facilitate
faculty projects,

An interdepartmental TAR funded two workshops
it which faculty members discussed shared responsi-
bility among general and special teacher educators
and counselor educators as a means of furthering the
preparation of teachers and counselors to meet the
needs of students with special needs. They discussed
possible target groups, available resources, various
units to team teach, the expansion of a unit on spe-
cial students for a counselor education course, and
-the formation of three-member teams to develop dpeci-
fic delivery systems. The Dean's Grant Project pro-
vided monetary support for the workshops and mater-
ials for the instructional unit,

One social studies professor contracted to study
problems faced by secondary level social studies tea-
chers in mainstreamed classrooms and to seek alterna-
tive solutions to the questions raised. He surveyed
a sample of 350 teachers nation-wide, compiled a list
of questions and issues raised, and is consulting
with experts in the field to determine appropriate
responses. His study should result in a publication
that will affect the methods and materials courses
at NCSU and elsewhere,

Examples of other projects that have been funded
include a case study and report, "How Middle Schools
ACcommodate the Handicapped, a research study, "The
Needs of Secondary Level Special Educators for Train-
ing in the Content Areas," and the development of a

,new elective course, "Teaching the Handicapped in
MainstreamecLClasstooms."

Colorado State University
'The pre-service teacher-preparation program at the College
of Professional Studies, Colorado State University, carries the
major responsibility for undergraduate training programs for sec-
ondary teachers in academic, vocational, industrial science, ca-
roar, and physical education programs. A major component of the
Dean's Grant Project, which is in its fourth-year,' has been fac7
ulty development, All $7 faculty members in the College of-Pro-
fessional Studies participate in the curriculum sequence of the
pre-sere 4co_teacher-education program and are included in the
target group -f faculty development. Heavy emphasis has been
placed on activi,:taesto enable faculty members to become profi-
cient in teaching secondary school teachers the necessary compe-
tencies for meeting the educational needs of handicapped students
in regular classrooms. The competencies have been grouped into
the following 11 categories: ,
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ralowi.dqu ot Leaislatt n

KnQw1 eclije of Nature of Handicapping Conditions

3. Awareness of Own Attitudes toward Handicapped Pupils
and Development of Positive Attitudes

Communicating with Parents of Handicapped Pupils
5. KnoWledge of Appropriate Environmental Settings for

Handicapped Pupils
G. Adaptation of Curriculum Content and Supporting Mater-

ials

7. classroom Management Skills and Group Process Techniques
8. Diagnostic Teaching Techniques
9. Evaluating student Progress

Design and Use of IFPs

Communication Skills with Special Education Resource
Personnel Including Use of Resource Booms

Various activities have been used to attain the objectives
of the faculty-development component of the DC?. They include
visiting other DGPs that focus on preparing secondary school tea-
chers, attending workshops on the content and skills needed to
teach the competencies, producing videotapes of mock staffings,
researching module- development, and interacting with the handi-
capped community.

A new model of secondary teacher preparation is in .the pro-
cess of development by the Deans Grant Project at Colorado State
university. The project leaders intend to share the results of
their project with other teacher - preparation institutions through-
out Colorado and the nation.

California --rte Pol technic university, Pomona

Project m.A.s.H. (Multidisciplinary Approach to Serving the Han-
dicapped), California State Polytechnic university, Pomona, is
an example of a DGP that is designed to provide inservice train-

.

for an entire university faculty. According to Dr. Ellen
Curtis-Pierce, Project Coordinator, the major purpose of Project
m.A.s.H. is to contribute positively to the development and life-
style of handicapped individuals by improving the university's
personnel preparation programs across all'clisciplines (Business
Administration, Arts, Agriculture, Engineering, Science, and En-
vironmental Design). Initially, the project focused on generat-
ing among all faculty members of the university an awareness of
the characteristics, special needs, and rights of handicapped
individuals. The project has three major goals: (a) to increase
the awareness and sensitivity of university faculty members in
the different disciplines to the needs of handicapped individuals,
(b) to expand the knowledge and enhance the skills and competen
cies of university faculty members in the different disciplines
with respect to serving the handicapped population, and (e) to
assist university faculty existing curricula
to reflect a concern for handicapped individuals.

Several significant accomplisiaMents marked the project's
initial year A Sall Convocation and "Handicapped Awareness Day"
were successful awareness programs and were conducted for all
university faculty members. The Department of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance initiated the process of revising
its entire curriculum: community support groups were identified
and employed in an advisory capacity: and a number of faculty
orientations, presentations, and workshops were conducted by con-
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The thrust of the second year has been on a continuation of
awareness programs and the initiation of inservice training pro-
grams in all the schools on campus. The project coordinator is
working with a group of selected faculty members from all schools
on campus to help them to revise their courses to include appro-
priate concepts of handicapped individuals. Incentives were es-
tablished by the project staff to encourage faculty members to
participate in project activities and to revise-their courses.
The incentives included travel to professional meetings, work-
shops, or conferences to acquire knowledge or skills related to
Project MASH goals; assignment of project assistants; and
recognition_ through the University Information Dissemination
network,

An instructor- in the Department of Urban Planning, School
of Environmental Design, conducted an interesting activity during
the second year of the project. Forty Urban Planning students
who are in training to become urban designers were given a force
ful lesson on how the world is experienced by people with limited
mobility when they spent a day in wheelchairs. As they made
their way across campus, the students found their familiar routes
blocked by stairs or by doors that were too heavy to open. Ac-
cording to the instructor, this activity, in which the design
students temporarily experienced problems of access to building
aciliti which are common to handicapped people, gave the stu-
dents a new perspective on design problems.

The Director of Project M.A.s.H. is Dr. Paul F. Weller, Vice
President for Academic Affairs of the university. Having a per-
son 40 this level of the university's administrative structure
servo as project director undoubtedly has been an important fac-
tor in.the success of this unusual DOP, which is directed to all
members of the faculties of the different schools.

university Missouri- Columbia

Since 1977 the University of Missouri-Columbia DCF has had an in- .

terinstitutional component focusing on faculty development. The
format generally has provided for five to eight Missouri colleges
and universities to cooperate on a series of four two-day work-
shops emphasizing faculty development activities on teaching han-
dicapped students in the least restrictive' environment, Three
faculty members from the SCDEs of the participating institutions
were 'invited to take part in the series of workshops which were
schedUled throughout the academic year. Each participating in-
stitution was asked to identify two faculty members to represent
the areas of elementary education and secondary education, re-
spectively, and one faculty member to represent educational
foundations, physical education, or another area of teacher ed-
ucation.

Arrangements were made to hold the workshops at a local ho-
tel or motel, and the participants were reimbursed for their
travel expenses. outside consultants were brought in-for some
workshops. Among the consultants were elementary and secondary
schoo teachers, prPfessors of special education, handicapped
people, and personnel from the state education agency. On some
occasions, participants from the cooperating colleges who pos-
sessed expertise on the topic at hand made a presentation and
led the discussion.

During the current year the thrust of the DGP has been dir-
ected toward two other areas of specialization: school adminis-
tration and school counseling. A two-day workshop was held to
identify the competencies needed by each professional group to
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practice with t111 rq. iri for the p_rpvisions of Public Law 94-
142 in elementary and ec,Juidary schools. A professor in each
field was _invited from every colleg.3 or university in Missori
that offers graduate programs in school administration and school
counseling. Following a process of validating the competencies
durinq the current year, another workshop is projected for next
yJr which wt11 focus on the curricular implications of the com-
petencies. This series of inservice activities should rmsult in

roved instructional programs for the preparation of school
principals and counselors who will be directly concerhed with
Public Law 94-142. In order for classroom teachers to attain
optimum effectiveness in working with handicapped students in
regular classrooms, the cooperation and support of knowledgeable
principals and counselors are essential,

oklahoma State University

Staff deveiopment for the oklahoma State university's teaetir-
education faculty was the primary goal of a three-year 11,',.WI'S
Grant Project focusing on "Meeting the Education 7Iftl 05 tine
Handicapped," The major premise of the program was the , -
tituries of teachers and adminiEttrators toward Public Law 94-14ii_
and the eoneept of mainstreams Mg are influended by the attitud,(5

to feet _-education faculty members with whom they came tin con-
tact -_: their pre-service training. The following descrip-,
tion this DGP was provided by Darrell Ray and Imogene Land,
Prolect coordinators, and Dean Donald Robinson, Project Director.

Because the development of positive attitudes
toward mainstreaming was of paramount interest, the
eit!-!,-,levelopment program grew to include the broad-
est representation of and participation possible from
faculties in Special Education, Elementary Education,
Psychology, Secondary Education, discipline departments,
undergraduate and graduate students, public school
teachers and administrators and parents. Out of this
group there developed an interdisciplinary advisory
committee for the Dean's Project (DPAC). The OPAL
then participated in the development of activities
to be pursued throughout the duration of the program.

In order to determine levels of knowledge and
need in the area of educating handicapped children
at -youth, a survey of faculty members and graduate
assistants was conducted in the College of Education
in 1978-79. This survey revealed the following.

1. Slightly over one-half (51.6%) of the 64
respondents did not cover Public Law 94-142
in their courses.

2. Forty- nine respondents (76.5%) devoted little
or no time to Public Law 94-142 in their
eourses.

3. Approximately half (51.6%) had never person-
ally observed mainstreaming of handicapped
students in regular classrooms.

The major thrust of this staff-development pro-
gram was to foster faculty' embers' knowledge in pre-
paring teacher interrit to meet the educational needs
of handicapped students in the least restrictive en-
vironment. The actual program design had four compon-
ents (a) awareness workshops for all faculty members
and teaching assistants, (b) working retreats for
faculty members and staff, (0_ colloquia for teacher-
education faculty members, and (d) academic classes for
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culty migubeig. ' The latter component grew out of
Culty-identilied needs more formal, structured

interactions with professionals in related disciplines.
A brief description of each component follows:

Awareness [7crkshc =s Facult- Members and Tea-
chingAsststan wareness workshops were held _ -
ing the tall semester each year. Each workshop was
interdisciplinary and was attended by all faculty
members and teaching assistants in the College of Ed-
ucation, as well as selected faculty members and tea-
ching assistants from those departments outside the
College which affect regular teacher-education pro-
grams. The workshops were designed to introduce fac-
ulty members to the concepts of mainstreaming and in-
formation on the educational needs of handicapped
students.

Working [retreats for Facul Members and Staff.
-Retreats facu y meambers, staff, and DPAC members
were held to discuss the following areas of concern:
(a) the status of handicapped learners in classrooms,
i) implications for practice developed through case

law relating to Public Law 94-142, (c) the classroom
teacher's role in mainstreaming, and (d) a model for
revising teacher-education curriculum to meet the
challenge of preparing professional educators. These
topics were later used, with modification, in retreats
devoted exclusively to elementary education (January
1980), special eudcatien (January 1980), secondary
education (May 1980), occupational and adult education
(May 1980), teacher-education personnel from other
colleges (May 1980), faculty-from other Oklahoma uni-
versities (September 1980), and Special certification
programs, such as reading, counseling, school psy-
chology, etc. (November 1980).

Coll-_-uia for Teacher-Education Facult- embers.
This highly successfu_ series of formal and in_o, ma
presentations was the impetus for discussions of cur-
rent issues in the education of handicapped children
4nd youth. Presentations included "Adapting Educa7
tionel Facilities to Meetthe Needs of Handicapped
Students," "Nonbiased Assessment," Multicultural Ap-
proach to Mainstreaming: A Challenge to Counselors,
Teachers, and Psychologists," "A Common Body of
Practice for Teachers," "Conversations with Excep-
tional Adults," "The Teacher'S Involvement in Coun-

. selinq Parents with Handicapped Students," "Toward
a Curriculum of Individual Difference: Mainstreaming
in Elementary Teacher Education," and many others,

Academic Classes for Faculty Members in Teacher
Education. A total of 36 bt:,1-rty-riierTibers, rpreser t
in =l teacher educators, in six departments from three
colleges of the university, participated in classes
on broadening the knowledge base for educating handi-
capped chlldren and youth and to provide continuing
professional dialogue of related issues,

The retreats, seminars, colloquia, and classes
stimulated questions, debates, and discussions in
which diverse opinions were encouraged* Throughout,
therefore, emphasis was as much on process and the
institutionalization of a system for Program review
and revision which emphasized dialogue across disci-
plines as on the product, inasmuch as the latter is
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viewed:as dynamor and e rr-changing.

,:ieergs Mason Universit-

The Dean's Grant Project at George Mason University (CPU) In-
cludes "ti5 faculty members in these following departmental units:
!:arricalum-aridjnstruction (early childhood, elementary, second-
ary, and vocational educatinn); Professional Support Services
(guidance and counseling, rending, school administration and su-
Perlsioll, school Psych dogy, and special education); and Health
and Physical hducatic... A specialization in multicultural/bi-
lingual education ciosses program lines. Many faculty members
teach in different areas of specialization, thus changes occur-
ring in one proram generally affect other programs. The project
is co-directed by the dean .(Dr. Larry S. Bowen) and a senior spe-
cial education faculty member (Dr. Barbara K. Given, who provided
this program description); all project direction and substantive
decision re.0 hi responsibility pf an appointed Task Force:
parents of handicaoped students, persons with disabilities, and
faculty lenders.

The first 10 months were tier _- to operation-
alirind the project and raising the awareness of

dtty members to the .educational needs of handi-
individuals. During the first summer, elec-

culty representatives were given a stipend to
net of preliminary competencies needed by

dradootes. Projections were made to demonstrate
the value of each competency. An annotated bibliog-
raphy of audio-visual and printed materials, which
were available in the Instructional Resource Center,
accompanied the projections.

During the second year, faculty representatives
mod ided the basic competencies for congruence with
overall program goals; thus each representative had
the opportunity to aid in making the decisions affect-
it his/her program. The faculty representatives
detmrminmd which competencies were under development
17'.d ne,-.d,:,0 to be Course sequences and
sllahr ore being modified to adjust for the changes.

One means by which faculty members are rewarded
for their efforts is by granting credit in a faculty-
developmont course. Both senior and junior faculty
members take advantage of this opportunity; their
enthusiasm servos as a model for others. The course
is conducted on an independent study bacis. Arrange-
ments are made for faculty members to visit exemplary
public school classes where mainstreaming is on-going.
The project sponsors faculty members! attendance at
state arid national conference sessions on the edu-
cation of handicapped children and youth. Secretar-
ial services are priavided to assist in the prepara-
tion of marniscripts, and faculty members are publicly
recognized for their participation in project activi-
ties.

Summative data include (but are not limited to)
number of recommendations made by the Task Force and
implemented by project staff, number of faculty mem-
bers who actively participate in project activities
and the change process, and participant ratings of
retreats and other project activities. Formative
data include faculty analysis of project success,
co-directors' analyses of faculty members' interest
and involvement, and the quality of faculty products



resulting from the professional development course.

In preparation for writing this overview, nine
faculty members (20%) were randomly selected and in-
terviewed. Each was asked to comment on his/her per-
ceptions of project uniqueness. The following three
perceptions of the process emerged: (a) there is uni-
versal acceptance and involvement of the faculty in
the project; (b) there is a willingness and compe-
tence among the project staff to conduct the pro-
ject; (c) there is a high degree of effort to broaden
the concept of mainstreaming in order to remove the
image of a special interest group and to move special
education into the mainstream of education.

When asked what aspects of the project have
been most helpful, those interviewed gave responses
that fell into five areas: The first was retreats.
Faculty members feel that the comfortable, off-cam-
pus atmosphere is conducive to serious discussion,
and that faculty interaction, communication, and
problem solving are possible and enhanced at a re-
treat. Most striking was the excitement exhibited
when those interviewed mentioned their change in at-
titude as a result of interactions with articulate
disabled adults who "have been there."

After retreats, most mentioned were (a) intro-
duction to and availability of audio-visual reference
materials, (b) presentations by public school person-
nel and class presentations by project staff, (c)
compiled competencies and projections, and (d) pub-
lisher responses to new materials. According to the
co-director, the GMU Dean's Grant Project is unique
in that it serves as a facilitator for faculty mem-
bers to do what they know professionally needs to
be done.

implications for Change

ALTHOUGH many factors currently underscore the need for meaning-
ful programs of faculty development in higher edudation, conduct=
ing successful faculty-development programs has many obstacles.
Through the resources provided by Dean's Grant Projects, however,

4 many SCDEs have instituted successful programs of faculty devel-
opment that focus on the infusion of appropriate instructional
methodology and content on Public Law 94-142 in teacher-education
curricula.

The scope of programs for faculty development ranges from a
segment of the faculty of a SCDE to the entire faculty of a uni-
versity. Regardless of the scope of the undertaking, the general
design of DGPs has three stages of development: (a)-- creating an
awareness of the need for providing for handicapped students in
regular classrooms, (b) a study of the knowledge and skills
needed for implementation of the law, and (c) making the neces-
sary instructional and curricular changes in teacher-education
programs to attain the desired goals.

Dean's Grant Projects have provided resources to insure the
success of facUlty-development programs. They are a model for
educational change in the elementary and secondary schools of
the country which, I hope, will be emulated in the future when
additional significant changes in education may be needed.
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Public Law 94-142 as an Organizing Principle for
Teacher-Ed ucation Curricula

K. Charlie Lakin & Maynard C. Reynolds

University of Minnesota

ABSTRACT: This paper outlines and provides
a rationale for a series of activities under-
taken in connection with pearl's Grant Projects
to explicate curricula for teacher-preparation
programs from an analysts of the contemporary
rolu and responsibilities of teachers. The
development of role-based resource units for
college faculty is described.

IPEAs are tested at their margins and so too, it can be said, are
colleges of education. It is easy enough to prepare teachers to
serve students who are the most convenient to teach: students of
average or higher ability who attend well to classroom tasks and
create few disturbances. However, Smith noted (1980b), "[T]he
test of helping professions is whether they can serve those who
cannot get along without them rather than those who can proceed
or make progress without them" (p. 25). What about the students
who truly test educators, the pupils on the margins? How well
are teachers prepared to work, for example, with handicapped
and disadvantaged students, children whose lives arc in disorder
and who bring the disorder with them to the schools, and students
whose primary language is not English? It is these marginal pup-
al= Who have been the focus of most attention in the educational
policy studies and federal legislation of the last two decades.
In the past, the tendency was to refer marginal pupils to narrow .
categorical programs that often required the removal of students
from the mainstream; in fact, between 1949 and 1970 the number of
children referred out of regular classrooms to special education
centers increased by 700%, and still more were removed for Title
I classes and other special programs. Now, the press is on for

Mr. Lakin is a Research Scientist in the Department du-
. cational Psychology.

Dr. Reynolds, Professor of Special Education in the Depart-
of Educational Psychology, was Director of the National

Support Systems Project from 1975 to 1982 when the Project term-
inated.-
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the reeunsttuetion el the mainstream and the reorganization of
teacher-preparation programs so that regular schools, and class-
rooms will have more power to accommodate a greater range of
human differences. Thus, advocates- for the education of marginal
pupils have been directing urgent questions to the people and
institutions that prepare regular classr000rteachers.

in A common Body_of Practice for Teachers'(Reynolds, Birch,
Grohs, et al., 1980), a volume that grew out of experience with
Dean's grant Projects, a case was made for increasing the pro-
fessionalism of teacher-education programs by establishing curri-
cula that included 10 areas o: understandings and skills, called
"clusters of capability," which derive from the new policies for
the education of handicapped students. The educators1 who ini-
tially drafted the common body of practice stated their rationale
as follows;

The goals of Public Law 94-142 will be real-
ized only if the quality of teacher prepara-
tion and professional service in the schools
can be improved. High priority must be given
to substantial if not massive upgroding and
retooling of the programs that prevmee tee
.;hers. (Reynolds et al., 1980, p. 5)

the recognition of the need for significant
changes in the process of teacher education in the United Ste
war, not unique to the-"common body" drafters. Criticisms of
teacher education have appeared in publications ranging,froutthe
popular press (e.g., "Help, teacher can't teach;" 1980; Means,
1981) to scholarly publications in the teacher-education field
itself (Hall, Hord, & Brown, 1980; Smith, 1980a). "Teacher ed-
ucation programs need drastic revision," asserted Lawrence Cremin,
President of Teachers College, Columbia University ("Pessimistic
predictors. .," 1981). Lyons (1980) desc-ribed teacher educa-
tion as 'a massive fraud. It drives out dedicated people, re-
wards incompetence and wastes millions of dollars" (p. 108).
The paper won a significant award for public service.

Despite the apparent consensus that teacher education needs
-h improvement, relatively few critics have specified the exact

dimensions of the inadequacy or professed hope that the situation
would be improved soon. Smith (1980c) captured well the com-
plaints of many professionals about the present state of affairs;

Let's face it. Colleges of pedagogy will
in all probability never overhaul their pro-
grams if each college is to do it alone.
There are too many' hurdles, too much divis-
iveness and lothdrqy among faculties, too
much fear, and too much ineptness in the load-

ship. (1980c, cover)

reported Smith and the discussants of his paper, a
-r of hope, but not much more, could be discerned. Colleges
cation are seen as reacting more to political and social

pressures than to pedagogical urgencies. Forces governing tea-
cher education are seen as hostile, domineering, ignorant, and
malevolent. But is such professional negativism justified?

1Jack W. Birch, University of Pittsburgh; Dawn Grohs, Wichita
Public Schools; Robert Howsam, University of Houston; Catherine
Morsink, University of Florida: and Maynard C. Reynolds, Univer7
sity of Minnesota.
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The n Beliofs

CERTAINLY a number of political and economic issues influence
colleges of education, teachers' organisations, and organitatiens
of school administrators. But to claim that the primary problem
in teacher education today is the lack of necessary external sup-
port 1 Xxifi-to claiming that Humpty Dumpty remained in bits be-
cause tho King lacked sufficient horses and meri. One of the ma-
jor difficulties is simply the lack of consensus among educators
on what ought to be included in the curriculum for teacher-educa-

irograms and how such programs ought to be put together.
Smith noted well that beyond the idea of inadequate Support for
the preparation of educators, "One of the most baffling and stub-
born constraints upon reform of teacher education is the absence
of common beliefs" (1980c, p. 88). In the f.CTE bicentennial
report on the profession of teaching, Howsam, Corrigan, Denemark,
and Nash (1976. p. 12) stressed the same problem, that is, the
lack of a professional culture.

When the authors specified what must take plcmie before tea-
ching becomes an actual profession (as opposed to a Semi-pro-
fession), they placed first on the list of prerequisites, "speci-

and much more rigorous criteria of professional competence
will havc tea h+= met" (p. 16). Here, again, is revealed the Chaos
of no common professional culture, no agreement on what is im-
portant to the practice of educating children and youth, and no
accented fur preparing practitioners.

Speaking _ _m a juridical point of view, Thomas Gilh001,
attorneY for e plaintiffs in the famous case of PARCvs. Com-
mcnwealth of Pennsylvania (1971), examined the general state of
practice (in teaching) in relation to the much higher "state of
the art" and asserted that it is the obligation of schools of
education "not to share the state of the practice, but to use
the state of the art" (1982). The use of the state(s) of the
art, of course, requires first that they be spelled Out. It was
partly for this reason that work was begun, in the context of
mean's Grant Projects, to specify, at least initially, those
clusters of capability that might define what a good beginning
teacher should know and be able to do.

A Model for a Common Professional Culture and
A Common Body of Teacher-Training Activities

ACCORDING to Smith (1980a), the first prerequisite to program
development in an empirically based profession is that "tho re-
Search must be assembled and classified with reference to various
components of professional work" (p. 89). We, too, Would stress
the importance of structuring knowledge in terms of the roles
that teachers are expected to perform. Professional schools =

have been created to transmit the knowledge and skills that en-
able their graduates to fulfill their social roles and responsi-
bilities in the practice of their professions. steps to meet
that expectation in teacher education necessarily must begin
with on analysis of the contemporary role and responsibilities
of teachers.

Public Law 94-1422 mandates an environment in the schools
which has important implications for teachers' roles. 'In brief,
the law entitles every handicapped child to an appropriate and
free public,edoeation, based on the careful multidisciplinary
assessments of his or her needs, and an explicit public plan for
instruction which has been negotiated with the child's parents.

'The-law is part of a broad base of interrelated law and judicial
determinations at both federal and state levels. The main prin-
ciples of the law are rooted in social policies that are indepen-
dent cr the law's provisions.

St
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Due piovouu teihin aro at f ordcii to parents in all aspects of
child study, plane iii;, and program execution. An additional
principle of key significance is that of the least restrictive
environment, which means that the first obligation of public
schools is to deliver individually appropriate programs to handi-
capped pupils while they remain in regular classrooms. It is
primarily the latter principle that raises the broad issues of
mainstreaming, but the law as a whole is an important stimulus
for thinking about the role of classroom teachers.

Ten ['lusters ofqauabiAjty

By clear implication, Public Law 94-142 calls for teachers, both
"regular" and "special," to have skills that are related to the
education of all students, including those who have disabilities.
it was in this context that the 10 clusters of general understand-
ings and skills were identified. The delineation of these clus-
ters or domains of professional responsibility does not assume
mutual exclusivity; clearly, each overlaps with others in the
day-to-day activities of a classroom. These domains are meant
neither to be statements of specific teacher "competencies," of
the type associated with competency -based teacher education, nor
to'suggest how teacher-education programs should prepare their
students to meet their common responsibilities. The 10 clusters
represent simply the attempt to identify the areas in which to-
dayln teahers have been given clear professional responsibility
by Public ;aw 94-142 and to outline the functional nature of that
responsiblW.y.

Briefly, the 10 identified clusters and associated profes-
sional responsibilities are as follows:

1. Curriculum (i.e., what is deliberately taught in school)

The presence of exceptional youngsters in regular classrooms
increases the breadth and variety of students' learning needs
and skills. This greater spread of abilities, in turn, creates
a malor demand for curriculum that treats subject matter with
fewer assumptions about prior learning and previously acquired
skills. Therefore, all teachers should have a general knowledge
of the school curriculum that is offered from kindergarten
through high school (K-12). Every teac:5er should be able to de-
scribe the curricular content and objectives which are typical
of-the nation's elementary and secondary schools, and the ration-
ale for each major curricular element. They should be able to
relate the curriculum to what is known about the development of
children and youth and to the functions of schools as social in-
stitutions. They must be skilled in ,the preparation of individ-
ualized curricular plans for children and be able to select,
develop, modify, and assess curriculum materials based upon care-
ful assessment= of individual and group needs.

2. Teaching Basic Skills

Teachers should be able to teach basic skills effectively.
These skills fall into three main categories: literacy, life
maintenance, and personal development. Literac are those
for which the school has primary responsibility and which are
negessary for continued learning as well as for efficient perfor-
mance in most work situationn. They include remain-, which all
teachers should be able to teach at least at rudimentary levels
(word attacki word recognition, comprehension, and rate), writing
(letter formation, sentence structure, and paragraph structure),
spellig% (rules and exceptions), arithmetic (whole-number compu-
totioni simple fractions, time and measurement applications),
study (use of resources, critical' thinking, and organizing daa1#
and speaking-(sending and receiving accurate verbal messages,



expression and Inttdiati(m). Life maintenance skills ire those
'necessary r survIval and effective functioning in so __ y.
Sometimes referred to as survival or life skills, they include
health (personal hygiene, physical exercise, and nutrition),
safety (danger signs, maneuvering in traffic, and home safety),
consumerism (making purchases, making change, and comparative
shopping), and law (human rights, appeal process, court system,
and personal Personal development skills are nec-
essary for personal growth. Beeause all individuals struggle
with values, philosophical positions, moral behavior, and basic
life issues, teachers should provide mature models for their stu-
dents in these domains, They should be prepared to assist stu-
dents in proceSses of goal setting, decision making, problem
solving and conflict resolution, in both intra- and interpersonal
dimensions, as asoects of their own personal development.
3. Class Management

Teachers should be able to apply individual and group man-.
agement skills. When classes are skillfully managed, students
can maintain attention to school-related learning activities and
build positive feelings about themselves, their classmates, and
their schools. Teachers need to be highly ,effective in group-
alerting techniques, management of transitions in school activi-
ties, responses to daily crises, and management of a variety of
learning activities: Time on task and favorable attitudes need
to be maximized. Students should learn to share in responsibil-
ity for self-management. Teachers should be able to apply be-
havioral analysis procedures (sometimes called behavior modifi-
cmtion or contingency management procedures) and other'validated
procedures to encourage both scholastic achievement and accepta-
ble personal and social conduct, and to instruct parents and tea-
chers'.aides in applying those procedures under the teacher's
guidance.

Profess onal Consults _ion and un'-ations

Teachers should be proficient in consultation and other
forms of professional communication, as both initiators and re-
ceivers, to establish and maintain responsible interactions with
colleagues and administrators. Teachers should be able to serve
as consultants, Teachers who specialize, for instance, in work- =
ing with children who have visual impairments should be able:to
consult with other teachers on the kinds of methods and materials
that they should learn to use with visually impaired pupils in

. their regular classes. At the same time teachers should learn
to be eompetent receivers and users of consultation, Educators,
should be practiced at collaboaTiFlq with colleagues who share
responsibility for individual student's prograMs. Regular tea-
chers and speech-language pathologists, for instance, must de-
liberately complement and reinforce each other's work with pupils.
Teachers also need to know how to negotiate objectively and con-
sistently with colleagues, administrators, employers, and other
per when their goals, values, philosophies, or priorities
differ.

5, Teacher - Parent nships

Teachers should learn skills and sensitivity in dealing with
parents of their students and especially with parents and sib-
lings of handicapped, disadvantaged, and other exceptional stu-
dents. They should know the effects of handicaps and social disc
advantages on families, especially influences on family-school
contacts and interactions between parents and teachers or other
prefessionals. Teachers should be able to deal with instances
of distrust,,hostility, and anger, and in turn, to build trust
and cooperation. They should bb prepared to share teaching
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- iki115 witlr r,irint !, so that both develorlmental and corrective
program ci manes tor students can be continued, whenever it is
apnrorrriar the home situation.

6. t-dent Relationships
Teachers should be able to teach pupils how to relate to

each other it ways that produce satisfaction and self-improvement.
This ability should be based on counseling skills, knowledge and
kill in usithtpooup activities that encourage cooperative be-
hav;or, and strong foundation studies in human development. Peer
and cross-ade teaching are specific forms or constructive rela-
tionships which can be used with advantages for all participants.
Encouaqing pupils to teach each - -other sand to be helpful to one
dnother offers very important lear,ning,experienees to the tutors
as we41 en to those who are tutored\ Teachers should be able to
fdrm heteroaeneous groups of pupils work cooperatively to

to take solid commatd ot thti social strictures of their classes::

achieve group oc-'11s. Mienteachers ha\e the prerequisite skill

through effective -dachini, they have a PtArrful additional tool
with which to conFrruct individualized lcamhing situations.

I: .lit 1,1t1"11. Cinditions \ -

Tedvher should know effective procedureslOr the nstruc
tio ,-..f students with exceptional conditions, stieh as limited
nig i er hoaring, emotional problems, limited. cogd'i.tive abili-
itm i outstanding talents and gifts, and they should be aware

the Literature and body of practice in each area t.41-iich can be
ur:tuet i depth when necessary. They also need to be-,.familiar

t the funcions of various specialists who work in tilt! schoolS
, !c,v.ill..leqi,;ts, educational audiologists, school sO'Cial

workers, r...!:iource teachers for t.he visually impaired, etc.i\and
be prepared to establish team arrangements for the instruction
exceptional students. Teachers should have rudimentary knew-
ge abcdr social and health services and kndw where additional,

able ankew tc get it

Wnen a pare_ f events a problem which a teacher
,:ndhLe is not a inr -I- of inadequacy for the

ieiehor Lo rerer t, e questioner to a colleague. In fact, failure
to make A referral in such an instance may deprive a person of
access to someone who can provide help and constitutes a profes-
sional mainractice that may worsen a problem. It is important

_ teachers ro -.-ricoqnize that making a referral is not to trans-
rch 'ownership" of et problem .f-,o a speciaristi rather, it is a

,__7,1LiuI on A speeLailst who may he ablc to ofer further
help. Teachers need the skills to detect actual or potential
problems, determine whether the solutions to the problems are
within their professional competence, and, if not, refer to some-
one else for assistance. An important aspect of a good referral

ocF is being able to make and report systematic observations,
ot pupils viii ore experiencing difficulties. Teachers need to
be competent id the observation of individual students within
their classes.

9. -Idualized Teaching

Teachers shOuld be able to carry out individual assessments,,
spot special needs, personalize and adapt assignments, and keep
records on individual pupil progress toward established objec-
tives, Teachers a old have mastered the tactics of instruction
which result in a roasonalely close match-of the abilities Of
each pupil-, the content that is being taught, and the methods
and materials of instruction, so each fits well with the others.
They should be skillful in developing objectives for each student-



andti 1 tattieularly amptict it ind fianalizing in-
Jttion is the abilit7 to use a!;sitssment and grading systems,

that promote honest and useful sharing'of information with the
individual student and parents* Thus, teachers should be compe-
tent it, domain- or criterion-referenced assessment and assembling

of Interpretation of the child's total educational
ition, they nhouLd he able to eonduct vaitdsituation. In add

iivaluations of their r!wn innt tion.

LO. Protu,iniond

TeaChru, in their personal eommitments and professional be-
havior with pupils, parents, and colleagues, should exemplify the
same consideration for all individuals and their educational
rights as are called for in Public Law 94-142 and in the Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Act of 1973. These include the right of
individual students to due process in all school placement de-
cisionsA to education in the least restrictive environment, and
to carefully individualized education. Teachers should be
skilled in assisting others (parents, colleagues, pupils) in un-
derstanding and accepting as positive values the increasing di-
vetstty of students who are enrolled in regular school programs.
The; need to able to listen to opposing' viewpoints without
considering them as attacks on their own behaviors or values.
Teaehers qhould provide skillful and consistent models of pro-
fessionalism and of commitment.

_ UsQ: of the Common Body Approach

THE conception of the training responsibilities of colleges and
departments of education in terms of these 10 clusters of capa-
bility is of course, but one possibility for organizing a tea-
cher-education curriculum; however, any approach to teacher ed-
ucation these days must give attention to the implications of
the new policies on handicapped students. In a survey of all
112 Dcan's Grant Projects operating in 1979-80, it was found
that a sizable majoeity of both faculty members and students
Judged the 10 clusters of capability to be "a viable framework
for viewing teaches-education programs*" A number of these pro-
jects' intensive curriculum analyses and development activities
have used the 10 clusters as a conceptual model (Cazveda, 1980).

SOme'project personnel have called for additional detailing
of the clusters. Accordingly, the National Support Systems Pro-
ject has supported the development of resource units which expli-
cate the nature of knowledge and skills in each cluster. The
primary purpose of these units is to outline the scope of accept-
ed knowledge and practice in rather specific areas of profession-
al performance which are essential to the effective.teaching of
all students in today's schools. The progress and outcome of
these units are described in the following section.

Developing a Set of Subskills from the
Ten Clusters of Capability

TO identify a set of subtopics under each of the 10 clusters,
NSSP solicited assistance from educators who were active in the
Dean'S Grant Projects network* Each respondent had confronted
the Curricular needs of future Mainstream teachers and was con-
sidered knowledgeable in the areas in which college faculty mem-
bers'are developing programs. Using a modified Delphi technique
to survey 225 project deans and coordinators in 112 projectS,-,
NSSP mailed out in early June 1980 a 10-page document. Each page
contained one cluster of capability, a rationale for including
it in a' teacher-training,program, and a description of the

subtopics= the first sub-:
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topics was it-hlito-d ihmemolly by NSSP staff numbers,
ering that certain a; and expertise tended to "clipiter"
in each of the 10 areas. Respondents were asked to detail chang-
es in the proposed subtopics and to suggest additional areas un-
der each cluster which ought to be considered. Finally, respon-
dents were asked to nominate persons who, in their opinions, were
particularly capable of describing the knowledge base and current
professional practices in each subtopic area. Of the 225 gabs-
tionalies that we; 0 sent out, 89 were returned. In many eases
a number ot other faculty members participated in evaluating/re-
'lining these subtopics. In 'all, over 140 personn helped to write
the responses to all or parts of the questionnaire. About 135
potential authors were nominated to deal, with the various sub-
topics.

Rosponsei. received on the first survey were used to modify
and edit the form fur the second round of inquiry. Again, the
questionnaires were sent to the project deans and coordinators
and they were asked again to react to the suggested subtopics,
to nominate persons whom they considered especially capable of
outlining the content of a particular subtopic, and to rate each
proposed sabtopic for the level of priprity it should be given
in the 11::l;R developmental work. Of the second round question-
naires, 42 were returned with an additional 100 nominations of
potential expositors. The responses were then edited into a fi-
nal r;er of topics for resource units and authors were identified.

Develobment of Resource Jilt La Within the Ten
Clusters or capability

From the two rounds of analysis of the 10 clusters of'capability,
twenty-eight subtoRics were recommended for development. Those
subtopics are listed in Table_ 1 according to the priority given
each by the participants in the modified Delphi process; names
and affiliations of scholars nominated and agreeing to draft
eaeh ua the resource units also appear in Table 1.

Each resource unit consists of a list of ."reasonable obiec-
,tives' for Leacher-education programs in the topical area, a
self-assessment procedure which can be completed individually or
in groups by teacher educators, a rating system for present
training programs', a 25-50 page review of the relevant base of
knowledge and professional practice, hypothetical school situa-
tions which can be used to check understanding, a list of in-
structional aids and activities, a brief bibliography, and a fi-
nal section that includes reprints of several major articles on
the subject of the unit. Thu largest part of each unit is the
review of the knowledge base, which includes main definitional
elements and a summary of the ,yell-established principles (for
teachers) in the area. In areas in which the gap between the
knowledge bade and the training of teachers in specific skills
is considerable, the resource units also present methods for Lea-
chin q rhos,-) skills to prospective teachers. After it was draft-
ed, eaeh ur it was appraised by persons who are also knowledgeable
in that area and then returned to the primaryouthor for final
revision.

The resource unitg are intended strictly for use by teacher
educators.3 They are neither textbooks\nor instructional mod-
ules; rather, they aro a means of commudication among teacher

3
Resource units are available from the funerican Association of

Colleges for Teacher Education, Suite 610, One Dupont Circle,
Washington, DC 20036.

f



it fi,- 0 tte the art.' in area relating to spe
,ti: res:e_uis if If I. A 1 !.,Wh,1!,i. The ma t et ia 1 is de-
siined to be usea I; an individual (eompleting the self-assess-
meht teAt and/or read inq through the snit on classroom manage
ment for tho (ontest or tnc, rec,tnt literature on the topic) or

frvtowigg the etstents of a teacher-education program
th, ,ti(stoo of- c-apahility from which the re-

sni's !he moisle', oe hot intnded to dictate thJ
--dsOil lot, Rather, their purpose

recounifte the contemporary
responsibilities 'it to suggest that teacher educators
hive 1 rtde ,'.thorn whp these responsi-
hllties, to ciitline a base of validated knowledge and prac-
tiee Ifrectly reln:.0d to each area of teacher responsibility.

Thete is little hope of developing comprehensive programs
tot print t 10 tO withc,ut 0 sound organiing principle.
Althoaih nublie Law ',04-142 ti net the only principle by which a

pfe,:rari eouII lie structured, it is the one with
2:onteffInCratfy apPropriatenoss, and appeal.

11 o wiA!y ti hAt, t):11 schools are not a$ effective as they
shosi,! he that the preparation of teachers is one of the

f-ar ef-c tor improvement. A partici:liar concern is to help
"re::: 1 ht.) and "regular' teacher to become bettor able

those who, in large numbers, present
A pecIal Thero are many reasons not- to biame
tL.: !.ihy problems ti i,.(an education on the collegeS them-

L;T:7 ti he very good reason not to ob
them- Th.11 low leyel of intellectual stimulation in teach-

er-trairini proirams, which- is a froguently cited reason for the
avera,p_r bilitv level of 10005 i0) teachereducation stu-

i! I I. tAlc, to..ahinq
There is rulen t_cf he ,'g;o'It about learning, social

interl,,,__!rsonal communication, individual
eueatioa, group dynamics, behavior

ct(rrieulurl selection, modifying educational meter-
ihstructional rains (the list could go on)

-tilt e ote can ageguately moet the standards of the contemporary
,ahchrf,f l-ncription. This is no time for the erosion of

,t,intont. in the teacher-education curriculum because
thc! ,.1!-%1:1,AS on teachers arc growing steadily. It would seem that

1Vreint-. ,f 1.1nse !!ef-lan=fc procifing related adequate
f-ruu,:11 sper;_eheh hit the leagt that can be asked of teacher

ho
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Resource Units and Authors

Aethor(s)

1. CIA:-.1,rorr, a:CUMMC),Liti,ql!i JoBeth Allen (Kansas State Uni-
versity)
princes L. Clark (University of
Louisville)
Patricia Gallagher (University
of Kansas)
Faith Scofield (University of
KUnsard

2 Clansroom assensment and Alan M. Bofmeister (Utah State
ovaluatirin strategies University)

Caroline N. Preston (Utah State
University)

J. Carrm Aum annonsmcnt and Christine O'Connell Mason (Eas-
tvidLf:=!Ation tern Montana College)

Susan Blom Raison (Southeast
Minnesota Education Cooperative
Service Unit)

4. V:irlablo8 is exeoptionailly Jack W. Birch (University of
)'Lttstituh)

5. Writing individualized Ann L. Stewart (North Carolina
LLA':catLn Plans (1EPs) State University)

6. Assossinq and promoting Michael F. Gravot_ (University...of_
reading skills Minnesota)

7. Asses5inq and promoting James A. Poteet (Ball State Uni-
Language arts skills versity)

di. Toughing study skills -

9. Clans managemont Richard Bents (University of
Minnesota)
K. Charlie Lakin (University of
Minnesota)
Maynard C. Reynolds (University
of Minnesota)

10. Soeial/philosophical. =Christopher- Lucas ..(University of
othicA) foundations Missouri)

11: Behavior modification
procedures

12. Driv,--Loping goals and
objeliven

13. Parent-teacher inter-
actions

Lanny Morreau, (Illinois State
university)

Lynn S. Fuchs (Wheelock College)
Stanley L. Deno (University of
Minnesota)

Roger Kroth (University of New
Mexico)
Roberta Krehbiel (University of
New Mexico)



Author(s)

14. 1,..)fa1 eLiiervation Prank II. Weed (Univerfiity of
minnesotal

15. Leaal influence on ean-
-ttind special needs s17,,

16. Teaching children about
individial differences
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Ann P. Turnbull (University of
Kansas)
Judith Leonard (University of
North Carolina)
II. Rutherford Turnbull (Univer-
sity of Kansas)

Mara Sapon-Shevin (Clev- ana
State University)

17. Promotino pupil psycho- Angelo V. Boy (University of New
logical growth Hampshire)

18. Psyeholoqical/human
development foundations

L. Counseling skills for
e,' fo

20. Communication skills
teal:

I Princirion and valued
In special. education

22- individualized instruc-
tional systems

Henna Dillon (Southern Illinois
University)

Norman Sprinthall (North Caro-
lina State University)

Carolyn M. Del Polito (American
Society of Allied Health Profes-
sions)

H. Rutherford Turnbull (Univer-
sity of Kansas)
Ann P-.--Tutubtill--(University=ef--
Kansas)
Marilyn Mulligan (University of
Kansas)

Margaret c. warm (University of
Pittsburgh)

23. Workino with minority Ronald W. Henderson (University
students and parents of California-Santa Cruz)

24. Working with support
staff and allied pro-
fessions

Susan M. Swap (Wheelock College)

25. Assessing and promoting Donn Brolin (University of His-
basic "life skills" souri),

26. Promoting cooperative David W. Johnson (University of
relationships in class- Minnesota)
rooms-- Roger T. Johnson -(University of-----

Minnesota)

27. Consultation skills
for teachers

Peer and cross-age
tutoring

Joel Meyers (Temple University)

Joseph R. Jenkins (University of
Washington)
Linda M. Jenkins (Lake Washing-
ton [WA] Schools)



Elementary Education:
Curriculum and Programs for Teacher Education

Fay IL I laisley

iniversity of Oregon

ABSTRACT: A major concern of teacher educa-
tors since the passage of Public Law 94-142
has been with the need to produce graduates
capable of providing appropriate educations
for the handicapped children in regular class-
rooms. This need has been addressed by Dean's

------------Ga-ant-Prolcctsfil6P)==whrch have-systematical
ly reviewed, redesigned, and reorganized their
programs, curriculum content, and delivery
syStems. Revision is continuing, and DGPs
show evidence that the are graduating elemen-
tary teachers who are now capable of dealing
with the diversity of student skills and be-
haviors in mainstream settinas.

BY evidence was available that from 25 to 40 percent of
all school children display variations in learning styles that
require specially designed educational programs for at least part
of their school years (Rubin & Balow, 1971). The national model
of teacher preparation at the time clearly did not adequately
prepare regular teachers to deal effectively with such a range of
student diversity in regular classrooms. Such facts, coupled
with the mandates of new legislation, elicited the following ob-
servation from Reynolds (197Th):

Dr. Paisley, Associate Dean for the Division of Teacher edu-
cation at the University of Oregon, has been the director of the
Dean's Grant Project since 1977. She was the Elementary coordi-
nator for the DGP curriculum redesign activities and currently is
carrying out research related to admission procedures for elemen-
tary pre-service trainees and follow-up of program graduates.

This chapter was prepared with the, consultation of and as-
sistance from Dr. Robert D. Gilberts, Dean of the College of Edu-
cation, who has been the Principal Investigator for the Dean's
Grant Project, and the Liaison of the Far West Region since 1975.
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,am, must change to meet new
,Ind to prepare prsonnel for

nuw rt1e1=. educaiion may try
to resist ti-in structural changes inherent in
the social policies for handicapped students.
Rut if changes are not made in the colleges,
pubdic schools probably will deveiop new pro-

relf28 ir,(epeildently of colleges of
eLliica on. (r. 28)

however, 1. 1 chdn 2. Mont ilory (1978) suggested
that " oysters they try ro smo th down or expel irri-
tants' (p. 112) . and Reynolds (1971(o), observing that school dis-
tricts might try :fere:1y to "stay out of jail," restated this con=
corn in the context of teacher-education programs: "(`Pipe danger
is considerobtu that some communities Fyill go through the motions

In) consume a ireat deal of time and resources but will.ad-
vancu thu cat:so of rho hindicapped by little or not at all" (p.6U).

The orensures for change remain strong. :kill (1981) n-
foiced concern when she concluded,

Those who claim to have priority in concop°
tuilizing teacher preparationteachers, ad-
ministrators, professional associations,
state boards, legislators, and college fac-
g1iy among others- -must reach consensus
about_ a common perspective regarding what
triinees should know and lie able to do when
they graduate. Otherwise teacher prepara-
t run will degenerate into minimal -require-
mfts mandated by dxasporated state legis-
latures. (n. 42)

An dt (Preservice training. the newsletter pub-
lished by the Dean's Grant Project at Gonzaga University, noted
that-colleges and universities are challenged ti assume an imme-
diatu active posture in the development of Competencies for the
inclusion of handicapped pupils in regular classrooms.

There is a vast difference between merely
advocating the principle and redesigning
training programs philosophically and in-
structionally to adequately prepare regu-
lar and special educators for new roles
associated with mainstreaming implementa-
tions.

In the past, college faculties were slow to respond to
training changes, even with the '"bandwagon" effects of for exam.
plc, new curriculum programs developed during the early 1970s by
energetic and dedicated educators with seemingly unlimited fund-
ing; by and large, however, these programs were unique to their
area of influence and close to project and program resources.
The programs, in general, have not created lasting change in the
total system. For new curriculum programs to be effective over
the long term the change must be supported by a national network
that includes support systems for common goal setting, informa-
tion processing, program review, and product dissemination. = =

Such long-term effects are finally being documented by Dean's
Grant Projects. An infusion of funds from Deans' Grants on col-
lege campuses, along with project information and evaluation,
have_led to a new sense of accountability in teacher-training



progi ims; ty tor training teachers to meet the needs
ot haudicappel 11,111-0 in main,;iream res Accountability
has led to a continuing evaluation and r a. vision of the

1c,- -training process on individual campuses in the attempt to
adapt, and revise Curriculums and their delivery systems.

4
changes have born demonstrated by and documented

in r, it of training systems, modules, curriculum
guide. course s, competency check lists, and increased
ott.e,t ;teney in practicum and student-teaching
settings. ti\it. r the climate bar the integration of these
new changes, college taticity members have: been exposed to numer-
ous "awareness workshops and training sessions; have partici-
pated in the revision, redesign, and reorganization of their pro-

s; and, have become more involved with cooperating field-based
teachers in a team effort to insure that trainees will have nec-
ssary competencies to work with children with diverse needs

The fesult.-, A swing from a concentration on the "art of teach-
ing' to the "science of teaching or at least, a swing to what
Gage (1978) called scientific basis to the art of t- chino_"
In addition, the closet philosophical alignment of project per-
sonnel, a new impetus for increased attention to screening and
admisHons criteria for teacher applicants, a new commitment to
more definitive training goals and objectives, and more planning
for demonstration and documentation of trainee competence
ha +; hoes positive outcomes of DGPs.

How Did Change Proceed?

WHIT110PC ( .reporting on curriculum organization by DGPs,
noted that when we look at successful DGPs we should recognize
that "ihore in no way that always works hest." At the same time,
however, she outlined the generally observable organizational
structure of projects:

It was recognized that in order for the
desired curriculum reform to occur, a
facilitative organizational structure for
major institutional changes was needed.
Changes centered on the integration of
pedal and regular education faculty mem-

bers and their teacher-education curricula.
projects engaged in what was funda-

mentally a competency/performance-based
process of program development. That pro-
cess included (a) defining the faculty's
philosophy of teacher education, (b) spe-
cifying the expected outcomes of teacher
education in terms of desired characteris-
tics of program graduates, and (c) con-
ducting a thorough evaluative review of
existing programs to suggest the modifica-
tion and/or addition of program content
which would result in better prepared
teachers. (p. 51)

She saw the critical factor in curricular change to'be par ici-
pants who_take responsibility for carrying out the design or se-
lection of f-curricular content.

[The issue is not the development of curriculum
modules but] whether the persons who will use ----
them are involved in (a) specifying the outcomes
desired, (b) examining existing resource; and
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at. rtat rla n or content not currently
ovaliable, arid then (c) evaluating the useful-
ness of the adopted or developed curriculum in
carrying out the re iced instructional program.
- 62)

A ioirvey of "mature" projects by the National Support Sys-
tet reported in hates (1981)- One question that is
rel-va z discussion was, "What= did you learn about cur-
riculum change in connection with your POP?" Most respondents
agreed that the process of curriculum change in teacher education
turned out to be more difficult than they had anticipated. Some
of the common observations included the following;

It is worthwhile to make careful surveys
of existing curricula; they ought to be
made more often.
Sequencing problems in teacher education
are very important and should be given

attention. For example, members of
foundations of education faculty must

accept the responsibility to cover certain
specific topics in order that the advance-
ment to professional studies has the nec-
essary undergirding,
Developmental work on curriculum cannot be
totally "imported"; materials developed by
others can be helpful, but ultimately, the
developmental work must be conducted locally.

® Strong components of general education and
foundational studien are essential to teachet-
education; the DGPs help to make it obvious.
For example, one cannot teach effectively
about indiVidual differences among children
unless and until strong background is pro-
vided in basic child development. (Bates,
1981, p. 38)

What Prdressn7 Has Been de?

In a survoy of 112 DGPs (111 responded; nee cazvods, 1980), 72t
of the respondents reported significant or complete teacher-edu-
cation curriculum changes. Curriculum change was defined as a
continuum of identifying needs, planning, and carrying out
changes. Project personnel reported that pilot testing of new
curricula could be expected in project years 2 and 3, and full
institutionalization of plans, including evaluation, revision,
refinement, and extension to other areas of teacher education,
during years 4-6. GaZvoda (1980), attempting to establish rank-
ings for common goals in PCPs,moted that curriculusichanges in
teacher education were ranked first and received strong atten-
tion.

curriculum development was reported to include new courses
and/or new elements in existing courses (in some situations to-
tal revisions of entire programs wore documented) Curricular
changes undertaken as part of POP activities varied greatly.
Gone, da re _d with Reynolds that defining the common body of
practice which Public Law 94-142 requires of teachers is central
to the development of a common framework for the review of cur -
rent programs. Even though the diversity' of approaches across
institutions is great, 70% of responding PCPs indicated a shift
in program emphasis predicated upon the definition of the 10
clusters of capability (Reynolds, 1980a).
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The
1

activitii are reported by NSSF to

Development of a course on oxceptionalities
among students which is required of aill
teacher-education students. Sometimes more
Khan one course is required. For example,
sets of two or three new courses have been
created for addition to the teacher-prepara-
tion core.
Existing courses are examined and then re-
vised to include components relating to
handicapped students, very often, this
process follows a faculty study of needed
competencien. Sometimes existing courses
are changed by adding or substituting spe-,
cific modules which have been obtained or
developed in selected areas.
Total teacher-preparation programs are re-
examined aitd revised to add or improve co-
ordination across foundations courses,
professional studies, and practicing.
Usually, this kind of broad approach de-
velops only after preliminary activities
of lesser scope. The "first steps" are
taken most often in the elementary educa-
tion program and then revisions are under-
taken in secondary education and special
teaching fields.
Attention is given to the development and
use of practicum stations in schools that
exemplify as fully as possible the kinds
of situations and challenges which can be
anticipated under Public Law 94-142. (pp. 30 31)

About half the DGPs reported that one or more new courses
have been developed as a result of the DCP. In approximate order
of frequency, the courses are as follows:

Trt Exceptional Child in the Regular
Ciss (a survey coarse on exceptional
children in mainstream classes; some-
times separate sections are offered
for students in elementary and secon-
dary education, vocational education,
etc.).

- Reading and Learning Disabilities (or
Diagnostic Prescriptive Instruction).
Practicums with Handicapped Students
(often with accompanying seminar)

- Administrative Issues in Mainstreaming,
- Adapted Physical Education.

Assessment of Special Needs Students.
Mathematics Difficulties.
Preschool Mainstreaming,
Confetencitig Skills for Teachers.

- children in Groups The interaction
of normal and special needs students=
(pp. 3940)

7 One of the more useful sources for information on curricu-
lums comes from Bates (1980). lie drew together the documentation
on 19 "individualized" projects. The contributors noted at the
outset of the report,'
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I! tho gc((led for the Dean's Grant Projects
were a lalatratory, one could run an experi
mental behaior "X" number of times and de-
rive a profile. But the projects are not
housed in laboratories, They are housed in
universities and colleges. (p. 69)

Tbv tmoth reported,

[n q the objectives and activities
by which projects met their anticipated
leceif; of attainment for stated goals, some
commonalities were found that seemed to be
specific to the age of the project. Projects
in the first year of operation were consistent
in identifying a need for change in course
content to help students to better understand
mainstreaming issues; 50 percent of the proj-
ect=s for this year had taken preliminary steps
toward the analysis of course content. Com-
monalities of the first year projects in the
category of :Experience" were noted in the
specification of initial steps of reexamining
and revising students' field experiences. A
curriculum goal addressed the issues of review-
ing, developing and disseminating appropriate
learning aids.

The common activities in the area of "Courses" for the four
second-year projects included plans for the in-depth revision of
curriculum and incorporating the revisions in the targeted course
syllabi. All four projects addressed the issue of expending stu-
dent field experience in special education and mainstreamed
classrooms (p. 84).

Thu four projects in the third-year-plus of operation set as
Goals more expansive and intensive revisions of course contents.
"The. focus was on interdepartmental work and audio-visual in-
structional aids. The Experience category for these old projects
featured increased emphasis on pre-service student experiences
with mainstreamed classrooms, as well as the exploration of dual
certification standards and licensing in their respective states"
(p. 85).

In the area of "Curriculum" the team reported that "there
seems to be a sequential developmental pattern from projects in
their first year of operation to those in their third-plus phase"

86). An apparent continuum focuses on identifying the need
r change, and on planning and initiating appropriate steps for

change. This is followed by the carrying out of designed for-
mats, the evaluating of the pilot program, self-correction, and
repetition of the cycle.

t team's conclusion "that projects may be more alike in
both 'clls and strategies than might be expected by the variation
in project settings" (p. 87) is heartening to note. Espeseth
(1982) reported similar conclusions after a series of informal
surveys of and visits to projects in the Far West Region. The
Mils were reported to be the catalyst for curriculum change; and
projects generally indicated the need for a separatp course re-
lated to handicapping conditions as well as the infusion of spe-'
cial course content into the curriculum. Espeseth also noted
that despite the great disparity in project philosophy and organ-
izational structure at the institutional level, there was unani-
mous agreement on the need for curriculum change and generally
positive attitudes, overall, to the changes in progress.
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The Plitvei-,Ity Ne ra:;k, at Lincoln and the University of
Oregon in Eugene hae
rent of DCps.

ucla that mirror the general develop-

At the University ebraska at Lincoln, the project has
been one of the programs cting curriculum integration. A
statement D =pared for ion purposes follows:

tuients completfog the four-year undergraduate
teacher education program at UN-L have experi-

enced a Curriculum sequence designed to prepare
them to teach handicapped students in the "main-
stream" of the regular classroom.

The curriculum sequence is spelled out in several documents
but Table 1 shows course identification for 10 areas of major
content. Aksamit, Wilhelsm, and Kilgore (1981) presented a com-
prehensive document on their project's approach to the Integra-
tion of Curriculum at the annual Dean's Grant Conference in wash-
ington, D.C. A brief overviw follows.

The Integration paradigm

Mainstream curriculum integration is cur-
rently focusod,in the undergraduate program.
Teachers College units most extensively in-
volveclare Educational Psychology and Social
Foundations (EPSF), in which three core courses
occur; and Curriculum and Instruction (C S
which includes methods classes and practicum
seminars in elementary and secondary education.
Designated curriculum is introduced in the three
core EPSF courses taken during the freshman and
sophomore years. Knowledge and skills are fur-
ther developed and applied to subject areas
throughout methods courses and student-teaching
seminars completed during the junior and senior
years.

All students in Teachers College are ex-
posed to the mainstream curriculum as integrated
in the three core EPSF courses. As students fo-
cus on their major area of Study, they receive
methods instruction within different Teachers
College units. There is, consequently, some
variation in the way methods-level mainstream
curriculum is presented.

Following the conclusion of the first year
of formalized mainstream curriculum integration,
faculty at UN-L expressed concern that there was
a great doalof variability in the content being
presented in the 12 different sections of this
freshman foundations course. This resulted in
part from variability in faculty awareness and
expertise. As a result, faculty and project
staff collaborated in the development of a cur-

ulum "packet." The curriculum packet, which
was completed for Fall 1980 use, includes; (1)

bbjectives to be addressed in the course (2)

learning actiN'itios designed to teach ot:jectives:
(3) materials tb be used by faculty and/or stu-



'dents; and alternative instructional
strategies for use in teaching to the objec-
tives.

0

Thecurriculum packet is not a standard-
ized module that all, faculty must'use in'the
same way'. Rather, the packet is to be used
selectively7ss a resource for faculty and
Students as mainstream curriculum is inte-
grated. A major. effort is currently under
way whereby,project.staff and faculty use the
packet-4n a team - teaching approach. Itis
intendekthat such a strategy will assist.
faculty in using the packet as A resource
following project completion-when project
staff will no longer be-available as resource
persons.

Elementary Education'
The '(enter for ,Curriculum and Instruction

has developed a program which includes a se-
quence of learning activities designed.to pre-
pare the preservice el=ementary teacher to meet
the of mainstreamed children. The first
level, labeled the awareness level,. ceurs
during thefreshnian/sophomore semesters. Stu
dents are !Dade aware pf the.noeessity to adapt
curriculuhiand teaching strategies to the spe-
cial-needs of children with handicaps. The
student is required to observe a mainstreamed
child and, as part ofthe report written about
theie pre-student teaching experiences, writes
an analysis of the way this mainstreamed child
is accommodated in the,regular classroom.

g .

The second level, the methodological
level, occurs during the sophomore/junior/senior
semesters when the student is enrolled in meth-
ads...classes.. In each metheds class students are
instructed in techniques to use in teaching that
particular subject.

The third level-, the application level,
occurs when the senior is student teaching.
DUring the curriculum seminar which accompanies
student teaching; each student is required to
write three papers. These papers address: (1)

rationale and legislative mandates; (2) strate-
gies for adapting curriculum to meet the needs
of handicapped children; and (3) roles and re-
sponsibilities among claSsrcom teacher, parents
and,, support personnel. In addition,. each student
teacher is required to design a lesson er series,
of iesSons,to meet the needs of a mainstreamed
child.

A synthesis of. the mainstream curriculum is
designed to occur dOring'the-process ,of student
teaching.

:Tbe major goal of the'Elementary Education program at the
University. of. Oregon, during the years the DOR was functioning,
was to develop a model training program to`prepare eleMentary'ed-
ucation pre-service regular teachers to provide effeetivein
struction to .students; including those with handicaps,'_wtoex-,-
hibit wide differences in ability .and'behavicr,- Beginning in
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1977-78 the Elementary Erlikati a faculty put into action a plan
calling for the design of a set of competency-based courses to
operate with the new "Training Elementary Educators for Main-
streaming (TEEM) PrOgram." These competencies (Table 2) were
organized into a. matrix (Haisley, 1978). to show the relation
course :ork to program goals and to serve as guidelines for the
revision of existing courses.

On the.basis of the matrix by Haisley and' Hazelhurst 41979),
a questionnaire was designed to evaluate tne competence of gradu-
ates. In Part A, students were asked to respond to the question,
HoW do you perceiVe the importance oftheTEEIT.Program objec-

tives, and to what extent did the 'Program'fielpou to achieve
those objectives?" !

The mean responseto each,item by the 13 (of the 45) gradu-
ating seniors who completed Part A of the questionnaire is set
out:in Table 3., The dotted line extending to the right of ea %h
item indicates the meanresponse to thellevel of achievement
each competency acquired by the Students during the .period of
teacher education. The continuous line immediately below the
dotted line indicates the meanlevel of importance given each
competency.

Table 3 alap shows a couple of appreciable "veriationin
differences beeween(ratings of importance and,level of achieve-
ment for individual competencies. 'Table 4 lists those items
(from Table 3)with a mean difference of'1.6 or more.

By determining a group mean for each section of the ques-
tionnaire, it was possible to'rank the sections according to the
student's' rating of 016 importance of the items in each section.
Table 5 setsout the means for each section of items in Part A
of ,the questionnaire.

Thethrea.sections regarded as having the most important
competenciea were U.0, Instructional Goals and Planning"; "6.0,
Foundation,DieciOlines": and "3.0, Use of Instructional Strata-
,gieb," It is interesting to note the difference between the im-
portance of the competency areas and the extent to which graduat-
ing seniors felt that they had achieved that competence: In each
area, excepting 1 0 and 6.0, graduating seniors rated their level
`ofachievement higher than they rated the importance, of the com-
petency area This findingmay be interpreted as evidence of
changes in teacher education in EleMentary Education in the Col-
lege of Education at the University of Oregon._"

In sum6graduating seniors perceived4all the competencies to
be .important; rating "Instructional coals and Planning" the high-

,est, with a mean of 4.25.! The seniors gaVe high ratings.to'the
extent to which the TEEM program helped them toachieve probram
competencies; Use of Instructional Strategies" has a reported,
mean of 4.61.

Part.
o
B ofttie,questionnaire.was designed to assess the im-

portance f the, student practicum experience, to give aneverali.
rating to the program, and to estimate its value as a preparation
for teaching. The,data in Table 6 indicate that the student" .

teaching experience was valuable in helping students:to tie to-
gether-Oethods, theories, and classroom practice. This'itemte
rating -was 4.83. The mean for the students' overall rating of
theprogram 4.2, and for how well the'Program prepared heirt.

for teachgng,'4.1.
It should be remembered that the graduating 'seniors` had not'

yet been exposed to,t174: "real" world of teaching. A fbilowupoof.
::these graduates (after 2 yiars,of teaching) and of a group of
first-year graduates is currently under way.



What Are the Curriculum Products,

THE Report of the Deans' Grants Products (NSSP, 1981) is evidence!
f the growing body of literature produced by DGPs The products

include curriculum-.modules, course guides, teacher competency
gists, evaluation instruments, resource handbooks, learning, ac-'

tivity packets for methods students,.inservice training plans,
and annotated bibliographies. Some examples tallow:

The.UniVersity.of.Kansas DGP has pUt together
series of curriculum units on Character As-

-sessment,:Planning'for InsEruction, Instruc-
'-tional,Management, Communication Skills; and
Legal, PhilosophiCal and Social Issues.

_
.

At the University of Texas at Austin, Project
PRENhdeVeloped 10 curriculum modules'for use
in trainingteacher educators to work with
handicapped children in least restrictive en-
vironments.

The DOE! at the University of North Carolina
produced several program and resource guides,
.one of which is entitied.Develo-in and Im le-
'mentin Educe_ n4 Programs.

At the University of Nebraska at .Omaha, the
DGP made up. 'a list of curriculum skills re--,
quiredin its CORE program and a syllabus for
each mini-course. This program was 'extensive
ly evaluated and revised, on the basis of stu
dent end faculty contr;ibutiOni:

The University of Illinois DGP deVeloped
detailed descriptions of the-Speci:alized
Instruction Program; it includes the program
of inservice training for cooperative teachers.

At the University of Hawaii, the DGP de 'eloped
a detailed framework for integrating main-
streaming,competencies into new or existing
courses in the S.Ed.program.

The list of products from,DGPs grows. at an almost alarming
rate.-.. As projects have "matured" and moved into a refinement and
evaluation phase. product dissemination seems to have increased.
It would be a good idea for the list of_productste be update;
frequently and for the materials to be cross-referenced to the
10 clusters of capability to facilitate decisions on materials,
selection and use

Issues Affecting Curriculum

NATIONAL concern with the competence of t
q

eachers'has led educa-
tors to question -the adequacy of the,current methods of teacher-
training progxams. An important step to upgrade the quality of
teacher-training programs is the 'raising of admission require
ments (Dunn, 1982). Indicators of the significance of this ques-'.
tion'are;lound, in recent publications that include, among others,
the special. issue of :Phi Delta Ka- an (1981)'_and SchWanke- ,(1981),
an annotatedbibliograp st-p studies related to,admissions'cri-,
_eria and their effectiveness': , Ce

An integral-part ofthe reorganization plan for curriculum
change atrthe'University of Oregon was attention to the quality



E pre-service applicants.. The result was more,rigorous soreen
.ing and admissions procedures. The.system is based on objective
measures, such AA standardized ,achievement tests, semi-objective
measures that include Writing tests, and a more'subjectiveMeas-

e, the professional interview. (Rankin, 1982)., An evaluation of
this system was undertaken by Dunn (1992). °The preliminary re-
sults indicate that University of Oregon graduates appear to be
exceptionally strong in a broad range of skills. An evaluation
of student teachers in Fal119132-by,their cooperating:teachers
and supervisorsindicated above average ratingn on all,. items
(Table, 8). Follow-4p stddies of-these graduates will be made
during their teaching careers to docuMent teacher effectiveness
as-it relates to training goals and objectives.

Gazvoda (1980) noted'the deed for the documentation of ef-
feCtive teacher-training modele'to translate the knowledge accom-

_,==modated-in_DGFs.into_standards for teacher teertificationAnd pro-
_

gram accreditation; '

Sole . pressure already has been applied on all colleges_in
certain states where' licensing bodies have adopted certificStion
requirements relating to competence in'teaching handicaPpe0 chil.
-dren. Many 0GP personnel,. however, have been members of the
state,department committees that developed these competency check
lists. The'followingatatement,fot Oregon', which was adopted'hy
DGFs in the state but is not mandatory at this writing, lists
minimum' competencies for elementary teachers under the major,
headings of-knowledge and-skills'. A Sonsensus of the Rre-sexv ce
Traihing faculty is needed, however, before the translation of
similar competency lists to certification requirements can be
Undertaken at the gyrational level;

Knowledge of the definitions, characteristics'
and eligibility requirements of handicapped'
and disabledIschool aged children as defined'
in Oregon Administrative Rules 581-15-051 to
include:'

192E'AiktITLJIE:

1. The characteristics of handicapped students.

2. Eligibility criteria for special education
and related services for handicapped students.

3. Federal and state laws and regulations' rela--
tive to handicapped students..

4, Procedural safeguards for handicapped stu-
dents, parents, and'teachers.
State Administrative Procedures for working-.
with handicapping conditionsn terms of:
a) student identification.
b) individual assessment.,
c) I.E.P. development.
d) individualized instruction

related services.
f) individdalize4 education plan review
g) least restrictive environment.
The. components of. an individualized educe-,
tional plan
a).the pupils' current eductional status.
b) _educational goals needed for the pupil.
c) instructional objectives leading to -each

goal.
d) instructional and. erviCe requirements

.

for program4mplementation..-

1 0



Modifications and adaptations whichcan.be
-made in general education to accommodate a'
handicapped,learner.

Skills in informal assessment and a variety of
instructional techniques and procedures for im-
plementation of the educational plan for handi-
capped pupils:

Skills in:

'a) student identification.
--b) individual assessment.

c) develcipment.
d) individualized instruction
e) relatedserVices.
f) individualized educatioit plan review.
g) leastrestrictive environment..
h) adapting curriculum and/or instructional

environment. to meet..the needs of the .'
handicapped stii0e,

2. Interperional skalk.s effeCtive com-
munication with admJnstrators, students,
parents, resource pOrsonnel and community
groupg to solve educational problems).

. 3. Cfassroom management and teaching strategies
proficiency in class management pro-

cedures,' including applied behavior analysis, .

materials, arrangement, crisisintervntion
techniques, and group 'approaches to creating
positive affective climates).

4 Development of student social interaction
(i.e., the ability to providCguidance and
implement,procedures which promote student
personal growth and.encourage student in-
volvement with handicapped students fn a
variety of educational settings).

Hersh and Walker (in press) believe that "the quality,of
teachers and the classroom conditions they create are what should
occupy our future.ittention." We cannot ignore this issue. The
evaluation data frot graduates of DGP%programs in school settingS'
over the nekt few years will begin to fill in the missing feed-
back loop and encourage new rounds of program reorganization and
CurriculuM modification. Hersh and Walker noted,

In our most romantic moments.we believe that
properly trained teachers and appropriate
schooling_ conditions are the salvation.of all
children. Our reseaTch is based on that'as-
sumption and although we have not:yet dis-
covered,the secret of hoW to create these

.condftion#t we believe we lhave-begun-to get
a handle on two of the variables -- teacher
expectations and teacher efficacy - -which the
research, we have reviewed indicates are im-
portant and which we believe are petentially
salient if we are to create optimal main-
-treaming conditions'

They ,noted also that their review of the literature points
to an urgent need to question the conditions under which we ex-:.

riect teachers and 'students. to ,be suedessful." Certainly, this



mllst ' in pre service preparation, attention qto
eachers' social standards d expectations
Hersh and Walker found.t rrent

ar!tio ining have not eliminated the "Astorical
of f and stereotyping of handicapped

abuse, and the behavioral communication
!T.-Incg -xpectatiens

Conclusion

1NPV[TADLY o-Lhey issues to redirect the curriculum focus of
71-ler-Lra4nP1'! programs will continue to emerge. At this-point,
c it 'Safe to note that the DGPs, by the systematic re-

-loW ..,,,,nr,panization of pre-service training programs, have
cii,he no ' '710.V0 the teacher-education field forward, and for
ff.4t."- .than any other.initiative-in recent history. The
-lot program changes are becoming, institutionalized . 4i

forthe future progress of.the mainstream moveme
ol,A Ls coAtinucdinfluence in the field-of teacher education
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Table 1

ontent

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Maier Content Area

Awareness and Attitudes

Historical,' Philosophical, and Social
Perspectives

LitigatiOn'and legislation '

Service Delivery Systems and PigraM
Approaches

Tntroduced

*EPSF 131

5. Cheractorloties of Children with Handicap-
ping Conditions. EPSF 261

Communication Skills, RoleRelationsh4A.- EPSF 131

Coordination of Resources ..e 362

7. Assessment in-the Classroom

8. Adaptation of Curriculum/Materials and
Selectieh of Instructional Strategies

s. ClassroOm and St t BehaViof Management

1*/* Development and Implem6tation of the
lndividualized.Education Program (MP)

EPSF 362

EPSF 131
" 362

EPSF . Educational Psychology and S ial Foundations

urce; D. L. Aksamit, U. WilhelMs, & Kilgore. PresArinr..

classroom ttagturq to work withm-irmed,h_-_axh-}1-.
capped_ehilaren. Paper presented at the annual meet-,
ing'of the Dean's Grant Project's, Washington, DC, 1981.-
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Table 3

(Mean response ach evemen

1.0 Instruction

1.1'Interpret goals

1.2Interprpt objectives

-1.3 Interpret curriculum programs

1.4 Formulate goals

.1.5 Formulate Objectiv4es

1.6 Design: curriculum prognprus

1.7 Develop lesson pianS

2.0 Selection & Design of_
Curriculum Materials

2.1 Select appropriate materials

2.2'Design apprepriAe m#teriali.

2.3 Curriculum- writing

0.1.1seof instructional
troteves

A

3.1 Organize classrcom for -in-
struction

2 Design ilisCructional programs

DaVelop teaching techniques

3.4 Manage student behavior

faire Res_:inse

Mean response importanc

Low

.4

High

4.1

- 4 4
4.6

4.'44

1.1
3.g'

4.6

Vii. 6

4.5
_2.8

4
4,9 -



4.0 Assessmentof. Learning

4.1 Select tests for'diagnosis
Of learner

4.2 DeSigrrtests for diagnosis
. of learner

-4.3 Use various tests for diag-
nosis of learner

4.4 Measure learner progress,

oE 4.5 Make evaluation of learner -

achievement

4.6 Select tests for large-scale
assessment

4.7 Interpret test scores,

5.0 Personal Growth (pupil-)

5.1 Provide career and academic
guidance

5.2 Encourage decision- making

6.0 Foundation Discipline

k.1 Interpret current educational
practice

6.2 Improve current educational
practice

7.0 RroblemSolving

7.1 With other faculty

7.2 With - administrators

7.3 With parents

7.4 With community

Professional Growth

Participation in inservice

8. Membership in professiona
Educational Association

Low

2

2.5

3.4

3.4 4,2

3.2

4.6

-3.7
4.4

4.1

,--_------- ----- 3.5 3.9

------- 3'9 4.4

4

3.9
4 -1

9

3.2 4.2

3.1
4.1

2.0 3.7

°c es F. B. Hais1ey. Training elementary educators for mains _ aming.
student i',esouroe_Auide in elementary education. ,University of
Oregon, September 1978.
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Table

Items Showing Greatest Dispa===rit/ between

Uatings of importance argil ....Achievement

Rating
Difference

4.1 Select tests for diagnosis of cr

7.4 Probleesolving, with community

1.7

=1.7

Table

Competency Area IRatings by GPa = luating Seniors

...
ImpOrta=c=ace

.
Difference Aehievement

Area _rLte_ . Xa: Mean-

1.0

6.0

3.0

.

Instructien

FriUndation Discipline

lige of Instructional

4.25
z

4.22
0 :

.04

.52

4.21

3.7

Strategies 3.93 -.68 4.61

5.0. Personal Growth
- (pupil) ,

. 344 -.31- 4.15

2.0 Selection la Design of
Curriculum Materials-

`51 4.30

- 4.0 Assessment of Learning 3.33 4.16

8.0 Professional Growth 3.29 -.38 3.6T
7.0 Prbblem solVing 2.99 =1. 4.97

Table 6

Cemeral Evaluation of tht Program

high
5

Importance of student 4.8

Overall -6Valuation- _ i -4.2

HoW prepared are you
for teaching?-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-71,/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/4.1,

Source: Training elementary educetors.for mlinstreaming. Student xesource
fajdrie in elementary educatioa.',Univnersity of'Ore on, September
`1978.



Table 7

Fall 1982

Elementary Education Program

University of Oregon

Student Teacher

Cooperating Teacher [X]

Grade Level Term

U of 0 Supervisor [

The Elementary Education student-tiaching objectives have been stated
below. Please rate your student's success in meeting these goals.

5 - outstanding

4 - above average

,3 - satisfactory

2 - below average

1 - Unsatisfactory

1. Maintains good discipline and control of the
classroom. 1

2. Provides a physical and social environment
suitable for learning. -.,...-:, 1

3. Identifies and provides for individual
differences among studentt% 1

4. Effectively does long range planning, 'unit
planning and daily planning. 1

5! Achieves desired learning outcomes with pupils
through the use of a varietyof instructional
techniques. 1

6. Evaluates student progress in relation to
stated objectives of instruction.' 1

105

(4) (7) (11
2 3 4 5 4.32)

2
(2)
147)' (4'3) (4 - 50)'

2 S2) V' (4-3) (4.50

Y.) CP) (g6) (4.68)

1) (i)
45 (P)(4.55)

1-) 2)(46( ( 31(4.41)i

7, Interacts with members of the profession
in a manner appropriate for a teacher. 1 , V-) Y) V 5 6) (4.50)

overall how would you rate the student as a prOSpective teacher?
1 2(1)i(2)4(4) 5(15) (4.5)

How well has the.program prepared the student for the student teaching

experience?
1

2(2) 3 (1)0°5(7)
Comments: = -- 4.5

(4.14)

sley Training elementary educators for mainstreaming.
ce 'de," -nt education. university of

e on, oepf.dmber 1578.

109
-`1
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Table

Fall 1982

Elementary Education prograM

University of Oregon

Student Teacher

Cooperating Teacher [ ]

Grade Level

U of O Supervisor [X]

Term

The Elementary Education student teaching objectives have been stated
below. Please rate your Student'S success in meeting these goals.

5 - outstanding

7 above average

3 satisfactory

2 - below average

1 - unsatisfactory

1. Maintains good discipline and control of the
classroom.

2. Provides a physical and social environment
suitable for learning.

3. IdentifieS and provides for individual
differences among students.

4. Effectively does long range planning, unit
planning and daily planning.

5. Achieves desired learning outcomes with pupils

(1)
1

1

1

1

(1) (2)
2, 3

(2 (1)
2 3

i2) 53)

p.) S3

(7)
4

(8)
4

7)

(7)
4

(9)
5

(9)
5

(?)

()
5

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.05)

(4.2)

through the use of a variety of instructional
techniques. 1

Evaluates Student:progress in relation to
stated objectives of instruction. 1

7. Interacts with members of the profession
in a manner appropriate for a teacher. 1

Overall how would you rite the student as a prospective teacher?
(l) (1) 48) 19)

41 2 3 (4.55)1.5?
'How well has the program prepared the student for the student teaching
experience ?'.

P
p)

1)

3

S2

1)

(4 7)

(41.)

(5)
4

(il) (4.35)

j {3.55)

413

Cements:
1 2 3

1.3)
(4.22)4.5

F. B. Halaley. Training elementary educators for mainatrerating.
Student resource gulde in e1ementary_education. University. of
Oregon, 'September 19786 (' '



Secondary Education:
Curriculum and Programs for Teacher Education

DaleRSCanden

_liniveThity_OLKanSaV

ABSTRACT. Secondary education programs have
achieved only modest success in modifying
curricula and assisting faculty members to
develop expertise for an effective least re-
strictive environment curriculum. Even so,
Dean's Grant PrOjects have had -some success,
and the accomplishments and products could
be of significant assistance to institutions
at an early stage of program modification.
Curriculum modification has included the ad-
=dition of a course dealing with the charac-
teristics of-exceptional Adolescents and the
implicatns of Public Law 94-142 for second-
ary. teachers, and the development of materials
for assimilation in existing courses. Plans
and materials related to faculty development
have been produced and field tested by various
institutions. Again, these resources are
available for institutions that have adopted
a least restrictive environment curriculum.
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THE requirements of Public. Law -94 -142 -have had unique implica-
tions for the preparation. of teachetsfor secondary schools.
The challenges have been recognized by the personnel operating
Dean's Grant Projects (DGPs); the accomplishments have been more'l
limited than is desirable or even than were hoped for when DGOs
were initiated in 1975,

Among the DCPs with secondary education compondhts, the com-
mon goals include faculty development and curriculum revision.
The challenges for accomplishing these goals derive from the
characteristics of secondary education and the preparation pro-
grams for secondary education teachers, including

1, the roles and functions of secondary schools;

--

Dr. scanneil is Professor, Dean of Education, and Dean's Grant
Project Director. His recent professional activities have foL
cased on the-revision of teacher-education programs to enhance'
the capabilities of prospective teachers.
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2 the nature of secondary school curricula;
3, the nature of secondary teacher-education programs;
4, the orientation of faculty and students in secondary

edUcation; and,
the nature of special education services at the high
school level.

Role and Function of Secondary Schools

THE appropriate role of secondary education remains a topic of
debate among educators, governmental agencies, and the general
public, Although the single role of college preparatory institu-
,tioA.was rejected many years ago, and even though more 'than 85
percent of the relevant age group continues in school beyond the
mandatory attendance age, a great deal of ambiguity clouds the
proper role and functions of the high school. Typically, the en-
rollment includes students who aspire to higher education and
perhaps advanced college degrees, those who intend to continue
their education in community colleges or technical institutes,
those for whom grade 12 will be the terminal point in their for-
uLar -tWitramamm----mn-d-tnoso-who7-withdraW-from school be-ft.Ye-re-
ceiving a high school diploma.- How best to serve the different
needs and interests of such a diverse student population is a
question of continuing study and-debate and poses a major chal-

_,
lenge to teacher- education institutions.

The DGPu that have included components related to secondary
education have been required,to address the preparation issues
arising from the extreme variability of interests, plans, and
abilities of secondary school students. Programs for prospective
secondary teachers must retain strong components-in general edu-
cation and the subject Specializations. The candidates must be
prepared to work effectively with academically talented students,
students of average and below average ability, and special needs
students. The programs must include attention to the character-
istics of the latter and to the skills required to work with spe7,
ciel teachers. The reality of the secondary school student popu-
latitn-and-the responsibility of these schooli to provide-appro-
Ewlete programs for this diverse clientele pose major challenges
for Dean's Grant Projects.

Secondary School Curricula

Whereas elementary pupils-spend most of the school day with,a
single teacher or perhaps two teachers and all pupils study es-
sentially the same subjects,'klcondary schools are characterized
by en elective system and a departmentalized-organization. All
students are required to meet the same minimum unit_requirements
in English, science, mathematics; and-social studies but, they
have multiple optiOns in each required field of study,. In addi7
tion, secondary students typically have classed with four, five,
or even more teachers during a given school year.

Secondary teachers commonly meet 100 to 150 students each
day. Even when homerooms, are part of the organization, the
teachers have more limited opportunity than elementary level
teachers to develop broad and deep understandings of the students
they teach. The organization of secondary schools also limits,
the ability of teachers to assume responsibility for tLe total
educational and personal development of students. Thus, the re-
aritias of the secondaircurriculum and the attendant. school or-
ganization have createdt,major challenges for DGPs.

SecondaryTeacher-EdU'eation Programs

TEACHER- education programs for prospective:secondary school
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teachers are characterized by strong' emphases on general educa-
tion and teaching field specialization. Concomitantly, they have
been seriously limited in terms of the fields undergirding pro-
fessional education and in pedagogical coursework. The require-
ments of Public Law 94-142 impinge on the undergirding discip-
lines and pedagogy.

A major challenge to floes has been to find a way to include.
appropriate attention to learning and human development, assess-
ment, curriculum development, and other topics that are germane.
to education in a least restrictive environment. An already
crowded program provides little time for the addition or expan-
sion of topics in a seriously restricted professional education
component.

An additional problem in secondarloteacher-education programs
mirrors the curriculum and organization features of high schools=
Programs for elementary teachers are relative-1Y commti to all
students;_programs for prospective secondary teachers have some
common elements but also include courses that are subject speci-
fic. Thus, the number of different courses that must be modified,

___apd_the-numhar-o-f-faculty members-who,=must-be-versod-in=the---prin-
ciples of Public Law 94-142 are large.

The Orientation of faculty Members and-Students

Secondary teachers have been described by many writers as sub-
ject-centered, as compared with elementary teachers who are said
to be child-centered. AlthoughbOth groups undoubtedly share
interest in and concern with youth and subject matter, the tra-.
ditional nature of secondary school and programs preparing sec-
ondary teachers seem to plaCe more emphasis-on subject-matter
mastery than the- total development of youth.

Students who elect to major in a secondary education program
generally are motivated by their interest in the subject they in-
tend,to teach. Professors of secondary education also identify
more closely with their specialty than with the nurturance of
the total child or youth. If they are asked how teacher-educa-
tion programs Can be improVed, most would include the strengthen-
ing of subject preparation well above the need to expand or-

-strengthen the pedagogical-component.

The-nature of the orientation and the interests-of secondary
eduOation faculty members and students have posed unique and dif-
ficult.challonges to DM's. Finding the time for added elements
in the curriculum and obtaining and maintaining facUlty and stu

-dent interest in the nature of the least restrictive environment
principles have been major deterents to the rapid and thorough,.
accomplishment of project goals.

seconder- School S ial Education

Historically, the special education services provided at the
high school level hay& been less comprehensive than those pro-
vided in- elementary schools. In fact, some writers have as-
serted that special services for secondary school students have
been neglected. -

Because of this relative dearth of special education ser7
vices in high schools, school districts have been required to
giye Major attention to developing and/or expanding them, which
means,_in,turn, that teacher-education programs must aim at a
moving target. With a limited history to draw on for developing
teacher-education prograMs'appropriate to actual school practice,
!DOPs have been required to base'program modification-on limited
information about and assumptions for the developments in secon-
dary schools that must occur to fulfill the requirements of

113



Public Law 94-142.

The limited information currently available on the trends and
status of the special education services provided in secondary
schools is reviewed in the next section. Development of teacher-
education programs should De based, at least in part, on the na-
ture of programing for special needs students in secondary
schools.

Trends in Secondary Education

ALTHOUGH reports from people who work in .or with secondary schools
suggest that services for exceptional students ha7e been expanded
in grades 9-12, comprehensive and reliable information it not yet.
-available on the nature or extent of special education in second-
ary schools. _However, a study by Carlson provides some data and
descriptive information on a selected sample of schools.

The investigation surveyed secondary schools that had been
nominated-by state directors of special education for providing
'exemplary services to ad7.eacent students or that had achieved
-state-ex-national visibilkty,for their program*. The 15 schools
were from different regions of the country and represented urban,
suburban, and rural districts. Th6 nature of the sample compli-
cates generalization so that the results, perhaps, should be re-
garded as descriptive of services offered in districts with the
most progressive programs for secondary exceptional students:

.The modal pattern of services is probably less well developed and
comprehensive than that found in this survey.

Districts were asked to report the percentage of all handi-
capped students at the secondary level. Responses Varied from 10
to 45 percent with a median of 20 percent. In addition, dis-
tricts were asked for the percentage of their secondary students
who were classified as handicapped, and reports ranged from 3 to
Il percent, with a median of 8 percent. These values may be
lower than should be expected on the basis of the percentage of
the total student population in grades 9-12 and the expected in-
Cidence of handicapping conditions. Although the reason for the
discrepancy cannot be determined, several explanations are possi-
ble_ DiStricts may have concentrated efforts on providing ser-
vices in the elementary grades,-with the provision of services
expending. for the younger age groups as they proceeded through'
school. Handicapped students may drop out of school in larger
proportions or, perhaps, identification of.handicapped children
is less effective in the higher gradeS. Finally, if problems
are effectively remediated in the lower grades, fewer students
will need special services in secondary schools.

It is interesting-, and reassuring, to note that only four
schools reported the removal -of students from a program of direct,
instruction at the secondary level, and even in those four the
incidence of removal had decreased over time In-most districts -'
the number of Students receiving special services at the second-
ary level had increased.- In several the number was stable.

The results of this survey suggest that secondary schools do
not have comprehensive programs for identifying students in need
of special services. Districts generally rely on identifications -

that have-been made in earlier grades. Referrals account for
mcst students who are identified for the first time at the sec-
ondary level as needing special help.

-
Although classroom teachers participated in 1 EP conferences

most of the time in a majority of districts, the cost of'prOvid-
ing substitute teachers for this purpose. May become severe as
funding decreases. The procedures in. these districts suggest
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that in-the futuie regular education will be reptesented by coun-
selors or building administrators.

Parents and students commonly have been part of the IER team,
but in relatively passive roles. Parents have participated more
actively in classification and placement decisions but they vir-
tually never participate in decisions on the educational content
of instruction for their children.

All districts included in this study offer both academic and
'life skills or vocational programs. Assignment to the programs
has not been based on student need. The absence of a regular
educator and the limited participation by parents creates a ques-
tion on how instructional decisions are made. The results of the-
survey suggest that for students who are judged to need life -

skids training, this area is given the highest Priority and in--
stuction in ocational fields and academic areas is supplemental.:
However, for students who are assigned to the academic track,
priority is given to the units needed for graduation. Instruction
is provided directly by a special educator or by tutorial services
or the use of consultants.

Schools in the sample generally do not modify graduation re-
quirements for handicapped students. Rather, the TER frequently
is used to modify the way in which graduation requirements are
met. A high percentage of handicapped students graduate; the
median of the reported figures is 99 percent. Modified diplomas
for the handicapped students were reported, 'in use by six of 14
districts. SeVeral factors were noted in the patterns of service
to assist handicapped studentS to meet graduation requirements.
(a) The amount of assistance provided was increased; resource
rooms or teacher consultants added tutorial or compensatory as-
siStance in required courses. (b) PrOportionately lest instruc-
tion was given in life skills areas, even when such needs were
identified.

In sum, it should be noted that reliable, comprehensive in-
formation is not-available on mainstreaming trends in secondary
schools. The information collected Xrom a select group of-schools
:suggests that services for handicapped secondary students are in -
a state of transition. Programing generally has been successful
in assisting students to meet graduation requirements but at the
expense of life skills instruction. Although 'Students are pro-
vided with services largely in the mainstream, the full applica-
tion of Public Law 94-142 principles requires continued attention
to staff development for regular educators and curriculum modify-
cation.

'A second source of information eh mainstreaming programs in
secondary schools is Riegel and Mathey -(1980). They reported in
seven models in schOol districts in different states and regions.
The variations in-these programs, all of which seem to make posi-
tive contributions, support the contention that'services far sec-
ondary school exceptional studentS,are'evolving and that the
teacher educators who prepare regular teachers should monitor
carefully the real world into which teacher-education graduates
will enter. Only by knowing the nature of mainstreaming efforts
can teacher educators provide programs that will prepare effec-,
tiVe teachers for secondary schools..

Despite-the major differences among secondary programs for #

exceptional students, commonalities can. provide, reasonable basis.
'for developing programs to prepare secondary teachers. The-fol-.
lowing lisC is notexhaustive but it includes important consider-
ations for teacher educators.

1. Classroom teachers must work skillfully with ether



adults, parents, and specialists, Consulting skills a
quired.

2. Fulfilling legal requirements is required of nil teach-
era. The rights of handicapped people must be known.

1. Attitudes are important determinants of effective serv-
ices. Positive attitudes, based on knowledge of and exr rience
with exceptional youth, are important.

4. Life skills as well as content mastery are important
goals for secondary education. Ability to provide or enhance
instructibn,in life skills is essential.

Classroom teachers retain responsibility for academic
content. They moist have the :Ability-to vary classrodm manage-
ment and instructional approaches, and to assess progress.

Accomplishments of Dean's Grant Projects
0

COMMON goals that were found in'the DGPs with a secondary educa-
tion component were curriculum review and modification and faculty .

development. Although the objectives varied and were more speci-
fic, the activities in general can be subsumed under the two ma=

inclusive goals.
In most teacher-education programs prior to 1975, curricula,

-for prospective secondary teachers included components that were
related to human development and learning, educational founda-
tions, methods, and experience in the Schools, including student

teaching. However,:thase topics generally did not extend to spe-
cial needs stqdents, actual experience in working with them, and
information dh7.the concepts written into Public Law 94-142. The
projects included elements that were related to-the discrepancy
between the existing curriculum and an ideal curriculum incor-
porating all elements derived from the law.

Some institutions responded to Public Law 94-142_by'adding
a course or two on exceptional children: however, most projects
added pertinent content to most pedagogically oriented courses.
In the latter condition, 'all content related to the least re-
strictive environment and the law could not be taught by faculty
members trained in special education. Thus, faculty- development '

activities were -undertaken to develop expertise in the individu-
als who taught courses in the teacher-education sequence which

had a special education component.

Curriculum Review and Modification

Major changes in teacher - education programs, such as those-re-_
quired by PUblic Law 94-142, generate at least three major ques-
tions which must be addressed during the process of curriculum
review: (a) What new content must-be added to the curriculum?
(b) How will the new content be assimilated in the curriculum?
(C) Who will teach the new content?

Inskitutions with Dean's Grant Projects used various pro-
cedereS-to determine the content required by-the law which was
absent from"the secondary teacher-education curriculum. In some
institutions special education faculty memberi--those most famil-
iar:with special needs students apd the process of mainstreaming- -
were asked to"devalop a list of needed competencies and knowledge

topics. Many Institutions drew on information collected from
regular classroom and resource room secondary teachers, parentS
and state department personnel. The use of an advisory committee
representing all of these groups was relatively common.

After an institution had identified the requisite competen-
cies and knediedge, some form of discrepancy analysis was required
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to identify which topics were absent in,the extant curriculum.
This process typically was under the supervision of a committee
or task force that included representatives of both secondary and
special education faculties. A comparison of the competencies
identified in the syllabi of the teacher-education courses with
the list of required competencies identified those that were
needed but absent.

In some cases the topics gernane to a least restrictive en-
vironment curriculum were absent entirely; in some cases only
modification or extension of the topics was required. For most
institutions the first group included the following topics;

o Legal issues and ,requir.-..ments.
o The IEP process.
o Special education services.
o Referral systems.
o Community support-services.

The following topics commonly were addresSed by the extension or
expansion of=existing topics:

o,The characteristics of exceptional learners.
o Methdds, including analysis, prescription, classroom,

management, multimethod evaluation, and educational history and
philosophy.

o In-school experiences, including student teaching.

Several lists of competencies have been identified by the
DOPE and are available to institutions that are at an early
stage of curriculum review.. Of particular interest are the
10.sts generated by DGFs at the OniversitieS of Texas /Austin,
Kansa6,- Nebraska, and Maryland.

Methods of Assimilatin New Content

Three possibilities exist for the assimilation of new content
into a secondary teacher-education program: examples of each ap-
proach can be found in the institutions that participated in the
DGPs. The strategies include adding a new course (or courses),
developing modules for inclusion in existing courses, and a com-
bination of the- two. ,AlthOugh a clear pattern has not emerged,
the combined approach seems to be gaining in popularity.: The
creation of a separate course has been the least frequent method
for both educational and philosophical reasons.

It was noted in the previous secticn that many topics re-
quired by teachers in schools carrying out least-restrictive-en-
vironment programs currently are included.in teacher - education
programs, and some modification is all that is required. Courses
in psychrilogy, development, and measurementare found in virtu-
-ally all teacher-education curricula, and the addition of- appro-
priate'topics or specially developed module-S.is sufficient. The
same is true for institutions that require history and philosophy
of education courses.

The information specific to Public Law 94-142, such as legal
issues and rights,of parents and students, is more difficult to
add. -Thus many institutions with Dc.;Ps have added a course to
the curriculum to cover those topics. Such eourses have also
included-topics related to the specific characteristics of ex-
ceptional children that are difficult to cover adequately in ex-
isting required courses.

For the reasons Just noted, many institutions have reached
the conclusion, after perieds of trial and error, to use a com-
bined approach, adding topics when vOssible and then creating a
new course to cover the remaining topics. There are,_;lowevcr,
serious problems with any approach that includes adding a course.
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Most secondary teacher-education programs put such heavy emphasis
on general education and teaching field specialization that the-
number of pedagogical courses is quite limited; substituting a
new course for an existing one is virtually impossible; and con-
aeguently, addition of a course frequently means added hours for
completion of degree and certification requirements.

Teaching Assignments for New Content

The approach selected for curriculum modification has a major
influence on the decision on which faculty members will teach
the new content. When the only modification is en added course,
faculty members from special education normally are assigned the
responsibility. In institutions that lack a program in special
education, a unique problem exists. Consortia have been estab-
lished to enablo\A number of institutions to share in staff de-,
velopment activities for existing faculty or the hiring of new
faculty members with special education backgrounds.

In the more common situation of assimilating new content into
existing courses and/or adding a new course, several approaches
have been used. Team teaching has been employed in the founda-
tions and methods courses, and in mangy institutions some form of
faculty development has been instituted so regular education fee-
Ulty members could assume responsibility for the new content.
Institutions have reported varying degrees of success in these
activities but they believe that faculty development is a topic
of continuing need and attention.

Faculty Development
. ,

The prevailing nature of secondary teacher - education prograMs and
the typical training of faculty members conductiA the programs

kbf
combine to create an important need for faculty-d -elopMent ac-
tivities -in response to. Public Law 94 -142. It was n , eed earlier
that the DGPs with secondary education components recognized this
'challenge and developed strategies that were appropriate for
their settings and their secondary education faculty.

.
.

gany topics on which development activities centered were _

mmon to most projectn. The law itself and its implications
f secondary schools were topics on which faculty members had
little If any background, and thus the topics received primary.
attention. Characteristics of exceptional adolescents who are
placed in mainstream high school clasdrooms was another topic
requiring attention; To some extent every new topic added to
the teacher-education curriculum represented a necessary area for
faculty development.

In addition to the - substantive topics, attitudes toward ex-
.
cyptional students and toward the process of mainstreaming were
the focus of many DCPs. There was .a belief that these affective
factors could impinge on the success of a program both through .

the Messages conveyed to future secondary teachers and in terms
of the effectiveness with which new topics were included in the
specialized teacher - education courses taught by secondary educe-

-tien'faculty members. The goal was to obtain the support of
.

these faculty members for the principles of the least restrictive
environment, but at the Minimum; a neutral stance, combined with
knetiledge of the law, was regarded as essential.

Various techniques have been used to open fp.culty-development
opportunities., Providing financial support for faculty members
Who wish to learn more about A topic has been one of the most
successful. Mini-grants for relebst time to learn about -new
toPics=and revise syllabi and for faculty travel have both ad-
vantages and disadvantages. On the positive side; financial

(..1
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`support is a reward in its own right, but it also enables faculty
members to work on topics they believe to be important in their
teaching. The limitations derive from the small number of facul
ty membe1s who can be reached by such supports, and for institu-
tions with serious budget constraints this strategy is not even
feasible

Almost all the DCPs engaged in the development or expansion
of library and media resources that were related in some way to
mainstreaming and public, taw 94-142.. Projects commonly distrib-
uted lists of new acquisitions to faCulty members.. In-some in-
stitutions multiple copies of important documents were obtained
and distributed to faculty members.

In the previous section on curriculum, team teaching was men--
tioned as ohe approach to handling new content in secondary edu-
cation courses. In some institutions team teaching Was used as -

a temporary measure with the assumption that it also was a facul-
ty-develOpment activity for regular education faculty.' The, as-
sumption was that after participating in courses with a special
educator the secondary education faculty-member would be able to
assume responsibility for the topics.

A range of other techniques has been used. Seminars on
selected topics of 'generalvinterest to secondary faculty can be
offered by Apecal_educators. Outside speakers and-consultants
can be invited to work with secondary faculty members. Secondary
faculty members can conduct their own seminars, with topics
shar.ed by different individuals. The curricular approach adopted,
the nature of the faculty, and the availability of competent re-
source people should be taken into consideration in establishing
a faculty-development Program that is appropriate to and feasible
for a given institution.

The method followed by the University of Michigan may bemethod followed_ the University
particularly appropriate to institutions with relatively large
-numbers of students per faculty member and a rather limited numr
her -of courses in professional education. The Michigan OOP staff
decided that flexibility was requited in faculty-development
tiviti s, thus they focused on broad topics within a specific
area of expertise which could be tailored to the needs and in-
terests of individual faculty members.

the approach centers On the use of packets. A Packet is.
similar to a module, in that it provides a complete set of
materials about a given mainstreaming issue, but it differs in
providing a variety of Options= Each packet contains an over-
view of-the topic, suggested activities, a list of readings,
media poshibilities, a bibliography-, And suggested methods for
teaching the topic. Each faculty member can choose the materials
and readiAgs that are most relevant to her or his needs and the,
syllabi for her or'his%ood;es'.

FOr example, one pack _.. developed for secondary education
faculty members is titled, !P.Ls 94-142 and the Concept of Main-
streaMing." The packet : provides a brief overview of the contents
and the implications -of the law. .Then, objectives and prerequi7
site reading§ are listed: the readings are included in the pack-
et. Activities are suggested and possible handouts are'included.
Each activity is described, appropriate media possibilities are
listed, and a bibliography is provided.'

Stystudying the packet, doing the prerequisite reading, and
_teaching the topic, faculty members expand their expertise. In-
dividual faculty preferences are guarded-through the variety of
activities, media, and references offered.
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Key Support Personnel:
Administraita rs, Counselors,.Psyctolo3istg

Bert L. Shams

University of Florida

AR cT: Because the roles of educational
administrators, school counselors, Ad school
psychologists are essential to the schools'
compliance with judicial and legislative reg-
ulations, an increasing number of Dean's
Grant Projects have begun to direct their -
activities to .the preparation of such spe-
cialists. In school administration programs,
knowledge of the laws and the acquisition of
new skills in the management of personnel
and program resources have been emphasized.
In school counselor-training programs, atten-
tion is being given to how training should be
revised; and some programs are expanding-to
two years of graduate study. The future of.
schobl psychology in the schools has been un-
der examination since the Erring-Hill Sympo-
sium, the major national-conferenceheld in
1981.

THE key to the success of a child's education is'a good teacher.
The key to a good teacher is the reinforcement he or she receives
from other personnel who uuderstand.and support dlassroom prac-
tice. Some of the personnel who provide these services-in'Olass-
rooms, and espedially in classrooms in which handicapped pupils
.areplaced, are specialists in reading,' mathematics, library ma-
terials, speech pathology, special education, counseling, school
psYchology,,and administration. The writers and sponsors of Pub-

_

lic Law 94-142 recognized the value of the specialists''werk with
handicapped pupils when they mandated schools to provide essen:',;-
tial support services.for children classified as handicapped,
which helps teachers to maintain the pupils in mainstream claims-
rooms.

Dr.. Sharp is Professor of Education-and'former Dean biihe
College of Education (1968-1978) at the Unlwersity of Florida.
The Director-of the Dedn's Grant Project At the,Univereity, he
has been tHe4Liaison for the Southern Region- (NSSP)-and Chair of-

`-the NSSP Advisory Council.



All support personnel should receive training that prepares
them well for their roles in the schools. Yet no specialty was
given high prierity for training grants when plans were made to
restructure and improve pre-service education during the mid-
1970s, perhaps because the revision of teacher-education curricu-
la was given precedence. Nevertheless, in 1980, five years after
the Dean's Grant Projects were in operation, the Advisory Council
for the National Support Systems Project turned its attention to
the areas of school administration, school, counseling, and school
psychology and recommended the funding of projects in those areas
qo insure not only an adequate supply of the specialists but al-
so, specialists who are well prepared to serve handicapped popu-
lations according to today's high standards. A few projects,
consequently, have been funded by the Office of Special Education
and Rehabilitative Services (formerly, the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped). The work of these projects are examined in
the rest of this chapter.--'

School Administrators

AFTER the enactment of Public Law 94-142 in 1975 and the require-
- ment that it be totally implemented within three years, profess
sional training 'programs, both inservice and pre-service, were
inttituted for regular classroom teachers. At the same time,
however practicing school administrators were faced, with in-
,creased responsibilities: locating, identifying, and enrolling
handicapped children and youth, insuring that their schools were
in compliance with the rules and regulations adopted by federal
and state governments, and providing pupilS evidencing a range of
handicaps with the educational services they needed in least re-
strictive environments. This key role of administrators in pres,
viding quality instructional programs cannot be ignored.

Not many Dean's-Grant Projects, so far, haze focused .upon
the preparation of school administrators. However, as schools,
colleges, and departments of education continue to up-grade the
preparation of school personnel, mere attention probably will be,,
.given to the training of administrators. In the current prod-
acts, the modifications in curricula are similar in part to those
developed for the revised preparation of classroom teachers. Es-
sentially, the modifications for administrators are the integra-
tion in the-training programs of knowledge of the law and rights
of students and parents, and the acquisition'of skills In the
management of-faculty members, facilities, and resources to pro-
mote compliance with lagislation ant the deVelopment of success-

-
ful classroom programsA. In some institutions, a new course on
the administration of scial education programs has been added.

, ,Examples of revised preparation programs for school adminis-
trators which were developed with the aid of Deans' Grants are
the programs being conducted at the University of Nebraska-Lin-
coln (1981) and Cleveland State University (1982).

Teachers Coll Univers' Nebraska - Lincoln

'The project staff and faculty members of the EducatiOnal Adminis-
tration Unit identified four curriculum content areas for inte-
gration into appropriate courses. CurriculUm packetswere devel-

:
aped for selective use by faculty members. They include (a) the
identificAtion of the content area (b) the competencies to be
achieved, (c) aUggestec_ activities for faculty members and stn-
dents, and (d)/the actual-materials and resources,referred to in

the activities for each content area.:

The following outline of content areas and accompanying.com-
petehcies are quoted directly from the programmatic material
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CONTENT AREA I: TO UNDERSTAND FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS, STATE
DEPARTMENT REGULATIONS AND OTHER LEGAL RE-
STRICTIONS AND REQUIRFMENTS FOR THE ADMINIS-
TRATION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Competenc_1: To develop a rationale for recent federal
legislation governing the education of stu-
dents with handicaps.

Activity 1: Use the resources listed in "Landmark Curt
Cases" (Appendix 1.1.1) and trace the devel- :
npment,and influence of these landmark court
cases' on the passage of federal legislation
in 1'975 P.L. -94-142, The Education:for All
Handicapped Children Act.

Activity 2: View the 25-minute film, "Those Other Kids,"
which _f _ _

student's legal rights to an education and
due process under the law. Use the film's
Viewing Guide (Appendix 1.1.2) as a focus
for discussingireviewing inforw,tional high-
lights. (The 16mm film is available from
the Mainstream Project office.)

Activity 3; view the videotape "Educational Alternatives
for Handicapped Students: Program 1: Trends."
This 30-minute videotape-focuses onthe his-
torical evolution of the-handicapped and
relevant legislation, outlining the school's
responsibility for the educational program.
(The 3/4" videotape is-available frbm the
Mainstream Project office.) -

Activity 4: Listen to the cassette tape by Thomas Gil-

'

hool,' "The Right to Education," produced by
'e-Council-for-Exceptional-Children; -The
tape provides an overview of litigation and
legislation related to special education
services. Use the discussion guide (Appendix
1.1.4) to highlight the main-parts and stimu-
late discussion. (This cassette rs available
from the Mainstream Project. office.)

O gas: To develop understanding of 'F';'L.- 94-142 and
its relationship to special eduCation pro--
_grams-Lift =the-Ischools

Activity 1: View the filmstrip series "P.L. 94-142 - The
Education for All Handicapped Children Act
The series ofthiee cOlor filmstrips with 20-

',minute audio cassettes is designed to -help
educators understand the many facbtsof P.L.
94-142.. The filmstrips are entitled (a),"In-
'traducing P.L. 94-.1427" (b) "Complying with
P.L. 94-142," and (c) "P.L. 94-142 Works for

(This_series_As_:aVallablfrom_

"Activity 2:

the Mainstream. Project office.) -

Select and read from several of the articles
and publications on the list "Understanding
P.L. 94-142" (Appendix 1.2.2). These publi-
cations are intended to provide regulaf edu
catorb with insight R-hd'a batter understand-
ing of P.L. 94 -142.

o Competency- I:= To develop understanding-of Nebraska's state
legislation, LB 403 and'I,B889, and
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Nebraska's Department of Education (NDE)
Rules 51 through 56 relating to the educa-
tion of the handicapped student.

,Activity_ 1: Read and review NOE Rule 51--Davelopment,of
Reimbursable Local,Special Education Programs
for Handicapped Children--and A Vehiclefor
Serving Handicapped Students in Nebraska (Ap-
pendix I.3.1a),, and La s59 (Appendix I.3.1b).
Respond to the handout, "Nebraska)s Rule 51:
Questions for the Administrator" (Appendix
1.3.1),'individually_or in a group discus-
sion. (Copies of Rule 51 are available from
the Mainstream Project office._ As of Novem-
ber 1960 proposed revisions to HOE Rules 51,c.
52, and 54 have been approved by the State
Board_of_Education and are awaiting approval
by the Governor and Attorney General of Ne-
braska.)

Activity 2: Read "Summary of Nebraska Department of Edu-
cation Rules 51 through 56" (Appendix 1.3.2)
which summarizes state regulations concerning
various aspects of education of handicapped
students. Highlight key regulations and re-
late them to the roles and responsibilities
of the building administrator.

o-Co at --To-become aware of other- federal legislation--
affecting the education of the handicapped
and their impact on the school's program.

Activity 1: Using the handout, An Analysis Comparing
Federal Legislation Concerning Vocational
Education/Rehabilitation With the Education
for All. HandicappedChildren Act," compare
and contrast the major provisions, and relate_
each to the elementary, secondary And adult
programs for handicapped studerits-.%

o Competency 5: To be aware of the-impileations of-state and
federal legislation for teachers and parents.

Activity is Use print materials and media resources rea _

a ing to the education of the handicapped
student in the "least restrictive environment'
listed in "Implications of the Least' Restric-

'tive Environment" .(Appendix 1.5.1). These
.
materials present background information on
current and future trends in mainstreaming.
(These are AVailable,from the Mainstream
Project office.)

Activity_ 2: -------Analyze,2!CaseStudies' -._Providingr_Services"
(Appendix 1:5.2). These case studies involve
problems that one may encounter in providing
services in the least` restrictive environment
for_students with handicapping conditions.
Case studies relate to the coordination of
the IEP process, identification procedures,
responsibilities of .teachers, and due process
procedures. Based upon an understanding of
legislation concerning the education of the
handicapped sthdentS, solve the hypothetical.

'situations pre'sente4 in the case studies.

CONTENT AREA II: TO BECOME FAMILIAR WITH CHARACTERISTICS,



o Competency 1:

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

o_Competency 2:

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

a Competency 3:

Activity 1: -.
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IDENTIFICATION AND PLACEMENT' PROCEDURES OF
THE HANDICAPPED STUDENT AS DEFINED IN
NEBRASKA'S RULE 51 AND'P -L- 94-142

To become familiar with handicapping,condi-
tions as defined in state and federal laws.

Read "Who Are the Handicapped According 'to
P.L. 94-1427" (Appendix II.1.1), and "What
is a Handicapped Child?" (Appendix II.1.1a).

Compare and contrast the definitions of
1.

FL
handicapping conditions in Pz= 94-142 (Ap-
pendix II.1.1)'with Nebraska's Rule 51.

To become familiar with identification pro-
cedures for each handicapping condition.

Analyze "Great Expectations" (Appendix
11.2.1) which is composed of case study in-
fOrmation concerning four students. Based
upon your knowledge of legal descriptions
of handipapping conditions, identify the
handicapping condition, what predictions
can be made for the future of each student--
educationally, socially, and occupationally.
Using Nebraska!s Rule 51, compare dnd con-
trast the identification procedures for the
mentally retarded-and the learning disabled.

Read-Nebraska's Rule 51,-section 51(4) con-
cerning the responsibilities for the multi-
disciplinary staffing (Appendix 11.2=3).
On the basis of "George Saunders: Case
-Study," role play d Multidisciplinary staff-- -
ing to determine the most appropriate and
least restrictive placementfor George.'

,To'become familiar with program options for
each handicapping condition. -

View the videotape "Educational Alternatives
for Handicapped Students" produced by Ne7
braska Educational Television Council for

CONTENT AREA III:

0 Competency 1:

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

iqher-Education--(NETCHE). eert i focuses
on individual conditions and historiOarper-
spectives (if background information is
deemed necessary). Part II focuses on edu-
cational services and referral mechanisms
for handicapped children. (The videotapes,
30-minutes each, are, available on 3/4-inch
cassettes from,the Mainstream_ Project office
and from ETvcOntdct, V. T. Miller: the lat-
ter source requires 24-hour notice for view-
ing on City Campus).

TO UNDERSTAND FINANCING AND BUDGETARY RE-
QuIREMENTS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

To understand basic concepts of how special
education is financed in Nebraska.

Read "Financing Spedidl Education in Ne-
braska" (Appendix 111.1.1) which describes
the sources of funds for the operation of

,special education programs.

Invite a staff member of the Special Educa-
tion Section-of the Nebraska Department of
Education to guest lecture and answer clues-

,

tions on funding.
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o Competency

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

To understand the basic aspects of budgetary
requirements for special education.

Read "Special Education Services by Category
of Handicap and Level of Program" (Appendix
111.2.1) which describes the budgetary re-
guirements of-a special education program at
the district level.

Using "Case Studies in Least Restrictive
Programming," divide the class into small
groups and give each group a case study
(Appendix 111.2.2)'. Determine if Level
or II services are least restrictive and
What programs and services may be necessary
to provide a free and appropriate education
for the handicapped studentdepicted in
each chse study.

CONTENT AREA IV: TO UNDERSTAND THE BASIC-IMPLICATIONS OF
STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO
THE BUILDING ADMINISTRATOR'S ROLP IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION

O Competency 1= To understand theadMinistrator's role in
the identification _and placement of the
handicapped student.in regard to referral,
assessment, multidisciplinary team staffing.
and IEP placement meetings.

Activity 11 Read the handout, 'TheAdmi-iii-ktrator's.Role
in Identifying and Placing Students in Spe-
cial Education Programs,' and Nebraska's
Rule 51, Development of Reimbursable Local
Special Education Programs for Handicapped
Children, Sections 51(4), 51(5), and 51(6).

Activity 2: Use the handout, "Checklists" (Appendix
iv.1.2), as a guide to coordination of re-
ferral, diagnosis, and placement decisions.

Activity 3: make'use of "Case Studies in Diagnosis and
Placemeht.-", Relate the administrator's
role in referring, diagnosing, and placing
handicapped students (Appendix IV.1.3).

o Competency 2: To understand the administrator's role in
facilitiating appropriate relationships
among all personnel invofVed in instruction
of the handicapped student

Ac v Distribute the handout, "Communication"
(Appendix IV.2.1), as an introduction to
the process of-Communication among pro-
fessionals. Then discuss where-communica-
tion_tends_to_break_down_and_what=the _ _

building administrator can do to improve
the prodess.

Activity 2 Read The Administratdr's Role,in-Facilitat-
ing Instructian'for Level I and Level II
Handicapped StUdents." Compare and contrast
the administrator's role, in Level I and II
programs.

To understand .the administrator's -role in
facilitating evaluation of special programs.

Read "The Administrator's Hole in Facilitat
ing Evaluation of Special Education-Programs."

o ComReteney

Activity 1:
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Colle e of Education, Cleve/and State University

The Dean's Grant Project recently developed plans for developing
seven units in the programs preparing school administrators.
These units will appear in a handbook that will state the objec-
tives, key points, suggestions for presentation, activities, sug-
gestions for evaluating students, references and citations for
each unit. These seven units and the subsequent objectives for
each unit are included here.

WHAT ARE THE KEY ISSUES OF P.L- 94-142, P.L 93-112
(Section 504). OHIO LAW AND RULES AND REGULATIONS CON-
CERNING THE HANDICAPPED?

o Objectives

To promote the understanding of federal laws and
Ohio laws and how they affect the building principal
as well as the school district.

To interpret relevant court decisions and their
effects on building and school district policies and
procedures.

To become aware -of the need to keep abreast of
future special education legislation as well as evolv-
ing legal decisions.

WHAT IS THE ADMINISTRATION'S ROLE IN FOSTERING POSITIVE
ATTITUDES TOWARD EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN?

Objectives

To promote effective strategies for increasing
acceptance of handicapped students by faculty, staff,
and nonhandicapped students.

To develop effective inservice training for all
school staff so that mainstreaming can he implemented
effectively.

To develop strategies for sharing information.
with parents/community and generating support for the

-int
classroom.

III. HOW-CAN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS BEST USE THEIR TIME IN,
ORGANIZING AND CREATING-POSITIVE CONDITIONS- FOR IMPLE-
MENTING P.L. 94-142?

o Objectives -

To understand the management to -pm concept and
how it can be used to foster the organizational cli-
mate necessary to implement P.L. 94-142.

To understand the principal's role in implement-
ing P.L. 94-142.

To develop a conceptual framework for school ad-
ministrators to use in organising personnel and fa-
cilities in order to maximize the educational oppor-
tnnitiek of the handicapped.,

To understand the time management studies and
techniques in order to achieve optimnmoutputs within
time constraints of school' administrators.

IV. WHAT- ARE-SOME SPECIFIC ADMINISTRATIVE STRATEGIES FOR
MANAGING STAFF AND FACILITIES SO AS TO PROMOTE SUCCESS-
FUL SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMING?

1
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O Objectives

To understand the need for administrative support
in the area of partnership between regular education
teachers and special education teachers in implement-

,

ing successful mainstreaming.

To be able to organize a school for mainstreaming
by making optimum use of support .services and re-
sources.-

To develop specific criteria in choosing teachers
for mainstreaming, so that those teachers will be most
effective in working with handicapped students.

HOw-S-HouLD-SPECIAL=EDUCATION-AND-MAINSTREAMING_PROGRAMS.
BE EVALUATED?

o Ob'ectives

To develop effective strategies in developing and
monitoring the I.E.P. for each student and its subse-
quent evaluation.

To develop effective evaluation techniques of
teachers involved in each child's

VI. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR IN THE DUE
PROCESS HEARING AND IN REVOLVING CONFLICTS?

o Objectives
TO understand the roles and differences of the

mediator and .arbitrator and how they relate to due
process hearings.

To conceptualize mediation in terms of the
school setting, especially as it pertains to con-
flicts with parents, teachers, students, and adminis-
trators in providing for the education of the handi-
capped.

----To-develop-conf-liet-resolutions_t_rateg_ies_per-
taining to the education and integration of handi-
capped students.

HOW CAN CENTRAL OFFICE ADMINISTRATCVS PIJA FOR IMPLEMENT-
ING P.L. 94-142?

o Objectives
TO- present the theoretical background of financ-

ing and budgeting school programs.

To know what the law and court decisions mean by
"access" for.special children in terms,of facilities.

To increase community awareness and support of
school_ policies and procedures related to theeduca-
tion of the-handicapped,-

To become aware of community resources available
to handicapped students.

To develop staff inserviCe programs to help
achieve the.skills necessary in providing optimum
educational opportunities for the special children
within the parameters-Of federal and state regular .
tions and.their interpretations;

To understand'the school board's role in develop-
ing policies necessary in achieving the goal of pro-
viding for the education of all children, especially
the handicapped. *

fi
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Inasmuch as teachers are learning new skills in preparation
programs, it is important that the training of administrators
make them cognizant of the principles supporting the skials. If
teachers are to function as professionals in their roles then in-
creasingly they must have the understanding and support of good
administrators.

school Counselors

EFFECTIVE counseling and guidance services are key supports =or
the appropriate education of handicapped pupils. Most pertinent
legislatio6 mandates schools to make such services available for
the pupils;who require them. Over the last seven. years, fortu-
nately, the Dean's Grant program has given some attention_to re-
vising the training of counselors.

Inservice counselors and guidance workers in Florida and
Vermont feel that they need retraining and additional training
to adequately serve handicapped pupils (Lombana, 1980; Vanacore,
1980). In general, the investigators reported, counselors be-
lieve that they need additional khowledge on handicapping condi-
tions, the personal development of students, career development
strategies, assessment, placement of students-for appropriate
services, consultation with teachers and parents, and counseling
with handicapped students.

Given these findings, one as moved to examine the prepara-
tion of school counselors= most have completed one-year MA pro-
grams that emphasize techniques of guidance, counseling theory,
career development, tests and measurement, organization and ad-
ministration_of_guidanne_programs, and practice, but only one
course in each. Courses in human deVelopment, psychology, schoel
curriculum, foundations of education, special education, 'and, in
some instances, sociology and anthropology, are optional as a
rule. It is possible in same. states for school counselors to re-
ceive,the credential to practice with less than a master''s de-
gree, that is, with even less preparation.

The preceding description is accurate for many preparation
programs but some notable exceptions can be found at the Univer-
sity of Florida, University of Virginia, and'University of-North
Carolina at Greensboro. They are more specialized and require a
minimum of two years' graduate work. Increasingly, colleges are
taking seriously-the-standards-for-the-pxofessimeparation
of counselors which have been promulgated by the Council for Ac-
creditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs of the
American Personnel and Guidance Association.

Analysis of Public Law 94-142 and its implications for what
is appropriate education for handicapped pupils, and experience
with'some Dean's Grant Project personnel, lead to the conclusion
that changes are essential if school counselors are to 'be ade7
quately trained for their roles in working with handicapped

'childreneven-all school children and youth.
-Lakin and Reynolds, in the chapter,.''Public Law 94 -142 as

-an Organizing Principle for-Teacher-Education-Curricula" in this
book, discuss the 10 clusters of capability that should consti-
tute a common body of practice for all teachers (see also'Ney-
nolds, Birch, Grohs, et al., 1980). Many if not all-the clusters
are directly=related to the preparation and work of school coun-
selors, given the generalized nature of their roles and practice._
The 10 clusters include the following'areas: curriculum, basic
skills, class management, professional consultation' and communi-
cation, teacher-parent-student relationships, student-student
relationships, exceptional conditions, referral, individualized
teaching, and professional values.

129
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Indeed, the findings of both Lombana's and Vanacore's sur-
veys for counselor preparation indicate that five of the 10
clusters are directly relevant to a counselor's work and train-
ing. These areas are (a) exceptional conditions, (b) profession-
al consultation, (C) individualized teaching, with particular em-
phasis on assessment and personalizing services for each individ-
ual, (d) teacher-parent-student relationships, and (e) teaching
the basic skills that emphasize personal development_ in addi-
tion, according to the survey results, counselors need more
knowledge of various handicapping conditions in relation to ca-
veer choices and employment opportunities.

To extend the challenge of a common body of practice, the
National Support systems Project sponsored the development of a
series of modules for use-in-programs preparing school personnel
(Seb Lakin 40 Reynolds, this volume). Two modules are directly
relate,' to coonseloi education: those by Boy (1882) and Sprin-
thall .1982). Like the other modules, they are oriented to in-
dividual assessment and development.

Boy's materials are directed to classroom teachers and offer
instruction in how to conduct a program in psychological educa-
tion that helps students to deal witU, developmental problems.
These would be the normal everyday problems that are part of the
personal and social development of all children. It was Boy's
intention to design a program that would complement the academic
program that teaches children to survive but also to live lives
that are personally and socially enriching. Teachers would be
expected to understand the development of students' mental health
and how to integrate this knowledge with academic education. The
various ,pproaches to psychological education-, for example, ra-
tional-emotive, values clarification, an peer coungelFrig, arc
discussed. Counselors also should be able to conduct such pro-
grams, except that their --knowledge and skills should be greater
in depth than those of teachers.

Sprinthall believes that because teachers arq among'the
students' most important and influential counselors, they should
have skills in counseling. The goal of his module is to increase
a teacher's ability to identify and respond to emotions and
thereby, to help students to become better communicators with
others and self. students learn about the dimenSions of human
behavior and thought and they receive training in the skill of
active listening.

Many counselor educators may take issue with Sprinthall's
idea of training teachers to act like counselors or even with his
approach to training. But there should be little dispute over
the importance of teachers' recognizing the emotional needs of
students as within the bounds of education. certainly, school
counselors share this concern, and their training should reflect
it in the content and skills they are expected to acquire.

Common understandings between counselors and teachers can
lead each to be more supportive and appreciative of the other's
contributions to the mental health of,studenti in mainstream
classrooms and enable them to work harmoniously in the psycho-
social development of studentS. For example, counselors can work
with peer-counseling groups and they can help all children to de-
velop an appreciation of differences among-people, including dif
ferences among handicapped students. Because counseldrs should
understand assessment data and psychological reports, they can
help to interpret data that would be useful to teachers.

In their position, counselors hAve ready access to school
administrators. This access is a valuable channel for advocating
for student needs. People who are knowledgeable about exceptional
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conditions and the special needs of learners should be able to
collaborate with teachers and other specialists to collect and
Organize data on the services and programs that are needed by the
school's pOpulation. Counselors, in fact, are in a unique posi-
tion to serve as advocates for the special needs of handicapped
students.

All counselors spend some time providing direct services
when they counsel students with problems. Handicapped students,

= like their=nonhandicapped peers, encounter personal problems as
they mature. Thus, counselors need to be knowledgeable about ex-
ceptional conditions and to understand their relation to the ex-
ceptional students' needs` in career and vocational planning.
Counselors should he knowledgeable about referral resources and
the referral process-for other supportive services, for example/
assessment of vocational skills attainment, job appraisal, and
other habilitative services which may not be offered in schools.

Counselors like teachers often are not prepared to work with
other adults. For example, when parents are intimidated by-au- _

thority figures, a skilled counselor should know how to communi-
cate with them without arousing their fears. Parents of handi-
capped students often have deep feelings of inadequacy; counse-
lors must have thy, skills to cope with these feelings. For these
parents, counselors can serve in an interpretive and educational
role in the areas of human development, special needs of learn-
ers, and the system of education. They can conduct counseling
sessions for parents and families. A close association with
various parent groups can lead to the development of joint activ-
ities to serve the needs of parents of handicapped students. To
enable counselors to fulfill these functions, counselor education

--must ba-restruetured-te-provide-the-knowledge-and-skdllS,--

In the early attempts to change counselor training, the
strategy employed was to integrate new and additional Content in-.
to existing course and program requirements= Some programs even
adopted one or more new courses in counseling%with exceptional
children. Adding content to old courses and adopting one or two
new courses only works up to a certain point, however. A prepa-
ration program should be a coherent course of-study. Thus, in-
stead of patching and piecing, it may be necessary to think of
lengthening the period of study. Perhaps instead of one year
the preparation of counselors shOuld be extended to two years.
Revising counselor' preparation programs so that the
can acquire the necessary skills and competence to better serve
the psychological as well as academic development of children
would be consistent with the recent experiences of counselors in
practice and the new standards set by professional groups.

In sum, improving counseling skills and competencies to
= Serve handicapped pupils will be =equally useful in serving all.,
children. Similar conclusions have been derived from the experi-
ence coming out of the bean's Grant Projects in teacher training.

School Psychology

SCHOOL psychologists increasingly have been pressed into the ser-
vice of placing children in the special education programs of
schools. Laboring under the necessity of complying with legisla-
tive regulations and case law, school systems pressured school
psychologistl into becoming the 'gatekeepers" to special services,-

= that is into using their assessment techniquesto determine'
children's eligibility for special services. It bas=been esti-
mated thatspecialists, including school psychologists, are
spending upwards of 90 percent of their time-in classification
and compliance activities and le8s than 10 percent making deci-

==.
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ns on What to do- for the children and what kinds of education-,
al programs to prescribe for them. School administrators- deMeuva
more psychological services in making eligibility decisions whets-
as teachers:and parents would like the school pshologists to
provide more support and other direct services. Increasingly.
teachers want to know what to do in the classroom and parents Vent
assurance that the outcome will be of high quality.

Many psychologists are not adequately prepared to perforin
these.expandd roles. In tact, there is considerable debate 4~
what school psychologists should do -in the schools, which leads to
questions on what kind of training they receive. Thus, consicleta-
ble discussion has focused on school psychology. The Thayer Qon,
Terence in 1954 and the Spring Hill Symposium in 1981 bracketed a
period of intense preoccupation with issues related to the pree--
tice, training, and credentialing of school psychologists (Y'sftel.--
dyke & We i n be 'areas --33T-wrriort-sch-eal -14 5y ciTerlaq3

should be trained to function can be identified.

1. -Th, training -of school psychologists has not been gil.ren
high priority in Dean's Grant Projects. Yet the people in the
program hold firm ideas on how the psychologists should :functitin
primarily, as membersof support teams for handicapped student0.
As team members they should spend most of their time providing
direct sovices to students, and support services to teachers and
parents'in setting IEP goals, selecting strategies to achieve
these goals, and evaluating students' achievement. In additiee.
School psychologists should function as advisors to the school
system: they should have the skills and time to advise adminiett0-
tors on how many and what kinds of programs are needed in the
schools (rather than on how many students can be deemed eligibles
for assignment to some predetermined set of programs):

'School psychologists have the skills to assess childreh
dividually; these skills can -be a major contribution to under-.
standing the exceptionalities of learners and the kinds of
vidnalized instructional programs they need. The assessment cz,f
pupils should address their instructional needs: and lead to in.-
structional decisions. Furthermore, assessment should emphasiZe
current-developmental status. rather than predictions of develop-
mental capacity. And direct observation to gather data _should be .

encouraged. Such data-gathering techniques are an alternative tO
the strong dependence of psychologists on standardized testing,
The=increased use of skills in curriculum-based assessment and
evaluat-ion has further implications for the competence and trai-
ing of school psydhologists.

Another area in which psychologists should be skilled 4#
the restructuring-of classroom environments in order to help
teachers and students to develop interpersonal relations that'Ot0,
healthy and conducive to learning. Psychologists can make sigoif-,
icant contributions to all students and teachers by bringing apeut
such a climate in classooms. Fostering communication, aceep.-
tance, and appreciation_ of the differences of membars%of the WWP

__should ba_a major concern of all- the team members.

3.- School psychologists should be proficient in initiating
and receiving consultation. When one considers the diversity O
support persons and-resulting 'services that are brought to beef
upon children and their educational programs, it is apparent thet
skill as a supperting as well as contributing team member 0
greater part in the success of psychologists' work. Communication
skills that are effective with other professionals, parents, end
Students are needed.,,, The work and importance of all team memhet0
must be ree!ognized. Relationships must be formed as between e0---
equals. These emphases,,if theyare,practical,=hold direct lite
plications,for how schoolspsychologists are trained. They suwtot'

/\
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that tkiDaerough grounding in learning styles and patterns, in what
is tqu..ght at various levels,' and what kinds of approaches are ap
Plica,bLrjae in meeting the special needs of children, is essential.
Mcal.18.m treatment related and highly reliable classifications a
easetitiially nonexistent in many exceptional conditions (e.g.,
loarrvirz7=g disabilities) , the importance of curriculum-based as-

, ;qssrtvem=it techniques is underlined.

the goal of providing appropriate educational services
f6r torm.7---dicapped children and youth through age 21 becomes a real-
ity# i can be expected that the vocational education components
mzalf-,..nr student IEPs Vila1 receive greater attention. Questions

aE vc44ational skill attainsient, career development, job apprais-,
A, 4Pt . worker competence fall within the purview of school psy-
chelOgi.l=ists.

A significant resource in school psychology training is the
11 tl P4m-mal inservice School Psychology Training Network located at

Upijaciversity of Minnesota. The network is a funded project
am developed a series of training materiel on

PraiA1-1=1 or assessment process; (b) nonbiased assessment and the
NsilaA associated.with sociocultural, language, and legal mat-

ammand (c) non-test-based assessment. The last set of materi-
als angggests alternatives to standardized testing: using-psycho-
lagiqALci skills in interviewing, observation, and assessment of
mtlicreent on curriculum objectives. These materials are useful
far tta pre-service preparation of school psychologists.

01.-ren the school psychologist serves as a member of a luny
_'Oac=aning team where each person contributes, and each recog-

0zO4 ghat every other member has something equally importarat to
46StOkz,=aute to the study of children, we see clearly the direction
in t.i1-0t: school psychology and school psychology training pro-
Raft miust move. No one professional unilaterally' can rake all
the 00e==isions that affect a child. There can be no question that
NheOl psychology training must be included in the restructuring
of teaming programs.
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Alt* rnative Arimapproaches to Dean's Grant Projects

Elizabeth H. Sakiey

ClaSsbro Stare College, New Jersey

A-130:-PACI2 'Ph--u background information, goals,
stea-tegles a=tivities, effects, and problems
of E.-7= Deah' Grant projects are detailed in
th0 4 cbapte. The four institutions are Fur-
mar/ Univerolt,-----y, which is relatively small and
PrPr -atety sk%PE--=,orted, Howard University, also
pr 44 tely supported but medium sized, Portland
St-A me Univet-sty, and Virginia Commonwealthhe latter two are Supported b
pui)1 _it funds -_and are relatively large. Only
ruOTL.man is lected in-a rural area The pro-

dh_mral sirtil..1.--rities among the -four projects
ark identifjeff---1 and their differences, discussed.

T1s algnio t o.mif the Dual=mtlYs Grant Projects is to enhance the pre-
.. `pOatisr programs of prsonnel who will teach handicapped chi).-

tInancl rovit=h in tht3 elf=egular classrooms- The various projects
ttloa#aut t hie countey have sought this goal in different ways.

fAut Prel elects deurez=ribed in this chapter also followed differ-
ersiPPtoaofizmo to thv > ame task. Although specific strategies
vOt7Yistre-130.,z1ject to pisii=riejecb, common directions can be noted in
coriculurn rJe_9velopmeht4 staff development, and ,evaluation.

CASs SOU DIES OF REPRESENTATIVE DEAN'S GRANT PROJECTS)?
.SUoLVer sity, litywrd-University; Portland State University,

er Virgirlie CommonwaR=lth University were selected for inclusion
in this rePOrt by the Regional Liaisob Deans because they are
reisreserltatc of the imilariti s and differences found among

X

.pr, Sa0._ey is A%sm Iciate Professor of Reading/Speech correc-
titun Ond ther,Tr_Ctirricutut-Coordinatoir of the project on Mainstream-

fechnf,e;=01.infotintion for anU, guidance in writing this pap-
et" -AI Prol4d.led by Jttnit-WLce Weave-r, Dean of the College of Ed
eat1001131rtfe-=ter of t.11- Project on mainStreaming, and Liaison
Dekr, lot the I Northeftt Regional Dean's -Grant Projects.
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.all the prowets. For the mos art, the projects in loca-
tion, size and organization of =t116 InstitutiZn. type 0 personnel
involved, scope, and length, of time funded.

Furman university

FURMAN University is a small, private institution in Deenville,
South Carolina, with a total enrollmentof about 39 =!_sruclents
and 140 faculty members. The .educationeurriculurn ludeg%un-
dergraduate and graduate programs in elementary, seenn.m.eary,\early
childhood, and'special educatioriandgraduate program ih Admin-
istration and reading. Of the 16 faculty member,; iA =Ile Educa-
tion Department, four are speeialeduedorsAbOut g0 pie-ser-
vice students graduate each year.

Devel- ean's Grant Project

The PRE-ACT (Preservice Activities) Project evolved of the-
identified needs in the state of SputhOrelina, the Shoral Dis-
trict of Greenville County, and the Education Departioe:-__ot of Fur-
man University. The Project-was futddfirst for the =1979-80
academic year and refunded the following two years. TMThe staff
consisted of the dean and the project coordinator who c=odevoted 50
percent of her time to'the project.

Goals of the Project-

The .project goals were threefold; (a) to conduct fatu7-aty-devel-
opment activities, (b) to design and conduct an eXpet=mmental pre-
service teacher-preparation program, a4d-(c) to disssni---inate traih-
ing to other South Carolina and regional teacher-preva=ration
programs. ,

Activities

Year One. Faculty members' and students' attitudes an,=..a knowledge
as well as interdepartmental communication and involver=orment were
the focal areas. Specifically, the Stages of Concern (50C) Ques-
tionnaire.from Hall's Concerns - [cased Adoption Model adminis-
tered to assess the oncern-of the education faculty w th the
purposes of the PRE-ACT project. The data collected w.dere used to
structure the faculty-deve],opment strategies. Awi-iroriemss and in-
formational seminars were cdnducted whbfadulty manta Also,
two sets of competencies were developed, one for facts1---Ly members
and one for students. The faculty, emetencies pertsiaied only
to the common objectives to be achiendby all EaticataworiDepart-
ment members. Each student competency was assigned to .a course
or courses in order to organize and guide the redesign of the
curriculum.

Prior to the Fall term, an overnight faculty retrmweat was
held for all Education Department members.. The focus wartoras on
human motivation-and processes of decision making.4intMale Educa-
tion Department. The opportunities tosdidmunicate ope ily and
work and play together as a departmentnade the retreats a motivar
ting experience for'the_year that followed.

Release time from one course, onanoverload-basi, was /
y

u
Offered as an incentive for active participation in , project acti-
vities. The underlying intent was to allow faculty are-hers bo
identify an educational interest and torelate,that Lniora Lerest!tor
some issue `- the education of handicapped children sm=-1 youth.

ti eOnefacl member, who specializes inehildren'S and ec=adolescentsi
literature, conducted a library archof ehildren'S f =-fictional
literature containing handicap p _ characters andrionfil===tional
books about handicapped child n and youth. The Otitc01==me,waS a

1



comprehensive bibliography which is now used to fulfill one re-
quirement in the "Langua-Te and Literature" courses. Other re-
lease-time projects have resulted in infusing curriculum into
foundations courses, early childhood courses, and secondary meth-
ods courses.,

Year Two. The soc questionnaire was readministered. Again,
an overnight faculty retreat was offered. This time the focus
was on student competencies and means of restructuring the pro-
gram. At the end of the second retreat, the faculty unanimously
requested to take a "Nature of Exceptional Children" course dur-
ing the Winter and Spring terms of that year The course was
designed to emphasize on-site visits to special education classes
with seminars following the observations. Background readings
were provided and compiled into a reference notebook for each
faculty member.

On a university-wide scale, an afternoon seminar on aware-
ness of the needs of handicapped college students'was offered
for administrators, staff members, and resident advisors. A'
cr tion of materials on legal responsibilities and means of
accommodating handicapped college students was distributed.

Year Three. The SOC questionnaire was administered again.
.he annual overnight retreat focused on the refinement of student
competencies, collaboration of regular and special education fac-
ulty members and students, and audio-visuals to enhance the meth-
bds courses. At this retreat, the foUr special education faculty
members were assigned to work with teams of regular education
faculty members; they designed meaningful content and experiences
to infuse into the regular education coursework, for example, a
pilot project in which each special education student was teamed
with a secondary methods student. A unit adapted by the student
team for a pupil ina regular class was taught by the secondary
student teacher.

Finally, to disseminate the knowledge gained-about implement-
ing change in teacher - education programs of small colleges or
universities, an all-day conference for other state and regional
teacher-education programs was sponsored. Also a consultation;
-team was made available to assist similar institutions inapply-
ing strategies for change by sharing huMan and material'resoUrces.

Effect of -the-Project'

Since the inception of the project, interdepartmental communica-
tion and involvement have increased, resulting in recondeptuali-
aation of the teacher-preparation programs, redetign of the pre-
service teacher-education program, and some university-wide ad.-
tivity. The dissemination of materials to colleges and univer-
sities that-prepare teachers in the state and region should con-
tinue beyond the three-year period.

Several products are available on request: Learning ACtivi-.
ty Packets for Secondary Methods Students, a paper on the treat-.
ment of handicapped persons in children's literature, programma7
tic.00mpetencies, a Foundation Syllabus, and a paper on story-
telling techniques for use with elementary children.

Problems Encountered

In a small program, resources that would permit-greater'time
commitments are often limited. Although given 50 percent release
time the coordinator considered that at least 75 percent was
needed to.monitor faculty projects and participation and to fa-
cilitate develoonAnt of;theireleatimePredUOL_Other_mesr
bers of the faculty also expressed the need for greater amounts
of release time.
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summary

Use of the infused curriculum model by the PRE-ACT Project has
brought about change. Evidence can be seen in, for example, the
inclusion of new content in old courses, sharing of knowledge,
and sharing of practicum sites. However, Furman University is a
small-institution without a separate special Education Depart-
ment; thus the goal of sharing knowledge and resources ani of
fostering faculty cooperation in general have been less difficult
to attain- n.they would be at a larger university or college
with separate departments for special and regular educators.

Howard University

LOCATED in Washington, D. C., Howard University has the largest
concentration of black scholars in the United States. About
1.800 .faculty members and 10.000 undergraduate and graduate Stu-
dents populate this privately supported institution. The School
of Education has 43 faculty members in four departments Curri-
culum and Teaching, Educational Foundations, Educational Leader-
ship, and Psychoeducational Studies. They m.ke up the primary
target group along with such departments as Cnild and Family
Studies, Physical Education, Social Studies, Art, Drama, and Mu-
sic Education; and Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, .and
Speech Therapy, which are in other divisions of the university.
The schools of Architecture and Planning, LawEngineering and
social Work are the secondary target group.

Development of the_ Dean's _Ggant_Project

The three-year project was begun in the Fall of 1979 with a staf
consisting of the. director, coordinator, and project secretary,
and three faculty facilitators from two of the four education

--department s-.---Rach-lli-ta--=er previ-de d---ths=1-1-a4z.oramorag-tho
various departments and the project staff for the needs assess-
ment and faculty development. From the beginning, the dean in-
volved. himself in the day-to-day activities of the grant. He
also formed an Advisory Task Force to influence the various
schools of the university. The task force was composed of the
deans of the primary target group or their designees.

Goals_of the Project

The primary goal of the project was to bring about signifi-
cant change in the teacher-education program (pre-K to 12) by
including modules on mainstreaming in the curriculum. The re-
education.of pre-service and inservice education personnel and
other university faculty members engaged in teacher education was
another major. .ge-al-,Y0ther objectives included'(a) designing and
conducting a comprehensive needs-assessment program, lb) foster-
ing an interdiSciplinary approach to implementing the Principles
of Public Law: 94 -142 and (c) maximizing the use of the many
human and technical resources at the university and in the sur-
rounding area.

Activities

Year One. A comprehensive needs assessment was designed ,and ad-
ministered to ascertain the retraining needs of faculty members
On the basis of.the assessment, a series of staff development
activities were developed, such as site visits, seminars, and
workshops. They were conducted through:51.a the three-year gra
period. Further, to provide more time for staff development
tiviti-eST-MO-difreg-a-Wi.oPtiate=t0=tbe-ident
quired.
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In order to qain the participation of other schools and col-
leges of the university; the Advisory Task Force was established,
(a) to participate,in program and curriculum development, (b) to
Provide suggestions at the programmatic and evaluation stages of
the project (c) to assist in identification of available resour-
ces,,and (d) to disseminate information on project activities to
their faculty and staff members. moreover, in the Spring, an
Exceptionalities Day was sponsored; a number of events were
scheduled to attract a wide audience, particularly key adminis-
trators. An immediate result was the placing of a braille dic-
tionary and set of encyclopedia in the main library.

Year Two. Site visits, seminars, and the Exceptionalities
Day were scheduled again, and the Advisory Task Force was con-
tinued._ A questionnaire to evaluate students' knowledge and
skills in and attitudes toward Public Law 94-142 was developed.
Also, a series of five beginners' sigh language workshops was
offered free of charge to university personnel to sensitize them
to the needs of handicapped persons. The response Was overwhelm-
ing-.

Year Three. The activities of the preceding year were con-
tinued. The sign language workshops were offered in the spring,
this time for both beginners and intermediate students. The
goal of modifying curriculum was continued but more effort was
devoted to areas outside education. For example, a workshop for
the School of Architecture and Planning dealt with designing
buildings to meet the needs of handicapped persons

Effect oftheFrelect
As a result of the Dean's Grant Project, the curriculum of the
Elementary and Secondary Education programs were redesigned to
reflect the intent of Public Law 94-142.' Acquired materials and
'odules were placed in the Instructional Materials Center of the
School of Education. Both students and faculty beers are now
more aware of and responsive to the law and to the needs of
handicapped persons.

Communication has improved and expanded within and between
the education departments and with other units of the university.
Moreover, a handbook on aiding handicapped students was designed
and distributed to faculty and staff membbrs throughout the uni-
versity.

Evaluation was accomplished through the -use of a project-de-
veloped student- assessment instrument that measures knowledge
and skills in and attitudes toward Public Law'94-142. In addi-
tion, a student follow-up form was drawn up to permit the moni-
toring of students at various periods in the and after
graduation.

The facull'-y needs assessment and an educational survey,
"Public Law -94 -l42 'Educating 11,.3dicapped Children and Youth,"

are available.

Problems Encountered

in the School of Education, the influence of the Project was the
least in those departments that were not directly represented on
the staff of the Dean's Grant Project.. Project- members felt.: that
had these two departments been represented from the beginning,-a
sense of investment would have developed, more cooperation would
have ensued, and the effect of project activities would have been
increased. Many faculty and staff members were reltictant to par-

change was perceived as threatening.
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Summary

- Rather than "re-invent the wheel," the project staff acquired
appropriate modules from universities that already had gained
experience in changing curricula to prepare students to educate
handicapped pupils in regular classrooms. Thus, more time and
energy could be devoted to staff development. Furthermore, the
leek of a high degree of participation by the two education de-
partments that were not directly represented on the project staff
underlined the principle that people whose roles will be changed
by a project must participate in the decisions that will affect
them (Reynolds, 1978). This principlewas followed in establish-
ing and employing the Advisory Task Force. It was a result of
the deans' direct participation that the university -wide activi-
ties were so successful. Moreover, it was the involvement of
the dean of education in the day-to-day activities of the project
that brought about support from faculty members and adMinistra-

, tive personnel outside the School of Education,

Portand state University

PORTLAND State. University is Oregon's major urban institution; it
has an enrollment of about 17,000 students. In addition to Pro-
grams in the liberal- and professional arts, sciences, and bUSi-
negs, programs in education up to the doctoral level are offered.
In the school of,Education, about 970 Students and 60 faculty
members are in the departments of Teacher Education, special Ed°
ucatien, and Special Programs. The latter offers certification
in school administration, counseling, and media

Develo =meat of the peen's Grant P --eet

Project REACH (Regular Education Access for Children with
raps1,-which_wa_cbegun_rn 1973. idaa_tunded for two threen,ear
cycles. The project staff consisted of the dean, project coordi
nator, assistant coordinator, department head of Teacher Educe-
tiOn, and the Elementary and Secondary coordinators. Decisions
were made on the basis of suggestions from and support of the
ComMunity and University Advisory Committees. As the project
progressed, the initial roles as change agents of the project
coordinator and assistant coordinator altered. They became_ re-

i'source persons n special education while the leadership roles
of the department chairpersons and Elementary and Secondary,
coordinators grew because of the increased faculty participation..

'Coals of the Project
The primary goals of evaluation, curriculum development, and fac-
ulty retraining remained unchanged throughout the grant period,
Initially, the goals centered.en(40 developing a process to
provide on-going contributions to and evaluation of the prepara-
tion practices used in training regular educators.to serve handi-
capped-students (b) designing an early entry program incerporat-

.ing special education concepts for elementary and secondary ma°
fors, and (C) incorporating special education concepts into the
professional education courses and preparation programs for ad-
ministrators and specialists at the undergraduate and graduate
levels. In the second cycle, planning and carrying out the plans
were continued and extended.
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Activi

Sycle One. A list of 39 content areas of education for handl-
caPped pupils (i.e., handicapping 'conditions and planning and
following XEPs) was developed by the project staff, Education
Planning Committee, and Community Advisory Committee. Each con-
tent area was cross-referenced to all programs in the School of

Education. Later,they were synthesized under seven major head-
ings and a chart was drawn up to show each heading and the speci-
tic content areas it encompassed.

Two Support committees were formed the Community Advisory
Committee and the University Advisory Committee. The first con-
sisted of students, teachers, and school administrators. They

.drew up a list, of exemplary field experience sites, evaluated the
project's proposed curriculum content for the education of handi-
capped pupils in regular classrooms, made suggestions for stu-
dent-teacher placements, and filed annual reports on the project
directions. In contrast, the University Advisory Committee was
composed of the heads of the education department, the program
heads, and the Elementary and Secondary coordinators. This group
-sought to increase the university-wide participation of all fac-
ulty-members associated with teacher education.

From 1979 on student teachers were asked for their opinions
on the infusion in courses of content covering edudation for

handicapped pupils. Moreover, an attitude survey measuring
feelinns of adequacy was administered each .term to student-tea-
chers to assess their levels of knowledge and skill in the edu-
cation of handicapped pupils in regular classrooms. Data also,,,
were.gathered from elementary and secondary faculty members to
find out what content areas on handicapped children they were
teaching and what related instructional resources they were using.

_P-valuallori_andcurriculum-changeactivities were
expanded. The Community and University Advisory Committees con-
tinued to-function. It was.duringthis period that faculty de-
velopment received greater emphasis. A survey of faculty needs
and interests showed that they considered mini-training sesSions-
team teaching, and observation of exemplary programs_in the
schools to have high priority.' Workshops dealing with methods.'

and materials were scheduled. Individual faculty members were
sent to conferences. The mt. Hood KiWanis Camp summer training
program for handicapped children and youth provided an .intensive
short-term preetieumthat allowed selected faculty- embers and .

college students to gain prac%ical experience in working with
handicapped young people. ,-y-t

xn the Spring of 1991, a retreat workshop was held for school
administration program faculty members. Community professionals
provided inforthation on the content areas for handicapped pupils
which they addressed in their curricula. "Plans of action" were
drawn up and initiated by project staff members and key teacher-
edscation program coordinators to facilitate the infusion of
recommended concepts into education and other University-pro-,
grams. These plans detailed specific goals for departments and
outlined associated performance objectives, activities, means of
evaluation, and a time frame for each:objective.

-

In the School of Education's Media Lab. a orofessional re-
source section was established and the classification system for
materials related to handicapped persons was revised. Also,.a
coordinated curriculum review was undertaken to analyze the scope-

and sequence of the various concepts taught in 'the Elemehtaryand
s r,ronems, wit)-(the_spal the systematic_

education curricaum. finally, he-reorganization o

1 4/



cause evaluation was a major goal, a comprehensive evaluation
was made of the process and effect of the training activities
and of the overall progress of the project.

Effect of the Program

Communication was increased between the special education and
regular education faculty members which resulted in an atmos-
phere of increased collegiality, cooperation, and sharing of in-
formation and resources. A university-wide dialogue was initia-
ted. Faculty members in academic departments began to attend
program area meetings and education faculty members were invited
to attend academic area meetings. Several evaluations confirmed
the general.impression that graduating students were more fully
prepared to plan, prescribe, and carry out instruction for all
types of students. Improved procedures for evaluating all in-
stitutional programs evolved from the project. Moreover,,a num-
ber of new evaluation instruments were developed.

.

"Plans of action" had a university - wide- in fluence because
they brought about the integration of knowledge and skills re-
lated to educating handicapped persons into the various profes-
sional programs. Not surprisingly, most teacher-education pro-
grams Made significant gains in incorporating the 39 content
areas related to handicapped children and youth into their cours--
es. Because of the Dean's Grant Program, the University's over-
all response to the intent of Public Law 94-142 was relatively
swift.

Several products that were developed by the project are a-
vailable. They include (A) a report of operations for the first
two years, (b) inservice training plans for faculty development,
(c) "action plans" for curriculum change, (d) results of the 1979
Far West and South Regional Dean Brant Conferences on proposed

_chanaaa in_teacher_educat-lon, and-40-:-facu-Ity assessment- tnstru-
ments for determining needs.

Problems Encountered

The traditional policy of academic freedom made it difficult for
the project staff to institute across-the-board program changes.
Some faculty members resisted all attempts to get them to insert
new information into their courses. In addition, the fact that
teacher education is a university -wide activity meant that pro-
gram review, evaluation, and modification was a slow and pains-
taking process,.particularly in the area of secondary education.
Nonetheless, some progress was made in changing and altering that
program. In other departments, however, the amount of program
review and modification was limited.,

Summary

One component of the management system used by ,thia project was
-suppertgroups. They were known as the Community and University
Advisory Committees and were influential in effecting and guiding
the progress of the .project. Another important feature was the
list of 39 content areas relating to education for handicapped
pupils which were keyed to all the programs in the School of Ed-
ucation. Nonetheless, change in some departments and areas of
the university came about slowly. It is recognized that attempts
to bring about -change.throUgh gradual infusion is a long-term
process.' The infusion model works, but -it requires far more time
than other models, such as instituting a reguired,ccurse.
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'Virginia Commonwealth University

VIRGINIA Commonwealth University is an urban, comprehensive
state-supported institution enrolling about 20,000 students. "It-'

has_ two campuses, the-medical College of virginia, which consists
of 6 academic schools and 4 teaching hospitals, and the Academic
Campus, which comprises 6 academic schools, including the School
of Education. Twelve baccalaureate and 13 master's degree pro-
grams are offered in education; a doctoral program will be ini-
tiated in the Fall of 1982, Other post-master's programs in edu--
cation are conducted jointly with Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University faculty members. The School of'Educatien
has about 1,201 studentsad58, faculty members.

Develo-ment he Dean's Grant Pro-o-

Following several meetings at the state level on the implications
of Public Law 94-142 for general educators, and after meeting
with interested faculty members,, the dean of education_submitted_
a grant proposal for a two-year project. it was entered off-
cycle and funded for 1978-80. The second, proposal encompassed
a full three-year funding period (1980-83). In his role of pro- -

ject manager, the dean wrote proposals, made reports, coordinat-%.,
ed. Activities, and supplied administrative support, The pro-
ject staff also included an administrative assistant and two di-
ViSieV, heads of the School of ,E4ucation. Logistical and evalua-
tive assistance was provided by a student assistant. Three small
Mainstreaming Development Teams (MDTs), each 'consisting of one
faculty member from special education, two from general educa-
tion, mid a graduate student, were established each year With

-----orher- key L nel, the-MDTs-functioned=as_an overall - project
team for curriculum planning and developMent.

Goals of the-Pro-ect

The major coals of the project were faculty, material, and pro-
gram development Specifically, the project sought (a) to intro-
duce mainstreaming skills, knowledge, and attitudes to pre-per-
vide Elementary and Secondary,education'programs and (b) to ex-
tend awareness of and support mainstreaming curriculum modifica-
tions to all other teacher - education programs.

Activities

Cycle One. .During the two years-of the off -cycle grant, pre-
service training for elementary teachers was the target. Seth
faculty-development activities and ,curriculum redesign focused

-en specific-topicst---(a) =educational _diagnostic_precedivres je).
----group-and_individual instructional techniques, (c) knowledge and
abilities necessary. to implement Public Law 94142, such as fa--
miliarity with ISPs, (d) understanding medical aspects and char-
acteristic's of exceptionality; and Je) awareness of referral
procedures, community resources, and counseling and career educa.-
tion opportunities.

Each MDT created its own "re-education activity," pl'anned
appropriate products, and began modification of the courses with
which it was involved. In other words, teams designed, devel-
oped, and carried on field evaluations of a series of learning
activities that'were ultimately incorporated into the pre-Service
teacher - education program. To aid. in developing materials, the
Tdacher _
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made availabl Lc, theLhe MDTs.
It should be noted also that in 1979 the School of Education

reorganized from a departmental to a division/core faculty schema
emphasizing the necessity for intro - specialty teaming. Further-
more, a series of workshops and conferences focusing on the
t+rrelations of education specialists and their, reinforcing roles
allowed students, university faculty members, and school/agency-

-based practitioners to come together, interact, and mutually sup-
port and extend the project's influence.

cycle Two In- the third, fourth, and fifth. years of the pro-
ject, pro-service secondary teacher-education programs were the
focus. Faculty development and curriculum-design activities were
-continued. Workshops, conferences, and an all-university film
festival were scheduled.. Again, MDT teams initiated modifica-
tions of courses.

In the final_ year of the project, all raTs will examine the
progress to date and review the reconceptionalized teacher cur-
riculum= By the end of the five-year project, all components of
all programs will have been involved in the curriculum-modifica-
tion process.

Effects of the Project

Significant progress was made in redesigning and reconCeptional-
ixing the pre-service elementary and secondary education programs
as a result of project activities. Interactions among faculty
members from different disciplines were initiated, and the
sharing of instructional resources, responsibilities, and infor-
mation increased. Because all components of the teacher-educa-
tion programs were involved and influenced by the project,'facul-
ty interest, support, and degree of participation steadily grew
throughout the grant period Other projects have invited Dean's

_Grant Project personnel to consult with them, and more than 70
have requested project materials. -Ih addition, 11 papers were
presented at professional conferences. Finally, from quehtion-
neires'and other evaluative measures, it is'evident that first-
year teachers' attitudes and satisfaction with pre-service train-
ing in teaching exceptional children in regular classrooms have
increased.

A significant number of instructional materials have been
developed, several of which will appear in professional
journals. Fifteen training packets, bibliographies, andmono-
.graphs also are available.

problems Encountered

The amount of interaction between special and general educators.
increased, but there-was still a degree of separation between
them during this period of renegotiating appropriate professional
roles. Not surprisingly, lack of time,_conflicting agenda for
staff_and,schools, and_diminishing resources madeday-to7day,ac-
tivitios more difficult. Also the tomplekity of mainstreaming
itself was a constraint. Although total program modification
was well under way, it was not accomplished, Nonetheless, the
realization has been heightened that the School of Education must
graduate teacherk with expanded skills and competencies even
though the goal is not yet fully realized.

Summary

The unique aspect of the project was its use of special and gen-
eral education faculty teams to develop activities related to
program modification. In most Dean's Grant Projects, the project

14
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coordinator (usually with a background in special education) de-
signs and arranges a variety of activities to foster staff devel-
opment and bring about curricular' changes. This project differed
-mainly in that each MDT planned, developed, and field tested
appropriate activities for the courses with which they were in-
volved. In general, the teaming arrangement gave special and
general educators the opportunity to learn from one another. -

This was an important phase in the process of renegotiating roles.

CONCLUSIONS

ALTHOUGH differing in size, location, organizational structure,
scope, and time length, these representative Bean's Grant Pro
jests were alike in soveralways. All listed faculty and curricu-
lumdevelopment as goals and either stated or implied that devel-
opment of materials would evolve,frem project activities.

Not always set forth as a goal, still, evaluation was an
component of the grants. Some forms the evaluations took

were (a) assessments of faculty needs and concerns, (b) question-
naires dealing with attitudes. and knowledge of students and fac-
ulty, (c) survey measures to determine the extent to which fac-
ulty members were incorporating content about exceptional learn-
ers into their courses, and (d) follow-up studies of graduates
after a year of teaching. -Like the representative grants de-.
scribed, the Glassboro State College Project Staff also found it
necess:ary to design and administer a faculty needs assessment
to plan appropriate faculty and curriculum- development strate-
gies-. Then, to ascertain the effectiveness of project activi-
ties, a questionnaire had to be developed and administered to
determine increases in studentsknowledge of mainstreaming-re-
lated information. Another questionnaire was designed to pin-
pe4nt how and to what extent faculty members were incorporating
the mainstreaming concepts into their courses. The results of
these evaluations served as_planning guides throughout the grant
period.

In addition, all projects focused mainly on pre-serVice level
curriculum modification or change. Nonetheless, the project
staffs of Howard'and Portland State University focused on both
graduate programs and faculty members. At Glassboro, influencing
the graduate-education programs came about as a natural progres-
sion, The information infused, into the targeted undergraduate
course "trickled up" into the master's and. specialist degree pro-
grams. Activities, such as workshops and retreats, for faculty
members teaching preservice-level .courses attracted graduate fac-
ulty Members, too.- In- some cases, a faculty member taught both
pre-service and insorvice courses and served on curriculum com-
mittees at bo-th levels. No doubt, Furman University and Virginia
Commonwealth 'University experienced the same development-although
it was not specified as a goal or result.

-Interestingly4-althodgh-each sChool-differed-in-size,-Furmanur-
Howard,_and Virginia Commonwealth:did not have separate special
educationdepartments in- contrast to Portland State University and
Glassboro State College (approximately 12,000 students), which
did. Not unexpectedly, when Special and regular educators func-
tioned-as members of the same department, communication was'ne-
turally facilitated. Although all projects reported increased
communication and sharing of knowledge and resources, neverthe-
.less the schools with separate special and regular education. de --,
partments probably benefited most.from the grants. This-may be
due to the few opportOnities prior to the,. inception of the grants
for the two groups to come together,'nor was that goal generally
encouraged.

--------------__
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The representative projects also exhibited unique differen-
ces.- Howard and Portland State, for example, incorporated sup-
port groups in their management organization. At Glassboro
State, such groups also were found to be invaluable. These com-
mittees-were very similar to these in the Portland State project.
A Steering Committee composed of faculty members from each de-
partment An the Division of Professional Studies and an Advisory
Council made up of community representatives, including public
school personnel, provided needed centributidns and guidance at
each phase of the Glassboro project.

Another difference was the systematic approach to curriculum
revision. Both Furman and Portland State developed and used
lists of competencies. At Furman; one set was designed for fac-
ulty members and one for students. Each student competency was
assigned to a course or courses to guide the redesign of the pro-
gram. Similarly, at Portland State, the competencies (the 39
content areas for education of the handicapped), were cross-re-
ferenced to all programs in the School of Education.

Furthermore, both Furman and Virginia Commonwealth used teams
to attain their goal of curriculum development. At Virginia
Commonwealth, the teams were small and made up of both special
and regular faculty members: their task was to plan and develop
"re-education activities" that would result in curriculum change.
In contrast, at Furman special and regular education pre-service'
teachers, collaborated in adapting a unit for a mainstreamed pup-
il. This activity established a model for pre-service teachers
when they functioned as classroom teacher; they would be com-
fortable in consulting and sharing responsibility with special
education teachers.

From this report, it can be seen that different paths .-were
taken hyall four projects. Nonetheless, all confronted the same
task: to renegotiate the traditional roles of special and regular
educators in order to fully implement Public LaW 94-142.
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ABSTRACT: Representative of the voluntary
organizations of.teacher-education institu-
tions which have been awarded Deans' Grants
since-I979 are the six discussed in this,chap-
ter. They are the Tri-Colleges of Dubuque,
Cooperative Dean's Grant Project headed by
James Madison University of Virginia, Nebraska
.Dean's Grant Consortium, the consortium of
Historically Black Colleges of Alabama, the
Dean's Grant Consortium of Southern and West-
ern West Virginia, and the Multicultural In-
stftuta for Change headed by Regis College
in Massachusetts. In-all six, the major-
goals ale faculty development and changes in
the curricula. A number of innovative cro-
ducts have been developed by these consortia.

MAKING. developmental funds available to support changes .in tea-
cher education programs was a deliberate incentive to deans of
schools, colleges, and departments of education to facilitate
the implementation of- Public Law 94-142, The Bchication for. All
Handicapped Children Act of 1975; in the nation's schools. The
funds provided 'were not of a magnitude to permit awards to all
institutions, however. After seven years, only about one- fourth
of the more than 1200 institutions that offer teacher - education
programs had received some funds.

By 1979, many education'faculties' were ready tc share the
experience and knowledge they had acquired through the Dean's
Grant program with their colleagues in other institutions. Thus'
several proposals for cooperative undertakings were subMitted to
the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation and were a-

A'number of staff members of cooperatiVe,brojacts contribut-
xl .ed materials to this chapter, especially the f011owing: Dr.,

Donna Aksamit, University of Nebraska - Lincoln; Dr. Patricia
Medieros Landuran& Regis College; Dr. Bess Parks, Alabama A & M
University; Dr. Philip Rusche, Marshall University; Dr5vJulius
Roberscin,_fJamcs_Madison_University;_Dr-1,14argret_Smith,

71-----Tria---13-1;-rsam. H. Shout, Loras College.
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warded the essential funds. Some of these cooperative projects
are reported on here to illustrate how new knowledge and skills
can be shared geographically through close-working consortia.
In the examples described, the major.goals were faculty develop-
ment and curriculum changes. They were achieved through the de-
velopment of individualized institutional plans, dissemination
of materials developed by different project staffs, and exchange
of faculty members. The descriptions of the projects are based.
on developed materials which were provided by project Staff mem-
bers.

Tri-Colleges. of,Dubuque

SINCE 1968 Clarke College, Loras College. and.the University of
Dubuque in Iowa have had a forMalized working arrangement through
which they cooperate in teacher education. Th0 arrangement per-
mitted them to develOp a single teacher-education program with
common programmatic elements, common field experiences, and corn
mon scheduling of student teachers in the Dubuque schools; common
schedules and calendars were maintained, free intercampus trans
portation was provided, procedures for faculty exchange set in
place, and the cross registration of students permitted. Thus,
the three institutions achieved objectives which they could not
have attained independently.

The primaiy goal of the Dubuque Tri-College Dean's Grant
Consortia (funded in 1980 for three years) was to develop and
conduct a faculty-development program for regular education fac-
ulty members so that-edacher candidates could acquire the know-
ledge and skills needed to become effectiVe instructors of mildly
handicapped students in regular classrooms.

The major objectives of this goal were as follows:

1. (Year,One) To promote faculty development to acquaint
Tri-College teacher-education faculty members with the content
and-implications-of-Puhl-i-a-Law .91-,142--for-prv-sorvioo,teachar-
education programs.

2. (Year Two) To infuse into the Tri-College pre-service
teacher-education curricula the knowledge and skills needed by
teachers to work effectively with handicapped students in regular
classrooms..

3; (Year Three) To provide practicum experiences that en-
able pre-service teacher-education students to work with handi-
capped children in the least restrictive environment.

The Antent of the first 'year activities was to give the tea-,
cher-education faculty members the knowledge base that would en-
able them to make decisions on what curriculum changeS were nec-
essary to prepare teachers to work with handicapped pupils in
regular classrooms. Thu6, a series of three-TriCollege Faculty,-
Awareness Workshops was conducted. The subjects were the analy-
sis of public Ilaw 94-142, the concept of least restrictive envi-
ronment, charaCteristiCS and needs of handicapped students, spe-
-cial,problems (IEPs) related to the education of handicapped pup-
Ale in regular classrooms, and alternatives and implications for
the Tri-College regular pre-service teacher-education programs.
Participation in faculty - development activities was open to all
faculty members who were responsible for the preparation of stu-
dents in regular teacher education.

Four departmental and interdepartmental seminars were held
to allow.faculty members at eh college to make a thorough exam-
ination of the implications o Public Law 04-142 for their insti-
tutions and curricular areas, in regular teacher - education pro-
grams. _
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Some of the topics of these workshops were as follows:

=The Challenge of Public Law 94 -142 to Teacher Education.

*Major Concepts Related to Teacher Education of Handicapped -

Students in the Regular Classroom.

* Handicapped Children: What are they like? What are
their characteristics?

-*Materials:for Teacher. Educators' Use in Training Teachers
to Teach Handicapped Students.

* IEP: What it is and what it is not.

*Teacher Competencies.

The format for the second year was similar to-that of the
Fat year, except that program emphasis shifted frbm faculty

awareness to curriculum development. Teacher-education faculty
members engaged in a study-of the competencie-s that would be re-
quired of graduates -from the teacher-education program. Deci-
sions were made 'on curriculum changes and the,

stated
of con-

tent. The determinations for each area were tated in terms of
learner performance 'The adoption of the new curriculum was
scheduled to occur in the Fall term-of-1982.

Providing practicum experiences for students to work with
handicapped children and youth in the least restrictive environ-
ment was the third oblective.of the project. Faculty members
were scheduled to work with classroom teachers, principals, and
other school administrators in the selection of sites where sti;
dent teachers could work with handicapped pupils in regular
classrooms.

According to the associate project director, significant
accomplishments in faculty awareness led to readiness to make a-
daptations in course -Content and experiences. The Dean's Grant
Project was accepted by faculty members and institutions as the
appropriate vehicleVehicle for program devel
participation y-aciernbers in project activities was high;
75 percent or more for all'-scheduled activities. Forty-eight ,
stateMnp.k of capabilities have been considered for adoption'as
requirements irk the Tri-Colleges.

Cooperative Dean's Grant Project
James Madison University

THE coopLative Dean's Grant Project is a consortium of 14 small
private and state-supported -institutions. The project was devel=
oped.originally for 16 institutions -- two choe not to partici-
pate -- dhat lacked or had extremely limited faculty resources
and programs in special'education. These institutions were
Averett, Bridgerate, Elinch_Valley, Eastern Mennonite, Emory and
Henry, Hollins, Longwoodmary Baldwin, Mary Washington-, Randolph-
Macon,Rohnoke, St. Paul's, Shenandoah, Sweet Briar, University

' of Richmond, Viiginia Intermont, and James Madison University.
o James Madison-University was the - facilitat=ing - organization.

The general-goal of the project was to insure the acquisi-
tion, by the teacher' educators in the different institutions,. of
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and programs necessary-to pre-
pare teacher candidates to work effectively with handicapped stu-
dents in the least restrictive environment. 'Hence, assistance lit'
the development .of materials centers, securinglinstructionalmod-
ules, faculty- development, workshops;, institution-specific

-.plans was provided by John Madison University.i The agenda for:
the third and final year (1982-83), included censultation'and
evaluation of_ program elements to carry out the institutions'.
plans and to disseminate information on-the products of the coop

1---i-
. __
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erative Drain's Grant Project.

The Nebraska Dean's Grant Consortium
=

THE Nebraska consortium comprises' eight public and private colle-
ges: Ghadror, Kearney, Peru., Wayne, Concordia, Doane, Union, and
tbe-university of Nebraska - Lincoln- The overall purpose of the
project was to assist the members in effecting significant modi-
fications in their-elementary and secondary pre-service teacher-
education_ourt-icuia by using the relevant expertise and-materials
-developedby the University of-Nebraska-Lincoln. The ultimate
effect will be the transfer of special competencies to -the tea-
chers graduating from . these institutions which allow-them to re-
spend effectively to the needs of handicapped children in'regular
cl.vsrooms. To accomplish this end, two project goals were spe-
wified:

z.

Goal 1: To develop a plan for and to institutionalize cur-
ticular changes integrating mainstreaming instruction in 'the tea-
cher-edUcation programs in each of the seven diffe'rent private
anagpublic Nebraska colleges in the consortium.

Goal 2 To provide assistance and training to college fee --
ulties in the consortium to increase their knowledge and aware-
ness of issues and approaches in educating handicapped pupils
and to strengthen their capability to select, adapt, develop, and
use strategies and materials in their teacher-education programs.

'The faculty members at ihe.University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
.which,'under a'prior Dean's Grant, had acquired experience and
developed a mainstream curriculum for teacher education, provided
support for faculty members at each of the other seven colleges
to adapt the mainstream curriculum for teacher education to the
particular institution.- -

Specific objectives'and activities have been developed and
may serve as examples for other cooperative endeavors,

Goals Obiectives, and AdtiVities
g -

Goal lz To develop' a plan for and catty out curricular changes
integrating mainstreaming instruction in the teacher-education
program at each of the other seven priVate and public Nebraska
colleges in the consortium.

objective 1: To identify personnel and establish .a process in
each consortium college which insures the participation of the
respective institution. Deans and faculty members responsible
for integrating the mainstream. 'curriculum and representative
parents, studentS,Tracticing educators, consumers, and other =
individuals and groups, as-determined locally, Were involved.

Activities-

Designate faculty members at the University of Nebraska-Lin-
. coin (UHL) Teachers College to serveres a Technical Assis-

tance Committee responSible for don-Sultation and calla°
botation with-Cur-tick:1mm integration Coordinators -and faculty-
members from consortium colleges; jbl assistance in making
available UNL and other Dean's Grant Mainstream Project pro-

. cesses and products to respective consortium colleges; and
(c) documentation of. UNL post-Mainstream Project accomplish-

, ments in mainstream curriculum integration for use as re-
quested, by consortium colleges. g.

2. Conduct periodic Meetings of respective Curriculum Integra-
tion Coordinators and- Technical Assistance Committee members
to share processes Und products and to make decisions and
arrangements for technical assistance activities. ,
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Ob'ective 2:- To insure that each consortium college designs a
plan for the integration of mainstream curriculum which builds
upon existing expertise and mainstream-activity and which re-
sponds to the specific needs of the respective institution.

Activities

Each consortium college, with the asnistance of UNL., will

1. conduct planning meetings of the Dean, Curriculum Integration
Coordinator, and faculty in each college;

2. conduct needs assessments:and opinion surveys of teacher-ed-
ucation faculty members and other personnel in each college
who will be involved in the change prooess and actual
culum integration, using Dean, Curriculum Integration Coor-
dinators,-and Internal Task Force members as key personnel;

3. conduct meetings with the local Advisory Committee to insure
involvement and support of handicapped individuals, practi-
cing educators, and consumers;

4. use UNL Project staff and faculty members as needed for con-
sultation throughout the planning. phase;

5. develop a plan for identifying mainstream curricuihm to be
integrated into each teacher--education program;

5. determine the procedures to be used for integrating identi-
fied curriculum and define roles of all personnel involved
in the integration process;

7, develop a plan for measuring and monitoring the effect of
curriculum-integration efforts on teacher-education studen
for each consortium; and

determine approach to be used for documenting on student re-
cords their experiences with the mainstream curriehlurrrthat
is integrated into the teacher-education prograMs of each
college.

Objective _ To insure the execution of the plan to integrate
the mainstream curriculum, which was designed during the planning
phase by the respective consortium colleges.

Activities

Each consortium college, with the assistance of UNL, will

1. use results of the needs assessments and opinion/attitude
surveys to identify and conduct faculty-development activi-
ties on,a continuous basis;

1,1entify an appropriate mainstream curriculum 4nd document.
it in an agreed-upon form (e.g., content areas,. objectives,
competencies,-clusters, etc3;

identify and select materials/media that are appropriate for
curriculum development and integration;

'4. incorporate -the identified mainstream curriculum into exist-
ing teacher-education programs, according to the plan de-
signed. during the planning phase;

me.sure the effect of curriculum integration on teacher-edu-
cation students, according to the plan designed 4uring the
planning phase; and

6.- enter on records (e.g., transcript, letter of recommenda-
tion; etc.) students' exposures to and experiences:with-main-.
stream curriculum,- which is integrated in to the teacher-ed-
ucation program.



Goal. 2: To provide assistance and training to consortium college
t4Cuities to increase their knowledge and awareness of issues and
approamhes in educating handicapped pupils and to strengthen
their capability to select, adapt, develop, and use strategies
and materials in their teacher-education programs.

Objective 1: To expand the awareness and knowledge of consortium
college teacher-education faculties in the philosophical, legal,
and instructional implications of mainstreaming.

Activities

1. Conduct awareness and information seminars to enhance consor-
tium college faculties' knowledge of educating handicapped
children.

2. Arrange field visits for the faculty members of consortium
colleges providing direct experiences with handicapped chil-
dren.

Support the participation of consortium college faculty
hers in state, regional, and national activities to increase
their ability to depign mainstream curriculum and instruc--
Lion.

4. Providq opportunities for consortium college faculty members
to become aware of and collaborate with resource personnel
who possess the knowledge and skills necessary for the effec-
tive conduct of mainstream programs.

objective 2: To increase opportunities for consortium-college
faculty members to preview, purchase, and/or develop or adapt
material and media resources available in Nebraska and national-
ly

Activities

1. Engage in on -going dissemination (by UNL Project staff) of
information describing materials and media related to the ed-
ucation of-handicapped pupils.

Consortium college faculty members will preview and use main-
stream materials and media purchased by and available from
the UNL Teachers College and other consortium colleges.

Consortium college faculty members will preview and use ma-
terials and media available nationally, including those from
other Dean's Grant Projects and the National Support Systems
Project,

4. Provide opportunities for the Curriculum Integration Coordi
nators and faculty members of the consortium colleges to -con-
tinuously identify, select, _adapt,_and use materials /media
appropriate for their classes.

Objective 3: To insure the availability to consortium colleges
of instructional packets developed'by the UNL Dean's Mainstream
Project to be selectively used and/or modified by-respective col-
lege faculty members according to their Instructional needs and
to provide opportunities for faculty members to develop and share
additiohal instructional packets

Activities.

DisSeminate copies of existing instructional packets to all
consortium colleges upon request.

Provide technical assistance in use of instructional packets
to faculty members upon request.
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Collaborate with respective Curriculum Integration Coordina-
tor& faculty members in appropriately modifying and/or u- at7
ing instructional Packets.

4. Assist faculty members in the development of new packets as
needs and priorities are identified-.

Objective 4: To enhance and expand the mainstream Materials/me-
dia resources of each consortium college, according to its re-
spective needs as they are identified by faculty members.

Activities

Each consortium college, with the assistance of UNL, will

1. preview and select instructional materials and media related
to the education of handicapped pupils for use with- curricu-
lum inteqration:

2. reproduce and disseminate consumable materials as they are
needed by faculty, students, and other appropriate personnel;

3. establish a system for dissemination and use of materials and
media by faculty members, students, and other appropriate
personnel; and

4 use Internal Task Forces of respective consortium colleges
to determine needs for instructional materials.

At the end of the second year of a-three-year cycle, _early
results could be identified and some tentative-assesnmen s made
on the attainment of project goals. They are as follows:

1. The identification of key personnel and the disclosure
of their roles at each campus is critical for a consortium pro-
ject. Time spent by project administrators in getting to "know"
,key persons is critical to the success of the It is
"imperative" that there beA.ndiv..-lualifed, approaches for working
with .each person and on each campus.

2. Faculty task forces and external advisory committee
were employed at each college. Early conclusions are that those
colleges in which contributions from and involvement of the
two groups are more consistent, are moving toward the goal of
curriculum inclusion more rapidly and smoothly., The inclusion
of handicapped studentg and the parents of handicapped students
makes the groups more 'functional,-

3. It takes time for consortium members to reach the point
when theyare ready. to call for outside technical assistance.
When to plan consortium-wide strategy and when to use anindivid-t
ualized strategy becomes a pervasive problem for project admini6-,
trators.. Communication among key personnel at the local level,
and among the eight institutions becomes critical, One further

---note-shared relates-to-the-importance or maerlal-and media- when
faculty members begin to develop the curriculum.

4. Even after -a short time it is apparent that the consor-
tium is a viable method for bringing about institutional changes
in teacher education within ageographical area. The intensive
sharing in the process and of products is beneficial to all par-
ties. When institutions learn to cooperate-in one project (i.e.,
the Dean's Grant Consortium), a side benefit is 'that overall
cooperation among the institutions is improved.

Consortium Arrangements Among
The Historically Black Colleges

THE historically black colleges, have made significant contribu-
tions to the training of teachers. Indeed, many black teachers
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have been p institutions. Two projects have been
funded that serve mere than one campus among the historically
black colleges and aim to make available human and material re-
sources for minority educators to benefit the minority pdpils
with special needs. The National Technical Assistance Center
for Teacher Education in Historically Sleek Institutions of High-
er Education toward Implementation of P.L. 94-142 (TAC1-was spon-
sored by the National Alliance of Black School Educators and the
Alabama A & M _University Bean's Grant Project; both are contri--
buting to the improvement of teacher education on the historic-
ally black campus. TAC states that its miosioris to strengthen
and broaden black institutions in teacher education by providing
a model delivery system that is sensitive to the special needs
af'a minority clientele. The-major goals and objectives were as
follows:

Goals

1. To increase the pre-service training efforts for
the implementation of Public Law 94-142 in historically
black college.: and universities.

2. To assist in upgrading the teacher-education lead-
ership in black colleges and universities.

To strengthen coordination efforts for affiliated
teacher-education programs.

Objectives

1. To expand curricular offerings in the target insti-
tutions relevant to the implementation of Public Law 94-142,

2. To improve teacher-education leadership in provid-
ing relevant training opportunities.

3. To increase the competencies of regular teacher-
education candidates. TAG reported that it conducted train-
ing workshops for campus coordinators and for deans Five
instructional modules were developed. The curriculum devel-
opment modules, the primary training tools, were designed
to address the competency needs of regular teacher-education
candidates. The titles of the five modules follow:

a. P.L. 94-142 and the Minority Child

b. Minotity Handicapped Students: Assessments, Issues and
Practices

c. Valuing the Diversity of Minority Handicapped students

d. Structuring the Learning Climate for Minority Handi-
capped Students

e. _The Development _and - BP_Iivr,?:y_of Inst=rinro7 cexAticosT
A Commitment to Minority Handicapped Students

The consortium that includes Alabama A & 74 and four small, -

private colleges that have no special education programs in cen-
tral and north Alabama focuseS upon shaking the experience of
the Alabama A & M Bean's Grant project. The overall goal was
the development of 'special education coMpetencies",in general ed-
ucation majors who are enrolled in pre-service teacher-education
programs in participating institutions with limited special ed-
ucation resources. In order to accomplish this project goal,
several intermediate objectives were planned.

objective I; Professional education faculty members at co-
operating institutions Will acquire a working knowledge of fed-
eral and state special education legislation, appropriate special
education terminology, and appropriate special education proced-
ures
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Objective 2 The acquired knowledge will serve as a basis
for curriculum revision in the pre-service teacher-education pro-
grams at the participating institutions and will be imparted to
potential teachers for use in classrooms.

Objective 3: A communication network among 'institutions
will 5i established and maintained.

Objective 4: A listing of helpful teacher-education re-
sources which are currently available will be prepared and dis
seminated. This resource list will include the print, media,
and service resources that are available in Alabama. Free and
inexpensive resources that are available nation-wide also will
be included.

Southern and Western West Virginia
Dean's Grant Consortium_

EIGHT colleges and universities in southern and western West
Virginia who _serve many of the needs.of 27 rural counties and
-two.major population centers are cooperating to improve their
teacher-education programs. The eight colleges are Bluefield
State, Concord, Glenville, Marshall University, University of
Charleston, west Virginia College of Graduate Studies, West Vir-
ginia Institute of Technology, and West Virginia Sta,e College.
The objectives and strategies used by the project follow.

Objective lz To develop among college faculty members the atti-
tudes and skills needed to impart concepts, principles, and prac-
tices to the_ education of exceptional children in the least re-
strictive environment.

Strategy 1.1. A faculty leadership task force was identified by
the deans. Considerations for selection include
successful college-teaching experience, respect
of professional colleagues, receptiveness to the
need for curriculum change, willingnessto.commit
time and effort to the project. Additionally,
presentation from the-certification areas speci-
fied in the Project OverView is an important con-
sideration.

strategy_ 1.2. A needs assessment was conducted to determine the.
faculty task force training needs in regard to
competencies for performing task force functions.

Strategm1.3. A topical conference to impart-needed competencies'
relating to Public Law 94-142 and mainstreaming
was provided to the faculty leadership task force.

Stragegy 1.4. A workshop to impart needed' competencies relating
to curriculum devolppment, evaluation. and con--
tontspeelfic_trall .was provided to, the faculty
leadership task rm7lfir.

After the first year, the i..aity task force will assist in
training other faculty members. This training will be provided-
through projectedan on-going, on-site approach. Some task Xorce
activities pursuant to this end were as follows:

1. Involvement in the selection and evaluation of media,
textbooks, practicum sites, and guest lectures..

2. Organization of instructional packages containing media:
suggested activities, and bibliographies of related 'ma-
terials.

Identifying and organizing field experiences with excep-
tional children in public schools and selected statein-
stitutions. .
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4. Demonstrating instructional techniques for teaching
mainstreaming skills.

5. Serving on university committees pursuant to compliance
with Section 504 regulations.

Objective 2. To design and modify pre-service education and to
support service personnel preparation programs to provide for
student acquisition of competences related to exceptional chil-
dren:

Strategy 2.1. An advisory committee with representation from ed-
ucational agencies and professional organizations,
parents of handicapped children, and handicapped
persons will be formed.

Strategy_ 2.2. Current mainstreaming curriculum effort in the
eight membership institutions was identified and
assessed. (Contribution from the advisory commit-
tee was solicited).'

Strategy 2.3. An interinstitutional plan for curriculum modifi-
cation was developed. This plan subsumed intra-
institutional plans which-will vary in accordance
with member-institution needs and resources.

= -

During the first year, project personnel and the faculty
leadership task force conducted a programmatic needs assessment
and developed plans-for change. The curriculum development model,
which formed the basis for planning, was that developed by A.E.
Blackhurst at the University of Kentucky (used in University of
Louisville's Project Retool). This model facilitates planning
for systematic curriculum change. The deans (who were-on the
advisory committee), participated to insure their understanding
of and commitment to the plans. At the end of the first year-,
each institution had a plan approved by the participating univer-
sity faculty and administration. :These plans were to be initi-
ated the following year.

Recognizing the difficulty of obtaining commitment to pro-
change, the following steps have been planned to enhance moo

- vation among university personnel_

1. Public commitment to the 3enenic nature of he 0
change, Although t_e focus of the p oject is on the education of
exceptional children, the philosophy behind the project ii aware-
ness of and respect for the variety of individual differences a-
mong children and a humanistic approach to developing educational
programs that help each child to develop her/his unique potential.:
Principles and practices of exceptional child education are use-
ful for the education of all children.'

Administrative support for faeulty-involvementTh _

deans of all participating institutions have committed their sup--
= port,and leadership to their institutions' program-change efforts.

3. Faculty contributions: Broad-based faculty contribu-
tions will be solicited in planning change and methods by which
change will be accomplished.

A. incentives for_perzieioation. Incentives to participate
in program change will include funding to attend training ses-
sions and conferences; support for related activities, such as
visits to model mainstreaming sites; increased access to a range
of instructional materials and media; end increased opportunities_
for publication; Course credit for participation in training
sessions will be available for faculty members. Members of the
participating institutions will also benefit from-the informa-
tional end technical support offered by the national, opport syk-

,

1 5
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Objective 3. To establish a communication network for .the pur-
pose of -fUZntification, development, and dissemination of mater s
ials and methods to integrate mainstreaming concepts into the
training programs of eight participating institutions of higher
education.

Strategy 3.1. Project personnel and faculty task force identify
communication and resource needs.

Strategy 3.2. A list of major local mainstreaming efforts and
resources is compiled by project personnel.

Strategy 3.3, state and national mainstreaming dissemination
systems are identified by project personnel:

a egy 3.4. A consortium communications network is established
by project personnel with input from faculty task
force and advisory committee.

Each member institution made an effort to train regular ed-
ucators in the education of exceptional children. These efforts__
included special workshops (e, g., integrating excBAL1Q0:e1.- chil-
dren into the mainstream: a diatm-cx-t-4--e workshop of-
fered in the num _ 11 at Bluefield State College).
shjL =rsity developed a required course in the characteris-
tics of exceptional learners for all education majors= -Special
education faculty members at Glenville State College offered sem-
inars in the methods classes to facilitate general educators'
skills in referral procedures, IEF design and execution, and the
like. Glenville's Division of Education's Faculty Advisory Com-
mittee advocated a proposal to require each teacher-education
candidate to schedule two three-hour credit courses relating to-
exceptional children= One course was designed to teach the char-
acteristios of exceptional children, the other, to teach diagnos-
tic-prescriptive-techniques, including IEP development and execu-
tion. Most common is the approach used by West Virginia State
College; it meets state standards by teaching exceptional-child
modules in the core courses, such as introductory education,
methods, and educational psychology=

All these strategies represent steps toward a curriculum
that will adequately prepare regular educators to work with ex-
ceptional children; however, the benefits of these efforts can be
increased through communication. A systematic means of identi
Eying local efforts, resources, and materials should improve the
quality of programs in allthe institutions.

The most significant achievements to date reported by the
director include the following:

1. Institutional understandings regarding Public Law 94-142
have improved.

2. Faculty consciousness regarding education of special,
needs individuals has been raised.

3.- Goals for improvement of-special needs teacher prepara-
tion have been identified, ,

'4. Communications between and among institutions have been
improved.

Long range planning fdr delivery approaches have_ been
started.

. College administrative awareness has been increased=

. Other institutions in the state, outside the consortiuM,
are seeking information and aid from consortium members.
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other interinstitutional activities, outside
the arts spacial needs-, are being identified.

The Multicultural Institute for change:
Regis College, Massachu5etts

REGIS College has made special its concern with and emphasis on
programs in bilingual special education. The project goals are
(d) to present to special and regular education faculty members
the issue surrounding the education of linguistic minority chil-
dren with spacial needs and (b) to provide them with the skills
necessary to effect positive changes for linguistic minorities
in their training institutions and the local educational_ agencies
where their students intern.

The instructional program in the "Institute for Chanqe''con-
sists of four major components: theoretical-modular training, a
local educational-agency practicum experience, a college practi-

--emmIffirperience, and an integrative seminar. For each of three
years, the faculty trainees will complete three modules, the cor-
related local school or agency practice, the college practicum,
and the integrative seminar. Prior to initiating.any component,
each faculty trainee with the assistance of the project staff
will undergo a diagnostic prescriptive assessment. Each- trainee
will analyze his/her particular areas of expertise, background in
bilingual /bicultural issues, and favored learning style. In ad-
dition, for each task specified in the college component, the
trainee will evaluate what he/she has done in that area and de-
velop objectives from a multicultural perspective for selfim-
provement for achieving that goal. Once these assessments are
completed, each trainee, with the help of the Project Director
and part-time staff, will develop an individual training plan-
(ITP) to accomplish each component developed in the "Institute
for change. "" Techniques, such as individual and school case
studies; role playing, group problem solving, and onsight. local
school, agency nd college practicum will be used. -

Modular Trainlif

The training Modules to be used for each trainee were adapted
versions of the courses already developed and taught ,at Regis
College Graduate Division in their bilingual generic special
education program and were the vehicles for refining, adapting,
following, and evaluating the nine modules with faculty trainees.

Each training-module is related tothe specific training
objectives. The modular training provides the faculty trainee
with the theoretical concepts of multicultural special education.

For the training sessions, the staff selected consultants
from culturally diverse backgrounds to work on small - teams to
select goals, Objectives, and training strategies for each module.
Through a process of intense planning and communication, these
consultants worked together to present their skills, knowledge,
and perceptions of the field to faculty. trainees. Th6 staff
feels that this team process, although time consuming and diffi-
cult to manage, is important to the success, of the project. The
multicultural teams have served as role models for faculty mem-
bers who may not have had many experiences working with educators
from culturally diverse backgroUnds. Furthermore, this team pro-
cess enriched the modules by providing diversity that could not
be acquired via.the use of a single consultant' for'each module.

Three modules were developed during the 1981-1982 year.
1

1Available from Regis college
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They,are (a) MuL_eicultural Issues in Special Education, (b) Lan-
guage.and Reading Needs of Linguistic Minorities, and (c) History
and Legal Issues in Bilingual/Bicultural Special Education. The
first segments of the first two modules will be available on vd-
eotape, and training guides are being developed for each tape.

Local EducationaljAr= Practicu
Each faculty trainee will spend 24 hours or an equivalent of four
days in Local Education Agency Practicum experiences that direct-
ly correlate with each module. Each faculty member, with the
help of the Project staff, will test out the theory he/she has
learned in that particular module and conduct appropriate re-, -

search and/or development. For example, in conjunction with a
module on the Development of Assessment Models, the faculty
trainee may select to carry out research in a particular local
school on the degree to which assessment instruments are, in.
fact, biased. Asecond activity may be to conduct a needs inven-
tory in order to ascertain teacher needs and determine strategies
for college personnel to meet those needs.

In addition to selecting the activity, the trainees willse-
feet his/her own methodology to arrive at the activity. For ex-
ample, a trainee may select a practicum experience that requires
working directly with a bilingual special education teacher in a
particular building or working with a bilingual social worker in
a mental health agency. On the other hand, a trainee may choose
to participate in a bilingual and special education Parent Advi-
sory Council Meeting, or to become an advocate for a particular
linguistic minority student with special needs. Each module will
be experienced in a practical way and applied in a practical man-
ner and will involve a seminar to bridge both the theoretical
and practical.

College 'Fracticum

Each Module is related to four days of the college practicum.
The college practicum provides faculty trainees with the oppor-
tunity to practice one or more roles associated with the train-
ing objectives. The professors will practice these roles as they
proceed to accomplish, from a multicultural perspective, the
following tasks:

1. Review and evaluate a college program with regard to
course syllabi, competencies, training techniques, prac-
ticum program, supervision and feedbaCk, and resources.

2. Redesign course(s) in their own subjects.

3. Assist colleagUa(a) in redesigning their courses.

4. Use money from federal, state, and other sources for
program development and= training.

Develop interdepartmental networks) in.own college

6. Develop collaborative networks among colleges.

7. Develop and deliver a pre - service course with a multi-
cultural component.

Develop college-local school linkages for incorporating
reel needs and issues in college curricula and praviding
practice sites-for faculty and students.

9. Develop college-stat- department linkage for carrying
our CSPD and usin-A !!-Aiding.

During the college praclicum component phase, the Regis Col-
lege Project director and staff will work closely with the deans
and directors of the participating colleges in to effect -
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Integrative Seminars

The faculty trainees participate in three six-hour integrative
seminars per year. These seminars are designed to integrate, the
theoretical learnings from the modules with the practical compo-
nents of the local and college practice. The seminars consist of
sharing local precticum insights ongoing'Iog) and applying these
learnings to accomplish the needed tasks on the college site
The faculty trainees explore strategies for accomplishing tasks,
such as forming networks with other colleges in minority special
education, establishing pre-service training models addressing
multicultural special education and other issues. In addition,
faculty trainees will be given the necessary assistance to per-
form in their new role of evaluator, designer, consultant, advi-
sor,, and proposal writer.

The ITP (individual Training Plan)- An Integration of Training
and _Eperience

Peshaps the most valuable aspect of the institute for Change is
the ITP. Each facultv member, with the assistance of the staff
and consultants, has designed experiences that integrate the
training with his/her interests, institutional needs, and course
content. For the most part, the ITP products can be shared with
other.faculty members in similar training programs. Furthermore,
some ITPS will,provide information that can become the basis for
redesigning programs.

Summar-2 Successes and Failures

At the end of the three-year project, the Regis College Institute
for Change will provide insights to the strategieS necessary for
the successful training of faculty members in the content of bi-
lingual/bicultural special education. To date-, the Institute
staff offers the following suggestions to other institutions who
may consider such training:

1. Involve the administrative staff from the beginning of
the project:. Withdut the support of the deans, the Institute for
Change could not expect high levels of commitment from faculty
members,

2. Offer training sessions that do not conflict with facul
ty members' busy schedules. In most cases, "retreats" provide
faculty members with the opportunity to concentrate on the issues
-and skills relating to bilingual/bicultural special education.

3. Provide experiences in the public schools and community
to update the facility's perceptions of the needs of linguistic
minorities in local educational agencies.

4.' Re prepared to deal with the attitudes faculty members
may:bringto the training: attitudes reflect the perceptions of
individuals from culturally different backgrounds. Staff mem-
bers-.and consultants. should have skills in group process, e-spe-
cially as these. skills relate to racism and biases that faculty
members may consciously of unconsciously possess.

5. Provide on-goi.ng follow-up with faculty members'andad-
minigtrative staff. Because faculty'Membersjhave many responsi-
bilities, their completion of ITP-s may be difficult without-the
constant support of the project's staff and consultants.
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Conclusions

THE establishment of consortia is one of he more recent develop-
ments of the Dean's Grant program. Most consortia (in 1982) are
in the second or third year of their three-year funding cycles.
A number of projects provided descriptions and materials for this
chapter and some project directors offered opinions on the prob-
lems encountered and-successes achieved. An examination of all
the consortia funded by the Dean's Grant program has led to the
recognition that certain principles are operating.

A Common Bond

when members of a consortium have common bonds-they have greater
chanOes for achieving success. Examples of common bonds are (a)
the cluster of small, mostly private colleges in Virginia with
few or no resources in special education; (b) the institutions
in West_Virginia who, in the main, are in the southern part of
the state andere members of the state AACTE; and (c) the tri-
college group of Dubuque which has a long-range plan to develop
.a common or joint teacher-education program.

Prior consultation

Interinstitutional consultation before designing the consortia
project is necessary to establish common goals; the deans and
faculty members o=f each institution should be encouraged to par-
ticipate in the process in order to increase their commitment,
which is necessary for success.,

4 n-dp Build in

The agenda of the consortium should reflect the needs of each
participating institution and its context as well as those of
the campus at which the project is located. Usually, some nego-
tiation and cqmpromise are required. A coordinating conMittee
made up of members of all the participating institutiors, which
advises and workS with the central project staff, is F. useful ,

and constructive force.

Key personnel

On each campus key personnel and their roles must be identified.
Individualized methods for working with each campus must be de-
veloped by the project staff. Knowing when to use a consortium-
wide strategy and when to employ an individualized approach,re-
quires wisdom and patience from the project director.

Temporary Structure

Temporary and shortterm organizational structures are less
threatening to the members of a consortium than are the long-.
range arrangements. The temporary structures allow, participants
to exit at point's of their own choosing and without threat to
their image or status. At the same time, when participants can
see the opportunities to enhance their status and image and do .
not feel threatened, it is easier for them to participate more
openly,

Miniature Technical Assistance Centers

Each consortium by its,nature can be a miniature technical as-
sistance or support system. All the principles that-held fat
developing the leaderAhip training institutes of the 1960s and

161
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1970s in the range of educational endeavors (e.g., special educa-
tion, Teacher Cerps, bilingual education, etc.) hold here. Con-
sortia function best and most successfully when these principles
are recognized and followed. Any consortium in which one insti-
tution perceives itself as the source of expertise and knowledge
and tries to press them upon others usually creates severe prob-
lems in the oporations of the consortium.

In sum, success was expected from the consortia, and it is
being achieved The model is replicable but decisions to use it
should not be made lightly: Choosing this strategy for change
requires that those leading be aware of the principles of oper-
ating such a project, as well as the situational context in which
it will operate.
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Processes of Documentation and Evaluation

Percy Bates-

Olives-50 of 'Michigan

ABSTRACT: In order to measure the effective-
ness of the assumptions of the Dean's Grant
Program and of the activities undertaken by
the,Dean's Grant Projects, evaluations have
been undertaken at the individual project,
regional, and national levels. The processes
of such evaluations are described in this
chapter. The evaluation carried out by the
Dean's Grant Project at Cleveland State Uni-
versity is described and copies of the forms
are appended. Brief. descriptions of the re-
gional and national evaluations conducted by
the Central Region and Teaching Research, re-
spectively, are also included. A discussion
of the- relation between documentation and
evaluation precedes the examples.

LIKE other recent civil rights legislation, Public Law 94-142 was
An attempt to porrect the prior wrongs inflicted on the popula-
tion at which it was directed: handicapped children and youth.
So sweeping was the intent of the law that gaps in its provisions
Were inevitable. One such gap was the absence of a provision for

the pre-service training of, regular educators to meet the need of
-handAcapp8c1 students who were to be placed in the,"least restric-
tive environment," most often in*mainstreaM settings: When'Pub-
lic Law-94-142 4.1as enacted in 1975, few schools of education were
prepared to take on the task of modifying their teacher-education'

Dr. Batesis Professor. of Education and, Director of the
Dean's Grant Project at the university of Michigan, and the Re-
gional Liaison for the Central Region (Illinois, Indiana* Michi-
gan, Ohio, and Wisconsin). He Served as Deputy AssistantSecreT
tary-Director, 0.S. Office of Special Education, 1980-81.

1 I am indebted to the staff members of Cleveland State univer-
,

sity and especially Dr.'Mara Sapon-Shevin and Marvin -Pasch for.
their cooperation in eupplyinT.the information and materials .:.
that are'used in this chapter.
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programs to train teachers to work with mainstreamed handicapped
students. Changing he status quo would take time and dollars to
try innovative technLqiies to change the institutionalized prat-
tires of teacher education.

In anticipation of this resistance, the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped in 1974 initiated the Dean's Grant program
more they a year before President Ford signed Public Law 94-142
into lai41 A prerequisite to the successful application for fund-
ing was the participation of the dean as project leader to assure
the project's acceptance in the. school. Successful applicants ..

received discretionary funds to begin the task of revising the
curricula of -teacher-education programA.

The creators of the Dean's Grant program were clear in intent
but not in spelling out specific ways in which curricular changes
were to occur. In 4enora1., grant recipients were expected to
modify existing curricula so tha ng-term benefits would accrue

00Pfor teachers of mainstreamed hag_0apped children. In recogni-
tion that each school had unique conditions and problems, the in-
itial guidelines afforded considerable flexibility.- Clearly, the
size and history of the school, the scope of-the dean's influence,
and other such variables would have to be taken into account in
developing the activities of a Dean's Grant Project. At the pame
time, some similarity among projects could be expected,'given
that all the institutions Shared Similar goals and responsibili-
ties in the training of teacher educators and helping local
school6 to meet the federal mandate.

, .

Feedback after the first grant year gave some evidence that,
in many sehoo/s, the intent of the DeaWs Grant program was being
carried out and that changes in teachereducation programs were
beginning to form. Other schools, however, reported little or no
success. By the end of the first three-year grant cycle, quesr.'
tins that probed the differences between theory and practice b*
gad to be raised. Was the premise that the dean was the most in=
flueetial member of a school of education faculty at fault? Did
the dean have the potential to promote curricular reform? Could
the Dean's Grant concept actually be effective?

certainly, there was a plethora of informal testimony to sup-
port the grants' effectiveness. Faculty members and deans alike
expressed the feeling that the program was working. But hard
data was difficult to come by Thus, given the considerable a-
mount of federal monies invested in the projects, objective eval-
uaticn was needed to justify the continued funding of the program.
When the second cycle for Dean's Grant funding came around, con-
tinuous efforts were made to document the projects' progress.

The Folitics.of Documentation

AMONG the reCipients'of Deans' Grants, considerable discussion
was devoted to the difference between documentation and evalul-
tion: In general,, participants in the projects have regarded
documentation- as,more acceptable than eValuation%:-Documentation-
has been viewed as a noncomparative process of describing and
substantiating what is actually occurring in the projects. Eval-
uation, on the other hand, has been regarded as comparative in
nature and with-the potential to affect the flow of project
funds.

Despite continued assurance that the purpose of evaluation
was to measure the development, of projects, many grant recipi-°
tints feared that cbjective evaluation; especially measures of
success, would be used as criteria to determine the continuation
of funding, Decause'the Dean's Grant program did. not define spe-
cific measures of success, many project staff members were wary
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of compiling Cati that could, in essence, be used against theM.
Consequently, serious evaluative efforts were considerably de-
layed during the early phases of the projects. However, with
much urging from both the Office of Special Education (formerly
the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped) and the National
Support Systems Project, the need for evaluation was gradually
ac,eFted. Although some enthusiasm was generated when project
personnel began to evaluate various aspects of their activities, -

residual concern remained for the acceptance without evaluation
of different, approaches-to change. Despite the great differences
in projects and project activities, the similarity among project
goals was viewed as a starting point- for documentation. What
emerged, in fact, was the de facto evaluation process. Assur-
ances were given at both local and regional levels that decisions
for funding were the province of the Office of Special Education
and regional evaluation would not affect the decisions. Thus,
the evaluation process became a test of the Dean2s Grant concept
rather than of individual project success. -

Legally and traditionally, all grant proposals are required
to identify the methods by which a project will be evaluated.
Thin requirement assures field readers and the granting agency
that sufficient attention will be given to documenting the prof-
est.'s progress and providing a basis, subsequently, for the agen-
,.5 decision on continuation of funding. This kind of evalua-

tion was not considered threatening because it focused on the
protect's achievements in the context of its design. However,
when the federal agency expressed its interest in evaluations of
projects that would reflect the success/failure of the program,
many project directors feared that new standards for funding

. would be initialed. In fact, the OSE was under especial pressure
to insure the success of Dean's .Grent Projects because these
funds, the only mohles earmarked for general education, were be-
ing looked at with great interest by special educators who felt
that "theieallecations were being usurped. Previously, the im-
petus for the Dean's Grant program came from the, Bureau of Educa-
tion for the Handicapped, which suggests that individuals in the
federal government needed data to monitor the progress of the
program an at the same time to provide justification for con-
tinued funding of the program to the U.S. Congress. Thus, it
might be argued that the grantor had a greater need for evalua-
tion of the program's effectiveness than did the:grantees.

The Scope of EValuation

EVALUATION oT the work of Dean's Grant Projects has been tried at
all levels: local, regional, and national. In its original pro-
posal, each project includes some method for documenting and eval-
uating its-activities.- It was agreed at the regional, level, how-
ever, that these evaluations_wame_primarily for local use and
would have little impact on measuring the overall effectiveness
of the ,Dean's Grant program. Therefore, other evaluation ap-
proaches were sought,

For purposes-of sharing experiences and expertise, the .proj-
ects were geographically divided by the NSSP into regions, and
each region's activities were coordinated by a liaison-who was-
also a Dean's Grant Project director. Of the 6-8 regions (the
number varied from year to year); -at least two devoted considera-
ble t-Vne -and energy to regional evaluation models. In addition,
an external group, Teaching Research, was funded in -1980 to de-
yelop a model to evaluate the national effectiveness of the proj-
acts.
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Individual Prop.ct Evaluation

Individual projects can conduct what are essentially in-house e-
valuations. This type of evaluation allows for internal modifi-
cations without attracting attention from outsiders, thereby min-
imizing the risk of being called a failure, which might result in
a reduction or elimination of funds. In in-house evaluations, no
comparisons are made with the activities or progress of other
similar projects. At the same time, the only motivation for car-
rying out in-house evaluations is to improve the project; some-
times it is a difficult task when staff members invest heavily in
project activities. Internal evaluation allows for minor adjust-
ments or a-major reorganization with little risk of fiscal loss.

Cleveland State University_ (Cleveland, Ohio)

An interesting and dynamic internal evaluation was carried out by
the Dean's Grant Project at Cleveland State University. Cleve--
land State is a large urban institution; its College of Education
comprises four departments. The Dean's Grant Project focuses en
the Department of Specialized Instructional Programs, which in-
cludes programs in elementary, secondary, early childhood, "eMerg-,
in'; adolescent," and special education, and the Department of Cur-
riculum and Instruction, which provides foundational courses for
all degree students. The institutional goals of the Dean's
Grant Protect

1. Ear_ -qty wevelopment: The identiflcaL on and development
of attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary for regular educa-
tion faculty members to incorporate mainstreaming content into
their courses.

2. Curriculum Revision and Reformulation: The analysis, de-
velopment, and modification of undergraduate curriculum in the
teacher - education program to include those skills and attitudes
that are necessary" for teachers to'have to provide positive ex-
periences for exceptional children in the least restrictive en-
vironment.

3. Field-Site Development: The identification and/or
velopment,of-mainstream public school settings to serve as field
placements for pre-service teachers.

Project Design

Cleveland State's Dean's Grant Project was designed to secure
collaboration between special and regular education faculty -mem-
bers in faci2itating curricular revisions in the pro - service
teacher-education program. This collaboration was accomplished
through the development of core courses for all undergraduate
teacher-education students, . Courses in Sociological Foundations,
Psychological Foundations, and Curriculum and Methods were modi-
fied and expanded to include (a) information on Public Law 94-142,
(b) attitudes and awareness of the needs of handicapped persons,
.(0) the purpose and development of IDPs, (d) individualized in-
struction, (e) adaptation of curricular materials, (f) analysis
Of-learner characteristics, and (g). facilitation of social into-
gratis.

The early phase of this project focused on the areas of spe-
cial education, early childhood education, social studies educa-
0.0n, and science education. However, as the project progressed,-
administrators, counselors, and reading and math specialists were
added.
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The evaluation design (see Fig. 1)2 encompassed the assess-
ment of project activities in (a) the development of faculty
knowledge, skill, and attitudes; (b) changing the curriculum to
increase the instructional time devoted to preparation to work
with exceptional children and the concept of mainstreaming, and
(c) the creation of appropriate field sites. In this design each
evaluation objective is paired with one or more data-collection
procedures.

Faculty knowledge, skill, and attitudes are assessed through
interviews and a content-validation questionnaire (Fig. 2). The
coMbination.inter w form and questionnaire provides data for
monitoring purpos and a record of curriculum revision. It is
administered befoi., ,,nd after mainstreaming content is inserted

- into revised courses.

The effectivenss of curricular revisions and knowledge is
assessed by the exmination.of students grades, by an attitudes
and knowledge test administered to the students enrolled in newly
revised curricula (Fig. 3), and by the 'observation of classes.
The instrument was the most difficult to create. The problem
was to design a measure that would be a valid and reliable barom-
eter of changes- in student perspectives which could be attributed
to project activities. The first attempt proved to be unworkable
because it covered knowledge and attitudes and confounded the
"ideal" with the "pragmatic." The present version was used for
the first time in January 1981.- It is a synthesis of the Univer-
sity of Michigan Attitude Instrument and one recently received
from Yona Leyser at Northern Illinois university.

The effect upon students oCworking in mainstreamedfield
sites is assessed through the examination of project records and
interviews with field teachers and the teacher-education students.
The nine items in the "Student Teacher EXit Questjonnaire" (Fig.
4) are answered by all teacher-education students when they com-
plete student teaching. The items provide a continuing assess-
ment- of the health and vitality of project interventions. Inas7
much as these items are embedded in a college exit questionnaire,
which is administered by the Field Service Office, the answers
are less likely to be contaminated by transient experiences and
personalities.

To evaluate teacher-education students' responses to two
revised foundations, courses--Social foundations of Education
(LOB 320) and Psychological Foundations of Education (LOB 321)--
pre- and post-tests were administered. The pre-tests contain 30
items covering the two courses organized into three-10-item in-
struments. On the basis of item analysis, seven items from each
course were included in its final examination. In addition, some
items were chosen for post-testing. Figures-5 -A, 5-B, and 5 -C
show the pre-tests, complete with item analysis data and the
items chosen for'.post-testing with their item analysis results.

2-All IllustratiVe ma srials follow the text.
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In the early years of the Dean's Grant Projects the National Sup-
port System annually called one national meeting for all project
directors and staff members. At one such meeting and during a
small-group discussion, the suggestion wad made that grant re-
cipients be organized on a regional as well as national basis-.
Smaller units, it was observed, would facilitate communication
and interaction among the projects, would permit project direc-
tors and staff personnel to meet more than once a year, and,
hence, would increase the availability of support and assistance.
Furthermore, the belief was voiced that regional groups would
maximize the similarities of projects. As a result, the projects
were organized into eight regions: Northeast, Central, :Soutla-
west. soUtheast, Middle, Far West, South, and mountains/plains.
The geographic groupings emphasized the similarity of problems
among the projects as well as the diversity of projects across
regions. it was in recognition of this diversity that an evalu-
ation of a region was undertaken,

Central Fidgion Evaluation

. The Central ion was made up of 20 schools, colleges, and de-
partments of education from five States; Illinois, Michigan,
Chid, Wisconsin, and upstate New work. The institutions ranged
from public to private, large to small, and teaching-oriented to
research-oriented. To add to the diversity, the institutions
varied-in the number of years. their deans had held grants. To
make up an instrument that would reflect these variations re-
quired both creativity and patience: it was accomplished by a
subcommittee Of people from the different projects in the region.

After considerable discussion, the planning team members ac-
cepted the assumption that the primary focus of the Dean's Grant
program -was faculty development, with the members of the teacher-
education institutions theAirimary target. At the same time, it
was expected that the major variables in the projects would be
curricular revisions and course re-design and the increaseof
students' competencies to meet the needs of handicapped students
who would be placed in mainstream claSsroems. Particular atten-
_tion was given to competencies in the following areas:

A. Faculty Competency kr: areas of
1. Knowledge
2, Performance
3. Attitude
4. Behavior
S. Relations
Student Competence In are -'of

-1. Knowledge
2. Performance
3. Attitude
4. Behavior
S. Relations

C. Curriculum Re-evaluation and Revision in
1. Courses
2. experiences field experience
3. Materials
4. Structures

Mith the preceding competency areas as a framework, committee
members agreed to ask each project staff to, specify their annual
goals for each. This method allowed each project to set its own-

._
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target and stitt compare its goals to those of other projects.
It was clearly understood that compariSons were intended not for
competitive purposes but as self-checks on whether a project was
on the "right" track.

Projects then were asked to use a Degree of Attainment Scale
for each goal, noting the best to the worst possible outcomes in
reaching that year's goal and the level at which-they were cur-
rently functioning (see Fig. 6). Degrees of attainment were
measured on a 5 -point scale that ranged from (1) Most unfavorable
outcome thought likely through (5) Best anticipated success
thought likely. Participants were asked to state the degrees of
attainment in behavioral terms. This approach was expected to
allow projects to set interim steps of achievement and provide
actirvities that would lead to movement up the scale. It was also
thought that the listing of activities would provide an oppor-
tunity for the sharing of experience by grant personnel.

National Level Evaluation

Both regional and individual project evaluation have some odvan-
tages and disadvantages and both carry some degree of threat to
the participants_ usually, the threat stems from the idea of
being compared to-other projects and the fear of los=ing funds.
Another approach,-and, perhaps, one that is less threatening,
is to evaluate projects on a-national scale. An example of eval-
uation at the national level was conducted by Vie Baldwin; Bud
Fredericka, and Dave Templeman of Teaching Research, a division
of the Oregon system of higher education,

Teaehing,Research National Evaluation

The national evaluation project conducted by Teaching Research
differed from other attempts in that all Dean's Grant Projects

. funded in 1980-81 and all former grants ware surveyed. The focus
of the evaluation was the review of proposals and the categorize-
tion of objectives. This approach proved to be less threatening
than direct contact- The reviewers agreed upon the following
categories of objectives: (a) awareness and attitude change,
(b) curriculum changes, (c) administrative changes, (d) product
and material development, (e) student changes, and (f) success
of graduates. Following the:review of proposals and project
summaries, Baldwin, Fredericks, and Templeton developed.a ques-
tionnaire which was sent to current projects requesting informa-
tion on the specific Project objectives. Questionnaires on the
same areas also were sent to the directors of former projects.
The data from the questionnaires were tabulated and common pro-
ject objectives and levels of progress toward those Objectives
wereascertained.

The return on the guestionnaires.from former and current
project directors was very good, perhaps because the broad scope
(national) of the project as well as the indirect approach to
the evaluation process were less threatening than either the lo-
cal or regional procedures. .A national level evaluation also
can be more objeCtive than local of regional evaluations if it
is conduCted by researchers who do not have a vested-interest in
the projects.

Summary .

PROBLEMS tend to arise from attempts to evaluate programs that-
are federally funded and intended to produce change. In and of
itself change is.. difficult to bring about, but changing institu-
tions of higher education, it has been said ranks among the most
difficult of academic,problems.
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The 'N Grist. Projec refleCted Considerable variability,
of course, no two en leges, scehools, or departments of education
are alike and each has a unique method of operating. In any e-
valuation plan that compares one institution with others, varia-
bility is a critical factor. From experiences with the Dean's
Grant Projects, it is clear that an evaluation design must be
directed not to the unique operations of the different projects
but, rather, to what they have in common: the purposes or basic
assumptions. In the case of Dean's Grant Projects, the basic as-
sumption is that the role of dean Makes the person holding the
position an influential cl.ange agent in the institution. It ap-
pears, however, that the dean's Influence as a change agent is
related to the size and history of the school. In general, deans
of ducaton in small colleges and universities tend to have con-
siderable influence over the faculty and the change process, in
contrast, deans of education in large colleges and universities
seem to have little influence and ability to produce change in
their units. The most common form of influence in large insti-
tutions is found in the collegial model in which change is nego-
tiated by the dean with the faculty.

.1t has been. said that as a result of the grants awarded
directly to deans, schools of education will never be the same
again. Previously, handicapped children were the subjects of a
program in schools of education with which deans were only vaguely
familiar. This is no longer the case. As the result of the
Dean's Grant Program most deans are now quite familiar with Pub-
lic Law 94 -i4 and are very conversant with mainstreaming and
special education.

Results from most evaluative efforts (local, regional, and
national) indicate' that the faculties in schools of education
around the country have been actively modifying curricula in or-
Aer.to train teachers in ways of working with pupils who haye
handicapping conditions and with the specialists who supply spe-
cial services for such students.

From information to date; the challenge of evaluation to the
Doan's grant Projects has been met at least to some, degree; there
is evidence that teacher-education institutions have developed a
workable concept and that it is moving toward 'accomplishing its
established goal, that is producing changes in schools of edu-
cation to turn out regular education teachers with the knowledge
and skills to work with students with handicapping conditions-a,
The institutions, however, must continue to demonstrate the of -.
fectiveness of their teacher-education programs and to show that
we are doing what we think we are doing.
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luttial Inter-

Follow-Up Intoryi
(Checio One)

Figur., 2

Deans a loran.
Faculty IntarView Form

Cour

Date

This instrumcnt has two purposes:
Lbrro- to the

I. ToRsurfac faccltv attitudes toward the in ertion y content
w_ : .k " ,tnatreaming of handicapned eh Idren" nto their
courses .

2 To determine
implemented

ream changes ere plannedand 4 y

I. your present impressionsireae -rd the insertion of the
Dean's Grant content on "moinstreaming of handicapped learners" into
your curriculum?

Uhat . or benefits w our students receive from studying
the content on MA coming of bars capped learners?

:unresolved issues. problems or questions remain in you
ard to the inClusienof Dean's Grant conient in your curriculum?
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Figure 2 (cont'd)

Dean's Grant content topics are presently in the curriculum? (Ex-

wledge of PL 94 -142," "Attitudes toward children with disabilities."
"Knowledge cif lErs") (Enter Answers on Chart)

How many instructional contact hours are allocated to each topic? (Inc
both classroom mid field hours) (Enter Answers on Chart Above)

What methods of delivery are used to teach each topic? (Ex. lecture,
reading, field visitation. discussion) (Enter Answers on Chart Above)

What methedin of evaluation are used to asses student performance
on each topic? (Ex. objeetive/essay test. paper, field report, check
Ii0t, oral presentation) (Enter Answers on Chart Above)

Which of the topics described in the chart in Question 174 were part of
your curriculum before Pean's Grant activities began? How many contact
hours were allocated to each topic? (Enter Answers on Chart Below)

M. Pasch
8-8-80
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Figure

Date

Coarse

Deans Grant Student Attitude

Questionnaire

Student Program
(Check One)

A Elementary

B Secondary

C Early Childhood

D Gpecial Education (EMR)

E Speech & Hearing Pathology

K-12, Art

G _K-12. Music

K-12, Physical Education

Learning Disabilities/
Behavior Disorders

J _K--12, Foreign Languages



Figure cop 'd)

Date

Course ,

Deans Crant
StndentAttitiie
Stllsilynnaire

After oath of the following statements. circle the response that hest reflect
your agreement or disagreement. (SA-Strongly Agree. A-Agree, D-Disagree
SD-Strongly Disagree)

If a separate answer sheet in
with a 02 pencil.

n bloc an in the appropriate space

NOTE= Where "handicapped" is used the term refers to children with
either or both "mental" and "physical" disa

contact wit_
setting.

el that regular students benefit froM
handicapped students in an academic

2. With a hanl apped child in a regular ciassrOOM. [here
will be an _ c!ase in the number of ehavior problems
to he found a- ng the ether children.

In my role a= an educator there is little I can do to
control whether students make scapegoats out of

ainstreamed" handicapped Students.

As a result of placement in a regular tlassre a

handicapped child will evelop a mare pa.pitiv
self-concept.

I am-nor confident about my ability to provide valual
school experiences for handicapped students in my
classroom.

171

SA A P SP

SA A P SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

6. I am confident on my ability to relrite to handicapped SA SD
children.

7. I am not prepared to be Involved in the teaclin
or handicapped students.,

The experience of being in a regular classroom will
inbrease the chance s for a handicapped child to attain
a mare productie and independent place in society.

The presence of. a handicapped child in a regular
classroom will be a cause for comp_laints from the
parents of the other children. .

10. Most regular teachers will have to alter their classro 1
physical arrangtmeats and management if mainstreaming
of the handicapped is to lac sOccessfill.

SA A Nn SD

SA A D SD ,

SA A SD
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Figure 3 (confect)

I think t !._ the integration of handicapped students SA A ly SD
into the regular classroom will lower the educational
achievement of regular stndeats.

integration-of handicapped students will requires SA A SD
most teachers to use-classroom time differently and
perhaps more efficiently than is now the case.

I look forward to the challenge of working with SA A D SD
handicapped sled dren in my classroom.

14. For their own well-being, I recommend that handicapped SA A D SD
atudent5 nak, be placed in regular,classrooms.

SA A D SD15. Integration of hand6lapped students will require neat
teachers to learn and nse new. techniques and materials.

integration of handicapped students into a reguln- SA SD
classraom represents an opportunity for the regular
teacher to grow both per and prof s tonally.

17. A handicapped child's academic achievement is likely SA A ll SD
to he higher if he /she remains in a spee1.1 classroom.

Handicapped people ustleAly do not rake mach of a con-
tribution to society

19. A hamdioapped child will 1.kelv form roaitivo social
'onships with other childre'n in a regular laSsrdain.

llandicaiped studen
they are diffiorent

mare like normal students that
them.

I em knowledgeable about the learning characteristics
and educational needs of handicapped students.

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SD

SA, . A D SD

22 It world he host if handicapped persons would live and SA A D SD.

wnrk with non4handicapped people.

23. paving to teach handicapped pupils plaCes on unfair
burden on the majority of regular clan room teachers.

SA A D SD

`24. 1 think that the full time special class is the best ``SA A D SD
plackqvuf for handicapped nindentn.

25. Given-my current understanding,. 1 believe "main- SA A ll SD
stroaminewill benefit me as a teacher as well as all
children.
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Figure i.

Dean's grant Items for Student Teaching
Exit Questionnaire

Lihert Scale Items

a
.

c d
Strongly AgiLe Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

1. For their own WP117being I recommend that handicapped students not he
placed in regular classrooms.

2. I look forward to the challenge of working with handicapped children.

I generally feel that -ular students benefit from contact with
handicapped students in an academic setting.

I generally feel that handicapped studene6'benefit from contact with
regular students in an academie setting.

NultipleChoice Items

I. How knowledneable_are you about the learnilg thara fen and
edti-Ational needs of handicapped youngsters?

a. -Very knowledgeable
b. Somewhat knowledgeable
n. Not. very knowledgeable
A. Not at al'. knowledgeable

Dow comforrableqlre you about teaching handicapped you

a. Very comfortable
b. Somewhat comfortable
c. Somewhat uncomfortable
d. Very uncomfortable

.11nw confident- atz you abont being able to provide valuable school
experiences for handicapped children in your classroom?

a= Very confident
b. Somewhat confident
c. Not very confident
d. Nut at all confident

4. Dow well has your teacher education ,program prepared you to instruct
handicapped children ?.

a. The pro gran has prepared - very well .

b. The program has prepared no somewhat well
c. The program-has nut prepared me very well
d. The program did not prepare near all

D y program prepared-you to relate tE,owell has your teacherher educe
handicapped children?

The program ha's prepared me very well
The program has prepared me somewhat. well

c. The program has pot=prepared me wig well
The program dial not prepare me at all
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Pay Student

Evening Student

5-A

R- A

Dean's Grant

Pre-test--EDE 320/EDE 321

1980

cult }'

frainatinn (ID)

Respond to each item by circling the letter eh _en the answer you
believe is correct. Only one answer is correct iter.

EDP 1. The concept of "mainstreaming" specifically refers to which provision of
320 P.L. 54-142?

c.

least restrictive alternative

free, appropriate public education

zero reject

d. due process t.afegua

rtin 2. The law specifically prohibits ide icativn- of a child ac being
321 en the 'basis of 1' alone This is the principle of

assessment.

PRE POST
LO ID LD

.39 .53 .87 .28

:a. tests, sub ive

I.Q., leant restrictive

c. teacher-identification, unbiased

I.Q. multi-factored

EDE 3. AceordinR to Leo BuscaHlia. which is the rn t accurate statement nt-out the

LD ID

.45 .54

apped

320 relatiennhip.between a disnh a band
LD ID

a. Disabilities arc by definition the zone as handicaps. .55 .48

b. Handicapped people are typically, horn, not cult rally determined.

The tendency to define disabled persons in t
t.; can create unnecessary handicaps.

Disability labels areamportant- to the o ten
to relate to people.

r limitations

lion hest
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120

175

FOW4 A
Pars. 2

4. Thu document that is drawn up to -define what constitutes and appropriate
inntruetional program for each handicapped child is called:

a cane study LD ID
.61- .34

an individualized edueatirnal plan

c. aepersonal plan of study

d. a Ivaraing ohlectivs plan

Iticla of the following in an area of concern among educators resultinf
from passage of P.L.- 94-1427

It may reduce the due process safeguards which presently exist to PRI

protect children's rights. LD
.45

It may result fn isolation of special education students from students
In repwlar classrooms.

The law is too narrow and nimpllvilc, lacks the t-n-ialto produce
meaningful change.

The time required to create and implement -1.E.P.'s may'actually .82'
reduce the time that a teacher spends with children.

TO 4. Whenever iworlo encounter gill rulth. who in in ,;A wheel chair, they go
20 out of the way to tell him that ever since they saw "Coming Eeme"

they've learned that paraplegics are very cmxrpoOple. Thin is an
-example of:

21

a complimeri

handicapium

normalization

di mainatreaming

7. esearch'aupports the position

a. unique stages

. the game sequence ati normal children

e. an fsestorpte sequence

d. no particular sequence

rded chilti n devel in:

PRE
ID :

.45

rasp

96



FORM A
Pane ,

Critic, of I.Q.
EV.113 are:

unreliable

Grp elahs placement note that the

not app Late for educational placement

not related to achievement

culture fair

.00

Ln
.72

PRE
ID

.23

POST .

:Research studies indicate that special class placement for hood iCA_ pod
children is regular class placement in maximizing

-cnneent.

superior to

slightly Ruperior to

inferior to

d. about the same a

LD
.48

PRE
ID

.59

LD ID
.91 .30 '

10. Research rtudio, inatte that rpc! to_ handica,ped
children is regular clans placement in ma imizing

.
placemen

academic achievement.

a. 'rtO

h. raightiv r

ahonr SaMO

PRE
LD ID

.19 .10

LD
.52

POST
.

ID
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Day +aunt

Evening Student

Figure 5-8

Deau's Grant

Pre-test--EDB 320/EDS 321

177

Fall Quarter, 1980

Respond to each item by circling the letter which precedes the answer you
believe in correct. Only one answer is correct for each item.

P.L.1. 94-142 assures that all handicapped children will be educated in:

a.

b.

d.

special classes with appropriate support services LD ID
.77 .40

special classes as long as annual reviews are hold

appropriate classes at public expense

resource rooms with children who have siMilar education needs

The Law P.L. 94 -142 specifically prohibits Identification of a child
an being handicapped based on I.Q. alone. This is tho principle of

a. tent subjectivity

b. leant restrictive e v

unbiased assessment

multi-factored assessment

c.

PRE
LD ID
.43 .37

POST
LD ID
.89 .57

All of the following are problems with the use of labels EXCEPT:

0 Labeling chiidren bars them from' special services. PEE
ID

b. Disability labels often lead to lowered expectations for .40 .47

people.
POST

c. Labels such as !'inentally retarded" dent't tell us how best LD ID

to Teach a person. .77 .40.

Ge tend to artificially group people r on a eauanon
label,

181
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P.Ige 2

Which of the following is NOT a characterii.iic of the concept of
"handitapism"?

a. Charity drives that promote the image of the dinablQd
needing pity. LD ID

h-) Telling the di-sale-led about themselves and their zondition.

C. Crvaiing separate euvlreoments to root the unique needs of
dioabled peron..;

.60 .64

d. Treating people with disabilities as being much younger than
their chronological agc '

5. The tontept of "mainstreaming" means, in part, thatt

special education stuientS should have 1002 participation in LD ID
regular education program. .77 .57

b. only those ch.idien with "mild" disabilities need lava regular
eiucation'esporiencaei.

c. scicolc aro permitted to decide which yoeagstert use provided
a education at public expense.

all children Niould be entitled to edocatitinal experienc's inlcJt ris;trietive invireaments.

6. The requirements .r P.L. 94-142:-

a. are.Aronoiotent with previous legislation LD ID .

.77 .64
h. will be much more costly than proviJinR oegregated services

include providing p.ifred students with special classes

will rt-e changes in teacher preparation programo

7. The Cascade Medel is designod to show that:

C.

*

all children can he served in regular classrooms-

h. children should begin in more restrictive eaviremmeato and
rove up when possible-

few children should require the more restrictive educational
settings

d. it is most efficient to offer a limited number of educational
altvraacivea

rnc
LD ID

.23 -08

1.105T

ID ID
.81 .31
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Foam n
Page 3

R. :streaming will all.of the f lltei -iinf; b7 LGPT:

a. rkfilit with paryntu to provide school /thoao continuity in PRE
progr=mtng LD IT

.76 .2
the cooperation of regular claw and spec'- education teachersb.

the construction of nee special education facilities

changing teacher and student - itudes towards exceptional
children

Uldingaway retarded children and failing to acknowled their
VXIUtenre in an example of:

a. ding

mainscreamiug

csclusion

1 1 nitriplve altern i

10. Teaching typical children about differences and disabilities in
important for all of the follo'Ang reasons EXCCPT:

F.D a. More known:dee in this area will result in better attitude: ED
towards handicapped classmates.320 ,.74 .44

POST
LD ' It

.94 .3E

LD II

.94 .3f

Chfldren are riu'An:iore prejudiced than adu
oced-rwre instruction' in this area.

and therefore

t. Mittonzeptionn totter -fling tht iirabled tat create problems in

mainstreaming

d. An acc:pting classr- m climate in a key factor for successful
integratirn.
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FOHM C

Dean'n sit

Pre -tent - 20/EDU 321

Fall nnar err, 1980

Respesnl to each item by -Ircling the letter which precedes the ancient you
believe is correet. Only one answee is corrett for each itca.

Which of the following is MOT a

a.

ant rationale for mainstreaming

parents are dissatisfied wit: the provision of segregated ERE
LD ID

.50 .24

ed cervices.

--iindieapped children are deprived if they arc not allowed
kith handicapped children. POST

LD ID
The effeetivoness of conventional special education hat been .57 .08
called into serious question.

Mainstreaming will be lens costly than serving eliildr.en in
self-contained classroons.

2. The major cliffs -rcnce between a disability and a handicap

a. A handicap is a minor problem, a disability is more serious

b. Handicaps are determined by your physical condition;
disahilit cs reflect the person's attitude.

PRE
LD' ID
.30 .25

POST
c. Handicaps refer to impairment of sight, hearing and the body`; LD ID

.75 .31disabilities refer to mental and emotional problems.

Disabilities are unchangeable; handicaps are createdliy
societal_ attitudes.

3. Which of in NOT an eagle of Iilicapisn,tiro

a. A local bowling alley designates one even in a week
retarded bowlers.

A lawyer volunteers bin time to isarh with disabled youth.

A neighbor tells you that "Illinchpcople have lac
talent Sur. music."

Your city airport has stair's bu

LD ID
.30 .37



YOEN C
Pago 2

kotth of the folloik in thy accurate time line of crucial landmarks
in Ow edncation of handicappod childrrn? (First to latent)

7.113 a. PAEC. Ero,o vn. board of Education. 95-142, Nilla
120

:PB

20

b. Brown vs. Board of Education. Minn, E.L. 94-152, PARC

P.L. 9 vs. Board of Education, hills, PARC

hrowo vn. Board of Education, PAID, 1111n, P.L. 94-142

5. Which of the following in an expected positive outcome reaultinp from
pannage 94-142?

wi 3l

tile,.

181

LD ID
.67 .49

hk over -load of school record LD ID
.93 .60,

b. it will nimplify the diagnostic'ond instructional proceom.

will increano tho tiOt regular teacharn no :Vend with

i.-ill inerva, h. opportunity For parent n to become involved
planning educational goal:: for their children.

According to LOD Buscaglia. which is the most accura root?

People with disabilities are largely una y.eted by the way ED ID

:20 society vlows thom. .33 .24

b. How iudividualsi dofine phynical beauty or normalcy will he
mined by their own opinions and atritinitin.

Tic tondrucy to dofine dinahlod permeon in terra of their
limitations can create unnecesnary handicaps.

Disability lobeln are important to the extent hey tell un
bent to relate to people-

,'

The ; study about tho Drifters show.. that:

Children will perform fairly reliably in spite of teacher
variability.

-Dovoloping good in erpernonal relationnhips in not associated
with improrod intellectual fnnctioning.

It in imponnible to change children who have experienced poor
training in their early yearn.

lildren are very nennitivo to changes in their- environrcnt and
behave accordingly.

1 8

L0 ID
.53 .23
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Paw, 3

Tbo IndLvidnal Education'Plan ) mm sr include all of the following

The student's standardi2ed 19 :wore LD ID
.63 .55

;hart -term and long-term educational goals

A description of the extent to which the child will
iit -1-, regular school program

d. A description of how the student will be evaluated

retarded child has just begun the school year in your class.
You would bably try all of the following strategies with the child
EXCEPT:

Focus on many tar t behavior ir one lesson

bread lesilons dot. into small itical steps

FRE
LD ID

.50 .38

POST
c. .nnly .c the child's stronidiis -n 1 wez&nesses LD /D

.83 .44
d. Provide odditihnal nsdetic, evcn aftvr the child appears to

have mastered material.

Which of the following provides the ItO5C extensive integration
the school's re4ulas education pm. F V'

Itinerant spo education tuco who s ,dplement regular FIRE

classes: LD ID
.40 .24

Part-time, spec' day clr s along with regular clans
placement POST

LD ID
Special education in the rc`-ource room with regular clans '.78 .42
placement

Special oduca nsultative services to the regular class
teacher and rel nlar class placement
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Figure 6

School

DEANS' GRANT PROJECTS
CENTRAL REGION

Competency Cell: P'-' -ct Year:

Specific goal (for. this competency cell, Tar this year):

III. Activities (used to reach this goal for this year):

IV. Degrees of attainment (for this goal, for this year):

present degred of attainment (where you are now in reaching this goal):

1 2, 5

Central Region Deans' Arants

GOAL ATTAINMENT
(Sample)

We would like each team to formulate three major goals for the project. For
each goal we would like you to indicate five degree .of attainment.

Degrees of Attainment

1. Most unfavorable outcome thought likely.
2. Less than expected success. ,

3. Expected level of success.
4. More than expected success.
5. Lest anticipated success thought likely.

Degrees of attainment shoUld be specified in behavioral terms. For example,
if you were teaching a course, a goal may be that your students demonstrate
competency; on your exams. ,

1. All students have scores of C or.below.
2. Test scores positively skewed with few A's.
3. Test scores normally distributed,
4. All studentS get As and 4.: on exam.
S. All students get As on exams. ,



rvaIgAfien ot Dean,'s Grant Prolect.,.
19U2 if. port

:EeaLoation Committee:
Pervy Dates, University of Michigan, Central Region Liaison,

GssP
Mary Lynn Doscardin, Data Analysis Section, University of

fllinois
Yona Leyser, Northern Illinois University
Philip Lyon, College of St. Rose, Albany, New York
Gayle Mindes, Roosevelt university, Chicago, Illinois
George Olson, Roosevelt UniVersity, Chicago, Illinois
Marvin Pasch, Cleveland State University
James Raths, University of Illinois, Champaign
Ilenrietta-Schwartx, Central Region Liaison, NsSP, 1980-61,

San Francisco State University

The region was .made up of proIrcts in 19 teacher-preparation
institutions in 5 states: Illinbis, Indiana, Michigan, New York
(upstate), Ohio, cnd Wisconsin. Of the 19 projects, 5 were in
the first year of operation, 9, in the second year, and 5, from
the third to sixth year (3+). The findings of the evaluation
are based upon two administrations of the-revised instrument in
answer to-the following four basic questions:

1. In what kinds of activities are Dean's Grant Projcrts
involved? ,

2* Which activities are successful, and which fail to meet
designated objectivoS?

. Are there identifiable similarities between Dean's
Grw.t Projects at diffc-rent schools?

4 What are the components of a successful Dean's Grant
Project?

Data Analysis

Two types of-analysis were carried out:- Completion Status.
of Activities and Effort Score. All-data were reported across
three classifications of project duration (1-3+ years) for four
major content classifications (faculty, students, curriculum,
and organizational structure). The first method, Completion
Status, reported the means of the taw responses and the respec-
tive percentages in each of four categories (NA--Not applicable,
Not started, In progress and Completed)*

The first analysis, Complc_ion Status, reported raw scores
in a fraction in which the denominator represents the total num-
ber of responses possible for all the projects of a given year
and the numerator represents the number of responses selected by
those projects. For example, on page 1 of Table 1, the data for
"Faculty objective: Knowledge" show under the column "NA" (Not
Applicable) that a total of 30 responses were possible for the
5 first-year projects (i.e., 5 responses per project) but the 5
projects sleeted 5 of those 30 responses as "Not Applicable."
This fraction unfortunately does ndt indicate how many individual
projects selected NA responses. The percentage is derived by di-
viding the numerator by the denominator (5/30 m 17%). For the
second-year projects, of the total of 54 possible responses (5
per a projects), the 9prbjects selected 11 as not applicable:
11/54 yields 20%.

The Effort Score was generqed for each objective (by year)
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LY Welqhtlnq thc tDucted in each category (activity
completed-1; aettvity in progress--2; activity not started--1;
and not applicable-0). The number of responses selected in each
category were multiplied by the appropriate weight, the products

e summed, and the total was then divided by the number of pos-
1 onses within each category to yield the "effort score"

nary analyses of the collected data are shown in Table

Sgmr;ory tai the

"considerable similarity was noted among the projects in the
:first year evaluation concerning their priorities and activities
even though the sizes, settings and type of faculty were quite
different among the various projects. These data for this evalu-
ation reveals even greater similarity in spelling out an apparent
life-cycle fp Dean's Grant Projects,rone that may be valuable for
describing agp comparing the work .tied accomplishments - of projects
both in group-s and individually. The life cycle in brief is as
follows. First year _projects are most concerned with expanding
faculty knowledge, next with faculty attitudes and than with
skills in analysis and diagnosis. Student concerns are a low
priority for first year projects, and curriculum change is only
o greater concern. ActiviteCs are focused most strongly
upon retraining of faculty, looking forward to dissemination of
information to their students, through the accompanying course re-
vision ttwIt isto take place.

ocond year projects maintain a strong concern for faculty
knowledge _and put with it activities that will increase skills
and improve attitudes. The training is continued oither with the4
same or with now faculty . simultaneously, there is art- almost e-
qual concern with increasing the knowledge, attitudes and skills
of students, presumably through the dissemination efforts of the
newly trained f-aculty. Most' concern seems to be in the area of
course reviziLon with a secondary concern by comparison with de-
velopment of experiences and materials for the courses-7 Coneom-
mitant with this concern is activity generated as -needy re-
vise and create suitable structures for the institutionalization
of these changes.

The three plus projects reflect at least minor concern in
311 of thew areas, but seem to feess most strongly upon complet-
ing and refining the curriculum revisions that were begun in the
second year Third year _projects are basically through with fac-
ulty training, except possibly as needed to keep up with current
information; student knowledge is of moderate concern with stu-
dent 'attitudes and skills a somewhat lesser concern. Activities
overall reflect a tone of maintenance and completion. who om-
pared with the high percentage of "not applicable" respons_s for
third plus year projects, the percentages in the "comple
column take on more significance.

"InAll, the life cycle reflected is an encouraging one in
that it appears to reflect attention to tasks in logical seguencei.
satistaction of goals, and consistency among a large majority of
projects in terms of the concerns and activities und-rtaken. One
area of concern is the relatively low "completion" a ings shown.
More information from projects is needed to-determine -at this
realmeans and to what it can be attributed, (i.e., inrument
factors)." (pp. 11-12)

Source: central Pegional Evaluation-Committee. Regional Evalua-
tion for Dean's Grant Pro'ects 1982Re_o:
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.,a matiags

Co mpietlon status of Activities-

PrOject Not In

m r objective _'/eae NA Started Progress Completed Effort more
-iw 5c. z Raw c._ %----Raw Sc. I lta±z Sc. A_

. NtudeorObjectivet Kmowlefts

To provide students in profession-
al training programs (teacher edu-
cation special educ4tion, coun-
seling, adminiUtration . secondary,
elementary, early childhood educa-

1 16/3Q 53%.

/53 21%

9/30 30 %-

2/53 4%

4/30 14%

32/53 41%

1/30 3%

18/53

20/30 . .67

100/53 = 1.89 1.22
0.oni etc.) with knowledge-of P.L.
94.142, mainstreaming, paudicap-
pini==conditions'remedlatlon
tecAniques, best practices and
methods and materials currently
availaole.

14/30 47% 3/30 9/30 30%

.

4/30 13% 33/30 . 1.10

Student _ _v_ Attitudes
12/25 48% 10/25 40% 3/25 12% 0/25 0% 16/25 .. .64..

To create and enhance positive a
titudes in students towards the
handicapped, their families- and
teachers.

2 12/45 27% 0/45 22/45 49% 11/45 24% 77/45 = 1.71,

2 45% 1/2a 8/25 40% 3/25 10% 26/25 . 1.04
- .

Student. Objective: skills
1 18/30 602 7/30 5/30 17% 0/30 17/30 . .a7

To provide students with a set of
skills which will enable them to
perform effectively in main-
streamed classrooms, diagnose
handicapDing conditions and pre-
scribe or implement an appropriate

2 18/5& 33%

12/28 43%

3/54 5%

6/28 21%

19/54

7/28 25%

14/54 27%

3/28 11%

83/54 . 1.54 1.05

29/28 . 1.04
intervention or treatment serarA 1 4 : -
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Ratings

cum let101 Status uf
Project Not

Progress Completed
_

S LartedYear NA

Curriculum oojective: Courses

To accomplisn cnanging the con-
t0nt in existivs CourSes or
aading n one to provide an um-
PhaSis on exceptional children
and mainstreaming where none
existed previousli=

5/15 337L

4/27 1 0/27 07.

3+ 4 21% 041,4 0%

Curriculum Pb ective; ex eriences 1 6/20 30% 6/20 30%

To design and 1mp1ement activi-
ties to introduce practice ur-ap°
ply KnoWleago about exceptirinal
children and mainstreaming.

Curriculum Oh ective: riala

To develop or acquire print. au-
dio= visual materials and combi-
nationsthereof to deliver
instruction about exceptional
cuildren and mainstreaming=

2 12/36 33% 2/36 62

3+ 10/20 50% 0/20 0%

7/15 47% U15 13; r 25/15 . 1=67
V-

51/27 1.8918/27 672 5/27 i8 .T.;

6/14 43% 5/14 162 27/14 1.93

1.83

8/20 40%40% um a rg 22/20 el.10.

1419/36 53% 3/36 49/36 1.36 1.19
oi
f.s

10/20 50% 2/20 12,4 22/20 1.10

6/20 ;30% 0/20- O1j 24/20 1.20

19/35 =541' 4/352

5/20 25% 9/20 45%

10/35 -.29% 2/35 6%

7/20 35% 0/20 0% 13/20 65% .0/20

Organizational Structure
Objective:

ió create suitable structural=
functional and procedural arrange-
ments to institutionalize the con-
tent and intent of P.L. 94-142=

2

3+

12/30_ 40% 3/30 10%

17/54 31% 4/54 7%

17/20 57% 1/30 3%

I
i 4 8 / 35 - 1.37

6/20 --1.30

1=29,

11/30 37% :4/30' 13

23/54 43% 10/56 19

,7%30. 23% .3/20 17

7/30 1:23

0/54 w 1.48 1.24
. I

0/30 . 1%00
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National Evaluation of
Dean's Grant Projects

Each project receiving funds in 19,80-81 was asked to send'to
Teaching Research its most recent proposal for review. All pro-
posals were read by two reviewers. The objectives of the propos-
als were categorized across''six general areas by year of funding.
These areas are

1. awareness and attitude change,.
2. curriculum changes,
3. administrative changes,
4. product and material development,
5. student changes, and
6. success of graduates.

A questionnaire was developed and sent to a sample of 96 projects
selected on the basis of such stratification variables as size of
institution, geographic location, and year of funding. Informa-
.tichf was requested only on the particular objective thatwas
drawn for the sample, a procedure. hat permitted a larger number
of projects to be represented in the total sample and did not
single out any for complete evaluation. The directors of the 75
projects which formerly had been funded were asked to respond to
all six areas of the questionnaire.,

Frequency counts were tabulated by year of funding on the
procedures used to achieve the common objectives. Table 1 shows
the percentage of current projects having objectives in the area
of emphasis.

The major conclusions of the study are as follows:

1. Establishing'institutional policy. statements that support
changes in curriculum, is very importer= to the success of
the_project.

2. The largest single problem encountered by former projects
was Regular Education faculty resistance to change.

3. Making curriculum changes and incorporating them into the
degree program was the most successful and lasting part of
the former projects.

The measurement of student change and graduate success has
not been a priority with Deans Grant Projects.

. First yeAr projects seem to be off to a better and faster
start .when compared with earlier projects.

6. Awareness and attitude change was the major emphasis af'the
Deans Grant projects-

The amount of assistance available through developed products-
is considerably more abundant now than it was for the early
projects.

The average size of institutions receiving Deans Grant Proj-
eetsohas steadily reduced.

9. A set of guidelines need to be developed for new projects
that clearly spells out expectations for

a. short term faculty awareness trairlind.
b. curriculum changes
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c. policy statements on degree requirements
d. institutional budget support
e. incorporation of "best practices" from other

projects
f. measurement of student change
g. measurement of graduate success
h. 'documentation of successful processes
i. :interagency cooperation

Table 1

I OF PROJECTS HAVING
OBJECTIVES IN AREA OF EMPHASIS*

Year Funding
Area of Emphagis 1 2 3 4 5**

Awareness & Attitude 92 91 65 ' 60 85
Curriculum Changes 69 81 -65 60 71
Administrative Changes 17 19 18 60 28
Materials Development 15 2S 29 40 21
Student Change

cradnate Success
10 13

-

24

-.

40 7

29
Other 14 18 18 20 50

Sample size N =48 rr=32 N=17 Ne 5 N= 2 r.114

*
There were four (4) projects
sine;le objective.

for which a could not find a

.**
. There were not enough prof
to be included in the study.

dentrfied as,bing in Year 5

Source: Teaching Researcr. Dean's Grant Fromm ee s Evaluation
Phase 1:: Executive Summar-
for general distribution.Y-

anuary 1982. (This report n__
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Project DemoVaPhies and Outcomes
111 Dean's Grants

Survey of Projects Funded in 1979-80

As part of her dectoral dissertation research for Amerfcan
University, Marjorie W. Gazvoda surveyed,111 of the 112 Dean's
Grant Projects funded during 1979-80. The Median project that
year t,as in its second year of funding, employing a project co-
ordinator who was an'assista6t professor of special education.
The project was situated in an urban, public university with a
student enrollment of between J0,000 and 20,000; mere than 50 per
cent of the projects were focusing on the "certification areas/
target Tiopulations" of (in order of emphasis) elementary educa-
tion, secondary education, and special education.

Project Outcomes

In summarizing the goals for and outcomes of -their projects
on several brief rating scales, ret.pondenta gave the highest av-
erage rank to "General awareness of P.L. 94-142," followed by
"Attitudinal change of faculty," "Curricular revisions," "Atti-
tudinal change of students," "Programmatic changes," and "Organi-
zational changes." The rankings "undoubtedly" were related to
the length of time the projects had been in operation, which is
why general awareness and attitudinal topics probably were the
most emphasized.

When respondents were given a list of 18 project outcomes ,

and were asked to check thdse on which they had made "progress to
the point of observed outcomes," the results shown in Table 2-9
were obtained.

source: 'National Support Systems Project, Tha Dann Gent P
sots= A descri =five anal _"_ and evaluation= -Minneapolis:
Authort University innesota, October 1980, pp. 1928.
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Table 2-9

project s Achieved to the Stage'of Observed Outcomes

N = 109

Frequency
of

Projects

Faculty Awareness/LRE

Developed Materials Resource Center.

Advisory Committee Established

Developed Field-Based Experience

Established Continuing Project Steff

...Team Teaching-Regular and Special Education

Redesigned Undergraduate Elementary Education..
New Course-Special Education

RedeSigned Undergraduate secondary Education

New Cour6e-Rogular EducatiOn

Restructured Existing Course Sequence

Credit Course /Special Edudation

New Interdisciplinary Course

Restructured Departii\ent

New Course-Other

Independent Study Course

Team Teaching-Other

Restructured College

Other

91

69

52

46

43

40

3 8"

34

34

33

30i

29

16

16

15

13

13

11

25

The report Of Gazvoda's work was one chapter of "A Descrip-
tive Analysis and Evaluation":compiled by the National Support
Systemt project. In the "ExecutiVe Report" preceding the various
reports, ,the following summaries were presented under t4. head -,
ing , "What Ones On In DGPs?"

endures that seem to work well include the follow-

o Use .of OOP reseurces.an small amounts to support
many faculty activities rather hen to support a
small project staff.

o Strong leadership by the dean.

o Systematic .involvement of all faculty members.

o Use of parents, handicapp9d persons, and "outside-
educators as advisers.

o Use of highly reputable, "regular" faculty members
as leaders.

19



Procedures that do not ork well include the ollowin

o "Ownership" of the project held in the special
education department.

o oust "adding on a course" from the ape -du-
-cation department.

That the reactions of tuden and communit educ=

_0 Positive, even excited, about developmen

o Much inquiry: "What's happening?".

o Quality is demanded. "If it's just,.'more of
the same', forget it!"

prpgress has been made?

A survey of all projects (111 of 112 projects re-
sponding) in Spring 1980 showed L following results
for projects in years 4 and 5=

zr cent having made
significant or
complete changes

Curriculum changes 72

Faculty knowledge re Publ c
Law 94-142 87

Student knowledge re Public
Law 94-142 88

Broad program changes accom-
plished 58

Practicums revised -42'

After 3-4 years of operation, DoPs are demonstrat-
ing nearly a 90 per cent level of accomplishment in
faculty and student "awareness and knowledge" and a-
bout-70 per cent in curriculum change. More than half
the DOPs have Made broad programmatic changes in re-
sponse to Public Law 943142. Less than half (42%)
have accomplished goals in revising practicums, but
that may be expected in view of the DOP emphasis on %

faculty awareness and curriculum change. Progress has
been much better in some areas, notably, elementary
education; than in others.
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glri the Future in Dean's Grant Projects

Maynard C. Reynolds

ity of Minnesota

ABSTRACT: This paper is based on an oral
presentation made at the last annual meeting
of the Dean's Grant Projects called by the
National Support Systems Project in,Spring
1982 and is published in toto.in the report
of that conference. The discussion of the
early concerns of the projects leads into
the examination of some of the difficult
challenges and problems facing teacher edu-
cation in the future.

THE first national meeting of representatives of the Bean's -

Grant Projects was held in Bloomington; Minnesota, in July 1875,
a few months before Public Law 94-142, the Education for-All
Handicapped Children Act of 1975, was signed into law by then-

. President Ford. The Dean's Grant program had been initiated in-
1975 by the-Bureau of Education fer the Handicapped (11.S..-Office
of Education) and 59 projects hadbedn funded for the year 4975-
76. Representing the 59 project's in 1975-were 112 delegates to
the national meeting: deans, special educatora, and regular ed-
ucators, all involved in teacher preparation. The hostinstitu-
tions were located in 31 states, the District of Columbia, and
the Territory of American Samba.. In the Spring of 1982, 127
DGPs were funded,dn the program; they were located in 47 states,
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
Prom 1974 to 1982, the institutions where Dean's Grant Projects
were located trained more than 40 per cent of the new teachers
entering the nation's schools.

,

Dr. .Reynolds was Director of the National Support System
Project-during its existence (1975-1982). .11e is Professor of
Special Education, Department of. Educational Psychology, college
of Eduction'.

This paper_in a slightly expanded form was initially pub-
lished in The Future of 'ns e 'n : Next Steps in Teacher
Education 1M. C. Reyno s E t str i_ute _y e n_ for
Exceptional Children, Reston, VA, 1982.
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It s fitting that the leadership of Edwin Martin, the Deputy
Commissioner of Education and Director of BEH at the time the
Dean's Grant program was started, be acknowledged for develo2ing
the program." As I recall, the idea was generated by Martin and
a group of deans of-education who had been linked'to projects at
the'University of Nebraska and University of North Dakota. We
owe -to them and Thomas.Sehrens, the first project officer for
DGps, a considerable debt for recognizing and acting on the broad
responsibilities of teacher-education institutions toward handi-
capped students and the nation's public schools.1 I remember a
talk by Martin during that period in which he discussed the "di-
chotomous-relations between regular and special education"; he
predicted that educators soon would have to renegotiate (a term
which has since become a favorite of mine) those relatiOns, that
they would have to find ways to come back together again. He saw
the Dean's Grant program as one avenue for the necessary renego-
tiation.

We were frankly uncertain, in 1975 about whether DGPs-would
work. In a way we'wemlike those early EurOpean explorers who
set out for terra incognita: We weren't sure where we were go-
ing, if we would'get there, what path to follow,. and even, wheth-

. er we had the right vehicle for the trip. About all we had in
our favor was a strong general acceptance of the fact that the
time had come to up-date the preparation of regular classroom
teachers, taking into account the needs of handicapped students.

In planning that first national meeting -in 1975, we ,knew that
it would have to be broad in itnappeal, that the presentations
would have to make as much sense to regular educators as they did
to special educators. The purpose of the meeting, after all was
not to "sell" special eduCation but rather, to open both kinds
of education to a new concept of delivering educational services
to children whd were often neglected by the schools. We woke
fortunate in our choice of speakers.2

The first address at'the 1975 meeting (after Martin's intro-
ductory remarks) was given by Tom Gilhool. He had been the at-
torney for the plaintiffs in the PARC case in 1971-72 from which
there emerged distinctly, for the first time the principles of
the right to education, education that is appropriate to the in-
dividual, Arental right to-participate in educational planning
for their children, the application of the least,restrictive al-
ternative in the placement of children, and due process.- To me,
the concept of least restrictive alternative was never made so
clear as in the consent agreement whAch Gilhool negotiated with
the Secretary of Education in Pennsy19nia in 1971. I particu-
larly remember Gilhool's observation that what started in the
PARC case on behalf of retarded children was but an opener for
individualizing educational programs for all children. He is, I

I- wishI wish to express appreciation to George Hagerty who succeeded
Tom Behrens as prOject officer for the DGPs and to Edward Sontag
who heads Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, at 'the time,of this writing. Both have contributed greatly
to the Dean's Grant Projects-in mdhy ways.

2The major presenters (and disAssants) were Edwin Martin; Thomas
K. Gilhool (Geraldine J. Clifford, Dan C. Sortie, Jeanne S. 'rein,
Leslie Brinegar, and Robert Egbert); Richard E. Snow (Herbert
Klatismeier, Charles Meisgeier, and Asa G. Hillard III); Rue Crom-
well (Dean. Corrigan, Richard A. Johnson, and Reginald L. Jones);
Henry J. Bertness; and Michael Scriven.
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hliove, one of-those particularly foresightful attorneys who
zed long before manyof us the import of the principles

embodied in PARC and, eventually, in Public Law 94-142.
Geraldine Clifford,- an-historian from the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley, responded to Gilhool's paper by sumarizing
the ways schools in our nation havetried_to accommodate - pupil
populations with special needs over two centuries.* She stressed
the fact that changes have never been linear; that is, they never
have followed a straight line from recognition -..Jf the problem
general adoption of a soliation:. she gave many examples of the

- torturous path taken by schools in becoming more incluSive of
children who did not fit the normal stereotype. EXpeetations for
the implementation of what became Public Law 94-142, she thought,
might wall-include setbacks and much complexity.

Prof. Klausmeier, of the University ofWiscov!;in, explained
the 1GE (Individually Guided Education) program, a broad educe-
tional delivery system devised to take accounto.fchildron's in-
dividual differences- Prof. Richard Snow, of Stanford University,
reported on the state of the art of individualizing instruction_
at that time Working with Lee Cronbach, Snow had helped to re-
storemeaning to the concept. of aptitude as related Co the adap-
tation of instruction to the individual; and he told us-Of these
emerging ideas.-

Examining the ethids and logic of main..5treaming, Prof. Michael
Scriven raised the question of trade-offs: Khan one chits is'ex-
eluded from-a regulai- classroom because of a handicap, are the
possible catastrophic effects upon that child worth what may be
only marginal gains -for the rest of the class? -Many educators
are still w:rastling with this question. To face it is to recog-
nize Me moral and ethical dimensions of child classification and
placement issues.

Despite our uncertainties,, we were right to take a rather
broad aperoach to the Dear'sgsant Projects rather than a sharply
limited perspective. The conpt of the least restrictive alter-
native, a major ,principle of.Public Law 94-142, is so basic to
the future of education that it calls for broad and important
changes in teacher preparation. As you know, this principle man-
dates that every handicapped child be provided with instruction
in a settinc:1- that is the closestto normal (i.e., regular class-
room or part-time resource insteadesource room of special setting; com-
munity residences instead of institutions) in which he,or she can
function uccessfully rather. than to move the child to an isp-.
iatod environment.

Welhave made much progress over the past seven years in-the
Dean's Grant Projects, especially-in building awareness among-
teacher-education faculties of the rights and needs of special
education In addition, we have helped to chart the "journey"
to be made in reconstructing curricilums for teacher preparation.

DIFFICULTIES' WE EACE"IN THE FUTURE

ALL is not smooth sailing, however.' 'New_uncertaintic have ap-
peared in many colleges and universities; including fiscal re-
trenchment and personnel cuttacks1 Teacher-education units have
been affected more deeply than other, units in many institutions
and the despair felt by some faculty members has itself become a
source of great concern.

The 'new federalism," which proposes the devorutien of the
federal role in many, categorical education programs`back to state
and local agencies, also raises complications, especially when
accompanied by budgetary reciSions= The Department of Education
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audget for the Dean's Grant program way cutsuhs aratially for
i982-8J.3 Many other programs were recluccd inEimilar amounts.
?erhaps there will bo-a reversal of that nouativ---- trend, but it
is hard to be optimistic about it at )soot in L::_:1-ne short range.

That will happen if leadership in schiat:onfaim becomes increas-
ingly a state and local matter, and lc- a coneer--,n for the federal
lovernment? The schools have been quitemPcm5,--ave to the nes-
5ages from the Congress and federal echOintrati_on on the intent
DE Public Law 94-142, but if the federAlgovernmmenat exhibits a
leclining interest in this area whose voice WiL_ 1 rise and be
-ward by the local leadership? GeraldineCliffo.-rd was surely
:orrect in anticipating less than a linOrrecor--d of progress in
aringing handicapped children into the malostourn:

Another. diffi--!iity, one of rising concern, mt least since
the mid-1960s, is Liao general aura of distrust w-,--inich has sur-
counded the public schools' and the instItuilens providing teacher
aducation. There is some.anxiety over then-uhlare of private
chools; they are growing at alarming tate parts of the

-nation and may overtake the public schwIngenet---.-ally. if the ad-
ocates of voucher systems or tax broalcufor parcints who 'pay pri-
Fate school tuition have their way and thoiniddL_Q class deserts
t he public schools, then the public schools vers... well may be left
vainly with the mission of serving thohochildm,n who are not ac-
:eptable to the private schools.

The lose of public confidence in education L s reflected spe
:ifically and strongly iii 'the doubts evrossed about teachers and
;eacher education. AL least 18 states tncently launched special
:esting programs to limit candidates ft3tionchirz._- g; such moves
lave been described as simply the op,ehjny Tun a broader ef-
fort to reform teacher education institutions arr._-d programs.' (Vloan-,
Seven, 1982, p. 20). Gene Lyons (1980) In an ward- winning ar-
tide, described teacher education as 4onassivt-- fraud. It drives'
out dedicated- people, rewards incOmpetwco, and wastes millions
af dollars" (p. 108). 'Such expressions, coning at,'a time of se-
ere financial cutbacks; in education, wnbe ca-ise for despair or

ipecial challenge. Those of us who ar.involveam in the Dean's
:;rant Projects perhaps have more reason than rugs t. to accept the
7.riticism as a challenge..

John ,Brandl, a professor at the hubc-riii Ilix=rnphrey, Institute
of Public Affairs at the University of flinneset, has noted thatinstitutional retrenchment can occur ohlyto a Limited extent; ;1
:hen you reach a kind of threshold poilitatwhir, 11 the organiza-
tion cannot tolerate any more simple rttrenctimert so you have to
start, restructuring it. We may have_ rwched OMmt point in many
of our colleges and universities and etpociallY. an our teacher-,
training programs, The soft spots have been oli_rninated and we
are down to the bare bones where, if ary.iddit'it---mnal changes ar
nade in resources .:and funding, we shall hov6 to rearrange the
./ay those bones are put together.

Critical Problems and loses
EN the of this paper I discutusoveral__ topics that ap-
pear to me to be of critical importanc for the future attempts
to iroraement Public Law 94-142. My focus Is rnai rely on teacher
arepazam.ion, but problems and changes in the elc-f--rnentary and sec-

3The -first cut wa 48.5% from each grah i in lae September 1982,
after a supplemental appropriation by tiloCoogr---ss, about two-
thirds of the cut was restored.

2U
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ondary schools also are considered, to the extant that they por-
tend important changes in- .teacher preparation The 1982 Dean's
Grant Conference, which was introduced by these remarks, included
a number of presentatiods that extended the particular topics
touched upon in the folrowing subtections (see Reynolds, 1982b).

The DGPs Should Deal with "Fundamentals"

Whenever major change's are called for in social programs and in-
stitutions the danger arises that the response will be expedient
make -dos rather than fundamental. changes. The schools of the ne-

n have been rife with after - school workshops instructing,
teachers how to comply with Public Law 94-142, as if'the problem
were simply to fill out forms, to get parents' signatures, to
satisfy the Minimum procedural standards demanded by government
monitors, and-to "stay out of jail." But this kind of mechanical
compliance, which is designed to meet the bare letter of the law,
is not enough.

College and university personnel have a particular obligation
to recognize that scttling.for the expedients, avoiding,funda-.
mental issues, and failing to identify new directions in-publie
policy are wasteful and say a great deal about us. Those of us'
who ctaff the colleges are one step removed from the legal im-
peratives facing the personnel of elementary and secondary
schools and,' therefore, we-may be in a better position to identi-
fy the challenges' presented by Public Law 94-142. The policies
expressed in the law seek the reexamination of the purposes of;
'education, the relations of schools and families, and values and .
technical aspects of schooling. Our training efforts oight to
be directed'te these deeper strata.of role and organizational
changes required by the new policies.

One way of acknowledging the changes required by Public Law
94-142 is to identify and explicate -the implications of the law
for the foundations area of teacher-preparation. Such a move
would relate the significance of the law to the courses in soci-'
°logy, philosophy, measurements, and similar topics which are
covered by the phrase, "foundations of education. The NSSP con-
ducted a conference in Denver at the end of March (1982) to dis-
cuss the .role of foundations of education faculties-in up-dating
the_preparation of teachers (Reynolea, 1982a).

it is my experience that foundations faculty members are' un-
accustomed.to talking to their colleagues in curriculum and in-
struction but also and perhaps more important, they frequently
fail to communicate regularly with each other. For example,
measurements specialists often conduct their courses with too
little consideration for the social implications of what they are-
doing. Courses taught in isolation tend not to be-effective.
Perhaps all of us need to be reminded, too, that the best teach-
er7education programs probably are thdse in which the faculty .

members have fully aired their ideas and come to some agreement.
about what schools'should achieve .and how teachers should per-
form to insure those achievements.

We were not wrong at that first national meeting of DGP rep-
,.

resentatives or in the more recent meeing on foundations of ',
teacher preparation to take a broad perspective on the work-of
DGPs. Many people regard Public Law 94-142 as one of the most
important policy statements on.education over made. In-fact,
what we are into in the Dean''s Grant Projects is the revision of
-Altaic education, changing the concept of !!,=it it is who it is

and how it should be provided, It ha,. taken-Some of us a
while to realize that the revisions underway are revolutionary.

2u
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The Classification of Children

One-problem that is specific to observing the least restrictive
environment principle is the classification of children As you
know, present systems of funding special education require chil-
dren to be classified as "mentally retarded," ."learning disabled,"
"speeth impaired," seriously emotionally disturbed," or in some
comparable category to be.eligible for services. The labeling
that results is dedply resented and resisted by many people.
'Currently we are on the threshold of major changes in identifying
children wi'th special needs.

At a recent DU, meeting, 3obert Audette, a former State Direc-
tor of Special Education. in Massachusetts, reported on a letter
which he had received from the U.S. Office of Civil Rights (CCM-.
The import of the letter was that Mai.-.ec,usetts schools must fol-
low tradition in classifying children for special services under
federal li.ws otherwise how could OCR tell whether the children
were miscias-Afied?, This letter was a 'federal response to Chap-
ter '766T the Massachusetts special education law covering the ed-

'ucationof handicapped children; the law tries to minimize the
-need to categorize and label children before providing them with
special services.

Audette also told about his work as a court - appointed expert
in Mississippi. He and one other "expert" were called upon to
help monitor the schools' compliance wit% a court order relating
to the classification of students. Audette 'reported that an ex-.
traordinarily high - percentage of the time (up to 95% in some dis-
tricts) of specialists in the-education of handicapped children
was spent just on classification or entitlement decisions; as a
result, these highly trainedpersonnel were not available to help
on the essential problems of instruction.

My colleague, dim Ysseldyke and his associates in the Insti-
.tute for Research on Learning Disabilities at the University of
Minne(5ta, have compared children in learning disabilities (LD)
programs with other low-achieving pupils in the same schools who
were net placed in'special progkama; they found that the children
`assigned, to LD programs tended to havebehavior problems. =The-
conclusion, of course, is that special placements are not made
-strictly on the basis of tbchnical discrepanciesisetween intelli-
gence and achievement which we suppose distinguish Ln children;
children assigned to special LD placements tend to be those who
present behavior problems, and thus, are inconvenient to teach
in regular classes.

Tucker (1980) reported a shift in the rates at which children
were Classified as LD in the state of Texas after educators were
embarrassed by the racial overtones reflected in the overrepre-
,sentation of black children in the EMR category. In New Jersey,
data for 1981-show that a black child id'foux times more likely
to be -classified-as EMR than a white child in.hat state.` And
in Champaign, illinois,-the superintendent of schools reported a
feeling of shock when he found that his. school district was twee-.
ty- fourth on a list of the 100 most .aciaIfy segregated spedial
edueatiop.nrograMs in the nation (k an, First, & Coulter, 1990).

At the-Wingspread Conference on public policy and the future
of education, held in September 1981 (Reynolds & Brandi, in
press), Gene Glass of the University of Colorado likened the

4Oral report of a New Jersey State Department of Education offi-
Cial at the Council for Exceptional Children Conference in April
1982.
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present classification practices of special education for mildly
and moderately handicaifpcd children to the situation of schizo-
phrenia in the mental health field some 20 years ago. He told
about a conversation between two psychiatrists in which one said
ttiat he had heard of a new cure for schiophrenia. And the other

-said, "Well, that's interesting because in the same hospital I
know two psychiatrists one,of Whom classifies schizophrenia at a'

' 10! rate and the other at 90% in reference to the same hospital
'population." if we do not have reliability in the classification
of children_ with learning problems and it the classifications are
-not treatment related, then we certainly need to make changes in
how we go about making these decisions.

The problem is broader than just special education, of course-
A variety of ether narrowly framed programs, for example; for dis-
advantaged and low-English proficiency children, each with its
speCial classification or entitlemdnt procedures exists in many
schools. Each program makes time-consuming procedural demands on
specialists who must spend much time just on entitlement deci-
siens,04hich keeps them from using their skills more productively
in th4instructionci program.

Each categorical program also consumes the time of regular
teachers who are expected to participate in referral and entitle-
ment, proceduren. For example, all of us know about schools in
which Title I teachers visit regular classroom teachers to nego-

' .tiate the entitlement system for disadvantaged.ohildren, then the'
LU teachers come in with another, the ED with another, the EMI
with still anotheo, and the bilingual with still another--and
than we wonder why a bacY'ash against special programs occurs.

.'among regular teachers!

The classification problem affects even our national profes-
sional organizations. Consider, for example, The Council for
Exceptional Children (EEC); it se

es
provide a broad organiza-

tional structure for special teach and other personnel who
work with handicapped children in the Schools. The Council has
abodt 55,000 members of whom about 9,000 belong to a Division on
Learning Disab-ities. Curing- the Summer-of-4982 that division
conducted a mail ballot on whether to disaffiliate from CEC. If
the Learning Disability group pulls out with its thousands of
members,-it.may destroy EEC at the very moment that the-renege-
tiatieo df relations among different categories or professional
streams must be accelerated. It is rare that one sees anything
more self-destructive than this kind of enclave mentality.

We cannot justify the'fragmentatiorief efforts and resources
into so many different programs to serve children with various
special needs; often these needs can be met by the same teachers.

'There is no separate knowledge base for teaching reading to Title
I as contrasted With LD children; so why do we 0 on with these
complicated, expensive,Asolated, separate programs for children
and pretend that the,teachers need to be 'separately prepared?
We owe to regular classroom teachers a more unyied support
structure that makes their situation more manageable; we owe to
children the efficient provision of the instruction they need
without going through time consuming, wasteful, and hurtful pre-
cosies of labeling; and we owe to the public the financial sav-
ings,that could be generated by cutting out needless classifica-
tienprocesses.

It is past the time to take a penetrating look at some of
the categories we have been using to slot children for adminis-
trative and teacher-training purpopes. Note, if you will that
many of us conduct our teacher training in the same narrow; un-
reliable, inefficient categories as are used to classify chil-
dren. This is one of the major, areas for challenge and change
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in the near future,

Changing Social Structire-

Another area in which change is imminent, I think, is in the ways
the schools manage student social structures. The general move-
ment toward greater inclusiveness in the schools has resulted,
obviously, in a greater diversity of children in classrooms.
William Copeland of the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public
Affairs, one of the initiators of the Wingspread Conference, made
some trenchant observations on the functioning_ -of schools in his
epilogue to the conference report:

As the e_not staffed, or aniged,
and financed, they can. only teac__ well if
they exclude; conversel if the do not
exclude, they cannot teach well. Put an-
other way, under present conditions, schools
can meet their substantive educational re-
quirements only if they violate constitu-
tional requirements; or, they can meet their
constitutional requirements only if they
violate those substantive educational re-
quirements....

Thus we are left with the following
kinds of general options for the 1980s :

1. Back down on the constitutional
mandates (or their procedural implementa-
tion). or

2. back down on the teaching goals,

schools ar

or

1. change the staffing (and prepara-
tory education), organization (not only of
schools internally but, also, of the govern-

- ante of the educational system), or financing
(in amount as well as structure) of public
schools, or all three.

The gene-ral thinking of the conference
participants4Was that if we do not pay close
attention to the third option, we shall have
to suffer one or both of the first two. (Cope-
land-, in press) .

Roger and David Johnson have been frequent contributors to
PCP activities, showing how the elassro ns of regular schools
can be reorganised to make the diversity of pupils a "plus" rath-
er than a problem. In research and practice they have shown how
children can be taught to be helpful to one another - to be co-
operative - with gains for everyone concerned The schools will
succeed in being totally inclusive only if we make some of the
kinds of changes in social structures which the Johnsons and
their colleagues have helped us to envision. The implications of
these new insights are profound, both for school operations and
for teacher education. Rarely has the content emerging from this
line of research been included in teacher preparation, yet it is
important that the environment of classrooms be improved.

5see Roger Johnson and David Johnson, Promoting conatruc 'stu-

dent-student relationships through coop a ve learning _980),
resource -n-_ CTE
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changes in M and Assessment

Another area that is being restructured is measurement systems.
Currently, we are required to set explicit goals for individual
handicapped pupils and to measure their progress in the context
of instruction. To perform the measurement function competently
requires quite a different (or added) kind of preparation than
most teachers now receive. Emphasis must be shifted mainly to
curriculum-based (domain-referenced) assessment. The way we go
about measurements in the schools may be one of our fundamental
operations. Such procedures relate to the design, evaluation,
and motivation of the whole educational enterprise. I recommend
a careful reading of the proceedings of the Foundations of Educa-
tion Conference on"this subject (Reynolds, 1982).

The "Related Services" Problem

Under Public Law 94-142 the schools are required to provide spe-
cial education and related services"; the latter is an interest-
ing even if ambiguous phrase. Judicial interpretations have
tended to broaden rather than narrow the concept of "related
services." Thus we have situations, for example, in which health-
related professions, such as FT and OT, are moving into the
schools to provide "related servicosi! As independent_nractltion-
ers.

Sch In are ronpongible for ntud, children ea y; for
many children, this means reviews of t:ie health as well as aca-
demic status. It is not clear how soh. ,is should make the deci-
sions to call in health resources or who should pay for them.

In colleges and universities, our students in teacher educa-
tion usually have little opportunity to interact with students
in medicine, PT, OT, music therapy, speech-language therapy,
psychology, and so on. Consequently, when they go into employ-
ment in the elementary or secondary schools they meet their col-
leagues in these professions as strangers. They have no common
language for communication and little appreciation of what each
can contribute to enhancing the education of handicapped chil-
dren.

A few Dean's Grant Projects are beginning to look at the pos-
sibilities of cutting across the fields of education and health
and social services. They are organizing shared training experi-
ences for the several professions. We need the insights of peo-
ple conducting these projects as we work toward the solution of
the "related services" issue and the general problem of coordinat-
ing services for handicapped students and their families. In par-
ticular we will find it helpful, I am sure, to turn to Carolyn
Del Polito and other staff members of the Allied Health Profes-
sions and learn about efforts to alert all the human services
professions to the implications of Public Law 94-142.

The Need for Courag_ffOus Leadership

At the 1975 national DGP meeting, Geraldine Clifford suggested
that the spate of law suits during the preceding decade may have
been generated by the absence of leadership in education. Jeanne
B. Frein, another reactor to Gilhool's address, also touched on
the subject when she asked, "...how many educational decisions,
or decisions that should be educational, are going to be made by
judges/lawyers?" ,The question to which all educators must attend
at the moment is whether future changes in education will con-
tinue to be reactions to judicial decisions and/or legislative
enactments or whether they will be generated by the practicing.
members of the profession. The answers to this question will
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mi
determine thy- s of schools in w iich children are educated in
the future. Lyt me project some possibilities:

Projection 1. Heroic efforts are made in the face of great
difficulties to hold together the public schools and present
forms of teacher education. Nothing revolutionary is attempted;
the emphasis i5 on accommodating the hard realities of the plies-
ent situation,. Somthinq like 1200 extent colleges and universi-
ties continue to prepare teachers. Some institutions do a better

- job than others and they are honored modestly for their good work,
but the changes made in most programs are limited. Inroads con-
tinue to be made by legislators and other "outsiders" in the
monitoring of quality in teacher education because few people
have confidence in teacher educators' ability to manage their
own house. This picture reflects the present unsatisfactory
scene, one that could lead to the second projection.

Projection 2. The public schools simply fail. Despite their
attemffs they cannot provide quality education, and they collapse
as central community institutions. The middle class deserts the
public schools and only little enclaves of "speciAl" children,
each with a different diagnostic classification, are left in the
large buildings. (Recently, an administrator of the State De-
partment of Education in New Jersey reported that 52% of the
children in the public schools of that state are now enrolled in
one or more categorical programs, at least for part-Ofeh
school day. T-1080 are the children who will be left in the pub-
lic schools when and if the middle class takes off to swell the
rolls of the private schools.) A corollary of this disastrous
public school situation is that teacher-education programs, as
we now know them, also fall into total disrepute and the schools
(both private and public) begin to employ substantial numbers of
personnel who have little or no professional preparation.

Projection 3 A more hopeful view! Small sets of teacher-
education programs link voluntarily to do something of truly
high quality. For example, eight or 10 deans of education and
the institutions they i-rve join to work aggressively for "state
of the art" levels of -tacher preparation. In this they are
joined-by a few strong public policy leaders who sense the sig-
nificance of professional teacher preparation and are willing to
help educators to seek improvement. They have examined the
knowledge bases for teacher preparation and are willing to say
what they think good teacher preparation is Each group coor-
dinates its Activities so that some educators work on curriculum,
others show up when decisions effecting teacher education are to
be made by the Congress, or appear as experts when NCATE standards
are under review or difficult suits about the quality of schooling
are being heard,- They publish their best ideas and aspirations
and set a hard pace and standards for the improvement of teacher
education. They support general organizations of teacher educa-
tors yet move ahead of such groups by magnifying the most pro-
gressive.and promising- aspects of teacher education. The Dean's
Grant Projects-, at least a selected few, could become this sPe---

cial kind of progressive force in teacher education. Subsets of
DGPs also might serve as strong regional advocates for quality in

teacher preparation.
The purpose of these projections is to emphasize our need for

models of strength and quality in teacher education. The first
two hold no promise for the future. We need people and institu-
tions to spell out the "state of the art"- and to reach for that
level of operation in teacher education.- Perhaps something like
the third projection is realistic, indeed a necessity,

An argument encountered all too often in teacher education
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is what might be coiled the 'know-nothing" view. It consists of
pointing out hpw many different points of view there are on most
issues in teacher education; it in an easy step from there to say
that we "know nothing for sure. Thus each institution spells
out- its own plans which are examined for calitv only in proce-
dural terms (e.g., numbers of books in the library, processes by
which teacher education clans arc made, etc.) in meeting their
own goals. I consider such an attitude toward teacher education "
wrong and a major source of the great difficulties in public con-
fidence which we now face. It is exactly the opposite of the
view taken by the Bicentennial Report of the .ACTE and by leaders
such as R. 0. smith Courageous leadership is needed to take the
quality course; One that spells out the 'state of the art" and
begins to work for accountability at that level.

Tcimporat Support Systems

I was privileged to work with the Dean's Gr Projects for seven
Yeats. During that time my colleagues and vperated Nssp as a
temporary support system for the projects. AS Fart of our work,
we provided Dcps with the help of their.pecrs, opened avenues of
communication among DGPs and between DGPs and 'outside" organiza-
tions, and supported creative people in projects to help them to
develop ideas and products which could be shared. Through the
.E0.a_innal liaison system, most projects were visited by advocacy-
oriented colleagues and some technical assistance was provided to
Projects when it was needed. There in more to the story, but it
need not be detailed here.

T am a strong believer in temporary support systems as a
means of adding impetus to and building upon the creativity of
people in special projects (see Reynolds, 1975; the publication
-is a report of a conference on support systems held in Washing-
ton, D.C., May 1974). Temporary systems are not encumbered by
the bureaucratic machinery of entrenched structures in which the
life of the organization sometimes seems to take precedence over
it5 purpo. 2Taking dOcioicho iO relatively easy in the tem-
porary systems; in larger standing structures members may agree
on an important line of work, but they may not be able to do any-
thing because "the committee does not meet until six months from
now or next year." Often we do not have six months to resolve
problems. Simple problems May become critical if one waits for
consensus or for decisions at annual meetings!

The very nature of temporary support systems makes them more
flexible and more immediate. They.have the adaptability to solve
small problems quickly and to prevent them from becoming large
and threatening the life of the organization. Temporary support
systems do not become inbred.- They can seek out and use ideas
generated in many places by many different people_ In addition,
they can work closely and constructively with permanent organiza-
tions in the field without competing with them. To my way of
thinking, when a temporary support system goes out of business,
the permanent structures in the field should be the stronger for
having had the contributions of the temporary system.

Persons associated with temporary structures need to be ab-
solutely clear with themselves that they are indeed temporary,
that they are not going to go on forever. They must be ready to
bow out at any time.

I believe that the NSSP was useful as a temporary support
system for the Dean's Grant Projects. Our work ended with the
fiscal year (June 1982), except for u brief extension to complete
certain publications and reports I strongly believe it was
necessary to bring project personnel together in various ways

2o
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during the tormative first seven years. There may be some new
form of support for the DGPs but winning support for temporary
supnort systes is the future may be more difficult. I believe
we should not give up the idea, however, and I an encouraged by
what I hear on this subject. Perhaps support systems will be
kept alive mainly through voluntary efforts, but some provision
for national leadership is important, I believe. In any case,
how the Dean's Grant Projects can continue some kind of network
for mutual help and support is a question that should be consid-
ered by the projects as well as by Department of Education staff
at this time.

Conclusion

I have tried to discuss some of the difficult-challenges and
Problems which teacher education personnel face in the future.
have tried to be realistic and yet, optimistic and in particu-
lar, to express the belief that those of us associated with the
t=an's Grant Projects have a special opportunity to provide the
leadership to meet the difficult challenges of the future. Hope-
fully the work of the Dean's Grant Projects will be useful to the
broader set of teacher-preparation centers as the difficult tasks
of the 1980s unfold.
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The Development of Materials and Resources
for Dean's Grant Projects

Karen Lundholm

University of Alifine

ABSTRACT: The products relating to the work
of the Dean's Grant Projects can be found in
at least four places: (a) the literature de-
veloped by NSSP; (b) the curriculum framework
suggested by NSSP and DGPs and the supporting
documentation offered to teacher educators;
(c) the products of the individual projects;
and (d) the creativity of the personnel re-
sponsible for advancing the collective programs.
The products of the DGPs are highly useful by
themselves, but when they are viewed in the
context of he curri-,L-ulum clop cot propo-
sals of the NSSP/DGPs they provide a system-
atic illustration of project emphases. In
turn- the curriculum framework and supporting
documentation are themselves strengthened by
the literature, practices, and issues presented
and discussed throughout the NSSP-developed
literature.

What emerges from these resources is a
four-pronged attack on the issues that arise
when efforts are made to expand the preparation
of regular and, indeed, all educators for new
roles to accommodate the educational needs of
handicapped (and nonhandicaPPed) children in
least restrictive settings. The Dean's Grant
program is,one of the most energized and chal-
lenging initiatives in teacher education today
and it has provided a useful body of literature
for educators. A list of LTI/NSSP publications
is attached.

Tai' purpose of this chapter is not to account for all the
products developed by Dean's Grant Projects but

rather, to characterize the nature of the materials developed
and to delineate conditions under =which these resources were pro-

. .
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duced and used. `rh, 'i ussion is organized according to the
following outline'

?he geveleamental cattern across the projects.

o The work of the National Support Systems Project
in materials dovelepment for both planning and
suphort curposg.

o materials development across the network of DGPs.
o __emtnation channels for current materials.
o Personnel resources.

conditions. Governing the Development and Use of
Materials and Resources in Dean's Grant Projects

THROUGHOUT the first seven years of the DGPs, documented results
and tangible product, were expected and anticipated: What and
where are the produCts of the projects? In seeking answers, it
is useful to recognize the following characteristics;

a The pr'Imery purpose-o DGPs never was intended to be
the development and dissemination of materials. Indeed, the pro-
duction of materials, W;.ether instructional or informational, was
incidental to the prim -sty purposes of awareness, faculty develop-
ment, curriculum rc'iaion, and related documentaVion.

a The instructional and informational materials that
were developed were created to meet distinctly local needs; they
reflect the particular situation of a particular setting at a par-
ticular moment. Expectations for a set or sets of slick, tested,
"cook-took style" materials to conduct a Dean's Grant project
were premature, if not unrealistic, Planning options, faculty
development strategies, guides to curriculum revisions, extended
curriculum outlines, evaluation and measurement formats, time-
lines, and procedural recommendations contained as many variations
as there ere gum bars of DuP5.

o Project personnel who devised materials 'did not ex-
pect them to-be used for long periods of,time, or even to be ap-

, plied to other settings. Materials often were offered to other
teacher-education institutions with open permission to revise or-
adapt, providing credit was given to the initial developers. The
educators who work toward the achievement of grant objectives are
imbued with solid respect for the urgencies and complexities of
their shared task; they are practical about the time, resources,
and energies required to.develop suitable materials just for im-
mediate local use, let alone for publication.

o In most projects, the developers of materials tend to
be junior in faculty status and to be professional educators ra-
ther than professional developers; occasionally, educators and
technicianshave joined forces to produce and package products
for broader distribution, but such instances have been the excep-
tion.

o After. all is said and done (or after much is said and
all is done), the accommodation of mildly handicapped children in
regular school programs., requires essentially the practice of
sound, known teaching methods. The materials, with few excep...,
tions, are those same basic resources found useful in strong tea
cher-education programs. It probably is true that instructional
panaceas have not been discovered by the DGPs, but that the needs
for updated teacher-education programs are being rediscovered and
validated. The adjustments that have been advanced among DGPs are
primarily in increased profesSional awareness and sensitivity to
the needs of all children, administrative leadership and resource
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alloeatiou, of the state of the art in classrooms.
Besults documented by DGPs show actual, if modest, rearrangements
of teacher-education structures and practices to incorporate the
new social and legal mandates articulated in Public Law 94-142,
other federal statutes, and state legislation. In the last anal-
ysis, it may be that the major contribution of the DGPs has at
'aeon the generation of now content but, rather, the introda2tion
and legitimation of formal change processes into te-acher-oduca-
tion Staff-development programs realignments of professional
personnel, and concomitant developments in curriculum offerings
and program updating.

o The nature of the Dean's Grant program has been one
of fostering cooperation and sharing among individual prejects
and project personnel. The notion of professional sharing does
not receive much attention these days in publications or formal
academic reward structures. But DGPs, like travelers in terra
incognita, have been dependent on each other for survival as well
as progress. A unique contribution of the program, perhaps, has
heep the development among projects of candid communication on
procedurally and politically sensitive topics that cut across the
work of ear".

Much nus been written about professional protectiveness sur-
rounding academic initatives, certainly in matters of research
.1nd development; the reasons are well documented. Although this
protectiveness may not prevail to the same degree in the teacher-
education community, members of the DGP community showed initial
reluctance to enter fully into open explorations and problem-
solving discussions. The history of the development of the cli-
mate of communications in which DGPs function is interesting but
not relevant here with perhaps this exception; At first, DGP
personnel were reserved an hesitant about indicating anything
loss than mastery of their purposes; with time, these same per-
sonnel increasingly acknowledged the unknown qualities of the
territory in which they were wet-king and that no one project had
a better grasp of the problem va and solutions than -in y other, that
their missions virtually were untried in hither education, and
that survival required the pooling of information and a sharing
of procedures, strategies, and results.

The shared sense of community was developed through a number
of regional and national meetings of project personnel, the strong,
support of federal officers, ard the leadership of the MSP dir-
ector and regional liaisons in providini consistent, sustained
exaMples of the best practices in professional and community co-
operation. The response by the projects to the creation and
maintenance of a climate that encouraged projects to search for
and test out fledgling ideas initially was reservation and skep-
ticism; gradually, participation and acceptance grew and flour-
ished so that today the resources of the DGP community are begin-
ning to be fully :-.arshaled. The point here is that this sense of
shared community and the permissibility of sharing less-than-per-
fected ideas aas had significant impact on the work of the DGF6.
It has been a significant factor in the development and use of
resources (material and personnel) in creating the fundamental
attitude that it is acceptable and even admirable' to build openly
and collaboratively on one another's ideas and experiences.

The preceding factors have been markedly instrumental in con-
tributing to the development, and use Offmaterials among the Dean's
Grant Projects.

Almost parenthetically it should be noted again that few
DGPs 'are in the primary business of materials deVelopment. In
general, one organiking principle of DGPs is that funds should
not be used to support junior faculty members and other personnel
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who, workihq .1pAft fron the main -tasks of departments, attend
mainly to the development of curriculum modules and other such
materials. From the earliest days of DGPs, the measure pt: pro-
ject effectiverv,ss has been influence on curricular offerings
and faculty membrs" awareness of new demands, not the develop-
ment o: materiatd5. However, three Projects in the early clays
were directed to materials production: one each at the Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, The University of Texas at Austin,
and the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee. The contributions
of these three projects are substantsal and continue to have irn-
port for the wort of errant and non-grant institutions.

University of Northern Colorado

UNC was funded in 1974 to conduct an inservice training project
to prepare regular educators to accommodate the educational needs
of handicapped children. Under the leadership of Clifford Baker
and Rarbara Fowler, UNC conducted a sarvey of all special educa-
tion departments in the nation to discover the most useful in-
structional materials, films, books, articles, and the like then
in use that would give regular classroom teachers the skills and
knowledje to meet the needs of mildly handicapped children in
classrooms. The two investigators organized the responses into
a set of resources for college-level faculty members. The first
compilation was directed to the preparation of elementary teach-
ers; Vler then repeaLea the process for secondary-level teach-

In each instance, the materials-ware-Urganixed Into approx-
imately 25 units.

Instructional Learning act.,..ities, complete with readings,
references, games, and the like, were collected for each unit and
organized into large notebooks. These materials contained more
resources and references than any one program or instructor pos-

. sibly could employ. The reforenna book was used one on one by
a college faculty consultant who sat down with the faculty mem-
bers teaching relevant courses and encouraged them to consider
possible course adjustments. This comprehensive identification
and listing of available materials then in practice in special
education departments, and the application of these materials to
actual course offerings, proved workable in Colorado. The re-
source collection also became a valuable foundation in similar
efforts by some DGPs.

The resource materials were in demand outside the state of
Colorado as soon as they were completed. UNC staff members ap-
plied for funds to duplicate and distribute the materials nation-
ally on even regionally, but the request was denied. Neverthe-
less, UNC supplied copies-to teacher-education programs within
Colorado to the limit=of'its dissemination budget, and copies
were sold on en at-cost basis for as long as the project could
manage. A set of the materials was sent to NBSP and permission
was given for sufficient copies to be reproduced for distribution
to the then-current DGPs. Since those yearn, NSBP has distri-
buted about 225 sets. Baker and Fowler have continued to make
the materials available through an independent, at-cost repro-
duction service even though they have gone on to other responsi-
bilities and vocations.

University of Texas at Austin

In 1975-1978 the DGP at the University of Texas at Austin, under
direction of the coordinator, Dr. Donna Denney Houghton, develop-
ed a set of instructional modules around 10 primary objectives
for the training of regular classroom teachers to work with hand-
icapped children. The 10 Modules followed a set format: State-
ment of objectives; pretest; narrative with supporting activities
and resources and activities were drawn, in large part, from the

213
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woik of Baker 'il Bowlr but were extended and updated. The set
of modules, illustrative activities, and some supporting video
tapes were called "Perm" (Preparing Regular Educators for main-

;

streaming). Thewtre designed for usebb teacher educators but
u, r found to be twflinable to both inservice and pre-service
settings across roe country.

The DGP at the University of Texas at Austin was not re-fund-
ed but, because of the many demands for PRE modules from insti-
tutions all over the country, the materials were given to NSSP
for at-cost reproduction and distribution. SmOP has seen the
materials through several reprints and has distributed them to
audiences other than DCPs to a total of over 300 sets- The ma-
terials today are somewhat outdated but remain useful_

The University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee

Under the direction of Coordinator Susan Gruber, the DCP at UMW
was funded to develop a comprehensive set of video tapes and sup-
norting readings that addressed key issues in-the implementation

_

of Public haw 94-142 at both elementary and secondary levels,
The materials were unusually well researched and of high nuality.
Under the title. "I'm a Lot Like You,' the products addressed
the onderstanding, assessment, and programing children with dif-
ferences at elementary and secondary levels.

These comprehensive films and materials have Peen used by
several states for the inservice and pre- service training of reg-
ular educate;s. BOC,1USQ of their scope, cost and reproduction
ha^= o. boar. issuos. Thov wore nddreesed satisfactorily for
some time by at-cost duplication and distribution through the
University of Uiseonsin /Milwaukee Department of Exceptional Chil-
dren. Because the requests were so numerous, UMW opted to place
the materials with the Law system where they were =approved teL
comniercial publication, There has been a period of considerable
revision of the initial materials; during production time, ap-
proxlmately two years, the meter;als have not been available.

Dissemination

Tn each instance, chief authorship and leadership _ provided
be junior faculty members carrying the title of 7-act coordi-
nator. "" Also, in each instance, the development of the materials
did not particularly intersect with the curricular revision at-
tempted at the host institution. The materials were in demand
outside the project as rapidly as they were completed, and the
developers aggressively sought to snare them on a practical, use-
ful, low-cost basis (the developers received no returns). In
each instance, a good repository for the materials was not in ex-
istence, and no dissemination system was in place to make useful
materials available. The dissemination issue here may not be
particularly relevant; however, it is possible that DGP person-
nel have refrained from the wholesale development of materials
partly for just that reason; Once materials are developed, no
adequate system currently is in place for their adequate and ef-
fective dissomination.

UNC, University of Texas at Austin, and UPS made strong con-
tributions to the development of materials /resources and each was
in position and willing to make even stronger contributions had
appropriate dissemination mechanisms been in place. The descrip-
tion of the products of these projects does not diminish the sub-
stantial development of curriculum materials undertaken subse-
quently by the University of Kansas, University of Michigan,

subse-
quently
Virginia Commonwealth University, Augustana College, and Okla-
homa Baptist, among Others. The observation's are offered here
to emphasise the absence of designated "centers" for the-develop-
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count and tosttno uf instructional _a - among DGPs. and the
fact that Very few projects have used resources primaril-J to gio-
port materials _.clap ..ti of a comprehensive nature.

Develooment Pattern Across Gran

THE roughly 250 Dean's Grant Projects funded over the past seven
years present an impressive range of characteristics relating to
geography, size of host institution, grant objectives and opera-
ional strategies, variety of leadership styles and staff-manage-

ment patterns, areas of primary focus, degrees of curriculum
change and successful institutionalization thereof, and many
others, Despite these differences, there has been an observable
and, in some instancesdocumented pattern of collective and in-
dividual _ore:lent evolution, Each stage is accompanied by a
scramble -for relevant resources (material and personnel). The
breakdown of this pattern helps to clarify the issues confronting
each EGP and to illuminate further the nature of the materials
search among the projects. It is of interest that almost all
projects have evolved somewhat similarly; the projects of 1982 -
83 are not noticeably different from those of earlier days. The
difference that does exist is that the turn-around time at each
stage has been shortened, but the need to pass through that par-
ticular stile continues. The change process seeris to require a
fixed series of steps that must be addressed before the group is
able or ready to move ahead.

The activities of DGps fall into three broad areas: Aware-
ness, Faculty Development, and Curriculum Change. The areas can
be elaborated as follows:

Awareness (orientation to the issues)

Awareness II (sensitivity to dimensions of the
challenge and to change processes)

Diversion (reconsideration of commitment)

Faculty Development

curriculum Change

Outreach

Evaluation and Dissemination

In turn, each area can be further broken down into the following
stages (the subsets address related interests in materials and
resources):

Dev _0 overview:DGPs
ENE SS 1 (Orientation to the Issues):

Orientation of teacher-education community to issues
surrounding Public Law 94-142 and the education of
handicapped children (setting the context for the
massive changes underway).
Familiarization of DGPs with provisions of Public
Law 94-142 and state laws.

Estimates of how the laws and social mandates apply
to institutions of higher education and to teacher-
education programs. How Much must be done?

Increasing awareness that DGPs need to address in-
dividual faculty members, individual courses, and
the very substance and foundations of teacher-edu-
dation programs,
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(This stage, generally during Year 1 of the project, consti-
tutes a general examination of the problem and an assessment
of the dimensions of implications for the host institution.
The commitment in place is largely a commitment to consider
the roblem and possible solutions.)

naterials/Resources .seeded sought:

. Search for mainstreaming materials, bibliographies,
resource lists-

. Search for personnel who can address contextual issues.

. Search for "keynote- speakers: credible, articulate ed=
.

ucators of stature who can address faculty, administra-
tive, and community populations on the work of the DCPs.

Search for training/explanatory materials_ on provisions
of Public Law 94-142-

Search for good models of sound eacher-education pro-
grams: What does e good preparation program look like?

. Search for models of good or-exemplary practice's- When
a school is considered to have good practices' for the ed-
ucation of handicapped-all-children, what does it look
like?

AWARENESS II (Awareness of dimensions of the challenge and
that =Is are in the business_ of organization-
al change):

increasing ass that an effective project, program
requires attention to all dimensions of the teacher-edu-
cation program- isolated adjuntmentS do net suffice,

Increasing awareness that the Dean's Grant is not just
another grant but requires encompassing institutional
commitments.

Increasing awareness of the need for strong leadership
from the dean and administrative offices,

search for needs assessments/evaluation inntru nts:
Attitude inventories-
Faculty awareness of provisions of Public Law 94-142.
Assessments of skills and knowledge needed for suc-
cessful teachers,
Assessments for address to comprehensive training
programs.
Community/field-based assessments of teacher competen-
cies.

Starch for teacher competencies (across all disciplines) .

Establishment of countless lists of competencies. -

Awareness and acknowledgement that DGPs are involvcdPin
problems of pervasive organizational change,

References to change literature and processes..

Reassessment's of scope of change to be undertaken:
recalculations of commitments of deans and institutions
to actual change, and of the nature of issues involved.

materials/Resou es Needed(aaaLL:

Change literature in higher education.
. Models of exemplary teaCher-education pre - service
programs.

Available list of tehcher competencdes.
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. Ncels asses uation Instruments.

. Consultants on innovations and adoptions.

. Inventories: attitudes, knowledge, Mills, change.

DIVERSION FROM THE TASK (Reconsideration of commitment)

Aggressive press of federal offices on need for documen-
tation and evaluation of the work and impact of DO-Ps on
curriculum. In programs in very early stage` of opera-
tion, evaluation was preoccupied with the process rather
than substance of change.

Aggressive press for involvement of= all communities:
higher education, parents, stie department personnel,
schools, related agencies, and professional disciplines.

Increasing attention to DOPe as a vehicle for change.
Beginning of Outreach by the projects to other institu-

ens. Recognition that OUR models presented good pros-
accommodating and institutionalizing change.

lals/Resources Needed/Sought

. Evaluation instruments of all kinds.

Program evaluation rlodeis.

. Project address to issues of documentation and outreach:
what kind, how much, for whom,-and for what purpose?

. Federally recommended models for reporting evaluation and
change efforts.

. Dissemination vehicles for project products: recognition
that projects need to extend beyond their borders.

Address to export of change-efforts.

4. FACULTY DEVELOPMENT=

Explosion in faculty-development activities with emer-
gence of -the following:

Faculty retreats: entire departments, units, colleges.

Faculty seminars: bag lunches, formal and informal
seminars.

Development of faculty-authored reports: =collection
of papers on various aspects of handicapping condi-
tions and educational address thereof.

Strategies for development/involvement of faculty mem-
bers in work of the DDrs: incentives for faculty mem-
bers to visit school settings; shadowing of handicap-
ped children; commission of authored papers.

Development of resource units on handicapped children,
prepared for use by faculty members.

. Creation of faculty resource centers of. handicapped
literature.-

Development of instructional aids for use by faculty'
members.

Development of team-taught courses: 'faculty assis-
tance in teaching sections of courses.

Overtures of regular educators to special educators
and vice versa.

Extended perticipationidel6gation of conference atten-

21
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dance to more members of faculties. DCP personnel no
longor are the sole participants n regional and na-
tional conferences; other faculty members also are en-
gaged.

Emergence of interinstitutional seminars conducted for
and by faculty members.

aerials /Resources Needed /Bought:

. Resources/speakers for faculty retreats.

. Technical assistance for publication of faculty - sponsored
reports_

. Technical assistance for participation in regional and
national conferences.

infOrmation on successful strategies for faculty involve-
ment.

Informa,tion on faculty members in other institutions en-
gaged in like efforts (e.g., secondary efforts, methods
personnel, science educators administrators, counselors,
fbundatipns specialists, etc., ).

Dissemindtion assists for faculty- authored monographs
and reports,

CURRICULUM CHANGE:

Attention to issues of curriculum change. Emphasis on
elementary levels, overtures to secondary levels; flir-
tations, With counseling; administration, foundations,
art, music,'etc.

Attention to'programmatic needs assessments.

Attention to identification cf needed curricular content
relating to handicapped children and coverage in host in-
stitution programs. Designs of matrices of goals, cour-
ses, faculty members:

Establishment of resource centers to support not only
faculty developMent but program resources also.

Organized deve]opment of modules to address curriculum
content not currently represented regular instruction-
al sequences.,

=

Development of new courses.

Development of neW resource un

Faculty consideration given to teacher-eduCation se-
quences, effective Qurricalum offerings, and delivery
thereof,

Consideration given to -impro ed methods courses. student-
teaching placements and supervision, relations with
schools.

Syllabi revisions; development of reference lists and
curriculum guides. Work with formal curriculum-..committees.

Appearance of desc- Lpticns-,ef pnoUram change among the
DOPs.

Development of "Common Body of Practice for Teachers:
the Challengeof Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education."

aterials /Resources.Needed /Sought:

. Lists of training systems anilmaterials.
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_truetional modules on all aspects of addressing edu-
cational needs of handicapped children.

. Development and expansion of resource centers; search
for supporting documentation and available literature.

Design and formats of instructional/program matrices.

Revised course outlines and syllabi.

. Documentation of change in curriculum of other teacher-
education sequences and programs.

6. OCTREACH EFFORTS:

Increase in interuniversity seminars for faculty members.
--seminars on both selected institutional and'state-wide

bases.

ressive outreach to other in-state institutions. As-

__ sistance of AACTE in promoting interinstitutional and
state-wide cooperation.

Aggressive outreach to state departments_, prof, sional
organizations, community.
Increased POP participation in professional conferences
of state and national scope.

materials/Resources Needed/Sought:

Information on consortium models.

Information on and acres 'to national and regional con-
ference programs and agendae.

. Search for materials to be provided to state-wide insti-
tutional conferences.

. search for speakers, participants, consultants for,out-
reach activities.

7.DOCUMENTATION-AND DISSEMINATION:

Increase in quality and degree of documentation of change
efforts in DGPs.

Research studies undertaken-on aspects of DGP.s.

Efforts to write journaj articles documenting change ef-
forts. Emphasis on both substantive and procedural
changes.

Production and distribution of project reports. D
nation efforts made by individual projects with or with-
out assistance from technical assistance" agencies.

Materials /Resources Needed/Sought:

Assistance in duplicating and mailing.

. Requests for mailing lints. Recommendations for confer-
ence participants.

. Exchanges across professional

The precedingoUtline reports in somewhat simplistic terms
the major dimensions of the work of DGRs. Projects spend differ-
ing amounts of time and energies at each level or stage. In east
instance, there is a search for precedents, models, and availa-
ble resources. For most of these enterprises, "cookbook" mater-
ials simply do not exist. At all stages, there is evidence of-
reliance en the collective history of DGPs: "Take what we did
and try it Call me and let mt know how it goes."



The networF ;0 ot DGP activities consistently has been
underplayed, but the Loose configuration of a national program
and regionai supports in communication and technical assistance
should not be overlooked by students of the DGPs. The liosture
that "we're all in this together" has served DGPs well. Instead
of feelings of project isolation, the network notion has fostered
a strond sense of community, energy, co 1 oagueshi p, and motiva-
tion for project staff and their directors/deans. There can be
little doubt that the regional and national meetings called by
NssP, AAcTS, and other professional organizations, plus other
project interactive efforts, have served a useful purpose. The
maintenance of a national forum by the aggregate of more mature
projects, those just begInninq, and institutions considering ap-
plication for admission to the Dean's Grant program has encour-
aged and enabled the sharing of information en strategics, mater-
ials, personnel, styles, and substance which has been extraordin-
arily useful even if difficult to adequately document. The newer
Dons have been enriched by the lessons of those who came before;
the older projects have had pay-off in leadership positions in
the public accounting of their efforts.

Materials and Resources Stemming from
Role of National Support Systems Project

Ec-7-AUSE It is a technical assistance (support) system with acti-
vities that evolved over time, the role and functions of NSEP in
relation Lu materials and resources never were clear. NSSP did
not take upon itself, nor was it charged to undertake, the func-
tion of serving as a clearinghouse for mainstreamina materials;
this misperception was held by-DGPs and non-grant institutions
alike. NEsP was characterized by both a proactive and supportive
stance in stimulating, participating in the growth of, and dis-
seminating infor...ation on major developments among the federal
Offices, DGPs, and related agencies. Its mission was to help
interpret the contemporary context relating to increased opportun-
ities for handicapped children in regular education programs; to
articulate the vision, if you will; to hold the mirror for re-
flections; to encourage and stimulate the , -velopment, sharing,
and adoption of best practices; and to sur3rt and nurture per-
sonnel and promising ideas wherever they were found,

within this purpose, NSSP defined its role with respect to
materials more specifically as follows:

o To reflect or provide orientation to the educational
issues involved in the work of the DGPs to enhance
the educational opportunities of children with handi-
caps.

o To help to create a literature on the integration of
handicapped with nonhandicapped children in regular
school programs.

n To create and sustain a forum for discuss
shared materials among DGPs.

o To duplicate and distribute, at low coat, especially use-
ful materials and products.

o To support and encourage outreach activities by DGPs.

NSSP and Materials Produ

Two dimensions define these activities: (a) materials production
to contribute to the establishment of a literature in the field
and (b) specific, targeted materials aimed at curriculum develop-
ment in teacher education with supporting resources and documen-
tation.

ens and

2



turo. When (then the Leadership Training Insti-
tute) was actively engaged in the early 1970s in facilitating the
integration of children with special needs into regular school
programs, the available literature documenting successful teacher
practices and outlining current problems was exceedingly limited.
Since then there has been an exponential increase of materials
and textbooks relating to the education of handicapped children.
NSSP played a constructive rote by providing leadership in build-
ing a literature on basic notions, teacher practices, and general
issues in the accommodation of children with special needs. The-
leadership in documenting this movement was provided for more
than a decade by Maynard Reynolds, director of the earlier Leader
ship Training Institute and the subsequent National Support Sys-
terns Project. Through contracts with authors, consultation cu
design and format of development, professional editing, and pro-
duction and dissemination directly and through cooperative ar-
rangements with standing professional organizations (CEC parti-
cularly; more recently, AACTE) in teacher education, NSSP pro-
duced a selective literature which is recognized as a contribu-
tion to the field. The materials sb made available were those
that were essential to the LTI and NSSP missions but did not pro-
mise sufficient returns to make them attractive to commercial
publishers. The substantial additions to the informational and
instructional literature serve perhaps, as an example for future
technical assistance systems.

The nature of the NSSP production efforts can be classified
as follows: materials for teachers and practitioners; (a) infor-
mative materials derived from academic disciplines; (b) materials
examining contemporary i)s,,uog; (e) materials relating to the work
of the Dean's Grant Projects; and (d) resources not generally a-
vailable elsewhere. The list of NSSP publications is,appended to
this e-hapter.

Curriculum Development. In 1978, when the Dean's Grant pro-
gram had been underway tor approximately three years, individual
projects were instituting needed curriculum changes and were in

process of discovering that their programs related not just 'to
handicapped children but to all children; that the curriculum
changes underway applied to the entire teacher-preparation se-
quence; that their work had ramifications for all faculties:
special education, foundations, administration, and all school-
related personnel as well as regular educators; that faculty mem-
bers in instructional institutions were not always knowledgable
about current issues in the education of handicapped children;
that piecemeal changes were inadequate for the long range; and
leverage was needed to grasp and provide leadership for curricu-

lum change.
It also was apparent that a useful, comprehensive explica-

tion of strong teacher-education programs, assuming full curricu-
lum integration of the principles of Public Law 94-142 with all
their, implications, simply did not exist in manageable form. A-

gain under the leadership of Maynard Reynolds, the NSSP undertook
to develop, in cooperation with the teacher-education community,
a comprehensive structure that would,at least set out for discus-
lion one pessibl, str _taro for a solid teacher -education prograr
that would meet the no,ls of all children, including these with

handicaps.
Thus began a three-year program of curriculum development

under NSSP leadership, The first step was the document, A Com-
monhod- of Practice for Teachers: The Challene of Public Law
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94-142 to Teacher Education-1 The second step was the develop-
ment of teacher-ceucation resource modules extending, or flesh-
ing out, the domains of teacher competencies outlined in the ba-
sic document. The rationale for and documentation of these de-
velopment efforts in curriculum are presented in the chapter by
Lakin and Reynolds.

i8 haraateri tai of NSSP Development arts. For the record,
the characteri. tics of materials develop. efft-By NSSP were con-
tracts with modest honoraria signed with authors; all materials
are in the public domain with no royalties to developers, au-
thors, or _gencies: materials reproduced in expensive format;
and broad dissemination at low cost or at-cost. The NSSP placed
materials, where possible, with standing professional organiza-
tions to encourage distribution. In fact, NSSP undertook to
"give away" as many of its ideas and publications as was possible
and practical, and to take all measures to strengthen and contri-

-bute to the professional community. To the Dean's Grant Pro-
jects, the primary clients of NSSP, complimentary copies of all
materials were routinely provided and multiple copies were_ made
available on an at-cost basis.

Materials and Resources
Developed-by Dean's Grant Projects

BECAUSE DGPs are not intended to give primary emphasis to materi-
als development and NSSP is not directly in the business of act-
ing as a clearinghouse for materials that are devised, it is not
possible here to delineate the full extent of the products coming
out of CPs.

what has been developed?

The NSEP has assembled and annotated an inventory of materials
received in its offices over the last several years. This in-
ventory has a highly limited shelf-life but while the supply
lasts it is available from the University of Minnesota.2 The
following index shows the categories of materials which have
been produced by DGPs (the categories are arbitrary); the list=
ins is not co:7prehensive.

rndexs DGP Products

Awarenens For Faculty Members and Students
. Provisions and intent of Public Law 94-142
. Program assessments and needs for change
. Problems/issues of handicapped children
Roles of IHEs in relation to legal and social mend

. Movements in teacher-education institutions

Attitudes; Of Faculty Members and students
. Toward handicapped persons
. Toward ehande processes
Toward "mainstreaming"

. Toward changes needed to implement Public Law 94-142
Toward needs for adjusted or revised curriculum_
Toward interests and needs of parents

1See publications list.
2_
Requests should be directed to NSEP Publications, Department
Educational Psychology, Burton Hall, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN 55455.
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Material, Relating Provisions of Public Law 94-142 and
Related Contextual Issues

Bibliograehios/Resouroest
Bibliographies on mainstreaming

. Bibliographies on change proceses
Bibliographies on all aspects of handicapping condi-
tions
Media lists (filmstrips, films, video tapes)

. College resources
Community resources
Resources available for handicapped college students

Change Literaturet Processes/Procedures
3ibliographies

. Planning documents
Implementation procedures
Institutionalization of

. Evaluation
Follow-up materials

Facult Develonment
Strategies for faculty development
Resource units on handicapping conditions
Readings
self-instructional packets
seminars/Workshops/Retreats
support systems for faculty development
interinstitutional seminars
Instructional materials: Modules
Instructional materials; resource listings; curricu-
lum guides

Curriculum
. Analysis: Program review instruments (hy course/
program)
Instructional delivery matrices

. Teacher competency lists for work with handicapped
children
Integration /assessment of skills and knowledge

. Course outlines
Course syllabi
Curriculum overview

Instruction
. on substance of Public Law 94142
Characteristics and learning styles of handicapped
children
New course outlines
Aspects of instruction; e.g., modules on class
management; behavior management; learning styles;
assessment; grading, adaptation of instruction.
Materials for related disciplines

- Topics; Foundations.
Counselors
Art
Science
Music
Administration

'Health, Recreation, physical Education
secondary Education
Elementary Education

2
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Materials Relating to Weir pith Parents

Student Teaching: Placements and Supervision

,Graduate Performance Evalcaeions

Evaluation and struments:
Course
Program
Attitudes
Knowledge Dose: Faculty and Students
Methods Courses
Placements and Supervision
Grant Implementation
Curriculum

t'inal proicct Reoorts

__tters

In-eruniversity seminars ana Visits

Task Force Rgports

Special St=111Z-MEI'l
Outreach Activities:

Publications
Papers on DGPs
Conference presentations and seminars
Outreach to related professional disciplines
state and national ACTE meetings and conferences

Are there common characteristics in the development of ma-
terial = Each DSP seems to follow a similar evolutionary pattern:
awareness/orientation to the problem; confronting the fact that
achievement of DGP goals requires pervasive change: early efforts
to achieve changes in a "quick and dirty fashion; and the sober
realization that change is a time-consuming process necessitating
the active participation of faculty members and affecting the to-
tal instructional program. At tote name time, the existence of
few precedents for the standard accomplishment of changes is ac-
knowledged, as in-the fact that the best available resources pro-
bably are specific to the project, the institute ,nd the area

Observations on common characteristics of i , dent efforts
are not of earth-shattering import but may be o est:

Among early DGPs, there rarely was a ee;q=rehensive,
planful approach to identification of materials needs.
Increasingly, projects are more systematic as the ter-
rain and task become more familiar and better documen-
ted.

Personnel in charge of grant activities are responsi-
ble for providing immediate responses for needed ma-
terials. Materials are produced for local use, to
meet local needs and contingencies.

Technicians rarely are involved in devolOpmental ef-
forts; curriculum specialist§ may or may not be in-
volved in curriculum-change efforts.

The key to the use of materials is involvement by
-users in planning and development.

Materials development is a useful strategy to involve
faculty. members in DGPs.

Low-budget materials can be as effective as more so-
phisticatechpresentetions.

external dissemination is no generally part of the
planning in developmental s



matet 1,ils vary in ability to "stand alone," without
interpret-0_1one,

Developers are unusually willing to share 1_,as and
farts, if the inco-lpleteness of the Production is

understood and accepted.

. Sharing comes about through encouragement to do so;
to:tional national meetiqqg prm-:ide hralcul if
protected climates for airing new ideas. Developers
generally are shy or reserved about the relevance of
their work.

materials exoortable?

Fow products may be directly and entirely transferable to other
locations but their ideas generally are. Situations/climates
differ among CUPS, so needed product modifications are obvious;
okilled educators readily can make appropriate adjustments. De-
velopers are surprisingly and gratifyingly willing to share ma-
terials for use "as is or with revisions, as long as acknowledge
merits are made. The climate is favorable to the sharing of ideas
materials, and personnel across training programs and institu-
tions; this situation has not always existed among pre-gerviee
preparation programs.

Are some materials 7articularl

Without geostion, some ideas and products are more relevant and
applicable to the task of DGPs than others. But according to
whom-: Materials useful in one setting may not be so in another;
products whre'l one reviewer might reject for solid reasons can be
highly appropriate under another set of circumstances in another
setting. The suggestion that some products are more useful than
others does en injustice to many of the products unknown to the

-NSST -at-this juncture; not-bb make an attempt compile-SlathTar
list is an injustice of another order. if the NSSP were to de-
velop a "short list" of institutions that have created particu-
larly constructive and useful-looking materials (depending on ob-
vious questions of getting and application) it would include the
following:

ougustana College (awareness activities; curriculum revi-
sions)

Central Florida University (documentation of program change)
Cleveland state University (assessments of faculty knowl-

edge skills; materials for counselors and administra--

Colorado State University (comprehensive planning and
change; secondary level)

Consortium Universities
Howard University (documentation for disabled students)
Hunter College (faculty development strategies)
memphis State University (documentation of program change;

interinstitutional relationships)
North Carolina State university (faculty development strat-

cgies)
_

Ohio State University (instructional materials)
Southern Illinois university at Carbondale (resource iden-

tification; documentation)
University of Illinois (curriculum guides; curriculum revi-

sions)
University of Kansas- '(program revision planning; instruc-

tional-modules; evaluation)
University of Kentucky (faculty publications /papers; DGP
documentation)

2



Michigan (instructional modules)
University of Missouri/Columbia (interuniversitv seminars;

evaluation documentation)
(project documentation for student

descriptions and content; outreach)
Colorado (resource materials)
Illinois (curriculum revisions:

University of Nebraska
performance; program

University of Northern
University of Northern

elementary level)
University of
University of
University of

cies)
University of

terials)
University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee
Virginia Commonwealth University

curriculum development)
Western Oregon University

evaluations)
West Virginia University

Oregon (planning and documentation)
the Pacific (comprehensive planning)
Portland (identification of teacher co en-

Texas at Austin (PROJECT PREM - resource ma-

(resource materials)
(planning and evaluation;

(program and student performance

(documentation of program change)

What happens to roducts developed DG Pa?

No mechanism for the screening or sharing of DGP products was es-
tablished by the federal agency, projects, or NSSP to continue
the early, if superficial, efforts of NSSP to alert personnel to
DGP-developedresources. It is not that such a distribution cen-
ter could not be established to serve a set of projects but, situ-
ply, that such a mechanism has not been established to date. Re-
cently, there has been a movement to deposit DCP-developed prod-
ucts with the ERIC system. Materials then could be abstracted
and reproduced on request, and would continue to be available
after the project has terminated. The ERIC system is willing to
assume thiz function and even has made provision to cross-refer-
ence SUch-materials-in-both the Clearinghouse_ on Teacher educa.-.
tion and the Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children.

Obtaining hard copies of often-fugitive materials requires
some persistence. Project personnel are unusually accommodating
in meeting requests and inquiries, although their response sys-
tems overload quickly. -n generol,miterinlm may be available
through one of six possible channels: (a) the project directly,
while dissemination monies and staff time permit; (b) possible
dissemination systems developed by the host institution; (c)

ERIC; (d) state or national conference reproduction of materials;
(e) commercial publishers or LINC; (f) or some kind of ad hoc or-
ganization, such as.the NSSP. Currently, no central listing in-
dicates existing materials or their outlets, other than the par-
tial, inventory of the NSSP.

Although the NSSP capacity to respond to requests for mate-
rials was somewhat limited, it was possible to work through the
structure to obtain copies of selected DGP-developed materials,
NSSP offered various means of dissemination assistance: direct
duplication for complimentary distribution to DGPs; direct dupli-
cation by NSSP for low-cost sales to DGPs and other members of
the teacher-education community; supporting duplication and di-
rect mailings by developing institutions; partial supports for

- reproduction by developing institutions; and recommendations and
assists in Procuring duplication and distribution of products by
outside agencies. The NSSP also reproduced materials in quantity
for periodic mailings to DGPs, or use at regional or national
meetings, or for distribution at other professional meetings.
The NSSP was able also to duplicate individual copies on specific
request.
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The thu effective dissemination of DGP-deve==oped
products reiliet hc ,nNu.ral dissemination troubles of federa--
initiatives and t er-education practices. Wean only no=oe
that the loader, u in the cummunity will chin away at the oh-
stacleA and ease the- sharing of iduas and practices. Of cour=m,=',
the actual problem underlying the confusion on accessibility end
availability of materials vary well may be thefMlowing: To

d.aes the tas;: interatird handicapped children
into regular education programs require a fundamermal, liter-
ature and new curriculum materials? It is possible that nuff'

resources already exist and that the problems may be not=._
those of insufficient knowledge nut, rather, ofoffective _ry
and the sustained application of skills and knofiedge already
produced.

Disne. Current Materials

IN terminating NSSP activities, the concern forprevidiha for
continued accessibility to materials was paramount. As it tuns
out, long-range accessibility cannot assuredbilt-tho-short
.ferm provisions appear satisfactory.

The NSP and the Dean's Grant Projects' have enjoyed the
port and cooperation of the standing profensioolstructures,
particularly, The Council for Exceptional Children and the &roc= Tri-
can Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. These orga_ -111-
zations are concerned with and have shared the discussions on
dissemination of GGP materials. They have a genuine interest in
seeing that products and materials are made available on a
cost, troad range basis to educators across the country. The
dissemination of products through those structures - and anti= mace-
ment of existence of the materials - has enableda far more of 1fec-
tive sharing of information than most ad hoc structures, such
the ,iian manage; the GGPs and NSSP owe their appreciation_ to
the personnel of those agencies for their yearn of continued iemn-
terost and support.

The disposition of current materials is addressed in the
following order:

NS SP= dovelo_ood materials: Literature andalrriculum
Development M _erials

DGP-developed materials.

JESP-_Developed Materials

The agencies from which current materialscan be ob-
tained are listed in the Appendix to this chapter along Wig=mh
the titles that are available. These agencies are AACTE,
The Council for Exceptional Children, and the Department
Educational Psychology, University of Minnesota.

All NEEP-deVeloped materials also are entered into thc
ERIC system.

2. Dean'n Grant Projects roducts

The summary or partial inventory of Da- developed
materLals to 'date (Fall 1982) is available from the Univer
sity of Minnesota while the supply lasts and the
of the inventory is acceptable. This same inventory has
been forWarded to the ERIC system, with intentions of malcir_g
as many of the items as possible available through their d:P-_s-
tribution channels. Future DGPs will be encouraged to for
ward one copy of each item developed to ERICferdistribetd_can
in the same manner. Materials not available through ERIC c=wr
commercial systems may be requested from the individual

22
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A!TA ti to individual project response
capacJty.

Personnel Resources

TI review would be incomolete without reference to the person-
nel ret;01=1:=C0t-z; In the Dean's Grant Projects. The unsung heroes
of t-11 grants are the deans, staff persons actively engaded in
project direction, and facultv members in tho host institutions
across the country who are working to put into place revised
practices and structures to accommodate mildly handicapped chil-
dren in least restrictive settings. In all DGPs there are ex
traordinarily committed, informed, and effective artist/educa-
tors, with skills and expertise in all manner of tepics that are
relevant to the work of the projects. These people are the real
sources and forces of chinged curriculum and teacher-education
practices.
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Publications List

Unless stated otherwibe the materials are available from:
Department of Educational Psychology, Burton Hall, 176 Pillsbury
Drive S.B., University of Minnesota, MinneaPolls, tiN 55455.

Available from The Council for Exceptional Children

Available trom Amerian Association of Colleges for Teacher Ed-
ucation

1. Bates, P. (Ed.). Mainstreaming: our current know edge
base. (1981)

_!Birc_h,-JW___ma.instre.aminc;4_-Edheabl-e-mehta
children inruular classes. (1974)

3. *Birch, J. W. Hearing imbaired Dupi1 s in the mains-roam.
(1976)

4. Davis, J. (Ed.). Our _forgotten children: Hard-of-R2Eina
DUDiliS in the schools. (1977)

Instructina 1 for exceotiona
children. 972

6. Deno, E. N. Educating children wi
ar,dbehavior problem. (1976

7. *Deno, S. L., & Mirkin, P. K. DataLased program modifica-
tion: A manual. (1977)

a. *Freeman, G. G. -oeach and language services and the
classroom teacher. (1977)

9. *flrosenic, J. K., F. Feynolds, M. C. Eds.). Teacher edu-
cation: RenegotiatingRLnnqutiatin roles for mainstreamlng. (1918)

10. *Hivoly, W., & Reynolds, M. C. (Eds.). Domai- -referenced
testin in aecial education. (1975)

11. Jones, R. A. (Ed.). Mainstreaming and the minority child.
(1976)

12. Jones, R. A. (Ed.). Special education in transition:
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